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Readers of my previous publications will not be surprised that in this 
volume I continue to apply the approach developed in earlier studies to 
the questions of how modern science is done, and what its influences 
are on our world. These two inquiries are directly connected with some 
of the current controversies in such fields as history of science, philoso
phy of science, sociology of science, cultural history, science policy, and 
education.

In order to base the discussion on the foundation provided by a 
detailed case study, I continue, in the new Introduction to this edition 
and in the first six chapters (Part 1 ), to set forth the results of my 
researches on the work of Albert Einstein as well as on the influences— 
in both senses: those upon it during the nascent phase, and those 
flowing from it after publication. The next part (Chapters 7 through 
provides an investigation of other styles of research in the advancement 
of science, contrasting with the approach dominating Part 1 . And the 
last set of chapters (Part III) deals more directly with the often unfore
seen consequences of the progress of contemporary science, with its 
fruits as well as its burdens.

On the way through these chapters one could choose to neglect the 
development of a point of view in favor of focusing on some of the 
separate questions that become prominent in individual chapters: By 
what mechanisms is progress in science achieved despite the enormous 
diversity of individual, often conflicting, efforts? What is the modern 
scientists' belief system, and do they still need a guiding philosophy of 
science, whether held consciously or not? What are the uses and dan
gers of metaphor in scientific research? In education? Is there a se
quence of steps by which high-level theories are constructed? What 
was Einstein's overall scientific program? How did his work shape the 
culture of science and the imagination of twentieth-century artists and

vii
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writers? What Limits may society validiy place on the work of re
searchers? Has a new relationship developed between "pure" research 
and mission-directed devetopment, one that aiiows science to serve 
better both the pursuit of truth and the nationai interest?

It is, however, possible to approach the book more holistically, for a 
main preoccupation underlying all chapters is what one can mean by 
"understanding" the development of modern science. To this, the his
torian of science cannot expect one single, simple answer, but must 
proceed in different directions to partial or complementary answers, 
only the totality of which can have a claim to credibility.

To those in the maturer and exact sciences, such a process may at 
first not seem congenial. These researchers are used to understanding 
the current state of their science (rather than its historical development) 
in another way—in terms of the integrated picture of the physical 
world obtaining at the moment. To use an analogy: They can imagine 
themselves as having gained the Olympian height from which they 
might, in principle, perceive at a glance the whole varied landscape 
below. From such a unified conception one can hope to deduce, and 
therefore "understand," every detail of every phenomenon in the given 
science. And though the sciences are still a long way from attaining 
such a goal, the existence of a few scientists with remarkably synoptic 
understanding gives courage to the rest.

Moreover, the problems encountered in a science usually turn out to 
have one right answer. Most scientific problems are understood in 
about the same way everywhere on earth, with different schools of 
thought in the natural sciences existing relatively rarely and briefly. 
Third, most experts in a given held share more or less the same episte
mology and ideology. And last, the raw material, the data base for any 
problem in a natural science, is usually relatively certain, because it can 
be reproduced at will in any suitably equipped laboratory.

But all of this of course does not apply to the study of the history of 
a science. The very contrary is the case. The history of science has 
indeed become a vigorous and rapidly rising professional discipline, 
but unlike the natural sciences, it does not have a well-developed the
ory. In this respect it seems to me still in a pre-Newtonian stage. At
tempts to impose an overarching theory of historical development are 
premature and misguided.

Yet in my view this state of affairs does not constitute the slightest

viii
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handicap for understanding the history of science in a profound way. 
Two aspects of "understanding" are perfectiy within our present capa
bilities: (i) to understand thoroughly many of the individual main 
events in history of a science (events, not speculative syntheses and 
other constructs) and (2.) to see connections between many of these 
events. An analogy may again help: One can have a comfortable and 
operational understanding of the geography of one's city if one is fa
miliar with many of the chief intersections and quite a few of the 
connecting roads between them, without having been in every street or 
having seen the initial master plan.

By "event" I mean the development, appearance, or publication of a 
scientific paper, or an influential scientific address, or a specific discov
ery, or a letter, or a photograph made during the use of laboratory 
equipment, or a page of a laboratory notebook, and so forth. Each of 
these has a physical residue that can be studied and that lends itself to 
the eventual formation of a consensus among competent observers 
who come to a historic case from different directions. It is in this sense 
analogous to what an elementary particle physicist calls an event, for 
example, a trace of tracks in a spark chamber. The task of historians of 
science, then, is to use these events as the underlying factual base and 
to proceed inductively from that base.

In my view an understanding of an event, and ultimately of the 
connection between events, follows from the proper description of the 
event, and this description consists in principle of providing an ac
count of each of the main components that generally produce an event. 
These components are in brief the following: the state of "public," 
shared scientific knowledge within the subject at the time of the chosen 
event; the trajectory of the state of public, shared scientific knowledge 
leading up to the time chosen; the state of the "private" scientific 
knowledge of the particular scientists at the time of the chosen event; 
the trajectory of the scientific activity of the person under study, up to 
the chosen time; the prior development of the particular scientist in 
terms of his or her psychological formation; the sociological setting 
at the time chosen (e.g., the effect of the educational system on the 
preparation of the scientist); cultural, ideological, or political elements 
that may have shaped the thinking of the scientist; the epistemologi
cal assumptions and the logical structure of the document under 
study; and, last but not least, and in my own studies most important,
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the thematic presuppositions that guided the work of the scientist as 
weli as his or her followers and opponents.

The exhaustive description of a particular event, one that includes 
all of these nine components, is neither likely nor necessary. But it is a 
worthy ideal, as the goal in the eventual accumulation of insight into a 
particular case. In the meantime, the program proves its worth by 
helping to make better sense of what otherwise would be a chaotic or 
arbitrary collection of personalities, documents, and controversies and 
by guiding our search for coherent patterns characterizing the develop
ment of science and its reciprocal interactions with the rest of our 
culture.

A brief comment seems in order with respect to the last chapter, 
entitled "The advancement of science, and its burdens: the Jefferson 
Lecture." It was given as the tenth of these annual lectures, at the 
invitation of the National Endowment for the Humanities, which is re
sponsible to Congress for the selection of the lecturers. The announced 
conditions of the award require that the lecture be of some prag
matic use, for the speaker is to bring to bear his experience "upon 
aspects of contemporary culture, and matters of broad public con
cern." At the same time, the chosen scholar is also burdened with the 
announcement by the NEH that the award "is the highest honor the 
federal government confers for distinguished intellectual achievement 
in the humanities." To this double-barreled challenge is added the 
setting. The lecture is given in the first instance in Washington, D.C., 
before an audience of about fourteen hundred, with the invitation list 
apparently containing policymakers, from Supreme Court justices 
down to congressional staffers, as well as administrators and a contin
gent of scholars.

I cannot hide the fact that, despite all the problems inherent in the 
task of engaging such a diversified audience under these presupposi
tions, I felt grateful for the opportunity of speaking at that very time, 
namely a few months after the inauguration of President Reagan's 
administration—a time when, with hardly any audible debate, federal 
support for most major cultural, scientific, and educational programs, 
built up by all the nation's previous administrations, was being threat
ened with decimation. My concern over that new policy could of 
course form only a small part of my explicit presentation; but it was a 
pleasant reward to find indications later that the lecture had been



found of some use even in that world beyond Miiton's grove of aca
deme.
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publication.
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Einstein and the cultura! 
roots of modern science

The fruits of scientific research are nourished by many roots, inctuding 
the work of other scientists. Significantly, Albert Einstein himself char
acterized his work as the "Maxwellian Program."* But often the imagi
nation of scientists also draws on a quite different, "extrascientific" 
source. Indeed, in his own intellectual autobiography, Einstein asserted 
that reading David Hume and Ernst Mach had crucially aided in his 
early discoveries.^

Such hints point to one path that historical scholarship on Einstein, 
to this day, has hardly explored—tracing the main roots that
may have helped shape his scientific ideas in the first place, for exam
ple, the literary or philosophic aspect of the cultural milieu in which he 
and many of his fellow scientists grew up.  ̂To put the question more 
generally, as Erwin Schrodinger did in 1932., to what extent is the 
pursuit of science wzVzsMbsJzTigt, where the word hedzwgt can have the 
strict connective sense of "dependent on," the more gentle and useful 
meaning of "being conditioned by," or, as I prefer, "to be in reso
nance with" ? In this Introduction I will explore how the cultural milieu 
in which Einstein found himself resonated with and conditioned his 
science.

There are major studies of such milieu resonances for earlier scien
tists: for example, the effect of the neo-Platonic philosophy on the 
imagination of seventeenth-century figures such as Kepler and Galileo; 
the theological interests that affected Newton's work; the adherence 
to AkttMrpfuVosopfhe that supported the discoveries of Oersted, J. R. 
Mayer, and Ampere; or the connection between the religious beliefs of 
the Puritan period and the science of the day, described in the apt meta
phor that concludes Robert K. Merton's famous 1938 monograph,

xiii
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"The cM/tMM/ so?/ of seventeenth century England was peculiarly fertile 
for the growth and spread of science.

But there have thus far been few attempts to take up the influence 
of the cultural milieu on the scientific advances of twentieth-century 
physical scientists. The best known may be that of Paul Forman, who 
more than two decades ago tried to interpret some scientists' presenta
tions of quantum mechanics chiefly as their response to the sociopoliti
cal malaise in the Weimar Republic^—although that work has been 
vigorously disputed by John Hendry, Stephen Brush, and P. Kraft and P. 
Kroes/' An example of a different sort is in an area in which Max 
Jammer and I have published, namely, the study of the extent to which 
Niels Bohr's introduction of the complementarity principle into phys
ics was influenced by his delight in Soren Kierkegaard's philosophical 
writings, by his courses taken under the philosopher Harald Hoffding, 
and also, as he claimed, by his reading of William James.?

But so far there have been few such investigations into wider, intel
lectual-cultural influences. I have long thought (and taught) that the 
full understanding of any particular scientific advance requires atten
tion to both content and context, employing the whole orchestra of in
struments, so to speak, playing out the many interacting components, 
without which there cannot be a full description or understanding of a 
case. But this is rarely done, although this is the middle ground be
tween the extremes of internalistic study of the text alone, on one end, 
and current excesses of constructivist externalism on the other. More
over, in tracing the contributions of twentieth-century physical scien
tists themselves, the bridge from the bunMu/shc aspects of culture to 
the scientific ones—which carried much traffic in the past—has nar
rowed and become fragile. This is a deplorable loss, and one that 
deserves our attention.

The specific case of Einstein demands such attention for at least two 
reasons: it may serve as an example for studying other major twenti
eth-century scientists whose work has been nourished by subterranean 
connections to elements of the humanistic tradition; and it will help us 
resolve an intriguing paradox that has plagued scholars concerned 
with the source and originality of Einstein's creativity.

A persowu/ /nter/Mde

Although it is fashionable for scholars to hide assiduously the private 
motivations and circumstances that initiated a specific research pro-
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gram, in these introductory pages it will be useful to sketch the per
sona! trajectory that caused me to become aware of the puzzling, para
doxical aspects of Einstein's early work.

I can hx the moment at which 1 was first drawn into this held of 
research. When the news ofEinstein's death on April 18,19$$, reached 
our physics department, my colleagues proposed a local commemora
tion of Einstein's life and work. Although my own research was chiefly 
in experimental high-pressure physics, I had also begun to write on 
topics in the history of science, and so my assignment was to present 
how Einstein's work had been analyzed by modern historians of sci
ence. Little did I know that this suggestion would start me on a search 
that would change profoundly my life as a scholar.

I discovered to my dismay that modern historians had not studied 
seriously Einstein's saenh/zc; contributions—their roots, their structure, 
their development, or their wider influence. This was in striking con
trast to the volume and distinction of scholarship on the work of 
scientists of earlier periods, by such giants of the held as Ludwig Fleck, 
Alexander Koyre, Robert K. Merton, Helene Metzger, Joseph Need
ham, Otto Neugebauer, Marjorie Nicolson, George Sarton, and oth
ers—not to speak of their predecessors, such as Pierre Duhem and 
Ernst Mach. I seemed to be in virgin territory. Even among the many 
Einstein biographies, there were few serious sources.s

In truth, at the time of Einstein's death he was still deeply respected, 
but chiefly by way of ancestral piety, and for his courageous political 
opposition at the time to McCarthyism, the arms race, and the Cold 
War. Scientists generally regarded him as having become an obstinate 
seeker who had wasted his last decades pursuing in vain a unified held 
theory; as he told a friend, "At Princeton they regard me as the village 
idiot." Even his general relativity theory began to be widely taught 
again only after his death. In his last years he had become a ghostly 
hgure—a long way from the image of the vigorous young man, ready 
for a brilliant career (Figure 1).

Today this perception has vastly changed. To be sure, many bubbles 
are bursting from the deluge of trendy journalism, whose motto in 
writing on major hgures is well summarized in a recent essay on Her
man Melville that carried the headline "Forget the Whale—the Big 
Question Is: Did He Beat His Wife?"  ̂But among the people at large 
Einstein's image is perhaps more ubiquitous than ever; and from pro
fessional science historians, there is now an increasing flood of good
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Figure i: Albert Einstein at age nineteen. (By permission of the Einstein 
Archive, Hebrew University, Jerusalem.)

scholarship on Einstein, especially since a team of researchers at Bos
ton University has begun to publish the volumes of Einstein's Collected 
Atpers, with their valuable editorial comments providing further stim
uli for research.

None of this could have been foreseen in i <? $ $. In retrospect, I regret 
not having the wit, as 1  was drawn into this held, to quote Marie Curie. 
When asked why she took up the study of radioactivity, she is said to 
have replied, "Because there was no bibliography." But as the histo
rian Tetsu Hiroshige later commented, somebody had to take a "first 
step" in research on Einstein; eventually, such an initiative would help 
launch an industry analogous to the long-established ones on Newton 
or Darwin. i°

That first step came in the form of a trip 1  made to the Institute for 
Advanced Study in Princeton to look for documents on which to base 
some original remarks at the memorial meeting. The key to access was
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Helen Dukas, not only a trustee of Einstein's estate, but a woman who 
had served as his secretary beginning in 192.8 and later as general 
marshall in his household. Knowledgeable about much of his life and 
work, she was the untiring translator of his drafts into English and, as 
it turned out, endowed with an encyclopedic memory of the details of 
Einstein's vast correspondence.

Elsewhere I have described something of my first encounter with 
Helen Dukas." In the bowels of Fuld Hall at the Institute was a large 
vault, similar to those in banks. The heavy door was partly open, and 
inside, illuminated dimly by a lamp on her desk, was Dukas, still 
handling correspondence, among twenty or so hie drawers that turned 
out to contain Einstein's scientific correspondence and manuscripts.

Once I had calmed her inborn suspicion about strangers and was 
allowed access to the hies, I found myself in a state of indescribable 
exhilaration, in a fantastic treasure house—the kind of which most 
historians dream. Those documents, almost all unpublished, were ar
ranged in a chaotic state through which only Miss Dukas knew her 
way with ease; they seemed to breathe the life of the great scientist and 
his correspondents from all points of the compass, a rich mixture of 
science and philosophical speculation, of humor and dead-serious cal
culations.

Eventually, during two stays at the Institute, I induced Miss Dukas 
to help reorganize the papers into an archive suitable for scholarly 
research, to have a cutu/ogMs rmsonMg made, and by and by to add to 
the files at the Institute what she called "the more personal correspon
dence," which she had kept at Einstein's Mercer Street home. The 
whole lot, now numbering about 45,000 documents, has since been 
transferred in accordance with Einstein's will to the library at Hebrew 
University in Jerusalem. Represented in that collection are most major 
physicists in Europe and abroad of that era, as well as authors, artists, 
statesmen, and the wretched of the earth, seeking help. The collection 
is indeed a microscope on half a century of history.

The correspondence is amazingly diverse. Take, for example, the 
letters exchanged during just one of Einstein's immensely busy and 
creative periods (1914-1918); they indicate a wide spectrum of inter
ests among the correspondents—mostly scientists—even if gauged just 
by the references made to the works of major scientific, literary, and 
philosophical figures, including Ampere, Ludwig Boltzmann, Hegel, 
Hermann von Helmholtz, Hertz, Hume, Kant, Kirchhoff, Mach, Poin-



care, and Spinoza. And one word repeatedly appears in the corres
pondence— only faintly translatable as "worldpicture" or 
"worldview." Initially I did not realize how important this concept, 
and these authors, would become in understanding Einstein's whole 
research program.

But to return to my mission at the time. How to proceed? In that 
mountain of papers at Princeton, the question of which problem I 
would use to start on a historical, study was almost irrelevant; wherever 
one looked, there were exciting possibilities. For example, what role 
did experiments play in the genesis of the special relativity theory? Like 
virtually everyone else, I had thought that the Michelson-Morley ex
periment of 1886 was the ctMCM/ influence that led Einstein to the 
relativity theory. (Indeed, I had just recently published a textbook on 
physics that had said so.) I had read that opinion everywhere: Robert 
Millikan, for example, after describing the Michelson-Morley experi
ment, simply concluded with the sentence, "Thus was born the special 
theory of relativity."^

But as samples of Einstein's correspondence soon hinted, it was not 
so simple. One such warning occurs in his letter of February 9, 1934, 
to F. G. Davenport: "One can therefore understand why in my personal 
struggle Michelson's experiment played no role or at least no decisive 
role." Indeed, I later found that Einstein had repeated his stance over 
and over again. ̂  In developing the relativity theory, he had typically 
gone his own way, relying on well-established, much older findings— 
experiments by Faraday, Bradley, and Fizeau—saying, "They were 
enough. " ' 4  The haunting question suggested itself: What helped young 
Einstein make the leap when other, more established physicists could 
have done it so much earlier?

xviii iMtroJMCfioTt

These hasty first glimpses of the products of a creative mind seemed to 
me at first puzzling, incoherent, and contradictory. They also rein
forced the paradox that Einstein, who proudly rebelled against main
stream conventions in science as well as the social and political norms 
of his time, was also deeply devoted to existing cultural canons. Was 
this dichotomy a hindrance, or could it possibly be a clue to under
standing Einstein's uniqueness in a new way?

Einstein's rebelliousness took the form of disobedience or insubordi-
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nation to authority, a tendency to be obstinately nonconformist, dissi
dent, defiant, and, in a phrase he applied to himself, "stubborn as a 
mule." That image of Einstein is embedded both in the public percep
tion and throughout the literature. For example, an Einstein biography 
written jointly by the mathematician Banesh Hoffmann (who once 
worked with Einstein) and Helen Dukas is entitled A/hgrt EiwstHM.- 
Creator Rebel. ̂  Lewis Feuer, in his 1974 book Eastern tbe
GeMeMtioMs presented an Einstein whose attitude in life and
science was shaped by the countercultural milieu of the young revolu
tionaries who lived in Zurich and Bern around the turn of the cen
tury.^ Even the New Vorb Tiwes seemed to view Einstein's general 
relativity theory as a grave social threat. On November 16, 1919, 
under the title "Jazz in the Scientific World," the newspaper reported at 
length that Charles Poor, a professor of celestial mechanics at Colum
bia University, thought Einstein's success showed that the spirit of un
rest of that period had "invaded science," and the Titles added its own 
warning: "When is space curved? When do parallel lines meet? When 
is a circle not a circle? When are the three angles of a triangle not equal 
to two right angles? Why, when Bolshevism enters the world of science, 
of course."i?

But concentrating only on Einstein's rebelliousness overlooks an en
tirely different aspect of his persona, namely, Einstein as a 
tMdzhowa/Mt, even within the limits set by his innate skepticism. If it 
can be proven that these opposites are combined in Einstein (as I shall 
show), his type of rebellion would be far from that of our twentieth- 
century rebels in art, poetry, politics, academe, or folklore—rebels who 
typically reject the social-political conventions of the bourgeoisie along 
with its cultural canon. Moreover, we shall see how Einstein's assertion 
of obstinate nonconformity enabled him ruthlessly to clear away ob
stacles impeding his great scientific advance, even though the program 
of that advance itself ran along one of the oldest traditionalist lines. 
Skepticism, while necessary, was not enough to build the Temple of 
Isis, to use the metaphor that had long been current among German 
scientists.^

A 7 2  eXCM7*S2 0 7 2  2 7 2 tO te7*7 7 !2 7 7 o/ogy

In order to understand "the cultural roots of Einstein's science"—espe
cially today, when various definitions of "culture" are violently bat-
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ding for primacy among anthropologists—it is necessary to review 
some key concepts operative in the German context at the time of 
young Einstein's formation. The main concepts that are relevant here 
are Xa/tMt and its companions, ZifiBsaBow and BddaMg, as well as the 
two composite notions of XaBartrager and BBJMMgsBBrgerfMT?;.

The German ianguage distinguished more sharply between Xa/fMr 
and ZBa'B'saBoM than did the English or French languages between 
their equivalents.^ Although both Xa/tMr and ZBa'BsaBoM were gener
ally understood in German-speaking Europe as supraindividual, collec
tive phenomena, typically ZitaBsaBoM focused on the material and 
technological aspects of society, while Xa/tMr—as first adapted in the 
German context by Johann Gottfried Herder—referred to the spiritual 
and value-related aspects. In extreme cases, ZBa'B'saBoM was identified 
with superficial "French reason," Xa/tar with deep "German soul."2°

At the level of the individual, the term Bddaag (loosely translated as 
"intellectual formation," "self-refinement," or "education") referred 
to the process through which a person could acquire the attitudes and 
products of XaBar. In turn, the nation's XaBar as a whole was sus
tained—and advanced at its upper, creative level—by such geBddete 
individuals. BBJawg thus meant much more than job-related training; 
it defined an ideal of human development. And a chief tool for the 
young to acquire BBJaag at its best, albeit for only a small fraction of 
the population, was by beginning their study in the Gyiwî siMw, the 
neo-humanistic secondary school for ages ten to eighteen or so. The 
students were expected to be thoroughly acquainted with the great 
German poets and thinkers (the DicBter aad Deader) as well as with 
classics from other cultures, especially of antiquity.

Happily, the team preparing Einstein's Collected Azpers has found 
the curricula at Einstein's Munich schools as well as at his high school 
in Aarau. A quick scan of a few of the mandatory parts of the canon 
gives a good impression of how the young minds of Einstein and his 
cohorts were meant to be shaped. Initially there are readings from the 
Bible; then Latin enters at age ten, and Greek at age thirteen; Caesar's 
Ga/Bc Wars and Ovid's MetaatorpBoses are read; then, under the su
pervision of Einstein's only beloved teacher, Ferdinand Ruess, he is 
introduced to poems by Uhland, Friedrich Schiller, Goethe, and others; 
Goethe's prose poem "Hermann and Dorothea" is studied along with 
Xenophone's "Anabasis"; and the next year, more Schiller, Herder,
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Cicero, and Virgii. At Aarau, Einstein encountered more of the classics 
in German, French, and Italian; a typical entry for his course in Ger
man in 1896 reads: "History of literature from Lessing to the death of 
Goethe. Read Gotz von Berlichingen." The list ends with Iphigenia and 
Torquato Tasso.

Such knowledge was intended to contribute to forging a common 
bond between the geMJefe individuals raised on similar GywTMsmm 
curricula throughout German-speaking countries, regardless of the 
particular professional disciplines they were later to study at the uni
versities, whether law, medicine, the humanities, or science—a prepa
ration for the common understanding of that class, in their conversa
tions, letters, and popular lectures, across specialties and even in their 
personal relations.

But while the GymwsiMm placed heavy emphasis on Latin and 
Greek and other aspects of "pure" Bi/dMMg, it had little concern for the 
kind of practical knowledge offered in other types of German secon
dary schools without such attention to classical languages, for in
stance, the so-called RcaAcbMlcw (where Einstein's father, Hermann, 
and uncle Jakob, headed for electrical engineering, had received their 
secondary education). Needless to say, those other schools were con
sidered to be culturally less valuable; their graduates were generally not 
considered for university training and hence unlikely to achieve the 
Status of KMftMTtKZgCK

Here it is crucial to understand a subtlety in the German concept 
XM/tMrtmgeK The term had a double meaning: both carrier and pillar 
of XM/tMK On the one hand, gcMJete individuals—chiefly the gradu
ates of GywfMS/Mw who had gone on to the universities—were seen as 
carrying or even embodying kM/mr, living among its products, and, in 
the case of the most outstanding individuals, advancing the kM/fMK On 
the other hand, as a group they also functioned as the chief supporters 
(Tmge?; pillars) of the nation's collective project of kM/tMK Although 
the term kM/tMrtmger itself became popular only after World War I, it 
was a key concept earlier, as the following episode illustrates. In 1910, 
a bill in Prussia proposed changing the three-tiered electoral law to 
favor AM/tMrtmgcr; they would be put into a smaller pool of voters 
"above the class for which their wealth would qualify them," so that 
their votes would count moreT

At the level of social stratification, most of the XM/tMrtmger could
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be identified as belonging to what has been calied the BiMMttgsBMrger- 
tMw (the educated members of the bourgeoisie). The socioiogist Kari 
Mannheim usefully distinguished two components in the modern 
bourgeoisie: "on the one hand the owners of capitai, on the other those 
whose only capital consisted in their education."^ In nineteenth-cen
tury Germany, the latter formed the BzMMMgshMtgcrtMw; their social 
ranks were symbolized by the certificates they had attained during the 
process of BBJMwg and often also by a position within the hierarchies 
of the civil service. B&fMMgsBMrger worked predominantly in profes
sions that required university training, as physicians, lawyers, and 
clergy, as well as teachers and professors and other, higher officials in 
government service.

Variants of the BiMMttgsBMrgcrtMiM existed in many countries, but its 
social clout was particularly strong in nineteenth-century Germany. In 
the context of Germany's relatively backward economy at the time, the 
importance of serving in the governments of the multitude of German 
territories large or small favored the prominence of the Bi/jMMgshMr- 
gertMw over the economic bourgeoisie. Also, in the absence of a na
tion-state and a centralized economy, German nationalism focused on 
XMftMr as the basis of the nation. What held the conception of Ger
many together was perhaps chiefly the cultural and scholarly output of 
its poets and dramatists, thinkers, composers, and, eventually, its scien
tists. One thinks here of Goethe and Schiller, Friedrich Gottlieb Klop- 
stock, Gotthold Ephraim Lessing, Herder, Friedrich Holderlin and Jo
hann Joachim Winckelmann (the prophets of Hellenism), Friedrich 
Schleiermacher, Friedrich Schelling, Friedrich Schlegel, Immanuel 
Kant, Schopenhauer, and Nietzsche, as well as Bach, Haydn, Mozart, 
Schubert, and Beethoven.

Thus, the academic elite among the MBturtrug^ had fundamentally 
a twofold mission. One was to help secure, through their scholarship, 
the foundation of German nationhood—although, for most of them, 
this also involved keeping their distance from political life—and so 
they tended to be looked up to by those who did not, at least not yet, 
qualify for that rank. The other mission was chiefly to help prepare a 
cadre of geMJete individuals, high-level functionaries who were, to 
adapt Fritz Ringer's terminology, "Mandarins."^

It is ironic that whenever Einstein, after becoming world famous, 
traveled abroad to lecture, an official from the local German embassy



or consulate would secretly report to the Foreign Office in Berlin on 
how Einstein had comported himself and how he had been received. A 
typical account, now available, would state that Einstein had done 
well, and Germany would be wise to use him to conduct what one 
report calls ^ In short, he might yet be put to use
as a Mandarin.

As Mannheim noted, there existed among the KM/tMrtrdger them
selves a small group of "free-floating" intellectuals
who led marginal existences, lacked a well-defined anchor in society, 
and had rather critical and even rebellious inclinations. They could not 
or would not share the staid material comforts of the 
and disliked the whole business of "climbing up to the next rung of 
social existence."^ With that clarification, we can connect these con
cepts with the status and hopes of the Einstein family, asking what 
young Einstein's place was within the cultural-social order of the time.

The Einsteins could trace their origins in southern Germany to the 
seventeenth century.^ On the paternal side of the family, they had 
mostly come from the small town of Buchau, in Swabia, which in 
mid-century had some two thousand inhabitants, of whom a few hun
dred were Jews. On the maternal side, the origins were chiefly in the 
similarly small Swabian town of Jebenhausen. Einstein's maternal 
grandfather, Julius Koch, left Jebenhausen for Cannstadt near Stuttgart 
and became quite wealthy through the grain trade. Einstein's mother, 
Pauline, thus belonged to the bourgeoisie chiefly by virtue of capital. 
His father Hermann's preparation in technical school and technical 
trade—like that of his brother and business partner, the engineer 
Jakob—also did not quite qualify them as BddMwgshMrgcr, and cer
tainly not as KM/tMrtrdgcr, though one may doubt that Hermann ever 
gave any thought to that. But at last the family tree had sprouted, in the 
form of Albert, a promise to grow into that higher social region—if 
only the bright lad would behave as he should!

We can now reformulate the paradoxical tension of Einstein's ten
dency toward social-political rebelliousness and his adherence to the 
products of KM/tMK Was he just one of those rootless, rebellious intel
lectuals, reneging on his mission as a KM/tMrtnfge?; or did his sympa
thies lie with the true carriers and pillars of national culture? To make 
the question more graphic, imagine a scene in which Einstein first 
stands accused of being a free-floating intellectual intent on undermin-
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ing authority, and then is defended from that charge. The testimonials 
offered by either side wiii aid in understanding better the motivations 
behind Einstein's behavior—and his science.

C^fowo/ogy o/ < 3  CMnoMs rche/hon

A prosecuting attorney wouid find it easy to establish, by chronology 
as well as by psychosociological profile, a portrait of Einstein as a 
rebellious individual throughout his life. I have no competence for 
searching for the possible causes of his rebelliousness, but as to the 
documentable facts, many details are well known, and the pattern they 
form is persuasive. Einstein made his obstinacy known almost from 
birth, refusing to speak until about age two and a half, or, as Erik 
Erikson remarked, until he could begin to speak sensibly in whole 
sentences.^ When Albert reached school age, his penchant for defiance 
took a different form. In her memoir, his sister Maja reported that in 
opposition to his thoroughly secular home environment, young Albert 
decided to become a religious Jew and accordingly "obeyed in ail 
particulars the religious commands," including the dietary ones.̂ s But 
after he had advanced to Munich's Luitpold Gymnasium and encoun
tered the state-prescribed, compulsory courses on Jewish religion there, 
Albert's interest in Judaism came to an abrupt end. His reading in 
scientific books led him, as he put it in his autobiography, to the im
pression that through organized religious education "youth is inten
tionally being deceived by the state through lies." He now turned to a 
"positively fanatic [orgy of] free thinking," having formed a "suspicion 
against every kind of authority"; he found solace in what he later 
called his "holy little book of Geometry," which was given to him as a 
present for self-study—a first hint of where his destiny would lead
him. 2 9

But as one would expect, he found school life too regimented for his 
taste, and he dropped out of the GywMastMw at Afteen and a half, 
surely much to the relief of some of his teachers. About a year later he 
renounced his citizenship as well. When he moved for his Anal year of 
high school to Aarau, Switzerland, he arrived as a thoroughly alienated 
youth, having left his school, his country, and his family; he even failed 
in his Arst attempt to enroll at the Swiss Polytechnic Institute. Once 
Albert did get into the Polytechnic he continued his "in your face" 
rebelliousness, to the point that when speaking to his main professor,
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Heinrich Friedrich Weber—on whom his career might weH depend—he 
refused to use the obiigatory tide and obstinately called him just "Herr 
Weber." In turn, Weber did nothing to help him in his job search later.

Einstein's lifestyle at the time was distinctly bohemian.3 ° He lived on 
the margins of bourgeois society economically, socially, and (by the 
standards of the day and place) morally; he lived with his fellow stu
dent Mileva Marie, who bore their first child before they were married 
in 1903. To be sure, they passionately loved each other, and as their 
letters show, they were of one mind in railing against the "philistine" 
lifestyle and conventions they saw all around them.

Even in Einstein's great paper of 1903 on relativity, one can find 
many touches of that self-confident defiance and seeming arrogance, 
with respect not only to accepted ideas in science, but also to accepted 
style and practice. Thus the paper contained none of the expected 
footnote references or credits, only a mention of his friend Michele 
Besso, a person who of course would be unknown among research 
physicists.

Einstein, who often characterized himself as a gypsy, at first found 
only temporary teaching jobs, and those tended to end abruptly and 
noisily. Finally, after the intercession of the father of his friend Marcel 
Grossmann, he found refuge at the Patent Office. By 1909, he began to 
be sought after by universities and in 1914 accepted a call to the 
university in Berlin and the Prussian Academy, chiefly to gain free
dom from teaching and other obligations. In fact, he managed to avoid 
turning out more than a single Ph.D. of his own during his lifetime.  ̂
As director of the Institute for Physics, he paid minimal attention to his 
directorial duties, even as to the recruitment of new members or to 
drawing up regulations.^ "Red tape," he explained, "encases the spirit 
like the bands of a mummy." When he first met John D. Rockefeller, Jr., 
the two men compared notes on how to get things done. "I put my 
faith in organization," Rockefeller said; "I put my faith in intuition," 
came Einstein's replyd̂

When war broke out in August 1914, ninety-three of the chief intel
lectuals of Germany published a manifesto with the significant title 
"Appeal to the World of Culture," supporting the military. Einstein, 
for his part, supported a pacifist counterdeclaration entitled "Appeal 
to the Europeans"; however, it was never published, having attracted a 
grand total of only four signatures. But throughout the war Einstein 
never made a secret of his pacifist and cosmopolitan attitude, and in an
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increasingly hostile Germany he took care to express publicly his sup
port for the founding of a Jewish state in Palestine. He also made it 
plain that he regarded himself again as a Jew and indeed as a religious 
person; of course, as shown in several essays in his book Meus 
OpbuoMs, his idea of religion was contrary to any religious estab
lishment. It was a Spinozistic pantheism that he called "cosmic relig
ion," and he put his position simply and seriously in one of his letters: 
"I am a deeply religious unbeliever."^

When World War II broke out Einstein, who had moved to America, 
was not kept informed about nuclear research. On the contrary, he was 
carefully monitored by the military and the FBI, which considered him 
a security risk. The FBI hies on Einstein are voluminous; J. Edgar 
Hoover apparently was personally convinced that Einstein had to be 
watched—the physicist's history showed that he was a truly dangerous 
rebel.

One could add even more weight to the side of the balance that meas
ures Einstein's iconoclastic nature. But if now the defense attorney for 
the accused is given some moments for rebuttal, a counterargument 
would be introduced by noting that Einstein's rebelliousness was only 
half the story—the other half was his selective reverence for tradition. 
Indeed, the counsel for the defense might well urge us to consider it a 
hallmark of genius to tolerate and perhaps even relish what seems to us 
such apparent contradiction.

There were, in fact, significant limits to the offenses cited. For exam
ple, one might be more lenient about Einstein's leaving his Gywwusmtw 
early, given that he preferred reading classics of science and literature 
on his own. After all, the school system was by no means beloved by all 
its pupils—not least because it devoted itself not only to educational 
goals but also to political indoctrination. Although there were vari
ations among school systems in different parts of Germany, an official 
Prussian publication was typical in setting forth the plan and aims for 
the upper schools of 1892., when Einstein was a GymwasMst. It an
nounced, "Instruction in German is, next to that in religion and his
tory, ethically the most significant in the organism of our higher 
schools. The task to be accomplished here is extraordinarily difficult 
and can be properly met only by those teachers who warm up the 
impressionable hearts of our youths for the German language, for the 
destiny of the German people, and for German spiritual greatness. And
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such teachers must be able to rely on their deeper understanding of our 
ianguage and its history, whiie a)so being borne up by enthusiasm for 
the treasures of our iiterature, and being filled with patriotic spirit."^ 
Cieariy, Bi/dMttg and KnltM?* were here instrumentaiized in the service 
of the state. To young Einstein, this program smelted of militarism.

Moreover, when the public and his fellow scientists later hailed him 
as the great scientific revolutionary, Einstein took pains to deny this 
label. He emphasized repeatedly that his work was firmly embedded in 
the tradition of physics and had to be considered an evolution of it, 
rather than a revolution. He would have been appalled to know that a 
few years after his death a philosopher would assert that a wall of 
incommensurability existed between the world of Newton and the 
world of Einstein.

But points such as these pale in comparison to a central one: Ein
stein maintained a lifelong interest in and devotion to the European 
literary and philosophical cultural tradition, and especially to German 
literary and philosophical That allegiance, in which his imagi
nation was embedded, had been fostered early in his childhood. While 
the classics of music were offered in their home by his mother, Ein
stein's father would assemble the family in the evening under the lamp
light to read aloud from works by such writers as Schiller or Heinrich 
Heines The family perceived itself as participating in the movement of 
general Bf/dMMg, the uplifting of mind, character and spirit that char
acterized the rising portion of the BtifggrtMW, especially its Jewish 
segments. KM̂Mr advocated and legitimized emancipation, and also 
provided a vehicle of social assimilation.

After all, during his scientifically most creative and intense period in 
Bern, Einstein formed with two young friends an "academy" for the 
self-study of scientific, philosophical, and literary classics. We have the 
list of the books they read and discussed at their meetings, which 
sometimes convened several times a week: Spinoza, Hume, Mach, Ave- 
narius, Karl Pearson, Ampere, Helmholtz, Riemann, Richard Dede
kind, William Clifford, Poincare, John Stuart Mill, and Kirchhoff, as 
well as Sophocles and Racine, Cervantes and Dickens. 3 7  Einstein and 
his friends would not have wanted to be igMomwt of the cultural milieu, 
even if they did not necessarily agree with all they read.

To illuminate the point with but a single example: we know that 
Albert at the tender age of thirteen was introduced to Kant's philoso
phy, starting with the o/̂  Pwe RMsow, through his contacts



with Max Tatmey, a regular guest at the Einstein home.^ He reread 
Kant's book at the age of sixteen, and enrolled in a lecture course on 
Kant while at the Technical Institute in Zurich.^ He wrote a lengthy 
book review of a philosopher's analysis of Kant, and at the Institute in 
Princeton his favorite topic of discussion with his friend Kurt Godel 
was, again, Kant.*" Einstein surely knew of the overwhelming influence 
of Kant on, for example, the late-nineteenth-century philosophers ar
guing against materialism.

AH this, typically, did not make Einstein a Kantian at all. While he 
sympathized with Kantian categories—and was very likely to remem
ber that Kant had listed "Unity" as the first of his categories^—Ein
stein objected to the central point of Kant's transcendental idealism by 
denying the existence of the synthetic a priori, arguing that the essen
tial point for him was, again, freedom, the "free play" of the individual 
imagination, within the empirical boundaries the world has set for us/"

Thus Einstein's reverence was carefully selective, even while his out
reach into the traditional cultural environment was enormous. He 
loved books, and they were his constant companions. A list of only 
those books found in the Einstein household at Princeton that had been 
published up to 1910 includes the works of Aristophanes, Boltzmann, 
Ludwig Buchner, Cervantes, Clifford, Dante, Dedekind, Dickens, Dos- 
toyevski, Friedrich Hebbel, the collected works of Heine (two edi
tions), Helmholtz, Homer, Alexander von Humboldt (both the col
lected works and his Koswos), many books of Kant, Lessing, Mach, 
Nietzsche, Schopenhauer, Sophocles, Spinoza, and, for good measure, 
Mark Twain.*" But what looms largest are the collected works of Jo
hann Wolfgang von Goethe: a thirty-six-volume edition and another of 
twelve volumes, plus two volumes on his optics, one on the exchange 
of letters between Goethe and Schiller, and also a separate volume of 
the tragedy which will become a significant part of our story.

Some of those books have such early dates of publication that they 
may have been heirlooms; others must have been tost in the turmoil of 
the various migrations and separations. But this list, though only a part 
of the total library, indicates roughly what aspiring members of the 
culture-carrying class would want to know about. And their schooling 
had prepared them, willing or not, to take such exemplars of higher 
culture seriously, not least as preparation for school examinations.

Einstein's required courses in high school were mentioned earlier; 
at the Polytechnic Institute, where Einstein was training to be a high
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school physics teacher, he took ah the required science courses, in
cluding differential equations, analytical geometry, and mechanics—al
though what he most wanted to learn, Maxwell's electromagnetism, he 
had to study on his own. In his hrst year, he enrolled in two additional 
optional courses, one on the philosophy of Kant, as noted earlier, and 
one entitled "Goethe, Werke und Weltanschauung." No doubt—he 
had been captured.

ToMwJ g verdict

The opposing evidences—Einstein's rebelliousness and his attention to 
tradition—having now been presented, is not the obvious conclusion 
that in Einstein we are dealing with a sort of split personality? The 
answer is No; we have seen two different perspectives of one coherent 
mental structure that uses the seemingly conflicting parts to support 
each other.

The bonds between the apparent opposites are of two kinds. The 
first lies in the presence of an alternative subcurrent in the 
itself. As I have hinted, Kg/tm carried within itself a strain that we may 
call a "tradition of rebellion," which made it in fact potentially unsta
ble and volatile. The anti-Enlightenment .S'tMw; Mud Drnwg and Ro
mantic products of the earlier period had become canonized and re
mained part of the tradition-bound, late-nineteenth-century KM/tMr; 
the ideal of the active, creative, unbounded individual continued to be 
championed. Such a person had to accept the plain and simple duty— 
to strive for authenticity and intensity of feeling, even heroism and 
sacrifice.  ̂The purest expression of individuality was embodied in the 
genius, who led an often marginal, tormented, and, by conventional 
standards, failing or even demonic existence but who nonetheless saw 
and created things far beyond the reach of comfortable philistines.^ 
Those philistines were the enemies for the MwJ Dmwg authors, as
they were for Einstein.

These two strains in KM/tM?; the rebellious and the traditional, were 
often complementary. Those formed by this KM/fMr were prepared to 
flout convention, while at the same time revering the outstanding cul
tural figures of all times. Although willing to dissent, they also under
stood themselves as loyal members of a supratemporal community of 
exceptional minds that existed in a universe parallel to that of the 
philistine masses. This mixture was not considered contradictory, al-
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though note must be taken here of what history was to record later in 
bloodstained letters: when these elements of rebelliousness later broke 
away from their stabilizing counterparts in culture, they flamed up for 
a time in twentieth-century Germany into the transformation and de
struction of Kn/mr itself—as Einstein and so many others were to 
experience. But during his formative years, this complementary nature 
of iGJfMr still functioned, and it was precisely what Einstein needed for 
his work and life.

The second of the three bonds connecting those seemingly contra
dictory aspects of Einstein lies, unsurprisingly, in his approach to phys
ics, both in his manner of radically clearing obstacles and in how he 
achieved his insights with the aid of tools from the traditional culture. 
Looking at his papers and letters, one can almost watch the seemingly 
centrifugal tendencies of Einstein's spirit being used and tamed to his 
service. I found the first hint in the letter he wrote in the spring of 190$ 
to his friend Carl Habicht.^ In a single paragraph, Einstein poured out 
an accounting of major works he was then completing. First on his list 
was the discovery of the quantum nature of light, which explained the 
photoelectric effect. Another was his prediction and detailed explana
tion of a random, zigzag movement of tiny objects in suspension that 
might be watched through a microscope; in that work he would trace 
the cause in exact detail to the bombardment of these visible bodies 
by the invisible submicroscopic chaos of molecules all around them. 
(The existence of such motion, referred to as Brownian movement, 
was known but not understood.) And the last of the papers-in-progress 
that he referred to was what became the original presentation of Ein
stein's relativity theory, identifying that work to Habicht only as an 
evolutionary act, "a modification" of current teachings. To achieve 
that, in the published paper he casually discarded the ether, which had 
been preoccupying the lives of a large number of prominent physicists 
for more than a century, with the nonchalant remark that it was "su
perfluous"; dismissed the ideas of the absolutes of space, time, and 
simultaneity; showed that the basic differences between the two great 
warring camps, the electromagnetic and mechanistic worldviews, were 
dissolved into a new, relativistic worldview; and finally, as an after
thought, derived E = inch

Each of these papers, completed in 190$, is a dazzling achievement, 
and, what is more, they always have seemed to be in three completely
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different Helds. But I could not rid myself of the thought that behind 
their obvious differences something common was motivating these ar
ticles, which were published rapidly, one right after the other. Some
thing was missing in that exuberant letter to Habicht.

An important lead was found at last in an unpublished letter Ein
stein had written to Max von Laue in January 1932., which indicates 
the hidden connection.^ This point will be elaborated in Chapter 3, 
but to put it very briefly, Einstein's study of Maxwell's theory, which 
had led him to the theory of relativity, had also convinced him that 
radiation has an atomistic (that is to say, quantum) structure, exhibit
ing fluctuation phenomena in the radiation pressure, and that these 
fluctuations should show up in the Brownian movement of a tiny sus
pended mirror. Thus the three separate fireworks—relativity, the quan
tum, and Brownian movement—had originated in a common car
tridge.

Moreover, once this is understood, Einstein's approach to the prob
lem in each of these diverse papers could be recognized as having 
essentially the same style and components. Unlike most other physi
cists of the time, Einstein began, not by reviewing puzzling new experi
mental facts, the latest news from the laboratory, but rather by stating 
his dissatisfaction with what seemed to him asymmetries or other in
congruities that others would dismiss as being merely aesthetic in na
ture. He then proposed a principle of great generality, analogous to the 
axioms Euclid had placed at the head of that "holy" geometry book. 
Next Einstein showed in each case how to remove, as one of the de
duced consequences, his original dissatisfaction; and at the end, briefly 
and in a seemingly offhand way, he proposed a few experiments that 
would bear out predictions following from his theory. Once more there 
was only one Einstein, not three.

Most significant, the fundamental motivation behind each paper 
was really the very same one he had announced five years earlier in a 
letter to a friend, in which he revealed what would become his chief 
preoccupation in science for the rest of his life: "To recogwe tbg Muhy

a complex o/̂  separate f̂ 'Mgs."
Thus, the paper on the quantum nature of light begins with a typical 
sentence: "There is a deep formal difference between the theoretical 
understanding which physicists have about gases and other ponderable 
bodies, and Maxwell's theory of electromagnetic processes in the so-
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called vacuum.'"*̂  That is to say, the energy of palpable bodies is con
centrated, but as a tight wave spreads out, its energy in a given area on 
the wavefront constantly decreases. Why should atomicity not apply to 
both matter and light energy? The Brownian movement article de
clared that if there is chaotic motion or spontaneous fluctuation in the 
microcosm of classical thermodynamics, it must also show up in the 
macrocosm of visible bodies. And the relativity paper in effect removed 
the old barriers between space and time, energy and mass, electromag
netic and mechanistic worldviews. In the end, all these papers endeav
ored to bring together and unify apparent opposites, removing the 
illusory barriers between them.

T^ewadc prasMpposidoMS

The longer I studied the papers and correspondence of this scientist, 
the more impressed I became by his courage to place his confidence, 
often against all available evidence, in a few fundamental guiding ideas 
or presuppositions, which he called "categories" in a non-Kantian 
sense, that is, freely chosen. In studying other major scientists, I have 
repeatedly found the same courageous tendency to place one's bets 
early on a few nontestable but highly motivating presuppositions, 
which I refer to as themata. In Einstein's case, an example of themata 
would be simplicity, harking back to Newton's first rule of philosophy: 
"Nature is pleased with simplicity, and affects not the pomp of su
perfluous causes. " 4 9  Einstein believed deeply in the concept of simplic
ity as a guide in science (see Chapter i), and he exemplified it in his 
own lifestyle.

Another of his thematic presuppositions was symmetry, a concept 
he introduced into physics in 1905, considering it basic—when most of 
his readers surely wrote it off as an aesthetic, optional choice. It has 
since become one of the fundamental ideas in modern physics. Yet 
another thema was his belief in strict Newtonian causality and com
pleteness in the description of natural phenomena, which explains why 
Einstein could not accept as final Niels Bohr's essentially probabilistic, 
dice-playing universe. Einstein's utter belief in the continuum was yet 
another such thema, as in the field concepts that enchanted him from 
the moment he saw his first magnet compass in boyhood.

There are a few more themata to which he also clung obstinately.



But beyond that, we must ask a key question: Because the themata are 
not a priori or innate but choosabte, are those that are selected chosen 
at random, from some infinite set of possible themata? That 1  do not 
believe. Or <2re t/ieTTMta so coM/ident/y hecaMse %re rem- 
/orced f<y, <3?iJ m reso^Mc^ scieMtisf's cM/t̂ ra/ mfh'gMf That
was the initial question here, but now it can be tested in a real case.

One thema that was the most important to Einstein—that of unity, 
unification, wholeness—will serve as the prototypical example to an
swer the question whether themata in science may be reinforced by the 
cultural milieud° Einstein's dedication to the presupposition of finding 
unities in Nature is evident as the motivation for his three great papers 
of 1905, and indeed continued uninterrupted from his first paper on 
capillarity to his last ones on finding a general unified field theory that 
would join gravity and electromagnetism, as well as providing a new 
interpretation of quantum phenomena—as may yet happen, although 
along a path different from hisd* In between, that preoccupation had 
led him from the special theory to what he at first called typically the 
t'em/igeTMeiTterfe, the generalized theory of relativity. And it was for 
him not only a scientific need to view the world of separate phenomena 
as expression of one great unity; it was for Einstein also a psychologi
cal necessity. As he put it in one of his essays on Cosmic Religion, "The 
Religious Spirit" (1934): "Individual existence impresses one as a sort 
of prison, and one wants to experience the universe as a single sig
nificant whole."

That self-imposed, unquenchable desire to find unifying theories 
had possessed many other scientists (for example, Alexander von 
Humboldt, who celebrated in i8z8 the "deep feeling for a unity of 
Nature," and who in his Koswos [1845, pp. 3-6] declared: "Nature is 
unity in multipicity. . . . The most important result of thoughtful physi
cal research is to recognize unity in variety"). To be sure, this presup
position sometimes led Einstein astray, as had Galileo's analogous ob
session with the primacy of circular motion. And some splendid science 
is done by researchers who seem to have no need at all of thematic 
presuppositions, as I have found in other case studies. Nor do I want to 
paint all German scientists as having been caught up in the dream of 
unity; for example, as Pauline Mazumdar's study of German immu
nologists showed, there were "Pluralists" among them to oppose the 
"Unitarians."^

But my subject is Einstein, and it is clear that his thematic accep-
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Wissenschaften zur Berlin.)

tance of unity or wholeness was one of the demons that had got hold of 
the central fiber of his souh He even lent his name—along with thirty- 
two other distinguished scholars from a variety of fields, ranging from 
mathematics to biology, and from biology and philosophy to psychol
ogy—to the publication, as early as 1912, of a public manifesto (AM̂- 
tM/i Figure 2.) calling for the establishment of a new Society aiming to 
develop, across all branches of scholarship, one set of unifying ideas 
and unitary conceptions. As the put it in its second paragraph,
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the new Society's aim would be "to join a)l fields of learning [%1 /e 
WisseMsĉ a/feft] together in an organic association, to develop every
where the unifying ideas, and thus to advance to a non-contradictory 
comprehensive conception.""

Yet if it was allegiance to a few themata that supported Einstein in 
launching into uncharted territory, often with the barest encourage
ment from the phenomena, pronged cottage to %Jopt tf?ese 
t%7e?7!%t%, and to stick with them through thick and thin? This is where 
the various strands we have pursued will converge, where we make 
closest contact with the "cultural soil" that helped to feed his scientific 
imagination; for one can show the resonance between Einstein's the
matic belief in unity in science and the belief in the primacy of unity 
contained in certain hterary tcotTs to which he had allegiance. While 
here I can demonstrate the case for only one of his themata, and for 
one set of major literary works, the case made is more general and 
applies to many of the most creative scientists.

Tiie cn/tMtu/ roofs o/unify; a poef poinfs fits tcay

So far, we have noted that Einstein drew on the work of other scien
tists, on the tools of his trade that he assembled during his education— 
so joyfully by himself, less so in his schooling. We have discussed his 
personal attitude as a gcMciefe individual who refused to be a mere 
functionary of the state and kept his freedom of imagination and des
tiny. Other useful suggestions for pieces of the puzzle have also been 
proposed, for example, the interesting point made by Robert Schul- 
mann and Jurgen Renn that Einstein's reading in popular scientific 
books as a boy consisted largely of works that did not dwell on details 
but instead provided an overview of science as a coherent corpus of 
understanding, and that this experience predisposed him early to fasten 
upon the big questions rather than upon the small pieces.^

AM this was necessary; but it was not enough. Einstein's wide read
ing in humanistic works beyond science—where the BiMMMg during his 
formative years was to lead to continued self-refinement through study 
of the "best works," analogous to Matthew Arnold's concept of cul
ture—hinted at what else is needed to understand his particular gen
ius.^ From the list of icons of high culture at the time who greatly 
impressed Einstein, I must focus on just one author, who, with Schiller, 
was among the most universally revered: Johann Wolfgang von
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Goethe/^ Since Goethe is today certainly not on everyone's mind, I will 
attempt to convey in a few words his unimaginable influence at the 
time, not merely on educated Germans in general, but on German 
scientists in particular."

There are two major parts to that influence. One was the fact that 
Goethe was arguably Germany's most accomplished and productive 
poet. He began his long and fruitful career when, as noted, Germany 
was not a modern state. Indeed, in many ways it was backward com
pared with Britain and France; it was politically impotent, a motley 
assembly of about three hundred fragments, large and small, within the 
dying Holy Roman Empire. In 177$, when the twenty-six-year-old 
Goethe arrived in Weimar, it was still an impoverished duchy, and his 
own youthful presence there was possibly one of its biggest assets. His 
skill, intelligence, and humanity had begun to show themselves even in 
his first, fiery works that were still linked to the .StMwt ttwd Dyttwg 
tradition, for example, the irreverent revolutionary drama Gotx Man 
BerhcFmgew, written at age twenty-four, and the romantic novel The 
borrows ô YoMwg Werthcr, written one year later. The Gofx drama was 
based on a legendary early sixteenth-century German knight, a bold 
and impudent adventurer who made it known to all, in strong lan
guage, that he was beholden to no one but God, Kaiser Maximilian, 
and his own independent self. (I find it delightful that during Einstein's 
final MatMm examination, his essay in the subject of German was on 
Gofz, the very embodiment of the independent individual spirit.^)

Goethe, too, was a complex of apparent opposites. In his early 
works he had established himself as the foremost German spokesman 
for the ziwd Dmttg movement, the forerunner of the Romantic
revolt, while still adhering to Enlightenment ideas. And he was still in 
his twenties when he began work on the first part of his Faust, the 
tragedy into which he poured his superb poetic skills and all the varied 
and mutually antagonistic aspects of his maturing soul. It was, like 
much of his writings, part of a "great confession," but it had an espe
cially strong grip on the German imagination, on the upward-striving 
bourgeoisie as well as on the elite; the nearest analog that comes to 
mind is the indelible impression of Dante's epic on intellectuals in Italy. 
As G. H. Lewes remarked, the Faust tragedy "has every element: wit, 
pathos, wisdom, farce, mystery, melody, reverence, doubt, magic, and 
irony.""

In his early period, Goethe himself, like his Faust, accepted the
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dictum "To live, not to iearn." But as he matured, this rebeHion took a 
special form, similar to Einstein's own. Goethe's central tenet was the 
belief in individuality or individualism: one was a free person, defying 
some of the social conventions, but at the same time revering the 
geniuses of history and legend, which for him (according to Goethe's 
biographers) included the original Dr. Johann Faustus of the sixteenth 
century, Prometheus, Spinoza, Mohammed, Caesar, and the original 
knight Gotz von Berlichingen/" Like Spinoza, Goethe saw God and 
Nature as two aspects of the same basic reality, and in that belief, too, 
he shared the spirit of Einstein and other scientists. Among German 
MdtMrtHtge?; Goethe became a fascinating and inexhaustible part of 
their imaginative lives.^

I will return to that point in a moment. But it must be noted that a 
second aspect of Goethe's power was his position as a serious and pro
ductive scientist on certain topics, such as the investigation of the 
subjective impression of color; the discovery, in his first scientihc paper, 
of the presence of an intermaxilliary bone in man; his early version of 
what Ernst Haeckel later called an "evolutionary mechanism"; his 
concept of the metamorphosis of plants; and other such matters. Thus 
Goethe has an honored place even in the modern DichoTMry o/\Scz'gM- 

fhognaphy, and despite the controversy about some of his other 
contributions, especially on the theory of colors (the Znr EarAgM/ePre 
of 1810), his scientihc activities—totaling fourteen volumes of the We
imar edition of his collected works—added to his standing as a Agure 
representing the best of culture in all its dimensions.

To be sure, Goethe's science was chieAy that of the poet-philosopher. 
Indeed, one early "scientihc" essay, entitled "Study after Spinoza," 
begins with the sentence, "The concept of being and of completeness is 
one and the same"; from this, Goethe goes on to ponder the meaning 
of the inhnite. 6 2  But signihcantly, the main point of that work was to 
argue for the primacy of unity in scientihc thinking, and for the whole
ness "in every living being." The sorry and misguided war he waged 
for more than four decades against Newton's ideas, especially on color 
theory, must be understood in terms of Goethe's philosophical and 
poetic beliefs. For example, the quantihcation and subdivision of natu
ral phenomena, he thought, missed the whole point of the organic 
unity of man and nature in the explanation of phenomena, particularly 
for what he regarded as qualities, such as colors. This is a prominent 
aspect of much of Goethe's whole corpus: the theme of unity, whole-



ness, the interconnection of ah parts of nature. Those are main concep
tions that informed both his science and his epics. As one of his com
mentators has observed, "The nature of the entire cycle [is this]: unity 
in duality. " 6 3  This maxim pervaded even his belief in the existence of an 
original, archetypal plant an archetypal man, and so on—
all part of what has been called the Ionian Fallacy: looking for one 
overarching explanation of the diversity of phenomena/'' Even at age 
eighty-one, he was immensely excited by news that in France, the 
biologist St. ITilaire had associated himself with the concept of unity at 
the base of biology, and he exclaimed:

What is all intercourse with Nature, if we merely occupy our
selves with individual material parts, and do not feel the breath 
of the spirit which prescribes to every part its direction, and or
ders or sanctions every deviation by means of an inherent law!
I have exerted myself in this great question for fifty years. At 
first I was alone, then I found support, and now at last, to my 
great joy, I am surpassed by congenial minds.6̂

Much has been written about the interest among scientists in vari
ous aspects of Goethe's work, and not only in Germany. A list of such 
scientists would contain names such as Johann Bernhard Stallo, Wil
helm Ostwald, the physiologist Arnold Adolphe Berthold, the neuro
physiologists Rudolf Magnus and Emile du Bois-Reymond, the bota
nist Gottlieb Flaberlandt, the physical chemist Gustav Tammann, the 
bacteriologist Robert Koch, the psychologist Georg Elias Muller, and 
the English scientist William Henry Fox Talbot. A curious case is that 
of Nikola Tesla, who, although not German by descent, was so caught 
up in the German style of FhVJM7tg that he claimed, and sometimes 
demonstrated, that he knew the whole of Goethe's by heart—all 
i2.,no lines.66

Of course not everyone shared Tesla's enthusiasm. Many a scien
tist had to give lip service to Goethe's dominance while actually fight
ing for a down-to-earth, pragmatic, properly experimental style of 
thought. But wherever these readers turned, from their school days on, 
they, like Einstein, were likely to encounter Goethe, and so were liable 
to absorb and sympathize with that central point in Goethe's work, the 
longing for unity, for wholeness, for the interconnectivity of all parts of 
nature. As Walter Moore put it in his biography of Schrodinger, "All 
German-speaking youth [were] imbued with the spirit of Goethe. . . . 
They have absorbed in their youth Goethe's feeling for the unity of

xxxviii TttroJMctioM
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Nature. Fragments of Goethe's poetry could be encountered rou
tinely, not only in the popular lectures of other XMlfMrfrh'gor or in the 
exhortations of politicians, but even in the lectures and textbooks on 
science itself, in the writings of physicists such as Helmholtz, Schrodin- 
ger, Wilhelm Wien, and Max Born. Thus Arnold Sommerfeld, in the 
third volume of his TecfMres ow Theoretical Physics, sends his read
ers on general relativity theory off with a quotation from PaMst, part 
IMS

My favorite example of that ubiquity occurs on two pages of a 
textbook by one of Einstein's own scientific predecessors, one whom in 
1900 he had called "quite magnificent."*  ̂ Boltzmann's VoriesMMgew 
fiber Maxwefis Theorie Jer Eiehtricitat Mwd Jes Tichtes was published 
in two parts (1891 and 1893), each preceded by a short epigraph. 
Boltzmann could count on every German reader to recognize the origin 
of the lines he quoted there, for they referred to the early pages of 
Goethe's Amsf tragedy. The following is my free translation of the first 
passage: "That I may no longer, with sour labor, have to teach others 
that which I do not know myself." Boltzmann does not even have to 
add the next, most celebrated and programmatic lines of T<2Msf; "and 
that I may perceive what holds the world together in its innermost."

Boltzmann's second epigraph refers to the passage where Faust, on 
opening the book of Nostradamus to seek even there a guide to the 
force that holds the world together, is struck by the wondrous "Sign of 
the Macrocosmos" and exclaims: "Was it a God who designed this 
hieroglyph . . . ? Into one Whole now all things blend."

More on this point will be said in Chapter tz. But by referring to the 
God-like signs Boltzmann meant of course to hint that his reader is 
about to be initiated into the spell of Maxwell's equations, the sum
mary of Maxwell's synthesis of electricity, magnetism, and optics. The 
equations relating the electric and magnetic held terms are indeed stun
ningly beautiful in their simplicity, scope, and symmetry, particularly 
when written in modern form:

curl E = - I ^  div E = 0  c of
1 3 E

curl B = -  div B = 0

c Of

It is significant that in both epigraphs Boltzmann's version of 
Goethe's lines are in fact just a bit wrong.'" He, too, was no doubt
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quoting from memory, going back to schooi days. Used constantiy, 
such verses tend to be taken for granted and get fuzzy at the edges. 
Boltzmann's errors are really one sign that Goethe's lines have become 
part of common culture.

We must dig a bit deeper to see why such literary allusions were so 
meaningful to the scientific reader. Consider the context of those lines, 
near the beginning of the first part of the fuust tragedy. Having pain
fully worked his way through every major specialty, Faust finds that his 
thirst for knowledge at its deepest level has not been satisfied by these 
separate (let us say, non-coherent) studies—any more than were the 
signers of the 1912 Au/ru/j calling for unity throughout all sciences and 
scholarship. Even if he has to turn to the realm of the magical, Faust 
must discover the secret of the world's coherence. Nostradamus's book 
offers him the blinding revelation in terms of the Sign of the Macrocos
mos, that ancient symbol of the connection between the part and the 
whole, man and nature (Figure 3). This is why Boltzmann connects the 
passage to Maxwell's equations that express the synthesis of large parts 
of physics.?*

The main point here is the strong resonance between the Goethean 
or Faustian drive toward a unified fundamental understanding of na
ture and that of the analogous ambition of Boltzmannian scientists and 
their pupils: the search for one single, totally coherent worldpicture, 
a We/tMJ encompassing all phenomena. Physical science yearned to 
progress by the discovery of ever fewer, ever more encompassing fun
damental concepts and laws, so that one might achieve at last what 
Max Planck called, in the title of his 1908 essay, "Die Einheit des 
physikalischen Weltbildes."?? Indeed, some physical scientists still 
work toward the day when one single equation will be found that will 
subsume all the diversity of physical phenomena. Then the Sign of the 
Macrocosmos will indeed stand before our gaze.

Einstein, starting with his very first publication in 1901 on capillar
ity, was committed to an early stage of such a Faustian plan. In that 
paper he tried to remove a duality between Newtonian gravitation, 
which directs the motion of macroscopic objects downward, and capil
lary action, which drives the molecules of the submicroscopic world of 
the liquid upward. In its way this was also a search for the commonal
ity between the macrocosm of observable gravitation and the micro
cosm of molecular action. Here was a case where, he thought, appar
ently opposite phenomena could be brought into a common vision. 
Even though Einstein later dismissed the physics he had used in that
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Figure 3: Rembrandt's etching, called "Dr. Faustus" (detaii). From L. Miinz, 
ed., Etchings (London: Phaidon Press, 1972.).

first paper as juvenilia, he never turned his back on the inherent goal.
The intensity of the impulse toward a unified We/tMJ (detailed in 

what follows, especially in Chapters 1 and 4) was typical for many 
German scientists of the time—even while specialization was rising ail 
around them. But it was not confined to them. David Cassidy has 
noted that
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the "unifying spirit," as it was calied, pervaded much of central 
European thought at the turn of the century. German idealism, 
neo-Romanticism, and historicism, stretching from Immanuel 
Kant and Georg Wilhelm Hegel to Benedetto Croce and Wil
helm Dilthey, each pointed to some sort of transcendent higher 
unity, the existence of permanent ideas or forces that supersede 
or underlie the transient, ephemeral world of natural phenom
ena, practical applications, and the daily struggle of human ex
istence. The scholar, the artist, the poet, the theoretical physicist 
all strove to grasp that higher reality, a reality that because of its 
permanence and transcendence must reveal ultimate "truth" 
and, hence, serve as a unifying basis for comprehending, for re
acting to, the broader world of existence in its many manifesta
tions.^

I can only add in closing that movements as different as turn-of-the- 
century Monism, and later the "Unity of Science" movement, were 
closely related to this set of aims and ideas. And as Anne Harrington 
has shown in her recent book, the "holistic biological impulse" in 
early-nineteenth-century Germany later flourished with the assistance 
of our poet. As she put it, "Goethe's resulting aesthetic-teleological 
vision of living nature would subsequently function as one of the later 
generations' recurrent answers to the question of what it 'meant' to be 
a holistic scientist in the grand German style.

At the end of Einstein's century, many excellent scientists and some 
philosophers would readily settle for a hierarchical or "disunited" sci
ence rather than participate in the pursuit of overarching unities.^ To 
them, the self-imposed task of those earlier culture-carriers in search of 
grand unifications appears perhaps overreaching, and even discussing 
it as a historic fact may be written off as nostalgia. Moreover, many 
modern evolutionary biologists and naturalists have insisted that the 
chief guiding concept should be diversity rather than unity. Perhaps 
Henry Adams was right when he wrote that after the nineteenth cen
tury the course of all history would be away from unity and toward 
multiplicity and fragmentation.^

Yet the fundamental motivation of Einstein's program has helped to 
keep alive the modern idea of a search for a physical theory that will 
encompass all phenomena, from gravitation through nuclear science (a 
path that Einstein himself had not explored). The ascent to that Mt.
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Everest is now taking various forms among different camps, aiong 
different routes. The physics journais and even the daily papers are 
witnesses; and the International School of Physics has announced a 
physics seminar at Lake Como with the title, in part, "A Probe of 
Nature's Grand Design." I have little doubt that hovering there above 
the audience will be a throng of kindred ghosts, including Kant, Max
well, Boltzmann, and Einstein, and of course, among the poets, 
Goethe, with Faust himself at his side, and, way in back, the Greek 
philosopher Thales of Miletus in Ionia, who twenty-six hundred years 
ago had launched that Ionian dream, the thema that all things are 
made of o?te essence. All those forebears had tilled and seeded the 
cultural soil of their time and, in turn, in their different ways, had been 
nourished and reinforced by it.

When death approached to claim Einstein in April 1955, his last acts 
were still fully in character. He remained strong-willed to the end, 
obstinately adhering to his ways. He had recently signed a manifesto 
with Bertrand Russell and others calling on the international com
munity of scientists to act as a unifying counterweight against the divi
sive, national ambitions then rampant during the arms race. For seven 
years, Einstein had known that a growing intestinal aneurysm of his 
aorta might rupture at any time, but he had refused any major opera
tion when it still might have averted the threat. He explained his un
complaining state of mind to his stepdaughter Margot by saying sim
ply, " 1  have done my thing here." At about one o'clock in the morning, 
as the aneurysm burst, he suddenly spoke once more. But the night 
nurse did not understand German.

Einstein's requests concerning his last rest also bore all the marks of 
his lifelong struggle for simplicity and against ordinary convention. 
There was to be no funeral—only a few family members and friends 
gathering at the crematorium. No speeches, no flowers, not even mu
sic. No gravestone. But as Einstein's ashes were dispersed into the 
winds, an old friend and fellow emigre felt moved to recite a few verses 
of poetry, ending with these lines:

He gleams like some departing meteor bright,
Combining, with his own, eternal light.
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As it happened, the poem had been written a century and a hah earlier 
by the grief-stricken Goethe in memory of the death of his friend 
Friedrich Schiller. A great circle had closed. Symbolically, Einstein's 
lifelong comrades had helped him, once more, to move across those 
illusory divisions between space, time, and cultures.
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PARTI

Einstein and the culture of science





1

Thematic presuppositions 
and the direction of scientific advance

On June 10,1933, Albert Einstein delivered the Herbert Spencer Lecture 
at the University of Oxford. By that time he was a man without a coun
try, passing through that haven as a refugee from Fascism, as so many 
others, illustrious or unknown, were to do after him. Like them, he 
retained a warm and thankful memory of the hospitality here. We may 
assume that he took special care in preparing the lecture. Philipp Frank, 
his biographer and colleague, called it the "finest formulation of his 
views on the nature of a physical theory."'

The published version  ̂has been rarely analyzed or even adequately 
understood. Now that we have access to so many more of Einstein's 
published and unpublished documents, his essay turns out to be a very 
appropriate entry for a study of scientific explanation, both of Einstein's 
own contribution to the subject and of more recent approaches.

Einstein's choice of "the method of theoretical physics" as his topic was 
by no means casual, fn fact, for much of his life he seems to have been 
almost obsessed by the need to explain what he called his epistemologi
cal credo. From about 1911 to the end, he wrote on it again and again, 
almost as frequently as on physics itself. On occasions great and small, he 
reverted to his self-appointed task in his remarkably consistent way - 
with the single-minded patience of a hedgehog, and the glorious stub
bornness that characterized him from his boyhood on.

His home-made philosophical system of the practicing scientist, of 
which he wrote so often, seemed to his philosophical commentators 
something of a house of cards too, a patchwork of pages from Hume, 
Kant, Ernst Mach, Henri Poincare, and many others. Indeed, Einstein
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himself cheerfully acknowledged once that he might appear "as a type of 
unscrupulous opportunist," appearing by turns as a reatist, idealist, posi
tivist, or even Platonist or Pythagorian. Yet the method he preached and 
practiced turned out to be remarkably robust. Many of today's physi
cists, without knowing its origin, have adopted a style of attempting 
fundamental and daring advances that owes a great deal to Einstein's 
credo, even as Einstein's dream of finding a unification of the forces of 
nature has, in its modern form, turned out to be the stuff of which Nobel 
prizes are made.

In his own day, however, Einstein had good reason to suspect that 
few physicists and philosophers understood what he was saying about 
scientific methodology, or even could describe clearly what they them
selves were doing. And so, rather like Galileo, he took his epistemological 
message to the wider public. He opened the formal part of his Herbert 
Spencer lecture with the famous sentence: "If you want to find out any
thing from the theoretical physicists about the methods they use, I advise 
you to stick closely to one principle: don't listen to their words, fix your 
attention on their deeds."

Here he objects to scientists who speak about the products of their 
imaginations as if these were "necessary and natural" -  not "creations of 
thought" but "given realities." To expose their mistake, he invites us to 
pay "special attention to the relation between the content of a theory" on 
the one hand, and "the totality of empirical facts" on the other. These 
constitute the two "components of our knowledge," the "rational" and 
the "empirical"; these two components are "inseparable"; but they stand 
also, Einstein warns, in "eternal antithesis."

To support this conception, Einstein now gives a very brief sketch of a 
dichotomy built into Western science. The Greek philosopher-scientists 
provided the necessary confidence for the achievements of the human in
tellect by introducing into Western thought the "miracle of the logical 
system," which, as in Euclid's geometry, "proceeds from step to step with 
such precision that every single one of its propositions was absolutely 
indubitable." But "propositions arrived at by purely logical means are 
completely empty as regards reality"; "through purely logical thinking 
we can attain no knowledge whatsoever of the empirical world." Einstein 
tells us that it required the seventeenth-century scientists to show that 
scientific knowledge "starts from experience and ends with it."

It seems therefore that we are left with a thoroughly dualistic method
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for doing science: on the one hand, Einstein says, "the structure of the 
system is the work of reason"; on the other hand, "the empiricai contents 
and their mutual retations must find their representation in the conclu
sions of the theory." Indeed, virtually all of Einstein's commentators have 
followed him in stressing this dualism -  and leaving it at that. For exam
ple, F.S.C. Northrop summarized the main content of Einstein's Oxford 
lecture in these words: An "analysis of Einstein's conception of science 
shows that scientific concepts have two sources for their meanings: The 
one source is empirical, ft gives concepts which are particulars, nominal
istic in character. The other source is formal, mathematical and theoreti
cal. It gives concepts which are universal, since they derive their meaning 
by postulation from postulates which are universal propositions." ̂

This is a view of science (even of Einstein's science) of which there are 
many versions and variants. I would call it a two-dimensional view. It 
can be defended, up to a point. All philosophies of science agree on the 
meaningfulness of two types of statements, namely propositions con
cerning empirical matters that ultimately boil down to meter readings 
and other public phenomena, and propositions concerning logic and 
mathematics that ultimately boil down to tautologies. The first of these, 
the propositions concerning empirical matters of fact, can in principle 
be rendered in protocol sentences in ordinary language that command 
the general assent of a scientific community; I like to call these the 
p/yenomemc proposfpows. The second type of propositions, meaningful 
in so far as they are consistent within the system of accepted axioms, can 
be called gHa/yPc proposihoMS. As a mnemonic device, and also to do 
justice to Einstein's warning about the "eternally antithetical" nature of 
these propositions, one may imagine them as lying on a set of orthogonal 
axes, representing the two dimensions of a plane within which scientific 
discourse usually takes place. A scientific statement, in this view, is there
fore analogous to an element of area in the plane, and the projections of 
it onto the axes are the aspects of the statement that can be rendered, 
respectively, as protocol of observation (e.g., "the needle swings to the 
left") and as protocol of calculation (e.g., "use vector calculus, not 
scalars").

Now it is the claim of most modern philosophies of science which 
trace their roots to empiricism or positivism, that any scientific statement 
has "meaning" only in so far as it can be shown to have phenomenic 
and/or analytic components in this plane. And indeed, in the past, this
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Procrustean criterion has amputated from science its innate properties, 
occutt principles, and all kinds of tantalizing questions for which the 
consensual mechanism could not provide sufficiently satisfying answers. 
A good argument can be made that the silent but general agreement to 
keep the discourse consciously in the phenomenic-analytic plane where 
statements can be shared and publicly verified or falsified is a main reason 
why science has been able to grow so rapidly in modern times. The same 
approach also characterizes the way science is taught in most classrooms 
and is "rationalized" in most of the current epistemological discussions.

ProE/ews /or fEe two-dimension#/ Hew

Nevertheless, this two-dimensional view has its costs. It overlooks or 
denies the existence of active mechanisms at work in the day-to-day ex
perience of those who are actually engaged in the pursuit of science; and 
it is of little help in handling questions every historian of science has to 
face consciously, even if the working scientist, happily, does not. To illus
trate, let me mention two such puzzles. Both have to do with the direc
tion of scientific advance, and both will seem more amenable to solution 
once the dualistic view is modified.

i. If sound discourse is directed entirely by the dictates of logic and 
of empirical findings, why is science not one great totalitarian engine, 
taking everyone relentlessly to the same inevitable goal? The laws of 
reason, the phenomena of physics, and the human skills to deal with both 
are presumably distributed equally over much of the globe; and yet the 
story of, say, the reception of Einstein's theories is strikingly different in 
Germany and England, in France and the United States. On the level of 
person#/ choice of a research topic, why were some of Einstein's contem
poraries so fatally attracted to ether-drift experiments, whereas he him
self, as he put it to his friend de Haas, thought it as silly and doomed to 
failure as trying to study dreams in order to prove the existence of ghosts? 
As to skills for navigating in the two-dimensional plane, Einstein and 
Bohr were rather well matched, as were Schrodinger and Heisenberg. 
And yet there were fundamental antagonisms in terms of programs, 
tastes, and beliefs, with occasional passionate outbursts between scien
tific opponents.

Or, again, how to understand the great variety of different personal 
styles? The physicist Edwin C. Kemble described his typical mode of 
work, with some regret, as the building of a heavy cantilevered bridge,
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each piece painstakingiy anchored on a well-secured base. Robert Op- 
penheimer, on the other hand, one might think of as a spider building a 
web; individual extensions were achieved by daring leaps, and the re
sulting structures were intricate and shimmering with beauty, but per
haps a bit fragile. Enrico Fermi, whom many regard as the inventor of 
teamwork in modern physics, ran his laboratory like a father who had 
assembled around himself a group of very bright offspring.

And then there is the scientist who moves through his problem-area 
alone, as the fur trapper did through Indian territory. Bernard DeVoto 
described it in his book Across wide Missouri. The trapper "not only 
worked in the wilderness. He also lived there. And he did so from sun to 
sun by the exercise of total skill." Learning how to read formal signs was 
of course essential to him, but more important was

the interpretation of observed circumstances too minute to be 
called signs. A branch floats down a stream -  is this natural, 
or the work of animals, or of Indians or trappers? Another 
branch or a bush or even a pebble is out of place -  why?. . . 
Buffalo are moving down wind, an elk is in an unlikely place 
or posture, too many magpies are hollering, a wolf's howl is 
off key - what does it mean?

What indeed does all this variety of scientific styles mean? If science 
mere two-dimensional, the work in a given field would be governed 
by a rigid, uniform tradition or paradigm. But the easily documented 
existence of pluralism at all times points to the fatal flaw in the two- 
dimensional model.

z. A second question that escapes the simple model, and to which I 
have devoted a number of case studies in recent years, is this: why are 
many scientists, particularly in the nascent phase of their work, willing 
to hold firmly, and sometimes at great risk, to a form of "suspension of 
disbelief" about the possibility of falsification? Moreover, why do they 
do so sometimes without having any empirical evidence on their side, or 
even in the face of disconfirming evidence?

Among countless examples of this sort, Max Planck, responsible for 
the idea of the quantum but one of the most outspoken opponents of its 
corpuscular implications, cried out as late as May 192.7, "Must we really 
ascribe to the light quanta a physical reality?" -  and this four years after 
the publication and verification of Arthur H. Compton's findings. On the 
other hand, when it came to explaining the electron in terms of what 
Planck called "vibrations of a standing wave in a continuous medium,"
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along the lines proposed by de Broglie and Schrodinger, Planck gladly 
accepted the idea and added that these principles have "already [been] 
established on a solid foundation" -  and all that before Planck had heard 
of any experimental evidence along the lines provided by Davisson and 
Germer/

"I do wot JoMbt %// . . ."

Einstein was even more daring. As I have documented elsewhere/ im
mediately after the publication of his 190$ relativity paper there was 
published what purported to be an unambiguous experimental disproof 
of it. The young man remained unperturbed. Later, when the gravita
tional red shift, predicted by general relativity theory for the spectral lines 
from stars with large masses, turned out to be very difficult to test, 
and the experimental results were neither systematic nor of the predicted 
amount, Einstein again simply waited it out. To Max Born he wrote 
later that, even in the absence of all three of the originally expected 
observable consequences of general relativity, his central gravitation 
equations "would still be convincing," and that in any case he deplored 
that "human beings are normally deaf to the strongest [favourable] 
arguments, while they are always inclined to overestimate measuring 
accuracies." ̂

To be sure, if one looks hard, one can find in Einstein's voluminous 
writings a small number of statements of the opposite kind. An exam
ple of this sort, written shortly after the triumphant announcement of 
Eddington's results late in 1919, is one sentence in the 19Z0 edition of 
Einstein's popular exposition, RebrPPity, tbespend/ and gewcM/ theory: 
"If the red shift of spectral lines due to the gravitational potential should 
not exist, then the general theory of relativity will be untenable." Sir Karl 
Popper, in his recent Autobiography, indicates that his own falsifiability 
criterion owed at its origin much to what he perceived to be Einstein's 
example, and he cites this specific sentence, which he says he read with 
profound effect when he was still in his teens.

Those of us who have admired Sir Karl's work can only be grateful 
that he came upon Einstein's sentence in the 19Z0 edition that helped set 
him on his path. In its earlier editions and frequent printings of 1917, 
1918, and 1919, Einstein's book had ended very differently. There, Ein
stein acknowledged that his general relativity theory so far had had only 
one observable consequence, the precession of the orbit of Mercury,
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whereas the predicted bending of tight and of the red shift of spectra) 
)ines owing to the gravitationa) potential were too small to be then ob
served. Nevertheless, Einstein drew this conclusion, in a sentence with 
which he ended his book in its first fifteen printings: "I do not doubt 
at all that these consequences of the theory will also find their con
firmation."^

Suspension o/ disfic/ie/

To illustrate that Einstein is not so different from other scientists when it 
comes to the willingness to suspend disbelief, it will be worth making 
an excursion to note how an experimentalist of great skill went about 
his business in much the same way, but in the privacy of his laboratory. 
Some time ago f came across laboratory notebooks of R. A. Millikan for 
1911-11 that contained the raw data from which he derived his measured 
value of the basic unit of electric charge, the electron.  ̂Millikan's earlier 
attempts in this direction had been quite vulnerable and had come under 
bitter attack from a group of research physicists at the University of 
Vienna, chiefly Felix Ehrenhaft, who believed not in a unitary but in a 
divisible electron, in subelectrons carrying charges such as one-fifth, one- 
tenth, or even less of the ordinary electron. Now, in gearing up his re
sponse, Millikan had two strong supports for his counterattack. One was 
his unflagging preconception that there is only one "electrical particle 
or atom," as he put it, a doctrine he believed to have been proposed first 
and convincingly by Benjamin Franklin. His other support was the kind 
of superb skill described in the passage quoted from Bernard DeVoto's 
book.

Millikan's publication came in the August 1913 issue of the Pfiysicn/ 
Reidem, and effectively ended the scientific portion of the controversy. It 
contains data for 38 different oil drops on which he has measured the 
electric charge. He assures his readers, in italics: "ft ;s to fie rewarded, 
too, tfiat tfus is not se/ected group of drops, fmt represents a// of tPe 
drops experimented on during do consecutive days." Four years later, in 
his book T/ie e/ectron, Millikan repeats this passage, and all the data 
from the 1913 paper, and he adds for extra emphasis: "These [38] drops 
represent all of those studied for 60 consecutive days, no single one being 
omitted." ̂

At the Millikan Archive of the California Institute of Technology, 
the laboratory notebooks are kept from which the published data were
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derived. If we pur our eye to that keyhole in the service of the ethology 
of science, we find there were really 140 identifiable runs, made over 
a period of six months, starting in October 1911. Anyone who has 
done research work in a laboratory cannot help but be impressed by the 
way Millikan handles his data, and by the power of a presupposition 
shrewdly used.

To prepare for the proof from Millikan's laboratory records, let me 
remind you of the chief point of Millikan's oil drop experiment. In a 
simplified form that nevertheless retains the scientific essentials as well as 
its beauty and ingenuity, it is now a standard exercise in the repertoire of 
school physics. A microscopic oii droplet is timed as it falls through a 
fixed distance in the view field. It wilt have some net electric charge to 
begin with, if only owing to the friction that acted on it when it was 
initially formed and expelled from the vaporizer. Other electric charges 
may be picked up from time to time as the droplet encounters ionized 
molecules in the gas through which it falls. Neither of these charges 
influences the droplet's motion, so long as it fails freeiy in the gravita
tional field. But when an eiectric held of the right sign and magnitude is 
suddenly applied, the drop will reverse its course and will rise the more 
rapidly the larger the electric charge on it. Comparing the times taken for 
falling and subsequent rising allows one to calculate the net charge owing 
to friction on the drop, while comparing the times for alternate 
risings yields the net charge owing to the encounter with gas ions,

As one watches the same droplet over a long time, through its many up 
and down excursions, one can accumulate a large number of values for

and „̂n- Now the fundamental assumption Millikan makes through
out his work is that <?f,j as well as are always some integral multiple 
of a unit charge equal in magnitude to the charge of the electron, e. 
Conversely, from the full set of data, he can determine the magnitude 
of e which is common to all of the values obtained for <7̂  and both 
being assumed to be always equal to 1, or z, or 3, . . .  X e. These 
assumptions become plausible when the scatter of values for e turns out 
to be small when computed from either <7̂  or <7 i„n -  and when the mean 
values of e, so differently based, are nevertheless closely equal for a given 
droplet.

This is just what happens for the 38 "runs" or droplets discussed in the 
published (August 1913) paper of Millikan. One of the runs he had made 
on the Ides of March 191 z and recorded in Millikan's laboratory note
book, is typical. The difference between the values of e, computed on the
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two different bases, is only about o .i percent, and not far from the limits 
set by the apparatus itself. The page on which both the data and the 
calculations appear records MiHikan's exuberance and pleasure in the 
lower left corner: "Beauty. PnE/EE this surely,

Millikan continued immediately to take data on another oil droplet, 
entering the data on the next page. This time things did not go well. It 
was now a heavier drop, hence its time of fall was shorter. The numbers 
of charges it picked up as it went along were not greatly different, and it 
did not stay in view as long as one would have liked. Now the difference 
between the average values of e, calculated from and respectively, 
were i  percent apart, instead of o .i percent. So Millikan notes in his 
private laboratory book on that page: "Error EigE will not use," -  and 
indeed it does not appear among the $8 droplets that made it into the 
published paper. From MiHikan's point of view, it was a failed run, or, in 
effect, no run at all. The magnitude of the difference in the values of e 
obtained in those two ways was awkwardly large, although not so sur
prising as to threaten MiHikan's fundamental assumptions. Instead of 
wasting time, he simply went on to a next set of readings, using another 
droplet.

But the discarded set of observations -  and many others like it in the 
same laboratory notebook -  would have appeared very differently if 
examined from another set of presuppositions. Thus, the discarded en
tries make sense if one assumes that the smallest charge involved in the oil 
drop experiment is not e, but, say, e. In that case, the number of 
charges on a given droplet would not have been in succession, 11,13, and 
14, as Millikan had to assume, but could have been 109, 129, and 139; 
and correspondingly, the difference between the (now smaller) elemen
tary charges obtained in the two ways would be of the order of 0.1 per
cent, instead of MiHikan's 1 percent. The "high" error was first of all a 
judgment stemming from MiHikan's presupposition that the smallest 
charge in nature could not be a fraction of the charge of the electron e. To 
be sure, it was a presupposition supported (although more indirectly) by 
arguments in many other branches of physics.

MiHikan's decisions seem to us now eminently sensible; but the chief 
point of the story is that, in 1912., MiHikan's assumption of the unitary 
nature of the electric charge was by no means the only one that could be 
made. On the contrary, a chief reason for his work at the time was to 
perfect his method and support his claim against the constant onslaught 
of Felix Ehrenhaft and his associates who, for a couple of years, had been
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pubfishing experiments in support of their own, precisely opposite pre
supposition, namefy, in favour of the existence of snEefectrons.

ft is afso part of the historicaf setting that, at the time, Miffikan 
was reaffy just beginning befatedfy on his career as a research physicist, 
whereas Ehrenhaft -  at a venerable and much better equipped university 
-  had begun to be widefy recognized and rewarded years earfier as a fast
rising star in experimentaf physics, ft was onfy after fosing the argument 
with Miffikan, and probabfy as a resuft of it, that he began a rapid 
decfine as a scientist. When Miffikan was doing his experiments, the 
matter was stiff in the bafance. ff Ehrenhaft had had access to Miffikan's 
notebook, he woufd have found precisefy those runs most vafuabfe for 
his purposes which, for Miffikan, were "faifed."

Conversefy, Miffikan's own presupposition hefped him to identify dif- 
ftcufties of the usuaf experimentaf nature which he did not feef were 
worth foffowing up. For many of those he entered a pfausibifity argu
ment on the spot (e.g., that the battery voftages must have changed, 
convection interfered, the stop-watch might be in error). The faboratory 
notebooks record Miffikan's frank comments in such cases. The most 
reveafingof the fot -  reveafing both of Miffikan's insights that dust par- 
ticfes might intrude in the observation chamber, and of the wiffingness to 
take risks on behaff of his presupposition - is a marginaf note entered for 
a fong run that yiefded a vafue of e far outside the expected fimit of error: 
"e = 4 . 9 8  which means that this coufd not have been an oif drop."

Like the trapper in Indian country, he was advancing on dangerous 
territory, but with a framework of befiefs and assumptions within which 
judgments are possibfe. The chief gain was the avoidance of costfy inter
ruptions and defays that woufd have been required to pin down the exact 
causes of discrepant observations. Obviousfy, this is not a method we 
recommend to our beginning students. But obviousfy afso, any discus
sion of the advance of science that does not recognize the rote of the 
suspension of disbefief at cruciaf points is not true to the activity.'"

TonwJ a tEird mecEnnisnr

Einstein woufd not have been surprised by Miffikan's notebook. Perhaps 
because of his experience with the reception of his speciaf theory of refa- 
tivity, he took a dim view of new experiments that, tike Ehrenhaft's, 
made strong cfaims not expfainabfe in terms of theoretical systems which 
embrace a greater complex of phenomena. Very earfy in his career, Ein-
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stein had, it seems to me, formed a clear view about the basic structure of 
nature: at the top there is a small number of eternal, general principles 
or laws by which nature operates. These are not easy to find -  partly 
because God is subtle, and partly because they do not stop at the bound
aries between fields that happen to be occupied by different theories.

Below this upper layer of a few grand laws lies a layer of experimental 
facts - not the latest news from the laboratory, but hard-won, well- 
established, aged-in-the-bottle results, many going back to Faraday and 
Fresnel, and now indubitable. These experiences or key phenomena are 
the necessary consequences of the visible compliance with the general 
laws.

But between these two solid levels is the uncertain and shifting region 
of concepts, theories, and recent findings. They deserve to be looked at, 
but skeptically; they are man-made, limited, fallible, and if necessary, 
disposable. Einstein's attitude was perhaps best expressed in a remark 
reported to me by one of his colleagues in Berlin, the physical chemist 
Hermann F. Mark: "Einstein once told me in the lab: 'You make experi
ments and I make theories. Do you know the difference? A theory 
is something nobody believes except the person who made it, while 
an experiment is something everybody believes except the person who 
made it.'"

What, then, must one conclude from the fatal predisposition for the 
ether on the part of Lorentz, Poincare, and Abraham; Max Planck's pre
disposition for the continuum and against discreteness; Robert Millikan's 
predisposition for a discrete rather than a divisible electron; Einstein's 
predisposition for a theory that encompasses a wide rather than a narrow 
range of phenomena - all in the face of clear and sometimes overwhelm
ing difficulties? These cases -  which can be matched and extended over 
and over again -  show that some t/urd is at work here, in
addition to the phenomenic and analytical. And we can find it right in 
Einstein's lecture on the method of theoretical physics: The two-dimen
sional model in it, which first strikes the eye, gives way on closer exami
nation to a more sophisticated and appropriate one. In addition to the 
two inseparable but antithetical components there is indeed a third -  not 
as clearly articulated here as in some others of Einstein's essays, but 
present nevertheless. The arguments for it Boat above the plane bounded 
by the empirical and logical components of the theory.

Einstein launches on it by reminding his audience, as he often did, 
that the previously mentioned phenomenic-analytic dichotomy prevents
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the principles of a theory from being "deduced from experience" by 
"abstraction" -  that is to say, by logical means. "In the logical sense 
[the fundamenta! concepts and postulates of physics are] free inventions 
of the human mind," and in that sense different from the unalterable 
Kantian categories. He repeats more than once that the "fundamental of 
scientific theory" are of "pureiy fictitious character." " As he puts it soon 
afterwards, in the essay "Physics and reality" (1936),'  ̂the relation be
tween sense experience and concept "is anaiogous not to that of soup to 
beef, but rather to that of check number to overcoat." The essentia! 
arbitrariness of reference, Einstein explains in the Spencer Lecture, "is 
perfectly evident from the fact that one can point to two essentially dif
ferent foundations" -  the general theory of relativity, and Newtonian 
physics -  "both of which correspond with experience to a large extent" - 
namely, with much of mechanics. The elementary experiences do not 
provide a logical bridge to the basic concepts and postulates of mechan
ics. Rather, "the axiomatic basis of theoretical physics . . .  must be freely 
invented."

But if this is true, an obvious and terrifying problem arises, and Ein
stein spells it out. He writes: How "can we ever hope to find the right 
way? Nay, more, has this right way an existence outside our illusions? 
Can we hope to be guided safely by experience at all when there exist 
theories such as classical mechanics, which do justice to experience to a 
large extent, but without grasping the matter in a fundamental way?"

We have now left the earlier, confident portion of Einstein's lecture 
far behind. The question raises itself whether the activities of scientists 
can ever hope to be cumulative, or whether we must stagger from one 
fashion, conversion, or revolution to the next, in a kind of perpetual, 
senseless Brownian motion, without direction or te/os.

At that point, Einstein states his clear conviction: "I answer with full 
confidence that there is, in my opinion, a right way, and that we are 
capable of finding it." Here, Einstein goes suddenly beyond his earlier 
categories of empirical and logical efHcacy and offers us a whole set of 
selection rules with which, as with a good map and compass, that "right 
way" may be found. Here, there, everywhere, guiding concepts emerge 
and beckon from above the previously defined plane to point us on the 
right path.

The first directing principle Einstein mentions is his belief in the 
efficacy of formal structures: The "creative principle resides in mathe-
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matics" -  not, for example, in mechanical models. On the next page, 
there unfolds itself a veritable hymn to the guiding concept of simplicity. 
Einstein calls it "the Principle of searching for the mathematically sim
plest concepts and their connections," and he cheers us on our way with 
many examples of how effective it has already proved to be: "If I assume 
a Riemannian metric [in the four-dimensional continuum] and ask what 
are the simp/est laws which such a metric can satisfy, I arrive at the 
relativistic theory of gravitation in empty space. If in that space I assume 
a vector held or anti-symmetrical tensor held which can be derived from 
it, and ask what are the simplest laws which such a held can satisfy, I 
arrive at Maxwell's equations for empty space"; and so on, collecting 
victories everywhere under the banner of simplicity.

And over there, at the bottom of another page, we hnd two other 
guiding concepts in tight embrace: the concept of parsimony, or econ
omy, and that of unihcation. As science progresses, Einstein tells us, "the 
logical edihce" is more and more "unified," the "smaller the number [is] 
of logically independent conceptual elements which are found necessary 
to support the whole structure." Higher up on that same page, we en
counter nothing less than "the noblest aim of all theory," which is "to 
make these irreducible elements as simple and as few in number as is 
possible, without having to renounce the adequate representation of any 
empirical content."

Yet another guiding concept given in Einstein's lecture concerns the 
coHhuMMHi, the field. From 1905 on, when the introduction of disconti
nuity in the form of the light quantum forced itself on Einstein as a 
"heuristic" and therefore not fundamental point of view, he clung to the 
hope and program to keep the continuum as a fundamental conception, 
and he defended it with enthusiasm in his correspondence. It was part of 
what he called his "Maxwellian program" to fashion a unified held 
theory. Atomistic discreteness and all it entails was not the solution but 
rather the problem. So here, in his 1933 lecture, he again considers the 
conception of "the atomic structure of matter and energy" to be the 
"great stumbling block" for a unified held theory.

One cannot, he thought, settle for this basic duality in nature, giving 
equal status both to the held and to its antithesis. Of course, neither logic 
nor experience forbade it. Yet it was almost unthinkable. As he once 
wrote to his old friend Michele Besso, "I concede . . . that it is quite 
possible that physics might not, finally, be founded on the concept of
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field -  that is to say, on continuous elements. But then out of my whole 
castle in the air -  including the theory of gravitation and most of current 
physics -  there would remain almost nothing."^

We have by no means come to the end of the list of presuppositions 
which guided Einstein. But it is worth pausing to note how plainly he 
seemed to have been aware of their operation in his scientific work. In 
this too he was rare. Sir Isaiah Berlin, in his book Concepts nnJ cate
gories [p.159], remarked: "The first step to the understanding of men is 
the bringing to consciousness of the model or models that dominate and 
penetrate their thought and action. Like all attempts to make men aware 
of the categories in which they think, it is a difficult and sometimes 
painful activity, likely to produce deeply disquieting results." *** This is 
generally true; but it was not for Einstein. There are surely at least two 
reasons for that. It was, after all, Einstein who realized the "arbitrary 
character" of what had for so long been accepted as "the axiom of the 
absolute character of time, viz., of simultaneity [which] unrecognizedly 
was anchored in the unconscious," as he put it in his "Autobiographical 
notes." "Clearly to recognize this axiom and its arbitrary character really 
implies already the solution of the problem." (Giving up an explicitly 
or implicitly held presupposition has indeed often had the characteristic 
of the great sacrificial act of modern science; we find in the writings of 
Kepler, Planck, Bohr, and Heisenberg that such an act is a climax of a 
period that in retrospect is characterized by the word "despair.")

Having recognized and overcome the negative, or enslaving, role of 
presuppositions, Einstein also saw their positive, emancipating potential. 
In one of his early essays on epistemology ("Induction and deduction in 
physics," 1919), he wrote:

A quick look at the actual development teaches us that the 
great steps forward in scientific knowledge originated only to a 
small degree in this [inductive] manner. For if the researcher 
went about his work without any preconceived opinion, how 
should he be able at all to select out those facts from the im
mense abundance of the most complex experience, and just 
those which are simple enough to permit lawful connections 
and become evident?

In essay after essay, Einstein tried to draw attention to this point of 
view, despite -  or because of -  the fact that he was making very few 
converts. The Herbert Spencer lecture can be seen as part of that mission. 
A decade and a half later, in his "Reply to criticisms," we see him con-
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tinuing in this vein. Thus, he acknowledges that the distinction between 
"sense impressions" on the one hand, and "mere ideas" on the other, is a 
basic conceptual tool for which he can adduce no convincing evidence. 
Yet he needs this distinction. His solution is simply to announce, "we 
regard the distinction as a category which we use in order that we might 
the better find our way in the world of immediate sensation." As with 
other conceptual distinctions for which "there is also no logical-philo
sophical justification," one has to accept it as "the presupposition of 
every kind of physical thinking," mindful that "the only justification lies 
in its usefulness. We are here concerned with 'categories' or schemes of 
thought, the selection of which is, in principle, entirely open to us and 
whose qualification can only be judged by the degree to which its use 
contributes to making the totality [sic] of the contents of consciousness 
'intelligible.'" Finally, he curtly dismisses an implied attack on these 
"categories" or "free conventions" with the remark that "Thinking with
out the positing of categories and of concepts in general would be as 
impossible as is breathing in a vacuum."

TFe dimension

His remarkable self-consciousness concerning his fundamental presup
positions throughout his scientific and epistemological writings allows 
one to assemble a list of about ten chief presuppositions underlying Ein
stein's theory construction. Examples are symmetry (as long as possible); 
simplicity; causality (in essentially the Newtonian sense); completeness 
and exhaustiveness; continuum; and invariance. (We shall elaborate on 
this point in Chapter z.)

To these ideas, Einstein was obstinately devoted. Guided by them he 
would continue his work in a given direction even when tests against 
experience were difficult or unavailable. Conversely, he refused to accept 
theories well supported by the phenomena but, as in the case of Bohr's 
quantum mechanics, based on presuppositions opposite to his own. 
Much the same can be said of most of the major scientists whom f have 
studied. Each has his own, sometimes idiosyncratic map of fundamental 
guiding notions -  from Johannes Kepler to our own contemporaries.

With this finding, we must now reexamine the mnemonic device of 
the two-dimensional plane, f remove its insufficiency by defining a third 
axis, rising perpendicularly out of it. This is the dimension orthogonal to 
and not resolvable into the phenomenic or analytic axes. Along it are
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located those fundamental presuppositions, often stable, many widely 
shared, that show up in the motivation of the scientist's actual work, as 
well as in the end-product for which he strives. Decisions between them, 
insofar as they are consciously made, are judgmental (rather than, as 
in the phenomenic-analytic plane, capable in principle of algorithmic 
decidability). Since they are not directly derivable either from observation 
or from analytic ratiocination, they require a term of their own. I call 
them t êmnL? (singular t^emn, from the Greek Qepa, that which is laid 
down, proposition, primary word).

On this view -  and again purely as a mnemonic device - a scientific 
statement is no longer, as it were, an element of area on the two- 
dimensional plane but a volume-element, an entity in three-dimensional 
space, with components along each of the three orthogonal (phenome- 
nic, analytic, and thematic) axes. The projection of the entity down 
upon the two-dimensional place continues to have the useful roles 1 
stressed earlier; but for our analysis it is also necessary to consider the line 
element projected onto the third axis, the dimension on which one may 
imagine the range of themata to be entered. The statements of differing 
scientists are therefore like two volume-elements that do not completely 
overlap, but have some differences in their projections.

The scientist is generally not, and need not be, conscious of the the
mata he uses, but the historian of science can chart the growth of a given 
thema in the work of an individual scientist over time, and show its 
power upon his scientific imagination. Thematic analysis, then, is in the 
first instance the identification of the particular map of themata which, 
like the lines in a fingerprint, can characterize a scientist or a part of the 
scientific community at a given time.

Most of the themata are ancient and long lived; many come in op
posing dyads or triads that show up most strikingly during a conflict 
between individuals or groups that base their work on opposing themata. 
I have been impressed by the small number of thematic couples or triads; 
perhaps some $o have sufficed us throughout the history of the physical 
sciences: and of course I have been interested to see that, cautiously, 
thematic analysis of the same sort has begun to be brought to bear on 
significant cases in other fields.

With this conceptual tool we can return to some of the puzzles we 
mentioned earlier. Let me point out two. If, as Einstein claimed, the 
principles are indeed free inventions of the human mind, there should be 
an infinite set of possible axiom systems to which one could leap or
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cleave. Virtually every one of these would ordinarily be useless for con
structing theories. How then could there be any hope of success, except 
by chance? The answer must be that the license implied in the leap to 
an axiom system of theoretical physics by the freely inventing mind is 
the freedom to make such a leap, but not the freedom to make <3ny 

The freedom is narrowly circumscribed by a scientist's 
particular set of themata that provide constraints shaping the style, direc
tion, and rate of advance of the engagement on novel ground. And inso
far as the individual maps of themata overlap, the so-called progress of 
the scientific community as a group is similarly constrained or directed. 
Otherwise, the inherently anarchic connotations of "freedom" could in
deed disperse the total effort. D. Mendeleev wrote: "Since the scientific 
world view changes drastically not only from one period to another but 
also from one person to another, it is an expression of creativity.... Each 
scientist endeavors to translate the world view of the school he belongs to 
into an indisputable principle of science." However, in practice there is 
far more coherence than this implies, and we shall presently look more 
closely at the mechanism responsible for it.

A second puzzle was where the conceptual and even emotional sup
port comes from which, for better or worse, stabilizes the individual 
scientist's risky speculations and confident suspensions of disbelief dur
ing the nascent phase. In case after case, as in the example of Millikan, 
we see that choices of this sort are made often on thematic grounds. 
Millikan was devoted to the atomistic view of electricity from the be
ginning, while his chief opponent, probably under the influence of Ernst 
Mach and his school, came to look for precisely the opposite evidence, 
for example, subelectrons that in principle have no lower limit of charge 
at all. Similarly, Einstein and his opponents such as Kaufmann were 
divided sharply on the explanatory value of a plenum (ether), and on the 
range of fundamental laws across the separate branches of physics.

'7 Tg loMMM CMcEgHtfHeHt

But of all the problems that invite attention with these tools, the most 
fruitful is a return visit to that mysterious place, early in Einstein's 1933 
lecture, where he speaks of the need to pay "special attention to the 
relations between the content of the theory and the totality of empirical 
fact (Gesgwrt/ygit Jer The fofa/ity of empirical
fact! ft is a phrase that recurs in his writings, and indicates the sweep of
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his conscious ambition. But it does even more: it lays bare the most 
daring of all the themata of science and points to the holistic drive be
hind "scientific progress."

Einstein explicitly and frankly hoped for a theory that would ulti
mately be utterly comprehensive and completely unified. This vision 
drove him on from the special to the general theory, and then to the 
unified held theory. In one of his letters to his biographer, Carl Seelig, 
Einstein likened his progress to the construction of an architectonic entity 
through three stages of development. Each stage is characterized by the 
adoption of a "limitingprinciple," a formal condition which restricts the 
choice of possible theories. For example, in going from special to general 
relativity theory, Einstein had to accept, from 1912. on, that physical sig
nificance attaches not to the differentials of the space-time coordinates 
themselves, as the strict operationalists would insist, "but only to the 
Riemannian metric corresponding to them." This entailed Einstein's re
luctant sacrifice of the primacy of direct sense perception in constructing 
a physically significant system; but otherwise he would have had to give 
up hope of finding unity at the base of physical theory.

The search for one grand architectonic structure is of course an ancient 
dream. At its worst, it has sometimes produced authoritarian visions 
which are as empty in science as their equivalent is dangerous in politics. 
At its best, it has propelled the drive to the various grand syntheses that 
rise above the more monotonous landscape of analytic science. This has 
been the case in the last decades in the physical sciences. Today's tri
umphant purveyors of the promise that all the forces of physics will 
eventually melt down to one, who in the titles of their publications use 
the term "The Grand Unification," are in a real sense the successful 
children of those earliest synthesis-seekers of physical phenomena, the 
Ionian philosophers.

To be sure, as Sir Isaiah warned in Concepts %nd categories, there is 
the danger of a trap. He has christened it the "Ionian Fallacy," defined as 
the search, from Aristotle to Bertrand Russell and our day, for the ulti
mate constituents of the world in some nonempirical sense. Superficially, 
the synthesis-seekers of physics, particularly in their monistic exhorta
tions, appear to have fallen into that trap - from Copernicus, who con
fessed that the chief point of his work was to perceive nothing less than 
"the structure of the universe and the true symmetry of its parts," ̂  to 
Einstein's contemporaries such as Max Planck, who exclaimed in 191$ 
that "physical research cannot rest so long as mechanics and electro
dynamics have not been welded together with thermodynamics and heat



radiation,"^" to today's theorists who, in their more popular presen
tations, seem to imitate Thales himself and announce that one entity 
explains all.

A chief point in my view of science is that scientists, insofar as they 
are successful, are in practice rescued from the fallacy hy the mM/tip/icity 
o/ themata, % wa/hp/why which gwes them the ^exihihty that an 
aathoritariaw research program hai/t or; a sirtg/e thema woa/d /ach. I 
shall develop this, but 1 can also agree quickly that something like an 
Ionian Enchantment, the commitment to the theme of grand unification, 
was upon Einstein. Once alerted, we can find it in his work from the 
very beginning. In his first published paper (1901), he tries to understand 
the contrary-appearing forces of capillarity and gravitation, and in each 
of his next papers we find something of the same drive, which he later 
called "my need to generalize." He examines whether the laws of me
chanics provide a sufficient foundation for the general theory of heat, and 
whether the fluctuation phenomena that turn up in statistical mechanics 
also explain the basic behaviour of light beams and their interference, 
the Brownian motion of microscopic particles in fluids, and even the 
fluctuation of electric charges in conductors. And in his deepest work 
of those early years, in special relativity theory, the most powerful pro
pellant is Einstein's drive toward unification; his clear motivation is to 
find a more general point of view which would subsume the seemingly 
limited and contrary problems and methods of mechanics and of electro
dynamics.

Following the same program obstinately to the end of his life, he tried 
to bring together, as he had put it in 192.0, "the gravitational held and the 
electromagnetic held into a unihed edifice," leaving "the whole physics" 
as a "closed system of thought." In that longing for a unihed world 
picture, a structure that encompasses "the totality of empirical facts," 
one cannot help hearing the voice of Goethe's Faust, who exclaimed 
that he longed "to detect the inmost force that binds the world and 
guides its course" -  or, for that matter, Newton himself, who wanted to 
build a unifying structure so tight that the most minute details would 
not escape it.

Thematic presMppos;;;o7M aacf scieMt;/ic adcawcc zi

The aw/ied We/th;VJ as "sapreme tash"

In its modern form, the Ionian Enchantment, expressing itself in the 
search for a unifying world picture, is usually traced to Von Humboldt 
and Schleiermacher, Fichte and Schelling. The influence of the "Nature
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Philosophers" on physicists such as Hans Christian Oersted -  who in 
this way was directly led to the first experimental unification of elec
tricity and magnetism -  has been amply chronicled. At the end of the 
nineteenth century, in the Germany of Einstein's youth, the pursuit of a 
unified world picture as the scientist's highest task had become almost 
a cult activity. Looking on from his side of the Channel, J. T. Merz 
exclaimed in 1904 that the lives of the continental thinkers are "devoted 
to the realization of some great ideal. . . . The English man of science 
would reply that it is unsafe to trust exclusively to the guidance of a pure 
idea, that the ideality of German research has frequently been identical 
with unreality, that in no country has so much time and power been 
frittered away in following phantoms, and in systematizing empty no
tions, as in the Land of the Idea." '̂

Einstein himself could not easily have escaped being aware of these 
drives toward unification, even as a young person. For example, we know 
that as a boy he was given Ludwig Buchner's widely popular book 
nnd (Energy and matter), a book Einstein often recollected having 
read with great interest. The little volume does talk about energy and 
matter; but chiefly it is a late-Enlightenment polemic. Buchner comes out 
explicitly and enthusiastically in favor of an empirical, almost Lucretian 
scientific materialism, which its author calls a "materialistic world view." 
Through this world view, the author declares, one can attain "the unity 
of energy and matter, and thereby banish forever the old dualism." ̂

But the books which Einstein himself credited as having been the 
most influential on him in his youth were Ernst Mach's Theory 
and Science o/ ntecE^nics. That author was motivated by the same 
Enlightenment animus, and employed the same language. In the Science 
o/ ntecEanics, Mach exclaims: "Science cannot settle for a ready-made 
world view. It must work toward a future one . . . that will not come to 
us as a gift. We must earn it! [At the end there beckons] the idea of a 
unified world view, which is the only one consistent with the economy 
of a healthy spirit."^

Indeed, in the early years of this century, German scientists were 
thrashing about in a veritable Hood of publications that called for the 
unification or reformation of the "world picture" in the very title of their 
books or essays. Max Planck and Ernst Mach carried on a bitter battle, 
publishing essays directly in the PEysiEg/AcEeZedscEr;/;, with titles such 
as "The unity of the physical world picture." Friedrich Adler, one of Ein
stein's close friends, wrote a book with the same title, attacking Planck.

2.1
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Max von Laue countered with an essay he called "The physica! world 
picture." The applied scientist Aurel Stodola, Einstein's admired older 
colleague in Zurich, corresponded at length with Einstein on a book 
which finally appeared under the title T/?<? wor/d Hew o/ engmeer. 
Similarly titled works were published by other collaborators and friends 
of Einstein, such as Ludwig Hopf and Philipp Frank.

Perhaps the most revealing document of this sort was the manifesto 
published in 1912. in the P/yysHHAc/w on behalf the new
Gesedscfyg/f /dr posdwAdscfw PPdosopHe, composed in 1911 at the 
height of the WdtMd battle between Mach and Planck. Its declared aim 
was nothing less than "to develop a comprehensive We/t%nsc/?%MMMg," 
and thereby "to advance toward a noncontradictory, total conception 
[GesgfntRM/TassMHg]." The document was signed by, among others, Ernst 
Mach, Josef Petzold, David Hilbert, Felix Klein, Georg Helm, Albert 
Einstein (only just becoming more widely known at the time), and that 
embattled builder of another world view, Sigmund Freud/'*

It was perhaps the first time that Einstein signed a manifesto of any 
sort. That it was not a casual act is clear from his subsequent, persistent 
recurrence to the same theme. His most telling essay was delivered in late 
1918, possibly triggered in part by the publication of Oswald Spengler's 
Dec/ine o/ west, that polemic against what Spengler called "the 
scientific world picture of the West." Einstein took the occasion of a 
presentation he made in honour of Max Planck (in Motw des Eorsĉ ews) 
to lay out in detail the method of constructing a valid world picture. He 
insisted that it was not only possible to form for oneself "a simplified 
world picture that permits an overview [iibersichtliches Bild der Welt]," 
but that it was the scientist's "supreme task." Specifically, the world 
view of the theoretical physicist "deserves its proud name We/tH/d, be
cause the general laws upon which the conceptual structure of theoretical 
physics is based can assert the claim that they are valid for any natural 
event whatsoever. . . . The supreme task of the physicist is therefore to 
seek those most universal elementary laws from which, by pure deduc
tion, the We/fMd may be achieved."^

There is of course no doubt that Einstein's work during those years 
constituted great progress toward this self-appointed task. In the devel
oping relativistic We/fMd, a huge portion of the world of events and 
processes was being subsumed in a four-dimensional structure which 
Minkowski in 1908 named simply die We/t -  a Parmenidean crystal- 
universe, in which changes, for example, motions, are largely suspended
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and, instead, the main themata are those of constancy and invariance, 
determinism, necessity, and completeness.

Typically, it was Einstein himself who knew best and recorded fre
quently the limitations of his work. Even as special relativity began to 
make converts, he announced that the solution was quite incomplete 
because it applied only to inertial systems and left out entirely the great 
puzzle of gravitation. Later he worked on removing the obstinate duali
ties, explaining for example that "measuring rods and clocks would have 
to be represented as solutions of the basic equation . . .  not, as it were, as 
theoretical self-sufficient entities." This he called a "sin" which "one 
must not legalize." The removal of the sin was part of the hoped-for 
perfection of the total program, the achievement of a unified field theory 
in which "the particles themselves would ei/erytcPere be describable as 
singularity-free solutions of the complete field-equations. Only then 
would the general theory of relativity be a complete theory." ̂  There
fore, the work of finding those most general elementary laws from which 
by pure deduction a single consistent, and complete We/tMd can be won 
had to continue.

There has always been a notable polarity in Einstein's thought with 
respect to the completeness of the world picture he was seeking. On the 
one hand he insisted from beginning to end that no single event, indi
vidually considered, must be allowed to escape from the final grand net. 
We noted that in the Herbert Spencer lecture of 1933 he is concerned with 
encompassing the "totality of experience," and declared the supreme 
goal of theory to be "the adequate representation of any content of 
experience" (translated in the first English version of the 1933 lecture, as 
delivered by Einstein, as "the adequate representation of a single datum 
of experience").^ He even goes beyond that; toward the end of his lec
ture he reiterates his old opposition to the Bohr-Born-Heisenberg view of 
quantum physics, and declares "f still believe in the possibility of a mode) 
of reality, that is to say a theory, which shall represent the events them
selves [die Dfnge se/Psf] and not merely the probability of their occur
ence." Writing three years later (Physics ren/fty, 1936), he insists even 
more bluntly:

But now, I ask, does any physicist whosoever really believe that 
we shall never be able to attain insight into these significant 
changes of single systems, their structure, and their causal 
connections, despite the fact that these individual events have 
been brought into such close proximity of experience, thanks
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to the marvellous inventions of the Wilson Chamber and the 
Geiger counter? To believe this is, to be sure, logically possible 
without contradiction; but it is in such lively opposition to my 
scientific instinct that I cannot forgo the search for a more 
complete mode of conception.^

Yet even while Einstein seemed anxious not to let a single event escape 
from the final We/tMJ, he seems to have been strangely uninterested in 
nuclear phenomena, that lively branch of physics which began to com
mand great attention precisely in the years Einstein started his own re
searches. He seems to have thought that these phenomena, in a relatively 
new and untried field, would not lead to the deeper truths. And one can 
well argue that he was right; not until the 1930s was there a reasonable 
theory of nuclear structure, and not until after the big accelerators were 
built were there adequate conceptions and equipment for the hard tests of 
the theories of nuclear forces.

Einstein's persistent pursuit of fundamental theory without including 
nuclear phenomena can be understood as a consequence of a suspension 
of disbelief of an extraordinary sort. It is ironic that, as it turned out, 
even while Einstein was trying to unify the two long-range forces (electro
magnetism and gravitation), the nucleus was harboring two additional 
fundamental forces, and moreover that after a period of neglect, the 
modern unification program, two decades after Einstein's death, began 
to succeed in joining one of the nuclear (relatively short-range) forces 
with one of the relatively long-range forces (electromagnetism). In this 
respect, the labyrinth through which the physicists have been moving 
appears now to be less symmetrical than Einstein had thought it to be.

For this and similar reasons, few of today's working researchers con
sciously identify their drive toward the "grand unification" with Ein
stein's. Their attention is directed to the thematic differences, expressed 
for example by their willingness to accept a fundamentally probabilistic 
world. And yet the historian can see the profound continuity. Today, as 
in Einstein's time, and indeed in that of his predecessors, the deepest aim 
of fundamental research is still to achieve one logically unified and par
simoniously constructed system of thought that will provide the con
ceptual comprehension, as complete as humanly possible, of the scien
tifically accessible sense experiences in their full diversity. This ambition 
embodies a te/os of scientific work itself, and it has done so since the 
rise of science in the Western world. Most scientists, working on small 
fragments of the total structure, are as unselfconscious about their par-
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ticipation in that grand monistic task as they are about, say, their funda
mental monotheistic assumption, carried centrally without having to be 
avowed believers.^

z6

T/?e7?Mt;c p/MM/fsfn gwd tEe direction o/n&wice

Difference between some themata, and sharing of others: this formula in 
brief seems to me to answer the question why the preoccupation with the 
eventual achievement of one unified world picture did not lead physics to 
a totalitarian disaster, as an Ionian Fallacy by itself could well have done. 
At every step, each of the various world pictures in use was seen as a pre
liminary version, a premonition of the holy grail. Moreover, each of these 
various, hopeful but incomplete world pictures of the moment was not a 
seamless, unresolvable entity. Nor was each completely shared within a 
given subgroup. Each operated with a whole spectrum of separable the
mata, with some of the same themata present in portions of the spectrum 
in rival world pictures. Indeed, Einstein and Bohr agreed on far more 
than they disagreed on. Moreover, most of the themata were not new - 
they very rarely are -  but adopted from predecessor versions of the We/t- 
Et/d, just as many of them would later be incorporated in subsequent 
versions of it. Einstein freely called his project a "Maxwellian program" 
in this sensed"

It is also for this reason that Einstein saw himself with characteristic 
clarity not at all as a revolutionary, as his friends and his enemies so 
readily did. He took every opportunity to stress his role as a member of 
an evolutionary chain. Even while he was working on relativity theory in 
1905, he called it "a modification" of the theory of space and time. Later, 
in the face of being acclaimed the revolutionary hero of the new science, 
he insisted, as in his King's College (192.1) lecture: "We have here no 
revolutionary act but the natural development of a line that can be traced 
through centuries." Relativity theory, he held, "provided a sort of com
pletion of the mighty intellectual edifice of Maxwell and Lorentz." '̂ 
Indeed he shared quite explicitly with Maxwell and Lorentz some funda
mental presuppositions such as the need to describe reality in terms of 
continua (fields), even though he differed completely with respect to 
others, such as the role of a plenum.

On this model we can understand why scientists need not hold sub
stantially the same set of beliefs, either in order to communicate mean
ingfully with one another in agreement or disagreement, or in order
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to contribute to cumuiative improvement of the state of science. Their 
beliefs have considerable fine structure; and within that structure there 
is, on the one hand, generally sufficient stabilizing thematic overlap and 
agreement, and on the other hand sufficient warrant for intellectual 
freedom that can express itself in thematic disagreements. Innovations 
emerging from such a balance, even as "far-reaching changes" as Einstein 
called the contributions of Maxwell, Faraday, and Hertz, require neither 
from the individual scientist nor from the scientific community the kind 
of complete and sudden reorientation implied in such currently fashion
able language as revolution, Gestalt switch, discontinuity, incommen
surability, conversion, and so on. On the contrary, the innovations are 
coherent with the model of evolutionary scientific progress, with which 
Einstein himself explicitly associated his own work, and which emerges 
also from the actual historical study of his scientific work.

Thus, I believe that generally major scientific advance can be under
stood in terms of an evolutionary process that involves battles over only a 
few but by no means all of the recurrent themata. The work of scientists, 
acting individually or as a group, seen synchronically or diachronically, is 
not constrained to the phenomenic-analytic plane alone, and hence is an 
enterprise whose saving pluralism resides in its many internal degrees of 
freedom. Therefore we can understand why scientific progress is often 
disorderly, but not catastrophic; why there are many errors and delusions, 
but not one great fallacy; and how mere human beings, confronting the 
seemingly endless, interlocking puzzles of the universe, can advance at all 
-  even if not soon, or inevitably, to the Elysium of the single world 
conception that grasps the totality of phenomena.
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Einstein's mode! for 

constructing a scientific theory

T/jg 6 p;s?f7?!o/og;M/ impeMtme

Judging by his publications and tetters, Atbert Einstein considered it one 
of his important tasks constantty to express and etaborate his views con
cerning the phitosophy of science. There seem to be two reasons for that. 
First, Einstein experienced in his own work in the earty years, and then 
again among his "ablest students," how important discussions con
cerning the aims and methods of the sciences are.* Such interest was not 
merety a matter of intellectual curiosity but, in his opinion, went to the 
heart of the task of the innovator: epistemology and science, he said, "are 
dependent on each other. Epistemology without contact with science 
becomes an empty scheme. Science without epistemology is -  insofar 
as it is thinkable at all -  primitive and muddled." At the same time 
he warned, however, that the scientist cannot permit himself to be too 
restricted "by the adherence to an epistemological system."  ̂He might 
therefore seem to be more a philosophical opportunist than school 
philosopher. However, that accusation seemed to bother Einstein as little 
as did the more serious attacks from so many other quarters upon his 
science and his other views. Reading his opinions on age-old questions of 
methodology, we feel we are given a direct report on a deeply felt, 
personal struggle with ideas.

A second reason why a scientist concerned with the deep problems 
should not avoid epistemologic considerations was, in Einstein's opinion, 
that there simply was no other way. In our time, when the scientific foun
dations are changing rapidly, "the physicist cannot simply surrender to 
the philosopher the critical contemplation of the theoretical foundations; 
for he himself knows best and feels most surely where the shoe pinches." ̂

With these motivations, Einstein found himself publishing constantly
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on the philosophy of science and, significantly, doing so throughout his 
most creative period of scientific work (e.g., 1914: Pnucfp/es o/ tEeo- 
rehm/ physics; 1916: On Ernst 1918: Motrne /or ifo;ng research;
192.1: Geometry ^nJ experience; 1933: On tEe metEoJ o/ tEeoretie /̂ 
pEysics; 1936: PEysies anJ rea/;ty, and many others -  and of course in 
his letters to Besso, Solovine, and other friends). With characteristic per
sistence, not to say obstinacy, he put on himself the task of presenting 
what he called his "epistemological credo." Moreover, it is striking how 
consistent he was in his presentation -  at least from about 1914 on, after 
his formative period during which he had gone through a kind of philo
sophical pilgrimage.

In the last four decades of his life, he therefore was acting not only as a 
profound scientist, but also as a popularizer, teacher, and philosopher- 
scientist in the tradition of Henri Poincare, Ernst Mach, and others of 
the generation before him. It is obvious that he took this role as a public 
educator very seriously, and that he tried his utmost to write clearly and 
at a level where the intelligent layman would understand him. Hence it 
came about that the man who was best known for his legendary strug
gles with the most inaccessible and recondite theories in fact was -  and 
to this day remains -  one of the most readable and widely read scientists. 
His essays have been reprinted in the most distant corners of the world. 
There is also an ever-growing flood of analyses of his ideas and the way 
they do or do not coincide with long-familiar questions of philosophy. 
But it may be appropriate, and in the spirit of Einstein's own intentions, 
to provide a presentation of a key portion of Einstein's epistemological 
position, using his own words as far as possible.

Wnfmg to So/oHne

In all of Einstein's own writings, one message stands out and is returned 
to repeatedly: a model of scientific thinking, and indeed of thinking in 
general. That model forms the core of the first pages of his "Autobio
graphical notes," which I have analyzed elsewhere.'* But Einstein's most 
concise and graphic rendition of his model is to be found in a letter he 
wrote to his friend Maurice Solovine in 1952.. I have always thought 
that for sheer virtuosity of expression and ability to summarize complex 
thoughts, this letter is unique in Einstein's correspondence. It is therefore 
well suited for reexamining his credo. It also invites elaborating on his
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brief exptanations by reference to others of his pubiications on the same 
subject and putting together many of his methodotogicat ideas scattered 
throughout his writings.

Sotovine was one of Einstein's otdest friends; they had met in Bern 
in 1902, had regutarty discussed science and phitosophy, and had kept up 
a correspondence after Sotovine had moved away. Writing on Aprit 13, 
1952., Sotovine confesses that he has troubte understanding a point made 
in one of Einstein's essays. "Woutd you be so kind," Sotovine asks, "as 
to exptain precisety a passage . . . which is not quite dear. You write: 
The justification (truth content) of the system rests in the proof of use- 
futness of the resutting theorems on the basis of sense experiences, where 
the retations of the tatter to the former can onty be comprehended intui- 
tivety. . . ." Sotovine indicates his puzztement and raises questions.

In his repty of May 7, 1932, Einstein starts in his characteristicatty 
retaxed, unpompous manner: "Dear Soto! In your tetter you give me a 
spanking on the behind . . . , but," he continues, "you have thoroughly 
misunderstood me with respect to theepistemotogicat matter. Probabty I 
expressed mysetf badty." There fottows a memorabte exptanation of the 
respective rotes of sense experience, intuition, and togic in the function
ing of the imagination. As we shatt see, and as one woutd expect, Einstein 
ptaces the emphasis on the sequence of steps in doing science, in making 
a discovery or formutating a theory, rather than reformutating the resutts 
tater on to make them acceptabte to pubtishers of scientific journats or 
phitosophers interested in the justification of proposed theories.

It witt atso be noted that white the context of Sotovine's question 
and Einstein's repty make it dear that Einstein is tatking about a mode! 
for thinking in science, nowhere in what fottows does he use the word 
science; and what fragmentary examptes he gives (e.g., retation between 
the concept "dog" and the corresponding experiences) are not drawn 
from scientific theory. This is entirety in tine with his typica) refusat to 
toterate unnaturat and unnecessary boundaries. For he said repeatedty 
that one is deating here with a continuum: "Scientific thought is a devet- 
opment of prescientific thought"; "att this appties as much, and in the 
same manner, to the thinking in daity tife as to the more consciousty and 
systematical constructed thinking in the sciences." This point of view 
was perhaps best caught in his statement that the "whote of science is 
nothing more than a refinement of everyday thinking." Just for that rea
son, however, the criticat physicist shoutd not restrict his examination of 
concepts to his own fietd of expertise, but shoutd consider "criticatty a
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much more difficult probiem, the problem of analyzing the nature of 
everyday thinking" (Mens %ndOpinions [EO.],pp. 176,13, 32.4, Z90). 
Perhaps for this reason Einstein had placed the question "What, precisely 
is 'thinking'?" near the beginning of his "Autobiographical notes" -  and 
then, during that discussion, referred only rarely to science.

Einstein begins his explanation to Solovine with the sentence: "f see 
the matter schematically thus" -  and there follows a diagram (not sur
prisingly, for we know of Einstein's preference for visual thinking). A 
sketch of great power and simplicity, it concentrates in a few lines a 
wealth of information (Figure z.i). The diagram indicates an essentially 
cyclical process, and Einstein enters on its discussion by laying out the 
stage where the process must both begin and end:

"1. The E (experiences) are given to us."
This refers to the horizontal line shown at the bottom of the figure, 

marked E and labeled "Multiplicity [or variety] of immediate (sense) ex
periences."  ̂As usual, these come first in his account [just as he had put 
the "reception of sense impressions" as the first item after asking "What 
is thinking?" in the "Autobiographical notes"]. And it will have to come 
in at the end also, when we return to the level of sense experience to see if
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our theory can handle as targe a part of the totality of the facts of experi
ence as possibte -  which is, after all, the final test of a theory.

The thin tine marked E is rather deceptive. One might better visualize 
it as an infinite ptane on which the separate and diverse sense experiences 
or observations that clamor for our attention are laid out, tike so many 
separate points, ft does indeed represent the "totaiity of empiricai fact" 
(EO., p.271) or "totality of sense experiences." On themselves the points 
on this plane are bewildering, a universe of elements, a veritable "laby
rinth of sense impressions" of which, moreover, we never can be com
pletely sure that they are not "the result of an illusion or hallucination" 
(EO., p. 2.91). fn fact, the ultimate aim of science can be defined in this 
manner: "Science is the attempt to make the chaotic diversity of our 
sense-experience correspond to a logically uniform [unified] system of 
thought." The chaotic diversity of "facts" is mastered by erecting a struc
ture of thought on it that points to relations and order: "In this system, 
single experiences must be correlated with the theoretic structure in such 
a way that the resulting coordination is unique and convincing" (EO., 
p. 323).

An inside: Nobody had to point out to Einstein that sense experiences 
or "observations" are virtually never pure and unvarnished but theory- 
dependent. Even the father of positivism, Auguste Comte, had written 
(Positive pEi/osopEy, (1829) that without a theory of some sort by which 
to link phenomena to some principles "it would not only be impossible 
to combine the isolated observations and draw any useful conclusions, 
we would not even be able to remember them, and, for the most part, 
the fact would not be noticed by our eyes." Indeed, sometimes Einstein 
speaks of "experience" or "facts" in a way very different from what Ernst 
Mach took to be "elements"; among facts, Einstein in various writings 
included the impossibility of perpetual motion machines, inertial motion, 
the constancy of light velocity, and the equality of gravitational and iner
tial mass/ Nevertheless, in their most primitive form the E in Figure 2.1 
can be thought of as simple sensory impressions.

TEe ascent to an axiom system

The diagram in Figure 2.1 now goes on to show what is perhaps Ein
stein's most insistent conception in epistemology. Rising out of an area 
just above a portion of the chaos of observables E, there is an arrow- 
tipped arch reaching to the very top of the whole scheme. It symbolizes
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what under various circumstances could be a bold leap, a "widely specu
lative" attempt, a "groping constructive attempt," ̂  or a desperate pro
posal, made when one has despaired of finding other roads. There, high 
above the infinite plane E, is suspended a well-delimited entity labeled 
"A, system of axioms," issuing out of the arrow-tipped arch like a pulse 
of light out of the trajectory of a firework.

Einstein writes in explanation:
"z. A are the axioms from which we draw consequences. Psychologi

cally the A are based upon the E. There is, however, no logical path from 
the E to A, but only an intuitive (psychological) connection, which is 
always 'subject to revocation.' "

Evidently, Einstein holds that in the formulation of ideas - everyday 
as well as scientific ones -  the process of thinking or discovery does not 
follow the classical model of Mill, that is, of erecting a logical ladder by 
induction of generalizations from the set of individual observations. That 
method is only "appropriate to the youth of science" (EO., 183). Nor 
does Einstein believe as Ernst Mach had counseled, that one should re
main as much as possible within the plane of E and confine oneself to 
search out the most economic statements of relations among the elements 
there; for what that missed, Einstein explained in his "Autobiographical 
notes," ̂  was precisely the "essentially constructive and speculative nature 
of thought and more especially of scientific thought."

In the schema of Figure z.i, the arc is just that speculative leap or 
constructive groping to A, the axiom or fundamental principles which 
in the absence of a logical path have to be postulated, perhaps at first 
quite tentatively on the basis of a conjecture, supposition, "inspiration," 
"guess," or "hunch." We are dealing, after all, with the private process of 
theory construction or innovation, the phase not open to inspection by 
others and indeed perhaps little understood by the originator himself. 
But the leap to the top of the schema symbolizes precisely the precious 
moment of great energy, the response to the motivation of "wonder" and 
of the "passion of comprehension" (EO., 34Z) which can come from the 
encounter with the chaotic E. Indeed, there is a clear and uncanny parallel 
between the process described in Figure z.i and the model Einstein pro
posed to explain the motivation for research. As Einstein puts it there, to 
escape from the chaos of the world of experience, the scientist, scholar, 
or artist erects a "simplified and lucid image of the world," lifting into it 
"the center of gravity of his emotional life."

As one would expect from him, Einstein did not speak of the tech
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nique of elevating a supposition or hunch to an axiom or fundamental 
principle as if it were some hypothetical advice. He had done so himself 
in his scientific papers and, what is more, confessed it frankly in them. 
An example of raising a "conjecture" to the status of a "postulate" will 
be given in Chapter 4. We know that reaching these conjectures, and 
gathering the courage to raise them to fundamental principles, were not 
momentary enthusiastic decisions but the results of years of groping, ft 
was in fact forced on Einstein that the kind of fundamental theory he was 
trying to build could be be attained in no other way.

Two fogicnf cEsconhnwEcs ;n /

We have to linger a little more on the implications in Figure 1.1 of the 
trajectory, arc, ascent, or jump (to which we will now assign a label,/). 
As Einstein often stressed (cf. analysis of "Autobiographical notes," and 
many other sources, e.g., f.O., p. 2.91), there are in fact two sets of logical 
discontinuities implied in the seemingly smooth curved line. We fashion 
it by fastening our attention on "certain repeatedly occurring complexes 
of sense impressions" and "relating to them [znordnen] a concept." The 
concept is then a kind of "mental knot" or "mental connection" between 
sense impressions, and is "primary" if close to sense experience. But we 
select the concept without some logical necessity, really "arbitrarily" in 
the sense that "considered logically this concept is not identical with the 
totality of sense impressions referred to; but it is a free creation of the hu
man (or animal) mind" (f.O. pp. 2.91, Z93 -  "human or animal mind": 
another unnecessary barrier unceremoniously discarded!).

The same theme of the logical discontinuity in the formation of con
cepts appears again and again. For example: "AH concepts, even those 
which are closest to experience, are from the point of view of logic freely 
chosen conventions."'' And again: "There is no inductive method which 
could lead to the fundamental concepts of physics. Failure to understand 
this fact constituted the basic philosophical error of so many investiga
tors of the nineteenth century." Several times Einstein referred to David 
Hume's attack on induction, showing that "concepts which we must 
regard as essential, such as, for example, causal connection, cannot be 
gained from material given to us by the senses" (f.O., pp. 307, zi).

To the same end, Einstein also reminded his readers frequently of the 
fatal error that had been made for so long in thinking that the basis of 
Euclidean geometry was logically necessary; this error was caused by
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forgetting the empirical base and hence the limited experiential context 
within which all concepts are fashioned. A similar illusion was the great 
obstacle to formulating the Special Relativity Theory (I.O., pp. 2.98- 
2.99), namely that there exists a universal time applicable to all events in 
space as a whole, a concept of time long held to be an a priori given, 
necessary conception, seemingly independent from our sense experience. 
This error was caused by forgetting that the notion of time itself arises 
initially in our everyday experience by watching sequences of events hap
pening at one locality, rather than in all of space.

Deprived of any certainty that our concepts have a necessary connec
tion with the corresponding experiences, we begin to see the precarious
ness of the business of theory construction. But we can do no better. 
We create new concepts, perhaps suggested at first only tentatively, and 
gather them together with old concepts whose usefulness has been tested 
in previous struggles, knowing that neither one nor the other is sacred and 
unchangeable, neither induced nor in any other way securely abstracted 
from the plane of experiences below. It may be that this discontinuity is 
symbolized by the small gap in the drawing between the horizontal line E 
and the arc rising from that region to A above.

There is a second logical discontinuity which also enters to make it a 
"mistake to permit theoretical description to be directly dependent upon 
acts of empirical assertions." This concerns the relation of concepts to 
one another when they are used together to make a system of axioms - 
for example, some postulated laws of nature ["propositions expressing 
a relationship among primary concepts"(I.O., p. Z93)]. Not only each 
individual concept, but the whole "system of concepts is a creation of 
man," achieved in a "free play," the justification for which lies only in the 
pragmatic success of the scheme being built up to give ultimately a "mea
sure of survey over the experience of the senses which we are able to 
achieve with its aid."

The two-fold discontinuity, then, is a good part of the reason why 
Einstein repeats, again and again, sentences like this one from 1918: 
"There is no logical path to these elementary laws; only intuition, sup
ported by being sympathetically in touch with experience [Em/ME/nng in 
die Er/^Emng]" (E O., p. 2.2.6). The repeated insistence was in good part 
in opposition to the then current form of positivism, which, for example, 
saw the goal of scientific work to be the economic statement of relations 
among observables. To this day, Einstein's formulation causes hostility 
from some philosophical quarters, which insist on exaggerating this par
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ticular element in Einstein's total schema. (On the other hand, it should 
also be said that Einstein's anti-inductivism has encouraged some of 
the most interesting contributors to philosophy of science in our day.) 
Another reason for Einstein's dogged insistence on the fundamental dual
ism between experience and theory, sometimes offered in surprising and 
inopportune contexts (EO., p. 356), may have also been caused by a 
persistent intellectual discomfort. To this great unifier, the existence of 
an unbridgeable chasm must have presented a challenge of its own.

In no way can Einstein's message on this point be taken to celebrate 
irrationality, to give primacy to intuition, or the like. Rather, it represents 
two truths which he had learned, so to speak, on his very own body. One 
was the liberating warning that just because all theories are "man-made" 
and "the result of an extremely laborious process of adaptation," they 
are also "hypothetical, never completely final, always subject to ques
tion and doubt." The other message was, precisely against this somber 
knowledge, to encourage the assertion of ingenuity and innovation, in 
science as well as outside, if necessary against prevailing dogma. (Ein
stein quipped: "Would Faraday have discovered the law of electromag
netic induction if he had received a regular college education?") If ac
cused of dragging down, from the Olympian fields, "the fundamental 
ideas of thought in natural science, and to attempt to reveal their earthly 
lineage," Einstein would answer that he did so "in order to free these 
ideas from the taboo attached to them, and thus to achieve greater free
dom in the formation of ideas and concepts. It is to the immortal credit 
of D. Hume and E. Mach that they, above all others, introduced this 
critical conception" (I.O., pp. 32.3, 344, 363).'^

Const /reeJonM

We might point to other properties of the concepts by means of which 
axioms are formulated. Although Einstein does not stress it often ex
plicitly, one type of conceptual construction needed to keep the concept 
from floating away like some arbitrary soap bubble is the definition 
which we give to every abstract term (point, length, time interval, electric 
charge). While the definition of any term is logically arbitrary, it is con
nected with observables by our "operational definition" or "semantical 
rule" to which we agree to adhere once it has been fashioned. As early as 
1916, Einstein wrote, "Concepts have meaning only if we can point to
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objects to which they refer and to the rules by which they are assigned to 
these objects."

Good examples of this operationa! approach to concepts can be found 
in Einstein's own careful analysis of the mental (mathematical) and 
physical operations of measuring time in his first relativity paper, or in 
his description of what is meant by such conceptions as "solid body" or 
"space" in several of his later essays. Therefore, one might elaborate the 
diagram in Figure 2..1 by drawing thin, vertical lines between E and A to 
indicate that such connections are made whenever we choose the conven
tion or "meaning" assigned to a term that is part of the scientific (or any) 
vocabulary.

The other constraint on our choice of concepts - even though they 
"have a purely fictitious character," being the "free inventions of the 
human intellect, which cannot be justified either by the nature of that 
intellect or in another fashion a prion" -  lies in Einstein's call for fru
gality and simplicity. After all, the aim of any good theoretical system 
is "the greatest possible sparsity of the logically independent elements 
(basic concepts and axioms)." Any redundancy or elaboration must be 
avoided, for "it is the grand object of all theory to make these irreducible 
elements as simple and as few in number as possible." For example, it 
was, in his view, "an unsatisfactory feature of classical mechanics that 
in its fundamental laws the same mass appears in two different roles, 
namely as inertial mass in the laws of motion, and as gravitational mass 
in the law of gravitation" (EO.,pp. 2.72., 273, 308). The equivalence of 
these two interpretations of mass signaled to him a truth which needed 
to be stated as a basic axiom (in General Relativity Theory), rather than 
saddling the theory with a proliferation which did not seem to be in
herent in the phenomena.

In good part as a result of Einstein's own work and example, physical 
scientists have indeed succeeded in showing, during this century, that 
only a very small number of postulated fundamental laws, employing a 
surprisingly small number of fundamental concepts, are needed to en
compass ("explain") at least in principle an ever-growing infinity of 
separate facts of experience. This does not mean at all that everything is 
explained, or even in principle already explainable; but still, it is a "won
der"''' and a motivation for further work. This success also has some 
curious consequences, to which we shall return later.

One corollary of this method of hypothesizing is that during the
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period of constructing a theory the innovator must give his proposed 
"jump" to the axioms a chance to prove itself. Hence in this early and 
usually private stage of theorizing the researcher has to grant himself a 
freedom, the right of "suspension of disbelief," a moratorium on prema
ture attempts at falsification (i.e., on attempts to discredit the hypothe
sized postulate by disproving it).'  ̂Though the very idea is contrary to 
the naive picture of the scientist, it is an essential part of the scientific 
imagination. In Einstein's case it is connected with his ability to tolerate 
ambiguities, to keep unresolved problems and polarities long before his 
mind's eye.

A related corollary is more disturbing, however. Just as there were in 
principle infinitely many points on the E level at the bottom of the 
schema, there are in principle infinitely many possible axioms or systems 
of axioms A at the top. The choice a given scientist makes out of all 
possibilities cannot be entirely arbitrary, since it would easily involve him 
in an infinitely long search. How does one in fact make this choice? That 
is, what guides or constraints do exist which help (or hinder) the inno
vator in making his particular jump to A rather than to some other A', 
which another researcher, on the basis of the same E, may prefer to 
make? Einstein says nothing about it in this letter; but he wrote suffici
ently elsewhere to help us deal with the question, as we shall see later.

TEe /og;c%/ p<?tE

To return now to Einstein's letter to Solovine. He continues:
"3. From A, Ey a /ogica/ pafE, particular assertions are deduced -  de

ductions which may lay claim to being right."
This sentence takes us to the area in the schema where rigorous ana

lytical thinking enters, where the scientific imagination indeed requires 
the "logical path." "Logical thinking is necessarily deductive" (EO., 
p. 307), starting from the hypothetical concepts and axioms which were 
postulated during the earlier upward swing of the schema. Therefore we 
are now proceeding downward from the axioms, deriving the necessary 
consequences or predictions; if A, then 5 , S', S"... should follow; or as in 
the 1903 relativity paper, if the Principle of Relativity and the Principle 
of the Constancy of the Velocity of Light are assumed in the first place as 
axiom system A, then there follow necessarily, without any further fun
damental assumptions, the transformation equations for space and time 
coordinates, the relativity of simultaneity, the so-called length contrac
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tion and time dilation ejects, and, at the end of the 190$ paper, "the 
properties of the motion of the efectron which resuit from the system of 
equations and are accessible to experiment. . . . [These] relations are a 
complete expression for the laws according to which, by the theory here 
advanced, the electron must move." This wealth of results is a natural 
consequence of Einstein's powerful deductions. In an excellent paper en
titled "Logical economy in Einstein's 'On the electrodynamics of moving 
bodies,' " Robert B. Williamson has shown the logical consistency and 
parsimony of Einstein's detailed argument. These features make it even 
more plausible that the whole work represents the crystallization of years 
of effort.

Some who have criticized Einstein's remarks as giving too much 
weight to other logically speculative concepts have tended to overlook 
the definite role which Einstein did give to the logical phase of the scien
tific imagination. If he argues for recognizing the necessary inspirational 
component in the formation of fundamental hypotheses at the level of T, 
he also goes on to say "the structure of the system is the work of reason." 
This part of the scientist's work, where inference follows inference, re
quires "much intense, hard thinking," but at least is a task that one can 
learn in principle "at school." It is only the earlier step, that of estab
lishing the principles in the first place from which deduction can proceed, 
for which "there is no method capable of being learned and systema
tically applied.. . .  the scientist has to worm these general principles out 
of nature" (I.O., pp. 2.72., 282., 221).

Testing against experience

Continuing in his letter to Solovine, Einstein now comes to the fourth 
and final step that brings us back to the plane from which we started: 

"4. TheSarereferred [orrelated] totheE (testingagainstexperience)." 
Still anxious to make the necessary distinction between what logic can 

and cannot be expected to do during the process of theory construction, 
Einstein adds parenthetically:

Carefully considered, this procedure also belongs to the extra- 
logical (intuitive) sphere, because the relations between con
cepts appearing in S and the experiences E are not of a logical 
nature. [Perhaps this is why Einstein draws the vertical arrow- 
tipped lines from 5 , S', . . . as JoMeJ lines.] This relation of the 
S to the E is, however (pragmatically), far less uncertain than
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the relation of the A to the E. (For example, the concept 'dog' 
and the corresponding experiences.) If such correspondence 
could not be attained with great certainty (even if not logically 
graspable) the logical machinery for the 'comprehensibility of 
reality' would be completely worthless (example, theology).

The quintessence is the eternally problematic connection 
between the world of ideas and that of experience (sense- 
experiences).

The main point of interest in this passage is the first sentence, "The 5  

are referred to the E." Even its simplicity of expression does not hide the 
difficulties in the content. We are now at the crucial last phase of the 
schema, and we are looking down, from the predictions and other conse
quences (5 , S '...) of the partly hypothesized, partly deduced scheme, to 
find whether corresponding observations can in fact be found to exist on 
the plane of experience E. If these are found, we can say that our various 
predictions have been borne out by observation and that we therefore 
have a right to regard with more confidence the previous steps that led us 
to this last one - the jump /  from E to A, the postulation of A, and the 
deduction of the S. We thus have completed the cycle implied in the 
schema E —*/ -* A -* 5  —* E. For simplicity, I will refer to this schema as 
Einstein's Ê ASE process of scientific theory construction.

But Einstein knew well that even if the predictions are borne out, one 
must not be too confident that the theory, the whole structure of conjec
tures, postulations, and deductions, is necessarily right. This is so for 
three reasons. First, right predictions can be drawn from wrong axioms. 
Hence theories that have turned out to be fundamentally in error (Aristo
telian theory of elements, phlogiston theory, caloric theory) nevertheless 
were for a long time thought to be "verified" by the coincidence of de
ductions and observation.

Second, it is even impossible oi to consider a theory "proven"
once and for all, since this would entail subjecting it to an infinity of tests 
by observation, and not just now but for all future times. There is no 
such thing as a final verification or confirmation of a theory by experi
ment or observation. The most one can ever claim is that a theory gains 
more and more plausibility or usefulness the longer the various predic
tions derivable from it are found to correspond to the growing area of 
available sense experience -  and the fewer the contradictions.

Third, and most important, Einstein came to realize that except per
haps in the simplest cases, one cannot rely on what someone claims to
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be "experimentat facts" without much probing. The "confirmations" of 
theories have often turned out to be the resuit of misinterpretation of the 
data or a matfunctioning of the experimenta) apparatus. Einstein had 
more than once been hetd up in this theoreticat work by ctaims of experi
menta] scientists that turned out to be wrong. As he was reported to have 
said in the mid-i^zos:

You must appreciate that observation is a very compticated 
process. The phenomenon under observations produces certain 
events in our measuring apparatus. As a resutt, further pro
cesses take ptace in the apparatus, which eventuatty and by 
compticated paths produce sense impressions and hetp us to fix 
the effects in our consciousness. Atong this whote path -  from 
the phenomenon to its fixation in our consciousness -  we must 
be abte to tett how nature functions, know the naturat taws at 
teast in practicat terms, before we can ctaim to have observed 
anything at at!.^

Mot/e/ /or cous^Mcbug a sc;ewE/ic theory

Cnlcn# /or % gooJ theory: /. "extern#/ r*#//J#t/on"

What then can one expect to be the proper retation between the S and the 
E in an adequate theory, at teast one of the more ambitious kind that was 
of interest to Einstein, a theory whose object is the "totahty of physicat 
phenomena"? As we saw, in Einstein's sentence "The 5  is referred to 
the E," the phrase "referred to" [in Bez/eEnMg gcEr#cEt] is not at att the 
same thing as "verified against," as one might expect to read here if the 
proposed test of a good theory were the test of "verification." But that 
woutd be a pre-twentieth-century view which has turned out to be too 
optimistic an estimate of the sotidity of scientific theories.

In fact, Einstein had proposed some years eartier two criteria for a 
good theory, two tests "according to which it is at att possibte to subject a 
physicat theory to a critique." The first test is what Einstein catted the 
criterion of "externa! vatidation," and it is "concerned with the vatidation 
[BcM/#ErMMg] of the theoreticat foundations by means of the materia! of 
experience [Er/#Ermigsw#tcn#/] tying at hand." The criterion is simpty 
this: "The theory must not contradict empirica! fact."^

Note that this is a pr/nc/p/e o/J/scon/:r77i#t/o?! or of /#/s//ic#EoM, and 
hence much more sophisticated than any injunction to seek "confirma
tion" by empirica! test. It is more generous, because in the absence of 
disconfirmation one can hotd on to the theory -  "Once a theoreticat idea
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has been acquired, one does well to hold fast to it until it leads to an 
untenable conclusion" (AO., p. 343) -  and it is also a sharper demarca
tion criterion because the presence of believable disconhrmations soon 
discredits a theory, whereas a continued absence of verification merely 
delays the final decision.

The disconfirmation criterion does not mean at all, however, that pre
sumed confirmations, or coincidences of 5  with corresponding elements 
of E, would be unwelcome. On the contrary; in fact, the purpose of the 
majority of actual experimental investigations is guided by the hope of 
finding correspondence of this type by which the plausibility of some 
previously examined theory would be increased. But for the reasons given 
above, absence of verification is not conclusive either way, permitting one 
to be skeptical about or to hold on to the theory until further notice, 
depending on one's prejudice. But what really decides the matter is stub
born and repeated evidence of disconfirmation.

And it really should be stubborn and repeated evidence. One cannot 
abandon a theory every time a disconfirmation is reported. That would 
be extreme experimenticism, not warranted by the delicate and difficult 
nature of experiments in modern science. One should be as reasonably 
skeptical about experiments that disconfirm as about those that confirm 
-  and particularly if the experimental disconfirmation of one theory is 
used to support another which, on otEer grounds, is less appealing.

Criteria /or a good theory; IE "inner per/ection"

What can this other ground be? What can make a theory more appealing 
or less so, other than the criterion of "external validation" ? The answer is 
given by Einstein's second criterion for subjecting a theory to a critique. 
He called it the criterion of "inner perfection," and it concerns itself with 
choosing the superstructure in the Ê ASE scheme, namely, the/, A, and & 
One must remember that there is no guarantee in a given case that the 
elements of a theory are unique. It often happens that two quite different 
theories, with different /, A, and S, arise out of concern with the same 
material of experience, and moreover give equally good correspondence 
between their sets of 5  and the relevant sense experiences. The most 
famous case is of course that of Ptolemaic theory and the theory of 
Copernicus in the sixteenth century. While different with respect to their 
basic axioms, both theories arose out of the need to account for the same 
regularities and irregularities in E, in the observed motion of celestial
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A, A,  ̂a != A,)

Figure 1.1

bodies, and the predictions derivable from both theories had about the 
same degree of correspondence with the observables.

Einstein's second criterion was frankly stated in his "Autobiographical 
notes": "The second point of view is not concerned with the relation to 
the material of observation but with the premises of the theory itself, 
with what may briefly but vaguely be characterized as the 'naturalness' or 
'logical simplicity' of the premises (of the basic concepts and of the rela
tions between these which are taken as a basis)."^

This of course is not an entirely new idea; Einstein acknowledges 
that it "has played an important role in the selection and evaluations of 
theories since time immemorial." But in practice, the requirement of 
naturalness or logical simplicity, or "unity and parsimony" (EO., p. 23) 
has never been easy to follow. Einstein is warning here to stay clear of 
theories that are patched up by ad hoc assumptions introduced just to 
make the deductions correspond better to the facts of experience as they 
continue to come in. "For it is often, perhaps even always, possible to 
adhere to a general theoretical foundation by securing the adaptation of 
the theory to the facts by means of artificial additional assumptions." 
Early in his career, Einstein had considered Lorentz's theory of the elec
tron as just such a patchwork in the sense that it avoided factual dis- 
confirmation only by introducing assumptions specially chosen for this 
very purpose (introduction of length contraction to explain absence of 
predicted effect in the ether-drift experiment). This practice could be 
represented by a modification in the diagram of the E/ASE process, as in 
Figure 2.2, where schema C, is modified to yield schema C2 by changing 
A to (A + a), a being the modification in A introduced to deal with the 
problem of obtaining better correspondence between the deductions $ 
and the facts E.

To be sure, theories are likely to grow in some such manner, as they 
are applied to new areas of phenomena. And in any case such criteria as 
"naturalness" or "logical simplicity" or "economy" or "unity and par
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simony" are not easy to defend or even specify, for their "exact formula- 
tion . . . meets with great difficulties." ft requires from us not a mere 
"enumeration of logically independent premises," but "a kind of recip- 
rocai weighing of incommensurabfe quakties" ̂  and, therefore, a judge
ment into which esthetic considerations and other preferences can enter 
prominently.

Einstein was aware of a paradox, in that he tried to deal with great 
and complex areas of varied experience, and yet looked "for simplicity 
and economy in the basic assumptions. The belief that these two objec
tives can exist side by side is, in view of the primitive state of our scien
tific knowledge, a matter of faith. . .. This, in a sense religious, attitude 
of a man engaged in scientific work has some influence upon his whole 
personality" (J.O., p. 337). Again, writing at about thesametime (1930) 
elsewhere, he acknowledged the a priori implausibility "that the totality 
of all sensory experience can be 'comprehended' on the basis of a con
ceptual system built on premises of great simplicity. The sceptic will say 
that this is a 'miracle creed.' Admittedly so, but it is a miracle creed which 
has been borne out to an amazing extent by the development of science" 
(f.O.,p. 342.).

An example of Einstein's commitment to simplicity and naturalness 
among the fundamental conceptions of science -  an example that haunted 
Einstein for much of his scientific life -  was his unshakable dislike for 
the premises and program of quantum mechanics. For the mathematical 
description in quantum mechanics deals in principle with statistical ideas 
(e.g., densities in the ensemble of systems), eliminating thereby even the 
possibility in principle of describing the detailed behavior of the single 
object or system - the very thing that lies closest to our experience, as in 
the sensory reports made available by cloud chambers, counters, and the 
like. To believe that this program is right "is logically possible without 
contradiction; but it is so very contrary to my scientific instinct that I 
cannot forgo the search for a more complete conception" (1.0., p. 318; 
and also often similarly, e.g., I.O., p. 316; letters to Max Born, discus
sion with Niels Bohr, etc.). This search for a more complete conception, 
he knew, might be doomed. "In the end the choice will be made [by the 
profession as a whole] according to which kind of description yields the 
formulation of the simplest foundation, logically speaking." But until 
the evidence is irresistible, he considered it his right to abstain from "the 
view that events in nature are analogous to a game of chance. It is open to 
every man to choose the direction of his striving" (I.O., pp. 334-335).
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Einstein's use of the colorful words "instinct," "striving," "intuition," 
or "wonder" was not intended as a catcuiated provocation of some scien
tists or phitosophers, but it has had this effect nevertheless. To make mat
ters worse, he referred to yet another process of importance in the growth 
of theories, known to every practicing scientist but difficult to define. For 
even though he acknowledged that these two criteria of "external valida
tion" and "internal perfection" defied precise description, he held that 
among the "augurs," those who deal deeply with physical theory, there 
nevertheless exists at any given time agreement in judging the degree of 
external validation and inner perfection.^ Once more, the absence of an 
airtight definition did not preclude him from putting his bet on the use
fulness of a concept, in this case that of consensus in groups within the 
scientific community.

Going beyond l/ie precis

In putting together this account of Einstein's own epistemological views, 
insofar as possible in his own words, 1 have been trying to do justice to 
his meticulous sense of the realities, the lack of guarantees, the tentative, 
fallible, human aspects of each element in theory construction, and of the 
"eternal antithesis in our area between the two inseparable components 
of our knowledge, the empirical and the rational" (I.O., p. 2.71). The 
schema that has emerged is miles from the self-confident and axiomatic 
treatments of scientific methodology which Einstein rightly held to have 
little resemblance to the actual practice of the working scientist. But 
let us not make a mistake in the opposite direction. Despite all its dis
claimers, Einstein's schema implies nothing less than a description for as 
solid a process of reasoning as is in fact available to scientists.

Of course, Einstein's letter to Solovine was not a solemn publication 
but a precis shared between friends, in which Einstein reasserts ideas 
which he had long held (repeating, for example, almost verbatim pas
sages from his essay of 1919 "Induction and deduction in physics"). But it 
is very suggestive, and invites one, in the spirit of Einstein's own method, 
to go further beyond these ideas, and so to see how they can serve to 
handle other problems of theory construction and the scientific imagina
tion. As in science itself, our belief in a scheme increases if we find that it 
is not merely ad hoc for covering the area within which it was specifically 
proposed but is successful beyond it. There are specifically two problems 
that Einstein's schema can help us with: how scientific theories grow and



give way to other theories, and how to understand better the contro
versies involving fundamentally different theories that claim to deaf with 
the same experimentaf facts.
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TEe grorctE o/ % theory

We noted that the schema in Figure 2.1 is not a static one, but is a process 
which makes a cycle from E via/, T, S, back to E. But a theory can hardly 
be created and tested by going through the cycle once. Even the theories 
by which we orient ourselves in our day-to-day life, and a fortiori the 
established theories of science which we honor and use as tools that have 
come down to us from earlier workers and controversies, are all the re
sults of cycles of progressive adaptation, making them more acceptable 
by using the feedback from one cycle to modify the next. Moreover, this 
process of modification and growth will continue as new phenomena are 
found that enlarge the original area of application. Physics is constantly 
"in a state of evolution. . . . Evolution is proceeding in the direction of 
increasing simplicity of the logical basis" (EO., p. 32.2.).

The need to go through many cycles (C, —* Q  —* C3...) of the E/ASE 
process is forced on us, if by nothing else, by our human limitations. 
Neither thought by itself nor sensory experience by itself leads to reliable 
human knowledge. For concepts can be subjected to analysis which gives 
us certainty of the kind "by which we are so much impressed in mathe
matics; but this certainty is purchased at the price of emptiness of con
tent." On the other hand, sense experience cannot be related to the 
concepts, as we have seen, except by adopting essentially arbitrary defini
tions (conventions), and hence they cannot claim certainty either. The 
best we can therefore do is to let whatever trustworthiness there is in our 
theory construction come out of the interplay of thought and sense ex
perience through many cycles, carried out over time. Theories therefore 
have to be "thoroughly elaborated" (f.O., pp. 2.76,277, 282) and have to 
evolve -  first in the mind of the innovator before publication and then in 
the community of scientists through discussion or controversy.

For example, in going through the first cycle of the schema, the 5  of 
the theory at that stage (S,, S"...) may show an incomplete correla
tion with the "facts" in the E plane. Einstein gives an example which, he 
says, is one of the considerations which "kept me busy from 1907 to 
1911": in his early attempts to generalize relativity theory, "the accelera
tion of a falling body was not independent of its horizontal velocity or
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the internal energy of the system," contrary to the "old experimental 
fact" (I.O., p. 287). A discrepancy of this sort forces one to rethink the A, 
modifying the original axiom system A, to become a somewhat different 
one, Az-

We recaH that Einstein warned that such modification should be made 
not in a merely ad hoc, brute-force way, but for example by recasting the 
axiom system into a more generalized form that permits more deductions 
$2' S2' 5 " - - - that can be correlated with the E, and if possible from fewer 
independent concepts. Thus Einstein was able to go from the first prin
ciple of restricted relativity theory, that all natural laws must be so condi
tioned that they are covariant with respect to Lorentz's transformations, 
to the first principle of general relativity theory, that natural laws are to 
be formulated in such a way that their form is identical for coordinate 
systems of any kind of states of motion (I.O., pp. 329-330). In this way 
Einstein removed his dissatisfactions with the special nature of the origi
nal relativity theory, namely that it referred only to systems in uniform 
motion to which no absolute significance could be attached. The intro
duction of the principle of equivalence removed the contradiction be
tween the predicted acceleration of a falling body and the observed one, 
as well as removing an unnecessary duplication (two meanings of mass, 
as referred to above).

Figure 2.3 represents schematically the progress from the early state of 
a theory to a later state, from C, to and from to C3. Here C3 could 
stand for the next step, which Einstein saw needed after his success in 
fashioning general relativity theory; for he felt that "the theory could not 
rest permanently satisfied with this success.. . .  The idea that there exist 
two structures of space independent of each other, the metric-gravita
tional and electromagnetic, was intolerable to the theoretical spirit." 
Hence, Einstein's persistent attempt to fashion a field theory that corre
sponds to a "unified structure of space." Again and again, the word 
"unity" beckons as Einstein's final goal - "seeking, as far as possible,
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logical unity in the world picture, i.e., paucity in logical elements"; "thus 
the story goes on until we have arrived at a system of the greatest con
ceivable unity, and of the greatest poverty of concepts of the logical 
foundations, which is still compatible with the observations made by our 
senses" (EO., pp. 2.85, 2.93,2.94). Here we glimpse the ultimate goal not 
only of Einstein but of Mach, Planck, and that whole generation of 
scientist-philosophers: the unified We shall touch on this point
again soon in this chapter, and again in Chapter 4.

To give some other examples of the driving force leading from C, to 
C2 to C3: Einstein held Newton's mechanics to be "deficient" from the 
point of view of the requirement of the greatest logical simplicity of the 
foundation insofar as the choice of the value 2. of the exponent in the 
inverse square law of gravitation -  the very heart of Newton's greatest 
triumph -  was heuristic or ad hoc in the sense that it could be defended 
only because it worked. And in addition the law of gravitation itself was 
a separate postulate, not connected with or derivable from other concep
tions in mechanics - whereas in general relativity theory it developed 
as a consequence of the postulates. Similarly, Einstein felt that H. A. 
Lorentz's synthesis of Newtonian mechanics and Maxwell's field theory 
contained the "obviously unnatural" mixture of total differential equa
tions (for the equations of motion of particles or points) with partial 
differential equations (Maxwell's field equations). It led to the need to 
assume particles of finite dimension, to keep fields at the surface from 
becoming infinitely large. To Einstein it appeared "certain . . .  that in the 
foundations of any consistent field theory the particle concept must not 
appear in addition to the held concept" (EO., p. 306).

One could also visualize the progressive development of scientific 
theory to take place as the development of the system of concepts at an 
increasingly higher level of "layers" or strata, each layer having fewer 
and fewer direct connections with the complexes of sense experiences 
(EO., pp. 193-293). In this way, a more phenomenological theory at the 
early stage of science, for example, the theory of heat before Maxwell, 
gives way to a more independent set of concepts and axioms that charac
terizes, for example, kinetic theory and statistical mechanics. Thus the 
latter eventually allowed one, in the study of Brownian motion, to find 
the limits of applications of the laws of classical theory, and in addition 
provided a definite value for the size of atoms and molecules, obtained by 
several independent methods.
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There is of course a cost in this developmental process. By going cycli
cally through scverat stages of theories, each stage is forced to use concep
tions more removed from direct experience (e.g., atomism). The distance 
from the E to the T is larger, the contact with common sense is more and 
more tenuous. But the fundamentat ideas and laws of science attain a 
more and more unitary character (cf. EO., p. 303). Eventually ah the 
sciences wouid attain this final stage.

fn the meantime another cost of this process is that the more genera) 
the theory becomes, the )onger it may have to wait for the correction of 
its predictions with the ground of experience. Thus it took the genera! 
theory of relativity to 1919 to make proper contact with E. The delay 
may well test the self-confidence of the theoretician to the utmost. "It 
may need many years of empirical research to ascertain whether the theo
retical principles correspond with reality"; for it may take that long to 
discover "the necessary array of facts" (EO., pp. 222-223).

Representations o/ a /vmsEeJ theory

In the ordinary course of events the development of a theory will take it 
to a stable canonical form. It enters the textbooks usually as a recast 
pedagogic scheme which is characterized by a rearrangement to bring out 
an axiomatic structure and to hide all traces of the speculative phase that 
motivated and characterized the theory in its early stage. In particular, 
the textbook tends to hide the/  process as if it were an embarrassment. 
The presentation of the theory at that stage in its life cycle, and of scien
tific research papers that base themselves on such a theory,^ are likely 
to look like Figure 2.4. That is, a few phenomena are cited (E,, Ê  in 
Figure 2.4) from which, it is said, the axiom system was induced; and
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from the tatter, predictions are deduced for which corresponding experi- 
mentat demonstrations (E3, E^. . . )  can in fact be given. Or, as in Figure 
2.5, the whole theory is presented as if its starting point is the discovery 
of an axiom system, from which att fottows. That is essentially the style 
of the PnncipM of Newton and most school books; for example, New
ton's laws of motion and of gravitation, at the top, radiate deductions 
concerning the periodicity of the tides, the shape of planets, and so on, 
and these in turn are directly confirmed by the experimental evidence 
below. Or from the fundamental postulates of the kinetic theory, there 
follow the equations of state of gases, viscosity, diffusion, heat conduc
tivity, radiometric phenomena in gases, and so on; and sure enough, all 
these can be correlated with their corresponding phenomena over a large 
range.

Of course, apart from the fact that such a representation no longer 
reflects the genesis of the theory (which, in any case, is usually of as little 
interest to most scientists as to most philosophers), a representation such 
as that in Figure 2.3 brings out the astounding strength of well-developed 
theories. That is, they give us, to use Einstein's phrase, an "overview" by 
which the multiplicity of immediate sense experiences of the most diverse 
kinds are brought into a unified and therefore understandable scheme.

Progress Ey Mni/icghon o/ theories

The next stage in the historic progress of science occurs when a unifica
tion of two or more theory systems is forged, as when Galileo joined 
terrestrial and celestial physics, or when Maxwell produced a synthesis 
of electricity, magnetism, and optics. Before unification or synthesis, 
each of the theory systems has its own system of concepts, and while they 
might be closer to experience than the concepts after unification, they 
lack unity among their different fundamental postulates within which 
they are embedded (cf. EO.,p. 302). In terms of our graphic shorthand, 
what happens is symbolized by Figure 2.6. On the left side, the separate 
axiom systems for the fields of electricity, magnetism, and optics domi
nate the respective systems that sit, like separate pyramids, upon their 
corresponding territories on the E plane. After Maxwell's synthesis, the 
separate axiom systems become merely special cases of a more general 
one, incorporating Maxwell's equations. The separations between the 
three areas on the plane of phenomena disappear, the sets of facts pre-
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viously connected become part of one larger set, and their theoretical 
description has thereby been simplified (cf. I.O., p. 2.2.3).

The same symbolization would be appropriate for many of the great 
advances of science, for example, the work of P. A. M. Dirac in the late 
192.0s by which large areas of both physics and chemistry were brought 
under the control of quantum mechanics. In our time, the current at
tempts to unify the basic forces of nature is another chapter in this drive 
to encompass eventually the totality of E, all points on the E plane, in 
terms of the fewest possible independent axiom systems. It was of course 
Einstein's hope through field theory to establish a unified foundation for 
the whole of physics (cf. 1 .0 ., pp. 32.8-319). Einstein put this aim very 
clearly:

Science is the attempt to find a coordination between the 
chaotic diversity of our sense-experiences and a logically uni
fied system of thought . . .  from the very beginning there has 
always been present the attempt to find a unifying theoretical 
basis for all these single sciences, consisting of a minimum of 
concepts and fundamental relationships, from which all the 
concepts and relationships of the single disciplines might be 
derived by [a] logical process. This is what we mean by the 
search for a foundation of the whole of physics. The confident 
belief that this ultimate goal might be reached is the chief 
source of the passionate devotion which has always animated
the researcher.^

It may well be that the ability to carry in mind the entities and relations 
symbolized in the right-hand portion of Figure z.6 is what it means to 
"have a We/tEt/d," to have a mental picture of the physical universe. And 
even though there is no guarantee of reaching that goal, we have sufficient 
glimpses of it to inspire the work.
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TEe ro/e o/ tEemntic presMp/703;?;oK.s

We now must come back to deal with an important point which was [eft 
open. The problem can be put as follows: Since the [eap from E to A at 
the beginning of the schema in Figure z.i is logically discontinuous and 
represents the "free p)ay" of imagination, and since from such a [eap can 
resutt an infinite number of A -  virtuaHy at) of which will turn out to be 
useless for the construction of the theory system - how can one ever ex
pect to be successfu) in this process except by chance? The answer must 
be that the ticense imphed in the/  process is the freedom to ntnEe a [eap, 
not the freedom to make nny [eap at random. Something must guide or 
channel J if only because the premises [ater must pass such tests as those 
of naturalness and simphcity in order to meet Einstein's second criterion 
for a good theory.

The chief guide is a constraint that shapes the work of every scientist 
engaged in a major work on novel ground: the constraint provided by 
explicit or, more usuaHy, imphcit preferences, preconceptions, presuppo
sitions. Einstein himself recognized and commented on this repeatedly: 
"If the researcher went about his work without any preconceived opin
ion, how should he be able at all to select out those facts from the im
mense abundance of the most complex experience, and just those which 
are simple enough to permit lawful connections to become evident?"^ 
By way of example, he discussed the dilemma that, in formulating the 
laws of mechanics, one has to follow either the "natural tendency of 
mechanics to assume...  material points," which necessarily leads to the 
presupposition of atomism, or else to erect a mechanics of continuous 
media based on another "fiction," for instance, that "the density and the 
velocity of matter depend continuously upon the coordinates and time" 
(EO., p. 302.). These "fictions" -  not unrelated to what Frank Kermode 
in another context has called the "necessary fictions" that are found at 
the heart of literary works -  have of course considerable practical value. 
For example, they guide the development of mathematical tools (in 
Einstein's last example, partial differential equations), but they are much 
more than that. He referred to them as " 'categories' or schemes of 
thought, the selection of which is, in principle, entirely open to us 
and whose qualification can only be judged by the degree to which its 
use contributes to making the totality of the content of consciousness 
'intelligible.'"

An example of such a category is the distinction between sense im-
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pressions and "mere ideas" (Schlipp, p. 673). He warned that "we do not 
conceive of the 'categories' as unalterable (conditioned by the nature of 
the understanding [and in this respect "distinct from that of Kant"]) but 
as (in the togica) sense) free conventions. They appear to be a priori oniy 
insofar as thinking without the positing of categories and of concepts in 
generat would be as impossibte as is breathing in a vacuum."^

As I have tried to show in a number of case studies of scientific work, 
stretching from the time of Kepler to that of Bohr and Einstein and to the 
frontier work of today, we can recognize the existence of, and at certain 
stages of scientific thinking, the necessity of postulating and using, pre
cisely such unverifiable, unfalsifiable, and yet not arbitrary conceptions, a 
class to which f have referred as themata.^ Different scientists may be 
attracted to different themata, and allow themselves to be led by them to 
different degrees.

Among the themata which guided Einstein in theory construction are 
clearly these: primacy of formal (rather than materialistic) explanation; 
unity (or unification) and cosmological scale (egalitarian applicability of 
laws throughout total realm of experience); logical parsimony and neces
sity; symmetry; simplicity; causality; completeness; continuum; and of 
course constancy and invariance. It is themata such as these which ex
plain in specific cases why he would unshakably continue his work in a 
given direction even when testing against experience was difficult or un
available. It explains equally why Einstein refused to accept theories that 
were well supported by correlation with phenomena but which were 
based on thematic presuppositions opposite to his own (as in the case of 
the quantum mechanics of Niels Bohr's school).

This conception can be built into a modification of Figure 2..1, to 
exhibit the function of themata in the E/A5 E process. Figure 1.7 shows a 
number of possible leaps arising from E toward A, but only one (or a 
few) survive the filtering action of the themata which a particular inno
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vator has adopted or incorporated into his conceptual processes. For 
exampte, the two conjectures which Einstein raised to the status of postu
lates at the beginning of his 190$ relativity paper are thematically shaped 
presuppositions; they conform to the prior imposition of the require
ments of large scale and egalitarian applicability of laws, invariance, 
logical parsimony, and primacy of formal explanations.

CoM/foHtghoM o/ ruAt/ theories

The E/ASE schema as now completed lends itself very well to represent 
the situation that arises when two different theories claim to handle 
about the same experiential material. Thus Einstein often stressed that 
his relativistic mechanics, at least in the early years, overlapped with 
Newtonian mechanics with respect to the range of testable experience, 
even though the theories corresponded to "two essentially different prin
ciples" (EO., p. 2.73).

In analyzing controversies between rival explanations drawn from the 
same ground of available experience, it has been evident to me that the 
difference of choices of themata by the rivals explains a good deal of the 
details of their theories and of the course of the controversy. In very 
abbreviated form, Figure z.8 will help to make this point. On the left 
appears A, as the axiom system reached by the first of two innovators. 
His themata are symbolized by 9 ,. The system of propositions gives rise 
to deductions 5 ,, S", <S(", as shown. To most of these, there corre
spond observations (E,, E2, E3) which can be correlated with the deduc
tions. As is usual, some deductions (S'") remain, at least for the time 
being, without such "verifications," although work may be in progress 
on just such a problem at that point.

The second innovator is represented by the system on the right side of 
the figure. His axiom system A2 was reached through preliminary notions 
passing through the constraint indicated by 02' his own set of themata. 
The system A2 as a whole is not so utterly different from A, on the left 
side that there is not some overlap between the deductions made by the 
two innovators. Thus the deductions S2, $2 of the second person refer to 
the same phenomena E, and E2, at least as far as can be determined at the 
time, as do 5 , and In addition, however, A2 allows deduction S" for 
which there is no equivalent in the first system and which claims to be 
correlated with ("borne out by") E4.

Something like this is how a scientific dispute can continue for some
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Figure 2.-8

time. A, or A2 or both may, in the course of the debate, be progressively 
modified, with corresponding changes in S, and $2- Eventually, one or 
the other of the two systems wins out, and this happens usually in one of 
two ways. The two theory systems, separately, may come to a point of 
development where there is no essential difference in the number and 
types of phenomena (experimental evidences) which they can handle. 
That is, perhaps by some ad hoc adjustment of A2, it too "can account 
for" Ê . If this situation persists for some time, a choice is made between 
the two systems on the basis of the "appeal" of the fundamental presup
positions. This comes down to having the preponderance of the scientific 
community making a choice on the basis of preferring the system of 
themata 0 , or 02- Thus, in the early period when Einstein's relativity 
theory could not be clearly distinguished from Lorentz's or Abraham's 
by any significant differences in their testable predictions, Max Planck 
was driven to exclaim in a scientific meeting, when pressed to confess 
why he believed in Einstein's postulate system rather than its rivals: " 1  

find it more congenial."
An alternative scenario is for one of the two systems to produce more 

verifiable predictions of observable events than the other, and fewer (or 
no) uncomfortable disconhrmations. Almost never is the situation so 
clear that the inability of one theory system to handle a specific experi
ment produces right away a decision in its disfavor. What is much more 
likely is that during the period when attempts are made to account for 
apparent difficulties, the balance of opinion swings toward one of the 
systems in favor of the other, and the latter slowly fades from view with
out necessarily ever being "disproved."

The model implied in Einstein's schema can be shown to be useful in 
further, fruitful extensions, helping us to understand additional details of 
the working of the scientific imagination. That is a task for another occa
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sion. By having gathered together Einstein's own expressed views, and 
having tried to correlate them with the schema he himself proposed, we 
have found a consistent prescription for one way the human mind may 
puzzle out the order behind the appearances, and for communicating that 
perception to others in a convincing manner.

Despite this grand ambition we must not think that Einstein in this 
field, any more than in his science, attempted to impose an absolutistic 
point of view. He was all too aware of the tentative state of understand
ing in the held of scientific methodology. The spirit in which he proposed 
his ideas is well conveyed in a passage in his "Autobiographical notes," 
immediately after he has begun to give his answer to the question "What, 
precisely, is 'thinking'?":

With what right -  the reader will ask - does this man 
operate so carelessly and primitively with ideas in such a prob
lematic realm without making even the least effort to prove 
anything? My defense: all our thinking is of this nature of a 
free play with concepts; the justification for this play lies in the 
measure [ over the experience of the senses which we
are able to achieve with its aid.^

As limited human beings confronting the seemingly endless, inter
locking puzzles of the universe, we can nevertheless hope to play -  as in 
Newton's metaphor - with pebbles at the shore of a vast ocean. If we do 
it well, that play can yield the most highly desirable kind of knowledge: 
a survey (overview, of the world of nature that grants us the
perception of order guiding the phenomena in their infinite, individual 
variety, and in their inexhaustible interactions with one another.



Einstein's scientific program: 
the formative years

Albert Einstein's contributions will be studied as long as our civilization 
exists. But while scientists from their student days on will, on the whole, 
know of his work indirectly through the textbooks, Einstein's actual 
words, in his wide-ranging publications and correspondence, will be 
scrutinized chiefly by the historians of science. One may hope that Ein
stein would have approved; not only did he publish many essays on his
torical developments in science,' but he was on record, more than once, 
that a means of writing must be found that conveys the thought processes 
that lead to discoveries -  showing how scientists thought and wrestled 
with their problems. Moreover, Einstein made the task of the historian 
easier than did many other scientists, because of the characteristic frank
ness and consistency in his writings. These traits of his will aid my task 
to speak about some of the early steps on his path to relativity -  steps that 
made that path a high road and caused the other, more fashionable ones 
of that day to be seen eventually as blind alleys.

"Recognize the nnity o/ % comp/ex o/ phenomena "

When viewed in terms of Einstein's early publications/ the road that 
brought him to the threshold of relativity began in apparently quite 
unimpressive territory. Einstein's first published article, entitled "Con
sequences of the capillarity phenomena," was sent to the Annn/en dcr 
Physih in December 1900, a half year after Einstein had graduated from 
the Eidgenossische Technische Hochschule in Zurich and a half year be
fore his getting his first temporary job as a substitute teacher.

At the time, all the excitement in physics lay in a quite different direc
tion. ft was just a few years after the discovery of X-rays, radioactivity,
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the etectron. New experiments) findings and new theories chased one 
another rapidly. Einstein was not ready for any of that. As he charac
terized it )ater, he was in the midd!e of years of "groping in the dark." He 
often remarked that his forma) training had been spotty, a)though on his 
own he had worked his way through the vo)umes of ctassic lectures of 
Kirchhoff, Hetmhottz, Hertz, and Bottzmann's GastEeorie, not to speak 
of Ernst Mach, to whose work Michete Besso had introduced Einstein 
soon after their first meeting in 1896. Einstein confessed tater, "f had no 
technics) knowledge."  ̂But he added: "ft turned out soon that the gen
era) overview [a//geweine UEersicEf] over physica) connections is often 
more va)uab)e than speciahst knowtedge and routine."

But capillarity was by no means as du)) as it now may seem. Even some 
five years !ater, a tong paper on capillarity by G. Bakker in the famous 
votume 17 of the Anng/en der PEysiE starts with the panegyric: "The 
theory of capiUarity of Laplace was one of the most beautifu) achieve
ments of science"; he goes on to sing the praises of the subject as handted 
by Gauss, Young, Gibbs, and F. Neumann. Young Nie)s Bohr's first re
search, comptetcd in 1906, was on the closely retated probtem of surface 
tension of water. For Einstein the capillarity paper was the first of nine 
pubtications indicating his deep interest in thermodynamics and, tater, 
statistica) mechanics, which he published in the Anna/en Jer PEysiE be
tween 1901 and 1907/

The probtem to which Einstein is attending, in this first paper and in 
the next one, is "the probtem of molecular forces." The mechanica) work 
done in a cycte that invotves isotherma) increases of surfaces of tiquids 
should be zero; but, he says, this is contrary to experience. Therefore, 
"there is nothing )eft to do but to assume that the change in surface area is 
attended by a conversion of work to heat." He promises to proceed from 
the simplest assumptions [AnnaEmen] about the nature of mo)ecu)ar 
forces of attraction, and check their consequences in terms of their agree
ment with experiment, fn this work, he says, "! )et myself be guided 
by anatogy with gravitationa) forces." At the end of the paper, he sum
marizes:

We can now say that our fundamental assumption has been 
validated: to each atom there corresponds a mo)ecu)ar force of 
attraction which is independent of the temperature and inde
pendent of the way the atom chemically combines with other 
atoms. . . . The question whether and in what respect our
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forces are related to gravitational forces must be left com
pletely open.

What preoccupies him here, as he writes in a letter to his friend 
Marcel Grossmann (April 14, 1901), is "the question concerning the 
inner relationship of molecular forces with Newtonian forces at a dis
tance."  ̂Now, this is not a problem without ambition! Newton himself, 
who had hoped for a relationship between gravitational forces and mo
lecular forces, would have been not uninterested to read this work.

The idea for Einstein's work seems to have been based on Wilhelm 
Ostwald's AZ/geweine CEemie. This is the book first mentioned in all of 
Einstein's writings. Indeed, he sent a reprint of the paper to the scientist- 
philosopher Ostwald on April $, 1901, together with a request for a job 
in Ostwald's laboratory and the remark that his book had stimulated this 
paper. Ostwald, on his side, was not overwhelmed; he did not even reply. 
But Einstein's interest in the program of the unification of the forces of 
nature was making its tentative first appearance right here. Ele felt he was 
working on important problems, and despite his inability to find a steady 
job, he was evidently in good spirits. In the letter to Grossmann he says he 
is as merry as a bird, and he adds: "It is a magnificent feeling to recognize 
the unity [EinEeit/icEEeit] of a complex of phenomena which to direct 
observation appear to be quite separate things." It is only April 1901, but 
this is already a familiar Einstein, here searching for bridges between the 
phenomena of microphysics and macrophysics, between capillarity and 
gravitation.

Einstein's second paper, again, looks not very promising on the sur
face. It is entitled "Concerning the thermodynamics of potential differ
ence between metals and fully dissociated solutions of their salts, and 
concerning a new method to investigate molecular forces." It is dated 
April 1902., some two months before he started his job at the patent 
office. Over a year has elapsed since his first paper.

He begins with a section entitled "A hypothetical extension of the 
second law of the mechanical theory of heat." His earlier method now 
has undergone a significant change. In the first paper he had started with 
the phenomena, listed reams of experimental data from the literature, 
and discussed consequences drawn from them, as was more or less the 
rule in papers of the time. Now, in the first section, he postulates a state
ment of the second law which he recognizes to be outside the limits set by 
the available phenomena. By generalizing (yerg/Zgeweinern) beyond ex-
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perience, he proposes to adopt the following statement: "One remains in 
harmony with experience when one appiies the second taw to physicai 
mixtures upon whose individual components are acting any arbitrary 
conservative forces." Moreover, he warns quickly, "We will rely on this 
hypothesis in what follows even if it does not appear to be absolutely 
necessary." He has now begun to go for discoveries of postulates frankly 
beyond the "present experience." The appeal of the geneM/ixabofi is 
taking over, and becomes a directive for research.

The third paper follows, sent in from Bern in June 190Z. ft is entitled 
"Kinetic theory of thermal equilibrium and the second law of thermo
dynamics," the first of three papers in 1902.-04 extending Boltzmann's 
ideas in thermodynamics and statistical mechanics. Einstein introduces 
an interpretation of statistical probability in which systems run through 
the various possible states over and over in irregular fashion, unlike ther
modynamic descriptions in which equilibrium states once reached are 
persisted in indefinitely. This is an important bridge to his future work. 
His power has begun to show now, although it did not attract much 
attention at the time. Without having read J. Willard Gibbs' E/e?Ment<3ry 
pnMcip/es o/ stgtishca/ wecEawfcs, which appeared in the same year, 
Einstein is getting some of the same results.

The introductory paragraph of the third paper lays forth the ambition 
to generalize:

Despite the success of the kinetic theory of heat in the area 
of the theory of gases, it has so far not been possible, by the 
laws of mechanics alone, to provide a sufficient foundation for 
the general theory of heat. Maxwell's and Boltzmann's theories 
have come close to this goal. The purpose of the following 
considerations is to fill the gap. At the same time there will be 
given an extension of the second postulate which will be of 
importance for the application of thermodynamics. Moreover, 
a mathematical expression for entropy will be obtained, from a 
mechanical point of view.

The first numbered section follows immediately and is entitled "1. 
Mechanical picture B;VJ] for a physical system." The only
footnote in this paper is to Boltzmann's GasfBeone, where, incidentally, 
the important term is also used in one of the headings.

As if to make sure that we take seriously what is implied by this term, 
Einstein comes back to it toward the end of his paper, In one sentence 
he gives the main conclusion: "The second law thus appears as a neces



sary consequence of the mechanical world picture jnotwend/ge Fo/ge des 
wecFnniscFen We/tFi/des]." With this, he has used the term in print for 
the first time. He was to return to it often later, not feast in his two great 
critiques of the "mechanicat worfd picture" in his "Autobiographicaf 
notes" of 1946, and of the whole unsatisfactory devefopment from the 
mecFnniscFe Frogrninw of the nineteenth century to our Fendges We/t- 
Fi/d, as speffed out in his earlier lecture on "Aether and relativity theory" 
(192-0).

So as of 1902, we see the twenty-three-year-old Einstein entering pub
licly on the ground where the great fight among German scientists has 
been in progress between the chief rival world conceptions, one holding 
to mechanics and the other to electrodynamics as the ground of funda
mental explanation. In this 1902 article, he is still concerned with inves
tigating the mechanical world picture as one of the main options. And 
while he finds it there of use, he ends with a suspicion: "The results are 
more general than the mechanical representation used to arrive at them." 
Soon he will see it is in fact far too limited; it cannot handle, for example, 
Brownian movement. He will also find that its most prominent alterna
tive, the so-called electromagnetic world picture, cannot handle fluctua
tion phenomena of light. And even the victory of one of the conceptions 
would, as he later expressed it, leave us with "two types of conceptual 
elements, on the one hand, material points with forces at a distance be
tween them, and, on the other hand, the continuous fields . . .  an inter
mediate state in physics without a uniform basis for the entirety."* He 
will have to try to build his own We/tFi/d.

The fourth paper, entitled "A theory of the foundations of thermo
dynamics," is sent off from Bern in January 1903. It is his only paper 
published that year. In addition to constructing a We/tFi/d, he is also 
building a career, and of course a family. He and Mileva Marie are mar
ried on January 6, 1903, and in the first of his surviving letters to his 
friend Besso, Einstein writes in that month: "Well now, I am a married 
man and lead a nice, comfortable life with my wife. She takes excellent 
care...  and is always cheerful." ** He goes on to describe the fourth paper, 
which he has just sent off

after much reworking and correction. But now it is completely 
clear and simple, so that I am quite satisfied with it. After 
postulating the energy principle and the atomic theory, there 
follow the concepts of temperature and entropy; with the addi
tional aid of the hypothesis that the distribution of states of
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isolated systems never go into tess probable ones, there follows 
also the second law in its most general form namely the impos
sibility of a perpetuum mobile of the second kind.^

Hindsight makes it easy to see that the structure of the argument in 
this paper is perhaps its most interesting feature: first, the postulation of 
general principles, now with hardly a nod to the detailed phenomena; 
then the derivation of logical consequences; and at the end, the test 
against experience -  in this case, experience of the most general kind.

More than a year later, on April 14,1904, Einstein writes to his friend 
Conrad Habicht: "In a few weeks we are expecting a young one. 1  now 
have found in a very simple manner the relation between the elementary 
quanta of matter and the wavelengths of radiation."  ̂In fact, he has just 
sent off his fifth paper to the Ann%/en derEEysiE, "On molecular theory 
of heat." This paper announces itself modestly, in the first sentence, as 
merely an addition to work published the previous year. But the plot has 
thickened. In his usual introductory paragraph, he sets out the general 
plan. He will derive an expression for the entropy of a system which is 

completely analogous to that found by Boltzmann for ideal 
gases and postulated by Planck for his theory of radiation. . . . 
Then a simple derivation will be given of the second law. 
Thereupon the meaning of a universal constant will be investi
gated, which plays an important role in the general molecular 
theory of heat. Finally there follows an application to the 
theory of black body radiation, where a highly interesting rela
tion is developed between the universal constant mentioned 
above [he means R/2 N] (one which is determined by the mag
nitude of the elementary quanta of matter and of electricity), 
on the one hand, and the order of magnitude of the wavelength 
of radiation, on the other, without making use of any special 
hypotheses.

Thus Einstein introduces his long-lasting concern with fluctuation 
phenomena. He shows that the size of energy fluctuations g in the system, 
and therefore its thermal stability, is determined by a universal constant 
(which we would write as E = R/N). Having applied it to mechanical 
systems and thermal phenomena, he then makes the original and daring 
jump to an "application to radiation": In order to determine the universal 
constant from the size of observable energy fluctuations, he proposes to 
go to the only kind of physical system where, he says, experience allows
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one to "suppose" (yermnten) that there %re energy fluctuations -  the case 
of an otherwise empty space filled with thermal radiation. Obviously, by 
now he has indeed learned to "scent out the path that leads to funda
mentals," as he later put it.

There follows now an ingenious argument that shows how much he is 
at home with borderline cases between two different fields as defined in 
contemporary physics, not having to choose between one and the other, 
but rather using both -  indeed, "recognizing the unity of a complex of 
phenomena." He considers a volume y with dimensions of the order of 
the wavelength X of the radiation in it (y — X̂ ). In that case, the energy 
fluctuations will be of the same order as the magnitude of the energy 
itself, or = EE Now he uses the Stefan-Boltzmann law in the form 
E = cyf* and deduces that X — 0 .4 /T. But "by experience" -  Einstein 
does not mention that it is Wien's law (1893) -  we know that indeed 
Emax's 0 .2 9 3 /T. So his result has the same general lawfulness with re
spect to T, and the same order of magnitude for the constant. Einstein 
concludes that in view of the "great generality of our assumptions," this 
agreement cannot be an "accident." And with that, the paper ends. (The 
coincidence of prediction within a factor of about 2. remains characteris
tically an indication for Einstein that things are going quite well.)

But what a great launching of work, in some eight pages! Fluctuation 
phenomena will remain one of Einstein's trusted tools, not only in the 
Brownian motion paper, which is almost ready to come over the horizon, 
or in the papers on quantum theory of radiation and on Bose-Einstein 
statistics, but even in some of the smaller papers that have received little 
notice so far. (There is, for example, one of Einstein's short publications 
in 1908 on a new electrostatic method for measuring small quantities of 
electricity. With Conrad and Paul Habicht, friends of the earliest days of 
the Olympia Academy in Bern, Einstein had been interested in building 
a device for measuring small voltages by multiplication techniques. In 
fact, Einstein wrote a patent application for the device, which claimed to 
measure potential differences down to 5  X 1 0 "* volt. He even found a 
"clever mechanic" who attempted to build the thing. But Einstein's real 
interest shows up in the last paragraph of the short 1908 paper that de
scribed the device.'" In research, for example on radioactivity, an electro
static method of measurement of highest sensitivity might be useful. But 
"I was led to this plan by thinking how one might find and measure the 
spontaneous charge appearing on conductors which should exist analo



gously with the Brownian motion that is required by the molecuiar theory 
of heat.")

The next publication is Einstein's inaugural dissertation on "A new 
determination of molecular dimensions," dated April 30,190$." We are 
now in the miraculous year of 1903, the year that will continue to be a 
challenge for historians of science for a long time. The work does not yet 
concern itself with Brownian movement. As Einstein later said, he had 
only just discovered the existence of that problem:

Not acquainted with the investigations of Boltzmann and 
Gibbs which had appeared earlier and actually exhausted the 
subject, I developed the statistical mechanics and molecular- 
kinetic theory of thermodynamics which was based on the 
former. My major aim in this was to find facts which would 
guarantee as much as possible the existence of atoms of 
definite, finite size. !n the midst of this, I discovered that, 
according to atomistic theory, there would have to be a move
ment of suspended microscopic particles open to observation, 
without knowing that observations concerning the Brownian 
motion were already long familiar.'^

The inaugural dissertation paper is concerned with the viscosity and 
diffusion of liquid mixtures, and the calculation of Avogadro's constant 
from these. Einstein starts by saying that the size of molecules can be 
found from the kinetic theory of gases, but not yet from the observable 
physical phenomena of liquids. He proposes now to bring about a fusion 
between these portions of micro- and macrophysics.

Einstein regards the solute molecule to behave like a solid body sus
pended in a solvent, and applies hydrodynamic equations of motion to 
the large molecules, assuming an approximate homogeneity of the liquid. 
At the end of the paper, applying kinetic theory to liquid solutes with 
known diffusion coefficients, he gets for Avogadro's number N the value 
2 . 1  X 1 0 ^, and adds quite simply that N found by this method coincides 
in order of magnitude with N found by other methods "in a satisfactory 
way."

Einstein's letters show us that his thesis was really part of an older 
research interest. He had written to Besso more than two years earlier 
(March 17,1903),

Have you by now calculated the absolute magnitude of ions 
under the assumption that they are spheres, and so large that 
the equations of hydrodynamics of viscous liquids are appli
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cable? Since we know the absolute magnitude of the electron 
[charge], this should be a simpte matter. I woutd have done it 
myself but! don't have titerature or time; you can also use dif
fusion in order to get information about neutral salt molecules 
in solution. . . .  If you don't understand what! mean, I'll write 
you more explicitly.'^

His thesis, though not done for ions, is very close to this proposal.

Exploiting tEe con/ront%tion o/ tEeories

This brings us to the three great papers of 190$, sent off to the Annu/en 
der EEysiE at intervals of less than eight weeks. When 1  first became in
terested in the history of physics of this century, it struck me that while 
these three papers -  on the quantum theory of light, on Brownian move
ment, and on relativity theory - seemed to be in quite different fields, 
they could be traced in good part to the same general problem, namely 
fluctuation phenomena. Indeed, in the Archive at the Institute for Ad
vanced Study was a letter Einstein wrote to Max von Laue on January 
17, 1952., in which the connections are indicated. Einstein discusses von 
Laue's textbook on relativity theory, and registers a small objection: 

When one goes through your collection of verifications of 
the Special Relativity Theory, one gets the impression Max
well's Theory may be unchallengeable. But already in 1905 I 
knew with certainty that it [Maxwell's Theory] leads to wrong 
fluctuations in radiation pressure, and hence to an incorrect 
Brownian movement of a mirror [suspended in] a Planckian 
radiation cavity. In my opinion one can't get around ascribing 
to radiation an objective atomistic structure, which of course 
does not fit into the framework of Maxwell's Theory.
Naturally, it is comforting that the Special Relativity Theory 
in essence rests only upon the constant c, and not on a presup
position of the reality and fundamental character of Maxwell's 
fields. But unhappily the 50 years which have elapsed since 
then have not brought us closer to an understanding of the 
atomistic structure of radiation. On the contrary! '**

Here is made explicit the chief connection between Einstein's work on 
Brownian motion of suspended particles, the quantum structure of radia
tion, and his more general reconsideration of what he called later "the 
electromagnetic foundations of physics" itself.'̂
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ft also struck me forcibly that the style of the three papers was essen
tially the same, and fitted with the way Einstein had come to see his task 
in the course of his earlier work. Contrary to the sequence one finds in 
many of the best papers of the time, for example H. A. Lorentz's 1904 
publication on electromagnetic phenomena, Einstein does not start with 
a review of a puzzle posed by some new and difHcult-to-understand ex
perimental facts, but rather with a statement of his dissatisfaction with 
what he perceived to be asymmetries or other incongruities that others 
might dismiss as being of predominantly esthetic nature. He then pro
poses a principle of great generality. He shows that it helps remove, as 
one of the deduced consequences, his initial dissatisfaction. And at the 
end of each paper, he proposes a small number of predictions that should 
be experimentally verifiable, although the test may be difficult.

The way Einstein starts the paper on the quantum theory of light is 
typical. He writes: "There exists a deep-going, formal distinction be
tween the theoretical representations which physicists have formed for 
themselves [note it is always the physicists' notions which are at fault] 
concerning gases and other ponderable bodies on the one hand, and the 
Maxwellian theory of electromagnetic processes in so-called empty space 
on the other hand." The problem Einstein sees is that the physicists 
consider the energy of light and other purely electromagnetic phenomena 
as continuous functions of space. On the other hand, the energy in pon
derable bodies (he names atoms and electrons) is the sum of discrete 
entities, therefore not to be considered in arbitrarily small elements or in 
terms of continua. ft was a problem of particle/field duality that Einstein 
did not solve in this paper or, for that matter, to the end of his life.

Indeed, while he was deeply attached to the continuum approach, he 
used the occasion of this paper to concentrate on the fact that the con
tinuum approach leads to contradictions with experience when applied 
to phenomena involving the generation and transformation of light (that 
is, it leads to what later was termed the "ultraviolet catastrophe.") This 
meant importing the assumption of a discontinuous distribution of light 
energy into the realm that previously was thought to be covered by the 
continuist theory of Maxwell -  a heuristic act that characterized theories 
that he considered transient and, though convenient, not fundamental.'  ̂
Even Walter Nernst, an enthusiast for quantum theory, called it in 1911 
still only a rule for calculation, "a very odd rule, one might even say a 
grotesque one."

The heuristic character of the paper was assured also because, as Ein
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stein said frankly, he would have to proceed "without putting at the 
foundation any picture about the generation and propagation of radia
tion." He therefore was forced to make the tested law of blackbody 
radiation the head of an axiom system, and deduce the consequences, 
finally coming to the photoelectric effect for which the paper is most 
remembered (announcing, in a courageous, almost off-hand way in two 
sentences results that should eventually be obtainable in the laboratory).

Nothing was said here explicitly about either the mechanical or the 
electromagnetic world view, but the paper carried the clear message that 
neither one nor the other can deal with the phenomena. The importation 
into electromagnetic theory of the mechanistic thema of discontinuity 
produced a mixture with which Einstein was never content, even when 
others had learned to accept it. Two years later, Einstein referred back to 
this paper to point out that it showed the "electromagnetic world pic
ture" to be "unsuitable," although he had to add that "for the time being 
we do not possess a complete world picture corresponding to the rela
tivity principle."

The second great paper of 1903 is usually called the "Brownian move
ment" paper. In the recently finished paper on the quantum theory of 
light, he had put at the head his dismay over the apparent clash between 
two theories, based on continuity and discontinuity, respectively; in the 
Brownian motion work, he deals with and exploits an analogous clash. 
As he explained in the second part of that series: "According to classical 
thermodynamics which differentiates prlnclpn/Zy between heat and other 
forms of energy, spontaneous fluctuations do not take place; however, 
they do in the molecular theory of heat. In the following we want to 
investigate according to which laws those fluctuations must take place." ̂  
Thus the range of classical thermodynamics should be found to be lim
ited, even in volumes large enough to be observable under the microscope. 
This leads to the prediction of the mean displacement of small objects as 
a function of time.

And then comes the third great paper of 190$, his first one on relativity 
theory. It has been amply discussed, and I shall add something about it in 
Chapter 4. Here I need underline only a few key points of relevance to the 
present purpose. His first section sets forth the total plan of the paper, 
and begins by drawing attention to a formal asymmetry in the calcula
tions for determining the current generated during the relative motion 
between a magnet and a conductor -  a phenomenon physicists had long 
regarded as adequately understood since Faraday's induction experiments
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of 1831. Einstein's paper does not invoke explicitly any of the several 
well-known experimental puzzles with which so many others were strug
gling, as in the interpretation of the ether-drift experiments -  not even 
when the opportunity arises for him to show in what manner his rela
tivity theory accounts for them.

Once more, two separate theories are confronted: classical mechanics, 
where Newton's laws are thought to hold and Galilean relativity to 
obtain, and on the other hand, electrodynamics, in which it was thought 
that a preferred reference system, the ether, existed. To deal with this 
dichotomy, Einstein proposes to raise a courageous conjecture (VerrMM- 
tMHg), which he refers to as the principle of relativity, to an assumption or 
presupposition (VomMssetxMng). ft amounts to a generalization of Gali
lean-Newtonian relativity, with the result that when properly phrased, 
the laws of electrodynamics and optics of mechanics have the same 
validity with respect to transformation between all inertial systems. In 
addition, Einstein makes another presupposition, that light in empty 
space is propagated with a definite velocity that is independent of the 
state of motion of the emitting body.

These two presuppositions suffice him to produce a theory of both 
electromagnetic and mechanical phenomena that is most parsimonious 
with regard to the number of assumptions, free of contradictions, and 
unburdened of long-standing puzzles. It reveals unexpected connections 
between previously separate concepts, and is ready to permeate every held 
of physics; for example, while Lorentz and others applied the transfor
mation equations only to electromagnetic phenomena, Einstein had the 
ambition from the start to let them apply to all of physics. What has to 
be given up is the support of long and widely used concepts such as the 
luminiferous ether, absolute space, and absolute simultaneity -  and also 
the old crutch of constructing theories inductively from the mass of pres
ent data and puzzling phenomena.

TEe postM/%ho7!%/ wetEod grid its progress

Einstein's previous work had prepared him to make the necessary sacri
fices when adopting a more ecumenical and independent GesicEfspMnEt 
with which to escape the clash existing between two different current 
theories. As our study has shown, he had learned not to trust any of the 
existing WeEEEJcr. He was initially reluctant even to present his work as 
a new theory; and after it had been so christened by Planck (1907) and
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others, he frequently referred to it in print as the "so-caHed reiativity 
theory," "̂ and until 1911 avoided using the term "relativity theory" in 
the title of his papers. It is worth noting here that if he had chosen to give 
it a name, he would, in my opinion, have preferred to call it something 
like the term appears in his correspondence, and is of
course much more appropriated'

But Einstein had developed by this time the modern version of the 
method by which one can hope to reach the general principles of nature. 
We saw it at work: It is a bold, postulational method, appropriate for 
dealing with what Einstein came to call "theories of principle" that have 
the large ambition of handling the "totality of sense experiences." At the 
top of the methodological hierarchy, Einstein puts a well-established 
experimental rule, recast in its most general form, and raises it to a 
postulate - or, if none is available to serve this function, as in the case of 
reiativity theory, his own VerTMMtMMgeM have to be put into this place. 
From this postulate system he then draws the logical deductions, and 
these in turn point to eventual tests against experience. Old puzzles 
disappear, and new questions come to the fore. As Einstein saw first 
perhaps when, at the age of twelve, the "holy booklet" of Euclidian 
geometry came into his hands, with the right axiom system at the top, the 
right consequences develop by necessity. All else is broken crockery.^

Insofar as his contemporaries understood what he was doing -  and at 
least until 1911 most did not -  it must have seemed a dangerous high- 
wire act, the contact with experience being supplied by only a very few 
carefully selected support ropes anchored in solid ground.^ It is not sur
prising that few others cared to take such risks, that the progress of Ein
stein's style among his contemporaries was initially quite slow. And for 
all the effort, and at the cost of giving up so many established notions 
and of paradoxical by-products, what did one really get from Einstein's 
relativity that was not available in a more congenial way from the work 
of Lorentz, Poincare, Abraham, and others? If one did not share Ein
stein's anguish over the limited scope, asymmetries, and ad hoc hypothe
ses in the other systems, there was nothing inescapable about accepting 
Einstein's relativity.

The contemporary reception of relativity shows all this clearly. Among 
established scientists there was really only one who appreciated Einstein's 
principle of relativity from the beginning: Max Planck in Berlin. He was 
at hand when that very unconventional paper was received at the Awna/eM 
der and gave it valuable exposure and defense, after its Septem-
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ber publication, in talks at the German Physica) Society on March 2.3, 
1906, and at the Stuttgart Congress of German Scientists and Physicians 
on September 19, 1906. And by that time Einstein needed a friend in
deed; for there had just appeared, immediately upon publication of his 
own paper, what seemed to be an inescapable experimental disproof of 
his 1903 paper in the Anng/en derPEysiE, by the eminent experimentalist 
Walter Kaufmann.^ Lumping together, as was widely done for some 
years, the work of Lorentz and Einstein since their predictions coincided 
nearly enough, it announced in italics: "TEe we%SMrenteni resn/ts %re not 
conrpgtiE/e tcitE tEe LoreMtz-E;?Mte;n;<3 H /EntEtweni;?/ %ssMntp?ion."

The effect of Kaufmann's announcement was instant and devastating 
on Lorentz, and also shook Poincare.^ Planck, however, showed in a 
patient analysis that Kaufmann's measurements were not unequivocally 
either against Einstein's system or for those of his rivals, for example that 
of Max Abraham.^ (The latter, characterized by a rigid, undeformable 
electron, had for many the advantage of fitting in fully with the electro
magnetic world picture.)

The published debate shows that nobody in the audience was con
verted by Planck to what was being called there "die Re/ t̂iciEeorie" 
(the baby still had only a nickname). When pressed to the wall, Planck 
had to confess that in the absence of persuasive proof or disproof, the 
Einsteinian postulate that no absolute translation could be found made 
the difference: " 1  find it more appealing [Mir ist J%s eigent/icE synr- 
pRtiscEer]." As Cornelius Lanczos said later, Planck, although a conser
vative, was caught by the beauty of Einstein's paper.

Three years later, when Wilhelm Wien was converted to what Planck 
called the small band of relativists, it was not because some crucial ex
periments left him no other choice, but mainly on quasi-esthetic grounds. 
Using words that Einstein must have appreciated, Wien said, "What 
speaks for it most of all is the inner consistency which makes it possible 
to lay a foundation having no self-contradictions, one that applies to the 
totality of physical appearances, although thereby the customary concep
tions experience a transformation."^

Other adherents to the relativistic point of view had recourse to simi
lar predilections. Thus Hermann Minkowski, in the same September 
1908 meeting at Cologne at which he delivered his famous address on 
"Space and time," also attended a session that touched on the merits of 
Abraham's rigid-electron theory, then still being held up by many as the 
chief option, as against the theories of both Einstein and Lorentz. Min
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kowski exclaimed in the discussion period: "The rigid electron is in my 
view a monster in relation to Maxwell's Equations, whose innermost 
harmony is the relativity principle. Going at Maxwell's Equations with 
the idea of the rigid electron seems to me just like going into a concert 
alter stopping up one's own ears with cotton wool." ̂

Lesser scientists had a great deal more trouble with Einstein's work, 
of course. No wonder that when Einstein submitted his 1903 relativity 
paper to the Physics Faculty of the University of Bern in 1907 as his 
HnEi/itYttionsscEri/t to gain the right to teach as f  nrwdozent, it was re
jected with the grade of "unsatisfactory." The professor of experimental 
physics returned Einstein's copy with the curt remark, "What you have 
written here, that I don't understand at all."

1  have wondered of course how Einstein himself -  a previously un
known young fellow without academic connections or credentials -  re
acted to the tumult caused in 1906 by Kaufmann's "disproof" and the 
claim of the rival theories. If he had been a naive falsificationist, he 
should have eagerly embraced this evidence of "progress" in science, and 
gone on to other things. But in fact, for about two years he seems to have 
paid no attention to the Kaufmann publication that had stunned much 
more experienced scientists. I could find no reference to Kaufmann's 
attack in his publications or letters until, urged by Johannes Stark as 
editor of the JnErEncE nnd E/eEtroniE, he responded
in a survey published early in 1908/°

In a manner that may well have seemed rather haughty, Einstein 
allowed that Kaufmann's calculations seemed to be free of blatant error, 
although he added he would wait for a greater variety of observational 
material before the experiment could be declared free of systematic er
rors. But in any case, Einstein had no evident worry about the outcome, 
because, as he put it, the theories of Abraham and Bucherer, which 
Kaufmann had claimed to be proving, "have a rather small probability, 
because their fundamental assumptions concerning the mass of moving 
electrons are not explainable in terms of theoretical systems which em
brace a greater complex of phenomena." Even though the "experimental 
facts" seemed clearly to favor the theory of his opponents, Einstein found 
the limited scope and ad hoc character of their theories more significant 
and objectionable than the apparent disagreement between his own 
theory and the new results of experimental measurements. It is really a 
classic demonstration of the justified confidence a rare type of scientist 
can have in the soundness of what Einstein once called his "scientific
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instinct," assigning "probabiiities" to theories on the basis of judgments 
made even in the face of seemingly contrary evidence.^

"My need to generalize," and its Jissatis/actions

EventuaHy, Einstein's 1905 relativity paper was hailed everywhere as one 
of the chief historic advances of science. But, again, Einstein himself saw 
it differently. In his own evaluation he stressed the limitations. Thus in 
his Nobel Prize speech^ he did admit that "the special relativity theory 
resulted in appreciable advances," and he gave a short list of these -  sig
nificantly, first of all that "it reconciled mechanics and electrodynamics," 
the respective bases of the opposing Ws/tEi/Jer of that age. Next, he 
agreed that the relativity theory "reduced the number of logically inde
pendent hypotheses. . . .  It enforced the need for a clarification of the 
fundamental concepts in epistemological terms. It united the momentum 
and energy principle, and demonstrated the like nature of mass and en
ergy." He could have added, as he had done at the 1909 Salzburg confer
ence, that energy and mass appeared now to be equivalent magnitudes, as 
were heat and mechanical energy. And he could have gone on to show 
other resulting unifications, resulting from the discarding of old concep
tual barriers that had been simply "unbearable" for him.^

But then Einstein, in his Nobel Prize talk, adds "Yet, it was not en
tirely satisfactory." The foremost dissatisfaction, of course, was that the 
special theory "favors certain states of motion -  namely those of the 
inertial frames. . . . This was actually more difficult to tolerate than the 
preference for a single state of motion, as in the case of the theory of light 
with a stationary ether," for now there was not even an imagined reason 
for preference, namely, the light ether. "A theory which from the out
set prefers no state of motion should appear more satisfactory." In his 
"Autobiographical notes" he added, "That the special theory of relativity 
is only the first step of a necessary development became completely clear 
to me only in my efforts to represent gravitation in the framework of this 
theory." This happened precisely in 1907. Even as the special theory of 
190$ was very slowly gathering converts on its way toward the eventual 
public triumph, Einstein had already put it behind himself, and was hard 
at work on a generalized theory, driven by what he later called, in the 
letter of November 4, 1916, to W. de Sitter, "my need to generalize" 
[mein Verai/gerneinernngsEedMr/nis].
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As is weH known, Einstein was always far more interested in what 
remained to be done than in what he had accomplished. There was so 
much more that kept escaping the task of grand unification that increas
ingly stood before him as the real goal. It is one of the great ironies that 
the very extent and depth of the advances Einstein himself helped to 
launch - including his contributions to quantum theory -  eventually 
made it impossible for the physical phenomena to be gathered in one 
grand, relativistic We/tEi/J in his own time. As we have seen, writing as 
early as 1907, he recognized that the task was far from being accom
plished; while critical of both the mechanical and the electromagnetic 
world pictures throughout his life, he continued to long for a unified 
world picture, the EinEgEEcEEeE Jes We/tE;7 Jes.^ But the goal was al
ways eluding him, and in the last decade of his life, he looks ahead and 
asks wistfully "how the theoretical foundation of the future will appear. 
Will it be a field theory; will it be in essence a statistical theory?"^

The question has not been answered yet. Today we are surrounded by 
various competing, overlapping, largely unarticulated scientific world 
views. It reminds one of the remark of Edward Gibbon in TEe Jec/ine 
nnJ /n// o/̂  tEe Rownn Empire (Chapter II, Section 1 ): "The various 
modes of worship which prevailed in the Roman world were all con
sidered by the people as equally true, by the philosophers as equally false, 
and by the magistrates as equally useful."

Pnrts o/ tiie /egncy

A large portion of any physicist's approach to the study of nature today 
can be traced directly to the influence of Einstein's vision of an over
arching relativistic world picture. No matter how far modern physical 
scientists regard themselves to have moved away from Einstein's own 
aims, they share at least three basic components with him.

The first is the hope of, and a method for, achieving progressively 
more unified theories that provide us with a sense of order by encom
passing the immense range and variety of phenomena. As I have stressed, 
Einstein's postulational method for constructing the deep "theories of 
principle" came to the fore even in his early paper: On the basis of a few 
key phenomena and a sensitive interpretation of them, exert the scientific 
imagination to the utmost to formulate axiom systems of great gener
ality. There follows the sober deduction of consequences, and then the
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tests against sense experience. If, perhaps after a long series of such 
cycles, a theoretical structure is attained that seems firm enough in one 
limited field, the process is further generalized to encompass larger and 
larger portions on the plane of experience. In Einstein's words,

Thus the story goes on until we have reached a system of the 
greatest conceivable unity, and of the greatest paucity of con
cepts of the logical foundations which is stil! compatible with 
the properties of our sense observations. We do not know if 
this ambition wit) ever result in a definite system. If asked one's 
opinion, one is inclined to answer No. White wrestting with 
the problems, however, one is sustained by the hope that this 
highest goat can realty be attainabte to a very high degree.^

It is therefore ctear that Einstein himsetf was destined, from the start, to 
go on from the special to the generat theory of retativity, and then beyond 
it to a unified fietd theory.

The second component of Einstein's way of buitding a picture of the 
world ties in the choice of, and unshakable devotion to, the retatively few 
themata^ which characterize a theory with "inner perfection." He knew 
well that these are not easily defended, or even easy always to specify; 
their "exact formulation.. .  meets with great difficulties.. . .  The prob
lem here is not simply one of a kind of enumeration of the logically 
independent premises . . . but that of a kind of reciprocal weighing of 
incommensurable qualities," ̂  hence a judgment into which presupposi
tions, esthetic consideration, and other preferences of that sort can and 
do enter prominently. (Thus John A. Wheeler has recorded that Einstein 
gave a talk at Princeton in which he made the point that "the laws of 
physics should be simple." Someone in the audience asked, "But what if 
they are not simple?" "Then I would not be interested in them.")

Many of these themata appear of course also in the physics of his 
predecessors and contemporaries; that is what assures the continuity of 
the total scientific enterprise. But this particular set, and the tenacity with 
which it was held, characterize Einstein's own style. Thus, adherence to 
these themata helps explain, in specific cases, why Einstein would obsti
nately continue his work in a given direction even when testing it against 
experience was difficult, discouraging, or not possible. It also explains 
the deep personal anguish he must have felt when other physicists whom 
he loved -  Lorentz, Planck, above all Bohr - based some of their work 
on key presuppositions that were antithetical to his own. Most physicists 
today believe that he was not right in giving such loyalty to some of these
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thematic presuppositions. But on this, too, we do not know what the 
future holds.^

The third part of our Einsteinian legacy concerns what lies beyond the 
ability of mere humans to perceive regularity and necessity in nature. In 
later years, Einstein confessed that his progress on the road to relativity 
had tested not only his physical knowledge but his physical and psycho
logical fortitude as well. It is a fitting comment on the success of his 
labors that today beginning physics students can enter easily into this 
once so fought-over field of knowledge. Moreover, they are hardly aware 
that they have inherited his grand goal, as well as so many conceptual 
and methodological tools for its pursuit -  the goal of pushing toward 
the attainment of a synoptic and coherent overview of the vast sea of 
phenomena.

It is, however, again typical of Einstein that, in his role as scientist as 
well as humanist, he saw how the very progress already made brings us 
face to face with a deep puzzle. In a famous paragraph, he wrote in 1936: 
"It is a fact that the totality of sense experience is so constituted as to 
permit putting them in order by means of thinking -  a fact which can 
only leave us astonished, but which we shall never comprehend. One 
can say: the eternally incomprehensible thing about the world is its com
prehensibility."

After the publication of this paragraph, Einstein received a plaintive 
letter from one of his oldest and best friends, Maurice Solovine. They 
had first met in Bern in 1902.. Now, a half century later, Solovine had 
come upon this passage while translating it for a French edition of essays 
in Einstein's book Mem We/tMJ. Solovine was worried. How could 
there be a puzzle about the understandability of our world? Was this 
not a dangerous notion to allow into science, mankind's most rational 
activity?

Einstein's reply to Solovine tried to set his mind at ease:
You find it remarkable that the comprehensibility of the 

world (insofar as we are justified to speak of it at all) seems to 
me a wonder or eternal secret. Now, <2 prion one should expect 
a chaotic world that can in no way be grasped by thinking.
One could, even sEon/d, expect that the world turns out to be 
lawful only insofar as we intervene to provide order. It would 
be the sort of order like the alphabetic ordering of words of a 
language.

The kind of order which is provided, for example, by
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Newton's Theory of Gravitation is of a quite different charac
ter. Even if the axioms of the theory are put forward by human 
agents, the success of such an enterprise does suppose a high 
degree of order in the objective world, which one has no justi
fication whatever to expect % prion. Here lies the sense of 
"wonder" which increases ever more with the development of 
our knowledge. . . .

The nice thing is that we must be content with the acknowl
edgement of the wonder, without there being a legitimate way 
beyond it/*

At this end of Einstein's century, we can indeed be content with what he 
has done to increase not only our sense of rational order, but through it 
also our sense of wonder.
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Einstein's search for the

The concern for sharing the meaning of his findings across disciplinary 
boundaries was dear in Einstein's work. In addition to some 300 papers 
in the physical sciences, Einstein pubiished widely in other fields, in
cluding philosophy of science and social analysis, and he also actively 
embraced his rote as educator, humanist, and morat voice. This diversity 
has ted Einstein's commentators to view him from two quite different 
perspectives.

One view is the famitiar one of the physicist whose accomptishments 
are at the base of virtuatty every field of contemporary physicat science. 
But even from this vantage point one must not attow the very magnitude 
and depth of Einstein's separate scientific contributions (e.g., in statistica) 
mechanics, quantum physics, relativity, and cosmology) to obscure his 
adherence to a targer ambition in physical science which characterized the 
generation of scientist-philosophers of his time: the achievement of a co
herent, complete, and unified scientific world picture. In his own words: 

The aim of science is, first, the conceptual comprehension 
and connection, as complete as possible, of the sense experi
ences in their fult diversity, and, second, the accomphshment 
of this aim Ey t/?e use o/ % nnnimnm o/ primary concepts %n J 
relations (seeking the greatest possible logical unity in the 
world picture [Atreben nncE wdg/icbst /ogMcEerEinEciP/icEEcit 
Jes Ws/tMJes], i.e., logical simplicity of its foundation).' 
(Emphases in original.)

The other view of Einstein is that of the person who quietly, and in 
fu)) awareness of the overwhelming difficulties, hoped to achieve an even 
larger task -  to construct for himself a still more generalized world pic
ture, of such power that it would catch not oniy physical science but also 
ail other fields of knowledge and behavior, the phenomena of hfe as such.

77
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Here again, the votume of Einstein's writings supporting this effort is 
very targe. Thus in a book of cottected essays, to which his pubtisher 
fett justified to give the tide Mein We/tEi/J, the five main sections were 
emitted in transition "How I see the wortd," "Pohtics and pacifism," 
"Germany, 1933," "Jewish probtems," and "Scientific contributions."  ̂

In Einstein's own tife and work, these two searches, for the scientific 
We/tEi/d and for the more genera) one which encompassed much more 
than science, were conducted simuttaneousty and often converged. Of 
course, nobody wit) ctaim that a hard-and-fast corretation can be estab- 
tished between such etements. As the anthropotogist Ctifford Geertz has 
noted/ the very concepts "ethos and wortd view are vague and imprecise; 
they are a kind of prototheory, forerunners, it is to be hoped, of a more 
adequate anatyticat framework." Yet it is not difficutt to show that Ein
stein hetd the method of gaining knowtedge about scientific matters to be 
atso appropriate for thinking one's way through virtuatty att probtems, 
inctuding those of ethicat behavior/ For exampte, his constant fight on 
behatf of democracy and the sacredness of the individual in a wortd 
hemmed in by totatitarianism and cohectivist forces, appears to have 
been of a piece with his conviction that arbitrary boundaries, ctasses, or 
absotutes do not exist in nature anywhere; and his drive to deprovin- 
ciatize and fuse the different parts of physics through a new synthesis is 
coherent with his attacks on tribahsm or nationahsm.

It was therefore rather naturat that Einstein was perceived, even by 
those who understood nothing of his physics, to be a unifier of the most 
fundamental kind, whose tota) tabors were on behatf of the construction 
of a wortd conception that woutd accommodate science, of course, but 
atso issues of ethics, retigion, sociat institutions, and persona) conduct/ 

White Einstein's doubte rote caused his tabors to be seen to betong 
both to the "cosmos of nature" and to the "cosmos of cutture," in Erwin 
Panofsky's usefut distinction/ it is true that Einstein himsetf was fre- 
quentty puzzted by the pubtic perception of him, as if he did not futty 
appreciate the wide impact of the demonstration he provided for "how 
the efforts of a tife hang together," to use Einstein's own phrase/ When 
he arrived for his first visit to the United States in Aprit 192.1 -  to hetp 
raise funds for a new university in Jerusatem, to hetp reopen retations 
with schotars after the recent war, and to respond to the interest in his 
work in physics -  he was startted to see the targe and enthusiastic crowds 
that had come to meet the ship in New York. A news conference was 
improvised/ and one of the questions was, inevitabty, what he thought
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to be the cause of the mass enthusiasm. Einstein's answer was that "it 
seemed psychopathological." When the journalist proposed that the wide 
attention came about because Einstein's theory "seemed to give a new 
description of the universe...  the subject of the most fascinating specula
tions of the mind," Einstein replied that this was possible, but that the 
essence of his theory was chiefly "the logical simplicity with which it 
explained apparently conflicting facts in the operation of natural law." It 
freed science of the burden of "many general assumptions of a compli
cated nature." But why should this interest the man in the street?

If the journalist replied, it was not recorded. But he might well have 
answered as follows. The heart of relativity, as Einstein noted, is indeed 
the discovery of far greater simplicity at the foundations than had been 
suspected, resulting in a unification of previously separate notions. But 
precisely for that reason the theory exposes a more rational and har
monious universe than could be known before. That itself, and even a 
glimpse of it at a distance, was a prospect immensely pleasing and en
couraging to the human spirit -  then, as now.

Competing mor/d pictures

In preparation for tracing Einstein's attempt to construct his scientific 
We/t/ri/d, we must consider at least briefly the state of science when he 
began his researches. At the time he wrote his first paper at the age of zi 
in 1900, most physicists considered the condition of science to be very 
good. Some, such as Kelvin and Poincare, discerned clouds; but the pre
dominant feeling was that of satisfaction, even enthusiasm, with the mo
mentum and direction in which the work was going.

There were in fact four types of success. First, there were great vic
tories in theoretical physics that were now being exploited. Maxwell's 
theories were well established, yielding a synthesis of electricity, mag
netism, and optics. The ether, universally thought to be the medium that 
carried electromagnetic waves such as light, was a subject of great re
search interest. As J. J. Thomson said as late as 1909, "The ether is not a 
fantastic creation of the speculative philosopher; it is as essential to us as 
the air we breathe. . . . The study of this all-pervading substance is per
haps the most fascinating and important duty of the physicists."^

Second, new experimental phenomena had recently presented them
selves like so many gold mines - X-rays in 1895, radioactivity in 1896. 
The Curies, Rutherford, and many others were discovering things un-
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imagined a few years earlier. In 1897, Thomson had found the tong- 
sought etectron; with it, the ancient question of what matter realty con
sists of seemed ready for speedy resolution. A. A. Michetson was an artist 
in the design of equipment of such precision that one could hope to 
discover whole areas of physics research in the newly accessible decimal 
places of data. Yet another authority of that sort was Walter Kaufmann 
of Gottingen, who was measuring how beams of high-speed electrons 
were being deflected by electric and magnetic fields. New findings chased 
one another at a dizzy pace. The prolific Ernest Rutherford wrote to his 
mother in 1902: "I have to keep going, as there are always people on my 
track. I have to publish my present work as rapidly as possible in order to 
keep up the race." After publishing his comprehensive survey RgJio- 
gchHfy in 1904, Rutherford had to bring out a fully revised second 
edition the very next year, apologizing in the preface that the flood of 
new researches had made it necessary.

Third, there was now also an ambitious program for physics: to find 
relations between the phenomena in mechanics, electricity and magne
tism, the theory of matter, and the ether. And fourth, with these some
what overlapping victories of theory, experiments, and program, there 
went a preferred method of research. That method, in brief, was to focus 
in a given held on discrepancies between the best current theory and the 
new experimental results, and then modify the otherwise satisfactory 
theory to remove the discrepancies. When, as often happened, there was 
no other way, the theory was modified by an ad hoc amendment, in
vented for that purpose in the hope that subsequently a more elegant 
version of the theory could be formulated. This was on the whole an 
inductive process, in close touch with experience, and appropriate for 
building "constructive theories" (to use Einstein's later terminology), 
rather than the more fundamental "principle theories."

The most astute craftsman of that period was the great Dutch theo
retical physicist H. A. Lorentz, with whom Einstein eventually came to 
form a very close friendship (even though Lorentz never accepted Ein
stein's relativity fully). An exemplar of the best work of that time is a 
paper Lorentz published in 1904, in which the subject matter overlaps 
considerably with Einstein's paper of the following year, although Ein
stein had not read it at that time. Let us look briefly at the style and 
sequence of arguments in Lorentz's paper."

He is concerned with determining the influence exerted on electric 
and optical phenomena -  for example, on the measured speed c for the
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propagation of fight -  owing to the motion through that great ether sea 
by laboratory systems, such as the earth itself when it moves with a speed 
r while such measurements are made. In the early pages of his 1904 
paper, Lorentz begins by noting a deficiency of current theory: it ad
mitted of a comparatively simple understanding of phenomena that in
volved the ratio of speeds n/c -  but not so of nVH, an experimental 
region attainable with newer, high-precision methods such as that opened 
by Michelson's interferometer. Michelson's failure to find the small but 
definite, expected effect of the earth's motion on the measured speed of 
light had led Lorentz and Fitzgerald to propose removing the discrepancy 
between theory and experiment by adopting the special hypothesis that 
the dimensions of all bodies, including the measuring equipment, are 
affected by their motion through the ether in just such a way as to annul 
the expected measurement -  by what Lorentz himself later called "a 
fortuitous compensation of opposing effects."

In the next paragraph, Lorentz cites recent experiments by Rayleigh 
and Brace which, if the Lorentz-Fitzgerald contraction really existed, 
should have shown the existence of double refraction. But these physicists 
have obtained a negative result. To make matters worse, Trouton and 
Noble, in an experiment in which the theory of the electron as then un
derstood would have required a rotation of a charged condensor owing to 
its motion through the ether, have also failed to find that effect. More
over, the French physicist Henri Poincare has objected to the method of 
dealing with Michelson's negative result by the introduction of a conve
nient new hypothesis, because the same need may occur each time new 
facts will be brought to light. Lorentz agrees that this course of inventing 
special hypotheses for each new experimental result is somewhat arti
ficial, and he promises to take a more fundamental approach in this 
paper.

In fact, however, he still must introduce explicitly or implicitly a 
whole stream of special assumptions. Moreover, the results are not what 
he hoped for. As one puts it now, Lorentz did not attain exact covariance. 
In his modified theory, Maxwell's equations are not completely invari
ant, even at low speeds. Still, the thrust of his work is promising. In the 
last part of the paper he compares his theory with new measurements, 
this time Kaufmann's on the path of electron beams in electric or mag
netic fields, and Lorentz expresses his pleasure that those data indicate 
"we may expect a satisfactory agreement with my formulae."

The very least one must say about this approach to advancing the state
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of physics is that it was really quite adequate for forging ahead step by 
step in this difficult world without looking for basic revisions; and in the 
following year Poincare showed how one could improve Lorentz's theory 
while continuing to hold on to the idea of the ether. As a matter of fact, if 
it had not been for Einstein and his demonstration that there is another 
more fundamental way to think about nature, one can well imagine that 
scientists could have continued to live with such a physics for a long time.

But at a deeper level of thinking about the physics of the time, there 
was a flaw that concerned scientists, and none more than Einstein. In 
fact, the temple of science, being built through the victories of theory, 
experiment, program, and method, was resting on challengeable founda
tions. Decades earlier, a stark disagreement about the ultimate objective 
of this whole work had surfaced, a thematic disagreement about the very 
direction in which the arrow of explanation was pointing. To summarize 
very briefly an episode in intellectual history which has been discussed by 
a number of scholars,'  ̂by 1900 there were major, very different concep
tions of what the final structure would look like.

In the German physics literature of the time, the chief contenders were 
called the "fnecE%niscEe We/tEi/d" and the "e/eEtrofTMgMePscEe We/t- 
Ei/d," respectively. The first of these was a descendant of the venerable 
mechanical world conception, symbolized by the grand clock, or New
tonian machine. In this view, all phenomena would be understood if they 
were modeled on mechanics. It accepted such concepts as inertia as axio
matic, and ether as a mechanical medium of which perhaps electrons and 
other components of matter are made. As Newton wrote in the preface to 
the first edition of the Principle -  flushed with his successes in explaining 
the motion of the planets, the moon, and the sea by the action of forces 
on material bodies -  "I wish we could derive the rest of the phenomena 
of Nature by the same kind of reasoning from mechanical principles." 
Newton had hoped that the same approach would explain chemical and 
other properties of matter, perhaps even sense perception. For him and 
his disciples, the arrow of scientific explanation was launched from me
chanics. As late as 1894, Heinrich Hertz noted: "All physicists are unani
mous that the task of physics is to trace the natural phenomena back to 
the simplest laws of mechanics."

The second approach, very lively at the time Einstein began his work, 
was the electromagnetic world picture, which held that explanation must 
proceed in the opposite direction, namely from electricity to mechanics. 
The inertia of ordinary objects and of the electron, for example, was now
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regarded not as a too) of explanation but rather as the puzzle to be ex
plained -  perhaps by thinking of matter, in which electric charges are 
always dispersed, as interacting with the ether through which it moves, 
giving rise to the inertial effect by a kind of self-induction. Speaking in 
1901, Walter Kaufmann explained with enthusiasm:

Instead of all the fruitless attempts to explain electric phe
nomena mechanically, can we not try conversely to reduce 
mechanics to electrical processes?. . . When all material atoms 
are conglomerates of electrons [as J. J. Thomson had pro
posed], their inertia follows naturally. [Moreover] to explain 
gravity, we only have to assume that the attraction between 
unlike charges is somewhat greater than the repulsion between 
like charges.^

A third, less widely elaborated point of view was identified with Wil
helm Ostwald and, to some degree, with Ernst Mach. Here, the funda
mental tool of explanation was energy, and the approach to phenomena 
was as unhypothetical as possible. This world picture, identifiable by the 
term eMergcdcs-p^enomeHo/ogy, cautioned against going too far from 
direct sensations and observations, and saw the physicist's task as chiefly 
a correlation of sense experiences which yields Keplerian empirical laws, 
to serve as the economical expressions of observed regularities. This 
world conception was to a large degree the product of the victories of 
monism over its metaphysical opponents in the second half of the nine
teenth century, and hence represented ambitions that went far beyond the 
purely scientific We/tMJ.

Einstein s entire
We will leave to another occasion a study of the origins and role of 
the powerful notion of scientific W?/tEi/d, particularly among German 
scientists who attempted to construct an image of reality in which, to 
quote Max Weber, "events are not just there and happen, but they have 
meaning, and happen because of that meaning." For the purpose of this 
paper, it is more appropriate to record some of Einstein's own explicit 
and characteristic critiques of the world pictures reigning at the time he 
began his work.

In his essay "Ether and relativity theory" (192.0),'** Einstein gave his 
view of the historic development of nineteenth-century physics that had 
failed to produce a "mechanical model of the ether" which would yield a 
"satisfactory mechanical interpretation of Maxwell's laws of the electro
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magnetic field." Therefore the physicists of the time gave up their "long
ing for a closed theory" in which the fundamental conceptions came 
exclusively from mechanics (e.g., mass density, velocity, deformation, 
forces of compression), and "by and by became used to admitting also 
electric and magnetic field intensities as fundamental conceptions, along
side the mechanical ones." In this manner, "the purely mechanistic view 
of nature was given up."

But this was not done without paying a price: "This development led, 
however, to a dualism at the very foundations which, in the long run, was 
unbearable. To escape from it, one now tried the reverse tack, reducing 
the mechanical fundamental concepts to electrical ones," the more so as 
the experiments on high-velocity electron beams "shook the confidence 
in the strict validity of the mechanical equations of Newton." That pro
gram too remained unsuccessful. Hertz's theory ascribed to matter and 
ether mechanical and electrical states that had no coherence with each 
other. Lorentz's theory removed from matter the electromagnetic quali
ties and from ether the mechanical ones (except for the ether's immo
bility, a mechanical conception that was to be removed by special rela
tivity theory); but this left physics with the conception of a preferred 
coordinate system, the one at rest with respect to the ether, whereas the 
phenomena do not exhibit such a preference. "Such asymmetry in the 
theoretical edifice, to which there corresponds no asymmetry in experi
ence, is for the theoretician unbearable." We glimpse here some of the 
motivational drive for the construction of a theory of a particular sort 
that permits an escape from alternative theories that are "unbearable," 
even if not necessarily disconfirmed empirically.

Writing his "Autobiographical notes" about twenty-seven years later, 
in 1947, Einstein returns to a critique of the "wecfnmisc/ie We/tfn/d" of 
physics before relativity theory,'  ̂above all of its "dogmatic rigidity." The 
attitude that God had created the Newtonian laws of motion together 
with the necessary masses and forces could take the scientists just so far. 
The attempts to base electromagnetism on this theoretical structure were 
doomed to failure.

But before going into details, Einstein interrupts his critique and asks 
on what basis one can criticize any physical theory at all. As we noted in 
Chapter 2, in reply he puts forth two criteria. The first is the requirement 
that the theory must not be falsified by the empirical facts. He calls this a 
principle of "external validation." But a second criterion is also necessary, 
in part because one can almost always adjust a failing theory ad hoc, "by 
means of artificial additional assumptions" that do not go to the heart of
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the matter. He calls the second criterion one of "inner perfection," while 
admitting he can on)y "vaguely characterize" it as a requirement for 
"naturalness" or "logical simplicity" of the premises.

With these criteria in mind, Einstein returns to his critique. The 
mechanistic theories failed on the Erst criterion; for example, they lacked 
sound mechanical models to explain optical effects. But more important 
still were the failures with respect to the second criterion by which quasi
esthetic considerations come into play. On that score, Einstein lists four 
specific dissatisfactions.

It was particularly offensive (EesonJers Eiiss/icE) that the inertial sys
tems in Newtonian mechanics are not only infinite in number but also, 
each of them, specially distinguished over all accelerated systems. Sec
ond, in the definition of force or potential energy there was no inherent 
necessity, but rather a great deal of latitude. Third, there was an internal 
asymmetry in the theory, for the concept mass appears in Newton's law 
of motion and in the law of gravitational force, but not in expressions of, 
say, the electric force. And lastly, Einstein found it "unnatural" that there 
are two kinds of energy, potential (held dependent) and kinetic (depen
dent on motion of particles).

Although on that occasion Einstein gave his detailed objections to the 
mechanistic world picture, he did not let the electromagnetic world pic
ture escape lightly. He recalled that Lorentz's theory of the electron, 
based on Maxwell's equations, did not explain the stability of the electric 
charge constituting the particle. Some nonelectromagnetic force had to be 
imagined to hold the electron together against its own tendency to dis
perse explosively. Einstein might have added that as early as his own Erst 
paper on the quantum theory of light in 1905, he had made clear his dis
satisfaction with the purely electromagnetic viewpoint: the phenomena 
involving the generation and transformation of light (e.g., the photo
electric cEcct) forced one to import the assumption of discontinuous, 
Enite quanta of light energy -  and hence of a mechanistic thema -  into 
the realm thought to be covered by the continuist electromagnetic theory 
of Maxwell.'^ Two years later,he reminded his readers that he had 
"shown that our present-day electromagnetic We/tEi/r/ is not suited " to 
explain the phenomena.

Einstein's /irst re/ntinity pnper

When we now look at Einstein's Erst few publications, we are struck at 
once by how little interest he shows in the most widely celebrated new
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victories of the time, or in the startling experiments, or in the research 
program, or in the reigning method, or in the current world pictures of 
physics. Instead, he sets out to do physics in his own way.

In Chapter 3 we had noted two things of importance here. One is an 
early glimpse of his motivation, as expressed in his letterto Grossmann, 
"It is a magnificent feeling to recognize the unity [E/nEe/t//cEEe/t] of a 
complex of phenomena that to direct observation appear to be quite 
separate things." If one carefully studies his papers prior to the relativity 
theory of 1903, which cover very different fields, one sees again and again 
tE/s dr/ne to /inc/ common ground between Rpparen?/y different, toe// 
deoe/oped fie/ds. In a letter to the astronomer W. de Sitter, he later called 
it "my need to generalize" (mem Ver%//gememerMngsZ?edMrfnts). To gen
eralize, and thereby to unify -  that is to be his hallmark.

In his third paper,'  ̂he phrased his main conclusion as follows: "The 
second law thus appears as a necessary consequence of the mechanical 
world picture" -  using the phrase We/t/n/d in print for the first time. By 
1907 Einstein will be ready to indicate publicly his hope of developing 
his own, relativistic world picture, or as he puts it, "a complete W?/t/n/d 
which corresponds to the relativity principle."^

But we are getting ahead of our story. Let us first look at some crucial 
early passages of Einstein's 1903 paper in which he transformed the no
tions of space and timed' This paper, now among the most renowned in 
the history of science, actually did not deal with any of the problems of 
greatest concern to the physicists of the time; there is not a word about 
the theory of matter, the nature of the electron, or the properties of the 
ether. Even in the space of a few paragraphs one can perceive the novelty 
of his mind, and can see that the true subject matter is the unification, the 
simplification, the rationalization of the physical world.

The title in translation is "On the electrodynamics of moving bodies" 
-  relativity theory was a name given by others. His first sentence is 
a curious complaint: "It is known that Maxwell's electrodynamics, as 
usually understood at the present time, when applied to moving bodies, 
leads to asymmetries which do not appear to be inherent in the phe
nomena." Einstein is referring not to the content of the theory but to the 
form, not to a discrepancy between established theory and some new 
experiments, as Lorentz had done, but to an old expectation in the minds 
of physicists of asymmetries, whereas the phenomena do not have those 
asymmetries.

Specifically, when a current is induced in a conductor while a magnet
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is in motion with respect to it, the observed current is found to be the 
same whether the conductor is heid stationary and the magnet moved, or 
the conductor moved and the magnet heid stationary. It is only the rela
tive velocity that counts. But the equations physicists used to calculate the 
current, derived from Maxwelt's theory, looked very different for these 
two arrangements. To Einstein, this indicates the need to take a more 
general point of view that should allow one to regard the two cases as the 
same in theory, since they result in the same effect in practice.

But by that early point in the paper, Einstein already may have lost the 
attention of most of his audience, because he was discussing an experi
ment, done over seventy years earlier by Faraday, that every physicist 
knew and few suspected of having further research interest. Of course 
there were two different equations for calculating the induced current; 
but they worked, each in its own way. No major physicist was concerned 
about such "asymmetries" or had voiced this quasi-esthetic dismay be
fore, and there seemed little to be gained by that still-almost-unknown 
author's idiosyncratic longing for symmetry.

It was only later, largely as a result of Einstein's work, that modern 
physics found symmetry, invariance, and covariance, three completely 
intertwined concepts, to be among the most basic tools of thought. (The 
theory of relativity can be characterized as a theory of symmetry, pre
scribing the covariance of the laws of nature with respect to the group of 
space-time transformations that distinguish different frames of reference 
from which the taws may be described.) I think it was lucky for Einstein 
and for us that Max Planck, the only physicist of stature to appreciate 
Einstein's relativity from the beginning, happened to be on hand as an 
editor of the Awna/eH Jer when Einstein submitted his paper there
for publication.

The next few lines on Einstein's first page continue to be surprising. In 
proper translation:

Examples of a simitar sort [they are unidentified], together 
with the unsuccessful attempts to ascertain a motion of the 
earth retative to the "tight medium" [tumping together att the 
experiments known at the time, anonymously], lead to the 
conjecture that to the concept of absolute rest there correspond 
no properties of the phenomena, not onty in mechanics [as tong 
known] but atso in electrodynamics. . . .

It would take more space than we have to unravel this half sentence fully. 
The main points are these. The Faraday electromagnetic induction ex
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periment had shown that only re/̂ trTe motion, not absolute motion, 
determines the observed phenomena. The many ether drift experiments 
-  there were now seven, most of them opticai ones -  which had attracted 
the fascinated attention of physicists for two decades showed that the 
motion of the earth with respect to the ether cou!d not be found. Hence, 
Einstein proposed that the concept of absolute rest or absolute motion 
has no operational meaning here too. Leaving aside for a moment elec
tricity, magnetism, and optics, and turning to Newtonian mechanics, we 
recall that there also, much to the regret of Newton himself, absolute 
motion could not be detected. Ernst Mach, in the Science o/ mecT^nics 
that had so impressed Einstein at the age of eighteen, had devoted his 
most devastating passages to what Mach called the "conceptual mon
strosity of absolute space...  a thought-thing which cannot be pointed to 
in experience."

At this point we see Einstein's drive toward generalization and unifica
tion in action: Mechanics has long accepted the fact that the concept of 
absolute motion has no meaning. Why not extend this to the other fields 
of physics? Indeed, Einstein goes on, the examples from electrodynamics 
and optics suggest "that the same laws [if we phrased them properly] will 
hold for the phenomena of electrodynamics and of optics, so long as the 
frames of reference are those in which the equations of mechanics hold 
good. . . ." Such frames of reference are called inertial systems; they are 
systems in motion with any constant velocity with respect to the fixed 
stars, which includes to a sufficient degree of accuracy all actual labora
tories. To put it differently: since nobody has been able to find the abso
iute motion of an inertial system by any test involving electrodynamic 
and optical phenomena, and since the current theories of electrody
namics therefore have to be adjusted in an embarrassing, ad hoc manner 
to explain this inability, we should perhaps regard this development as a 
sign that in the end electrodynamics and optics are not so different from 
mechanics. Einstein seems to be saying: Why should God have made a 
world with an asymmetry between the subfields of physics? After all, the 
apparent boundaries between these subfields were set not by nature but 
by the historic process of the development of scientific ideas.

To be sure, all this is frankly confessed to be only a "conjecture." If 
Einstein were developing a "constructive theory," one built up induc
tively from phenomena, as so many others were doing, he would have 
had to stop at that point. But as he said later in his "Autobiographical 
notes," "By and by 1  despaired of the possibility of discovering the true
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taws by means of constructive efforts based on known facts. The tonger 
and the more despairingty I tried, the more I came to the conviction that 
onty the discovery of a universat format principte coutd tead us to assured 
resutts." "  Here we have reached that part of Einstein's method of theory 
construction which is the very opposite of most of his contemporaries. 
Untike their inductive arguments based on current experiments, he pro
poses a great teap to universat principtes, far beyond the tevet of the 
phenomena that first engaged his attention. Without apotogy he says, 
"We witt raise this conjecture, the purport of which shaft hereafter be 
catted the 'principte [not theory] of retativity,' to the status of a postu- 
tate. . . ." Thus, Gatitean-Newtonian retativity, on which mechanics 
had tong depended, witt be extended. The taws of etectrodynamics and 
therefore of tight propagation witt be restated so that they too, by their 
very formutation, give the same resutts when used in any inertiat system. 
The transformation equations, formerty apptied by Lorentz and others 
to etectromagnetic phenomena, are to be used in att parts of physics.  ̂
Previousty separate concepts witt be joined; the ancient watt between 
mechanics and the rest of physics has been breached; and the question of 
whether the mechanistic, the etectrodynamic, or the energetics wortd 
picture is preeminent is axiomaticatty asserted to be finatty meaningtess. 
The subfietds of physics are now on an equat footing; there is no reason 
why one of them shoutd exptain the others.

But t must not tinger, because I am onty hatfway through the sentence. 
Einstein adds, without even a comma, that he witt atso introduce another 
postutate, seemingty out of thin air, for now he does not even refer to 
anonymous phenomena. That other postutate, which he says is "appar- 
entty irreconcitabte" with the first postutate (but onty apparentty, if one 
pays proper attention), is that tight is at ways propagated in empty space 
with a definite vetocity that is independent of the state of motion of the 
emitting body. Those great experimenters who had spent years trying to 
find how the measured tight vetocity might change owing to the earth's 
motion are being totd, in this hatf-sentence, that their maddening faiture 
was onty to be expected as a matter of course. It is as if Einstein had 
fottowed Goethe's advice to Zetter: "The greatest art in theoreticat and 
practicat tife consists in changing the proE/em into a postn/nte; that way 
one succeeds." ̂

Assuming these two postulates,^ Einstein announces (and tater dem
onstrates) that one can construct deductively a simpte and consistent 
theoreticat scheme for dealing with the phenomena of etectrodynamics,
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most parsimonious in its assumptions, ready to permeate every branch of 
physics, and reheved of long-standing puzzles. Indeed, "the introduction 
of a 'luminiferous ether' will prove to be superfluous." The beloved ether, 
the flower of nineteenth-century physics! For many, this unceremonious 
dismissal was not only unbelievable, it was unforgivable. Einstein does 
not even bother to show explicitly that, without introducing any further 
fundamental postulate or assumption, the Lorentz-Fitzgerald contrac
tion, introduced as an ad hoc device in the previous decade, follows as a 
simple deduction, and that a host of problems that beset electrodynamics 
has simply disappeared in his formulation. They are not even solved; 
they just turn out to be nonproblems, the cost of having had the wrong 
point of view.

Having stated his audacious postulational method,^ Einstein sud
denly changes his tune. In preparation for the new definition of simulta
neity, he adopts an instrumental approach as he goes over elementary 
kinematics in careful detail. If we want to describe the motion of a 
material point, we must give the value of its coordinates as a function of 
time. Therefore, "we must understand clearly what one means by 'time.' 
We have to take into account the fact that all our judgements in which 
time plays a part are always judgements of simn/tnneoMS events." To 
elucidate this, he writes what one of his commentators called the simplest 
of all sentences in the Annn/en Jer PEysiE: "If for instance I say: 'that 
train arrives here at seven o'clock,' I mean something like this: 'the point
ing of the small hand of my watch to seven and the arrival of the train are 
simultaneous events.'"

He is in fact saying three important things. First, the time of an event 
is given by the reading on a clock that is fixed at the place of the event. 
Time is therefore localized, given separately at each point in space, rather 
than distributed throughout space in some disembodied way as absolute 
time by itself was thought to be. Time is an operational concept -  as 
Einstein may have first glimpsed in his reading of Hume's Treatise o/ 
Enmnn Mature and Mach's .Science o/fMecEnwics.̂  Einstein is also saying 
that identifying the occurrence of an event joins time and space measure
ments; hence he talks about the coincidence of the hand of the watch and 
the front of the train, coming together at one point and one instant. 
(Minkowski will later call it the intersection of two World lines in space- 
time.) And third, he stresses the word "event" (Ereignis), which appears 
eleven times on that page and the next; he introduces a more neutral way 
of thinking about phenomena, which moves physics away from the old
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conceptual tools and the controversies that had come to adhere to them. 
He is discussing coincidences taking place at measuring equipment, not 
the structure of matter or the pressure of the ether on electrons.

One consequence of that "event"-way of thinking was that events 
thought to happen at the same instant at different places, that is, simul
taneously, when observed in one coordinate system, turned out not to be 
necessarily simultaneous when observed from another. Hence there was 
no absolute simultaneity. Another consequence was that this mstrMmcM- 
ta/ aspect of Einstein's thought strongly appealed to the positivists. In 
fact, Einstein soon found his name on their banners. But this was their 
oversimplification. As we have seen, his was a method in the con
struction of the deep "principle theories"; for it included also that other 
element, the courageous postulation beyond induction, calling upon 
what Einstein frankly referred to as his "intuition," "scientific instinct," 
or "creative act" -  the Platonic leap from a few uncannily chosen, well- 
established experimental facts to conjecture to postulate. These two 
aspects of his method acted like the keel and the sail of a boat. Each by 
itself would not have sufficed to carry him safely forward; together, they 
defined a style for advancing which helped shape the work in science in 
this century.

Some lessons
What were some of the lessons that Einstein's early work taught? First, 
that Einstein was not interested in easy victories, and dared to take great 
intellectual risks. At that time in the history of physics, almost any bright 
person working on what was perceived to be the frontier problems, such 
as the properties of X-rays or radioactivity or the electron, was likely to 
produce something novel. Instead, Einstein put to himself much harder 
questions. As he later remarked to his assistant Ernst Straus, "What really 
interests me is whether God had any choice in the creation of the world." 
This meant dispensing with everything that lacked the stamp of neces
sity. It meant suspecting and removing the barriers with which others 
had become comfortable -  precisely the style of other figures that have 
played the same kind of cultural role: Copernicus giving up differences 
in the state of motion of the earth and the other planets, Galileo and 
Newton synthesizing terrestrial and celestial physics, Darwin stressing 
the continuity of Homo sapiens with other life forms, and Freud the 
psychological continuity of the child and the adult person and of the 
conscious and unconscious mind.
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A second lesson is that this young outsider took his ideas seriously. As 
noted in Chapter 3, this was tested quickly and in a striking way, for im
mediately upon the publication of Einstein's 1903 relativity paper there 
appeared in the Annu/en der PBysiE an experimental test by the eminent 
experimentalist Walter Kaufmann, showing that his results appeared to 
contradict Einstein's theory. If Einstein had been a naive believer in the 
strategy of falsification, he might have accepted this disproof from a 
source of highest reputation, and gone on to other things; of course he 
did not.

The certainty with which this young man felt he was unpuzzling the 
design of the Creator becomes the more remarkable if one follows the 
story of Kaufmann's experiment further: It took ten years, to 1916, for it 
to be fully realized that, most surprisingly, Kaufmann's apparatus had 
been inadequate; apparently there was a leak in the vacuum system, 
which changed the effective fields available for deflecting the electron 
beam. By that time, the matter had been settled on other grounds.

TBe outcome o/ tBe seurcB

The third lesson naturally concerns the fate of Einstein's primary ambi
tion. We recall that it was, in his words, to fashion "as complete as pos
sible" a scientific world picture, "seeking the greatest possible logical 
unity in the world picture."^ The words complete and nni/ied (fo//- 
smnd/g and emEeit/icE) are among the most frequent ones to appear in 
Einstein's many essays in which he explains his view of science, as well as 
in his scientific correspondence. Again and again he declared his interest 
in the construction of that unified world conception, "das einBeit/icBe 
We/tEi/d," which would find the necessary base of all natural phenomena 
and at the same time unify the separate, compartmentalized sciences.  ̂
As early as 1918 he confessed that he saw it as a task confronting every 
person: "Man seeks to form for himself. . .  a simplified world picture 
that permits an overview [iiBersicBt/icBes Bi/d der We/t]." Specifically, 
the world view of the theoretical physicist

deserves its proud name We/tBdd, because the general laws 
upon which the conceptual structure of theoretical physics is 
based can assert the claim that they are valid for any natural 
event whatsoever. . . .  The supreme task of the physicist is 
therefore to seek those most universal elementary laws from 
which, by pure deduction, the We/tMd may be achieved.^
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There is of course no doubt that the special relativity theory of 190$ 
and its further development during the next few years constituted great 
progress toward this "supreme task." The Newtonian world and the 
Maxwellian one were now on the same level, with the relativity principle 
the tool for deprovincializing and uniting them into a more general en
tity, in which previously separate subfields found their natural place. As 
we noted in Chapter 3, in his 192.3 lecture in Sweden in lieu of a Nobel 
Prize address, which he devoted primarily to relativity theory, Einstein 
gave a list of the "appreciable advances" resulting from the special rela
tivity theory/' and significantly put first that "it reconciled mechanics 
and electrodynamics," the respective bases of the opposing We/fE;7 der of 
that age. Next, he agreed that the theory "reduced the number of logi
cally independent hypotheses.. . .  It enforced the need for a clarification 
of the fundamental concepts in epistemological terms. It united the mo
mentum and energy principle, and demonstrated the like nature of mass 
and energy."

He could have continued with a long list of unifications achieved. 
Within electrodynamics, electrical and magnetic phenomena could now 
be considered essentially the same thing, viewed from different reference 
systems. The old conceptions of space and time were now shorn of their 
absolute character and became subsets of space-time. With the disappear
ance of the notion of simultaneity of distant events as an absolute, all 
phenomena now were to be conceived of as propagated by continuous 
functions in space. In the developing relativistic W?/fE;7 d, a huge portion 
of the world of events and processes was subsumed in a four-dimensional 
structure^ which Minkowski in 1908 christened "die -  a static
representation of all past and future events in which the main themata 
are those of constancy and invariance, determinism, necessity, and com
pleteness.

Above all, the relativity theory acted like a stern filter. Instead of the 
requirement to adhere only to mechanistic or electromagnetic or ener- 
geticist fundamental concepts, as demanded by the previous WeEMder, 
relativity acted as a selection rule on the form and type of laws of nature 
itself. As Einstein himself put it: "The whole content of the special 
theory of relativity is included in the postulate: The laws of nature are 
invariant with respect to the Lorentz transformations. The importance 
of this requirement lies in the fact that it limits the possible natural laws 
in a definite manner."^ Reading the physics literature of the time, one 
can watch how, after an initial period of neglecting Einstein's point of
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view, the majority of German physicists became aware of the limitations 
of the previously competing world pictures. After the publication of the 
first serious textbook on relativity theory, by Max von Laue in 1911, the 
outcome was not in doubt, even if the average physicist was satisfied with 
using Einstein's conceptual tools for solving relatively narrow problems 
rather than adopting explicitly his grand program.

Eventually, Einstein's 190$ relativity paper was of course hailed every
where as one of the chief historic advances of science. But typically, Ein
stein himself knew, and from an early point on recorded frequently, the 
/owfaPons of his work. The initial solution was quite incomplete be
cause it applied only to inertial systems, and left out the great puzzle of 
gravitation.

Then, too, there were obstinate questions: What is really the nature of 
the quantum of light? What did the equality of an object's inertial and 
gravitational mass portend? And do we have to be left with

two kinds of physical things, i.e., one, measuring rods and 
clocks, two, all other things, e.g., the electromagnetic field, a 
material point, etc. This, in a certain sense, is inconsistent; 
strictly speaking, measuring rods and clocks would have to be 
represented as solutions of the basic equation . . . not, as it 
were, as theoretical self-sufficient entities.

This he called a "sin" which "one must not legalize." ̂  The removal of 
the sin, however, would have to await the perfection of the total program, 
the achievement of a unified field theory in which "the particles them
selves would er'grymEere be described as singularity-free solutions of the 
complete field-equations. Only then would the general theory of rela
tivity be a cowp/ete theory." ̂  Therefore, the work of finding those most 
general elementary laws from which by pure deduction a single, consis
tent, and complete We/tMd can be won, had to continue.

This striving -  constant, and in the face of decades of disappoint
ment, even heroic -  characterized Einstein from beginning to end. As we 
saw, it showed up even in his first published paper and in his letter of 
April 14,1901, to Marcel Grossmann, although Einstein himself surely 
could not have been aware then where his longing "to recognize the 
unity" would take him. fn retrospect, it is tempting to believe that Ein
stein's life-program was set early, and that his special relativity theory 
had to give way to the search for the "generalized" (fera/ZgefHemerte) 
relativity theory, and then to an effort at formulating the unified field 
theory. For "the idea that there exist two structures of space independent
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of each other, namely the metric-gravitational and the electromagnetic, 
was intolerable to the theoretical spirit"; hence, "we are driven to the 
conviction that both sorts of field must correspond to a unified structure 
of space." ̂

The generalization of special relativity yielded the demand that the 
equations expressing the laws of nature must be covariant with respect to 
all continuous transformations of the coordinates, and this provided an 
even narrower filter for the laws of nature:^ "The principle of general 
relativity imposes exceedingly strong restrictions on the theoretical possi
bilities. Without this restrictive principle it would be practically impos
sible for anybody to hit on the gravitational equations." Moreover, Ein
stein did not "see any reason to assume that the heuristic significance of 
the principle of general relativity is restricted to gravitation and that the 
rest of physics can be dealt with separately on the basis of special rela
tivity, with the hope that later on the whole may be fitted consistently 
into a general relativistic scheme." He was repeating here, near the end of 
his life, the dream that had kept him at work for many decades -  to bring 
together, as he put it in 192.0, "the gravitational field and the electromag
netic field, into a unified edifice," leaving "the whole physics" as a "closed 
system of thought." ̂

TEregts to Einstein's nni/ied M?or/J picture

Yet even as Einstein was hailed from about 1920 on as the very exemplar 
of what the human mind is capable of in science, he became more and 
more aware of what remained to be done than of what he had accom
plished. Occasionally, Einstein thought he saw the end of his road on the 
horizon, close enough to reach it; but such periods lasted only briefly. His 
letters and essays document his growing realization that the program of 
unification itself might after all remain unreachable. By 1931, in an essay 
celebrating the centenary of Maxwell's birth/*' he acknowledged the pro
found change in the "conception of the nature of the physically real" had 
brought us to a certain impasse. Before Maxwell, the representation of 
the processes of nature was based on the conception of

material points whose changes consist only in motions that are 
subject to total differential equations. After Maxwell, one con
ceived of the physically real as represented by continuous fields, 
not mechanically explicable, subject to partial differential 
equations. But while this change in the conception of the real is
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the deepest and most fruitful that physics has experienced since 
Newton, one has to admit that the full realization of the pro
grammatic idea has by no means been carried out so far.
Rather, the successful physical systems which have been con
structed since then represent compromises between these two 
programs, which, despite great progress in certain particulars, 
and just because of the character of compromise, carry the 
stamp of the provisional and logically incomplete.

The relativity theories, he added, were unable to avoid the separate 
introduction of material points and total differential equations. And the 
new quantum mechanics moved fundamentally away from both the 
Newtonian and the Maxwellian program; "for the quantities which ap
pear in its laws demand that they describe not the physically real itself, 
but only the probabilities of the occurrence of the physically real to 
which we direct attention." Yet, he concluded, somehow one would have 
to return to the attempt to realize the Maxwellian program, which he 
defined as "description of the physically real by means of fields which 
satisfy partial differential equations without singularities."

A decade laterhe had to confess that the "field theory approach had 
still not managed to supply a foundation for the whole of physics." At the 
turn of the century, he explained, the very progress made at that time in 
understanding groups of new phenomena served, if anything, to

move the establishment of a unified foundation for physics into 
the far distance, and this crisis at the foundation has been even 
aggravated by the subsequent developments. The development 
is characterized by two theoretical systems essentially indepen
dent of each other: the theory of relativity and the quantum 
theory. The two systems do not exactly contradict each other; 
but they seem little adapted to fusion into one unified theory.

As his collaborators all agreed, Einstein never subsided in discourage
ment, but right after each setback would launch with optimism into 
another attack that seemed promising. Yet from time to time in his late 
years, he would write to his friends about his dismay, as in this letter to 
Max von Laue in i9$z:^

Now you will more easily understand why I have seized on 
the quixotic-seeming attempt to generalize the gravitation equa
tions. If one cannot trust Maxwell's equations, and because of 
the general relativity principle is limited to a representation 
through held- and differential equations, and if one has de
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spaired of reaching a deep explanation of the theory in an 
^mch^u/;c7 ?-constructive way, then there seems to be no effort 
of another kind open. At the same time one has the well 
founded suspicion that one wiit not be ab)e to hold on to the 
continuum. But then one sees oneself displaced into a hopeless 
conceptual vacuum. My attempts to interpret physically the 
generalized theory of gravitation have been completely without 
success. . . .

Einstein saw that the completion of the task he had set for himself and 
for those who would follow was endangered by four threats. While they 
are more or less closely related to one another, each is characterized by its 
own thematic content.

i. Cowp/eteness exEgMsfmeHess o/ JescnphoK. As we saw in Ein
stein's statement quoted at the very beginning of this chapter, complete
ness of description played a fundamental role in his We/fMd. Elsewhere 
he spoke of what "appears to me to be the programmatic aim of all 
physics: the complete description of any individual real situation, as it 
supposedly exists irrespective of any act of observation and substantia
tion.'"*̂  On the last page of one of his last essays, he declared again "the 
goal" was "a theory which describes physical reality, in
cluding four-dimensional space, by a field." ̂

Of course, on this point quantum mechanics, or more properly the 
Copenhagen interpretation of quantum mechanics, took exactly the op
posite stance in holding that the state of a system can be specified not 
directly but only indirectly, by a statement of the statistics of the results 
of measurements attainable on the system. As is well known, Einstein 
did not rebel against the view that quantum mechanics is valid and the 
predicted probabilities statistically correct. Rather, the question he asked 
was whether the "incompleteness" of quantum-theoretical descriptions, 
guaranteed by its attention to ensembles of systems rather than describing 
individual events, reflected a fundamental law of nature or merely the 
incompleteness of the theory.

To him, the answer was plain: "The incompleteness of the representa
tion leads necessarily to the statistical nature (incompleteness) [Un^o//- 
shznJigEeit] of the laws.'"*'* Then Einstein exclaims plaintively:

But now, I ask, does any physicist whosoever really believe that 
we shall never be able to attain insight into these significant 
changes of single systems, their structure, and their causal con
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nections, despite the fact that these individuai events have been 
brought into such close proximity of experience, thanks to the 
marvelous inventions of the Wilson Chamber and the Geiger 
counter? To believe this is, to be sure, logically possible with
out contradiction; but it is in such lively opposition to my 
scientific instinct that I cannot forgo the search for a more 
complete mode of conception.

Einstein goes on:
There is no doubt that quantum mechanics has seized hold of a 
great deal of truth, and that it will be a touchstone for a future 
theoretical foundation that will have to be able to deduce 
quantum mechanics as a limiting case -  just as electrostatics is 
deducible from the Maxwellian equations of the electromag
netic held, or thermodynamics from classical mechanics. How
ever, I believe that in the search for this foundation, quantum 
mechanics cannot serve as a starting point, just as one could 
not find from thermodynamics, or statistical mechanics, the 
foundations of mechanics. (Emphasis in original.)

In short, in the yet-to-be-completed world picture, explanation would 
have to be anchored in a foundation that allows complete and exhaustive 
description of the individual events - despite the contrary pressure from 
the overwhelming majority of the scientific community.

2. Cnnsn/ determ;M;sm. A closely related aspect of the threat from quan
tum mechanics was the "in-principle" unpredictability or indeterminism 
that Einstein had already objected to in his earliest work.

This point is best seen in historical perspective. Already in his first 
major presentation before an international scientific audience, in Septem
ber 1909 at Salzburg,^ he indicated his distaste with the lack of sym
metry between the undulatory theory of light and the kinetic molecular 
theory. In the latter, for each molecular collision or similar process, the 
inverse elementary process can exist. Not so in the emission and absorp
tion of light: only the emission of expanding wave fronts is an elementary 
process, while the collapse of a spherical wave on a point region (while 
mathematically possible) requires a very large number of emitting ele
ments. A "Newtonian" theory of emission and absorption would not 
have this asymmetry.

But it, too, would not solve all problems. When, in 1916, fully a dec
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ade before the rise of quantum mechanics and its claims, Einstein again 
considers "the stiil so obscure process" of emission and absorption of 
radiation/** he objects to the discovery of indeterminism in his own 
paper, and imphes that it will not be a basic element in the further de
velopment of the theory:

Radiation of spherical waves does not exist. In the elementary 
process of spontaneous emission, the molecule suffers a recoil 
of magnitude Ef/c in a direction that, in the present state of 
the theory, is determined only by "chance" [Zn/h//]. . . . The 
weakness of the theory lies, on the one hand, in the fact that it 
does not bring us any closer to a connection with the wave 
theory, and, on the other hand, in the fact that it leaves the 
time and direction of the elementary processes to "chance," 
nevertheless I have full confidence in the reliability of the 
course taken.

Already one hears the overtones of Einstein's many later avowals that 
it would be intolerable to find, at the foundations of the world picture, 
a dice-playing God, rather than what Newton had called the "God of 
Order." It became more and more clear, as Einstein freely admitted, that 

It is probably out of the question that any future knowledge 
can compel physics again to relinquish a statistical theoretical 
foundation in favor of a deterministic one. . . .  At the present 
[1940s], we possess no deterministic theory, one directly de
scribing the events themselves and in consonance with the facts 
of experience.'*''

And closing with one of the strongest statements he allowed himself: 
Many, among them myself, cannot believe that we must re
nounce once and for all the direct representation of physical 
reality in space and time, and that we must conceive of the 
events in nature on the model of a game of dice. It is open to 
everyone to choose the direction of his striving; and everyone 
may also draw comfort from Lessing's fine saying, that the 
search for truth is more precious than its secure possession.

In short, he would rather forgo accepting an otherwise successful W?/t- 
Ei/J that is fundamentally indeterministic, and instead continue the 
search, if necessary, indefinitely.

In time, the conflict between the new quantum mechanics and general 
relativity became more and more obvious, for the former really denies the
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observability of the basic events which the tatter deals with.*"* On the 
other hand, it cannot be said that today quantum mechanics itself is in its 
final form, its problems prompted P. A. M. Dirac to say:'*'*

Some further changes will be needed, just about as drastic as 
the changes which one made in passing from Bohr's orbits to a 
quantum mechanics. Some day a new relativistic quantum 
mechanics will be discovered in which we don't have these 
infinities appearing at all. It might very well be that the new 
quantum mechanics will have determinism in the way that 
Einstein wanted.

3. TEe inJepencfence o/ t/?e externa/, oE/ectiTe wor/J. After his early 
Machist and positivistic phase, Einstein grew, without at first being fully 
conscious of it, into a rational realist. One can even date when Einstein 
himself began actively to assert his allegiance. It seems to have been 
shortly before 1930/° Possibly reinforced by Max Planck, Einstein now 
held the physical laws to describe a reality in space and time that is 
independent of the observer or theorist. As he put it in one of several 
early formulations/' "The belief in an external world independent of the 
perceiving subject is at the basis of all natural science," even though the 
physically real, of which our sense experiences furnish only indirect tes
timony, "can be grasped by us only in a speculative manner."

When he came to write his "Autobiographical notes" at the age of 
sixty-seven, Einstein even projected back upon his childhood the dis
covery of this state of affairs. He described that after his conversion from 
the "religious paradise of youth" at the age of about twelve, he made his 

first attempt to free myself from the chains of the "merely 
personal." . . . Out yonder there was this huge world, which 
exists independently of us human beings and which stands be
fore us like the great, external riddle, at least partially acces
sible to our inspection and thinking. The contemplation of this 
world beckoned like a liberation. . . . The mental grasp of this 
extra-personal world within the frame of the given possibilities 
swam as highest aim half consciously and half unconsciously 
before my mind's eye.. .. The road to this paradise was not as 
comfortable and alluring as the road to the religious paradise; 
but it has proved itself as trustworthy, and I have never re
gretted having chosen it."
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One can imagine the strong intellectual and psychological pressures 
on Einstein, when the positivism of the Copenhagen schoo) denied the 
claim of describing physica) reaiity and declared itself satisfied with the 
probabilities of occurrences to which we direct attention - occurrences 
that in principle are linked to the observing process, at that -  thus giving 
up any attempt to make a representation of "what is actually present or 
goes on in space and time."^ The very meaning of relativity itself con
sisted in the discovery of the independence of the laws of nature from 
the point of view of particular observers. Einstein's repeated, insistent, 
and obstinate return to these points in his correspondence with Born, 
Schrodinger, and others testifies to the depth of feelings aroused by the 
world picture rising out of the new quantum mechanics.

4. not rct?o/Mt?OM. Today, when every serious student can
understand the elements of relativity, it is hard to reconstruct the over
whelming difficulties Einstein's ideas caused in the first decades of this 
century. Even Max Planck, a conservative person in thought and expres
sion, nevertheless was moved to enthuse:

This new way of thinking about time makes extraordinary 
demands on the physicist's ability to abstract, and on his imagi
native faculty. It well surpasses in daring everything that has 
been achieved in speculative scientific research, even in the 
theory of knowledge. . .. This revolution in the physical We/t- 
%7McZ?%MMMg, brought about by the relativity principle, is to be 
compared in scope and depth only with that caused by the 
introduction of the Copernican system of the world.^

The friends of Einstein's theory called him a great revolutionary in 
physics and human thought generally -  and so did his opponents. Ein
stein himself took every opportunity to disavow that label. He saw him
self, in this as in so much else, essentially as a continuist, and had specific 
ideas on the way scientific theory developed by evolution. In his famous 
letter to Conrad Habicht,^ written in the spring of 1905 to describe what 
he was then working on, Einstein referred to the paper on the electro
dynamics of moving bodies (relativity) with the simple remark that he 
was using "a modification of the theory [EcEre] of space and time." In 
his small book of 1917,  ̂he writes "The most beautiful fate of a physical 
theory is to point the way to the establishment of a more inclusive theory, 
in which it lives on as a limiting case."
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Indeed, over time he developed a theory of levels, or "stratification of 
the scientific system."^ In the striving for a logical unity, the research 
progressively leads the theory from the "first layer" to a "secondary sys
tem" and on to higher levels, each level characterized by being more 
parsimonious in concepts and relations, particularly the concepts that are 
directly connected with the complexes of ready sense experience. "So one 
continues until we have arrived at a system of the greatest conceivable 
unity, and of the greatest conceptual paucity of the logical foundations 
that is compatible with the nature of what is given to our senses." There 
is of course no guarantee that "this greatest of ail aims can really be 
attained to a very high degree," the more so as all we can use are our own, 
"freely formed concepts." But in this gradual way one can hope to make 
further and further progress in the construction of the unified system that 
does beckon. In the course of this pursuit, many discontinuities of a 
conceptual kind may have to be introduced -  and not least the postula
tion of axioms that cannot be logically connected with the experiential 
base. Individuals such as Maxwell, Faraday, and Hertz introduced "far- 
reaching changes."^ But Einstein did not see them as revolutionary 
breaks with the past.

Probably just because the word "revolutionary" was so often applied 
to him in the period following the November 1919 announcements of the 
experimental test of general relativity, Einstein went out of his way to 
counteract this tendency.^ On his arrival in New York in April 192.1, he 
was quoted as having insisted:

There has been a false opinion widely spread among the 
general public that the theory of relativity is to be taken as 
differing radically from the previous developments in physics 
from the time of Galileo and Newton, that it is violently 
opposed to their deductions. The contrary is true. Without the 
discoveries of every one of the great men of physics, those who 
laid down the preceding laws, relativity would have been im
possible to conceive and there would have been no basis for it. 
Psychologically it is impossible to come to such a theory at 
once, without the work which must be done before. The men 
who have laid the foundation of physics on which I have been 
able to construct my theory are Galileo, Newton, Maxwell, 
and Lorentz/°

Some days later he had himself introduced by M. 1 . Pupin at Colum
bia University as the discoverer of a theory which is "an evolution, not a
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revolution of the science of dynamics."" A few weeks later still, in his 
address at King's College, London, he again stressed that relativity theory 
"provided a sort of completion to the mighty intellectual edifice of 
Maxwell and Lorentz.. . After that, Einstein continued to dismiss talk 
of revolutions in modern science, for example with the caustic remark 
that such writings give "the impression that every five minutes there is 
a revolution in science, somewhat like the coMps d'etat in some of the 
smaller unstable republics."" Indeed, how else but in an evolutionary 
way could one hope to approach a stable world picture that would reflect 
the once-given world in all its parts?

As it has turned out, Einstein's exhortation to seek a unified We/fMd is 
more coherent with the activities of many of today's best theoreticians 
than has been the case for the previous few decades. In a real sense, con
temporary physicists, who use "Grand Unification Program" quite sim
ply as a technical term to identify their current version of that ancient 
quest, are recognizably following Einstein's general goal. This is not 
to say that threats to Einstein's own solution for the We/tEi/d have 
been overcome. Today, completeness, exhaustiveness of description, and 
causal determinism are not put forward as necessary boundary conditions 
of the developing scheme; the postulation of an independent, external, 
objective world, or of the evolutionary model rather than a revolutionary 
one for the growth of science; hardly ever enters explicitly into the pub
lications of physicists (in good part because they are rather less interested 
in the kind of epistemological questions that Einstein's generation re
garded as intimately tied to science itself). General relativity and quan
tum mechanics are still far from having "fused"; quantum mechanics and 
classical mechanics are fundamentally not assimilated; and there are 
more such fissures that stand in the way of an early synthesis. Above all, 
there is a historic irony in the fact that quite apart from the claims for 
attention raised by fields to which Einstein did not contribute -  such as 
high-energy physics -  the very extent and depth of the advances Einstein 
himself helped to launch, including his contributions to quantum theory, 
eventually made it impossible for the physical phenomena to be all 
gathered in one grand relativistic We/tMd of the sort he longed for.

But Einstein's uncompleted work will appear in any future, more in
clusive theory as a limiting case; hence it will live on even by his own 
severe criteria." So will his spirited hope in the possibility of ultimate 
success, which animates today's version of the old unification program.
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Lorentz's appreciation of Einstein's genera) relativity theory applies, for 
new reasons, to the current stage in the evolution of the unitary scientific 
We/tMJ: it "has the very highest degree of aesthetic merit; every lover of 
the beautiful must wish it to be true." Einstein did not live to see it come 
true in his time, and it may not come to be so in ours, ff that is to be 
called failure, it has to be the kind of noble failure that was also the fate 
of Newton.



5

Einstein and the shaping of our imagination

In addition to his role as builder of a new view of the physical universe, 
and as contributor to many branches of physical science, Einstein came 
to influence twentieth-century culture in ways no other scientist did. His 
ideas, or views attributed to him, reverberate to this day in fields as dis
tant from his own direct scientific contributions as psychology, linguis
tics, the analysis of modern art, and the study of the impact of science 
and technology on ethics.

It is therefore the more important to remember how long it took, by 
present standards, for his seminal, early scientific work to be understood 
even by his fellow physicists. Six years elapsed after the first publication 
of the special theory of relativity before it established itself sufficiently to 
merit a textbook (Max von Laue's and for some
years after that the theory continued to be confused by most scientists 
with the electrodynamics of H. A. Lorentz. Einstein's ideas on quantum 
physics, published from 190$ on, were also generatly neglected or dis
counted for years. R. A. Millikan, on accepting his Nobel Prize for 19Z3, 
confessed that the validity of Einstein's "bold, not to say reckless" ex
planation of the photoelectric effect forced itself on him slowly, "after 
ten years of testing...  [and] contrary to my own expectation." The tran
scripts of the questions asked in scientific meetings in the decade after 
1905 contain many passages that demonstrate to the historian of science 
the targe inteitectua! effort required at the time to enter fulty into the 
meaning of the new physics.

Today, virtually every student who wishes to do so can team at least 
the elements of relativity or quantum physics before leaving high school, 
and the imprint of Einstein's work on the different areas of physical 
science is so large and varied that a scientist who tries to trace it would be 
hard put to it to know where to start. A modern dictionary of scientific
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terms contains thirty-five entries bearing his name, from "einstein: A unit 
of fight energy used in photochemistry" and "Einstein-Bose statistics" 
to "Einstein tensor" and "Einstein viscosity equation."' ft is ironic that 
now, severaf decades after his death, there is in many branches of the 
physicaf sciences more awareness of his generative rofe than woufd have 
been credited during the fast decade or two of his fife. His ideas became 
essentia! for faying out conceptuai paths for contemporary work in as
tronomy or cosmofogy, for unifying gravitation with the quantum fiefd 
theory of gauge fiefds, or even for understanding new observations that 
were not possibfe in his time but were predicted by him (as in his 1936 
paper on the opticaf fens formed by gravitationaf fiefds).

Apart from changing science itseff, Einstein has reached into the daify 
fife of virtuaffy every person on the gfobe in direct or indirect ways 
through the incorporation of his ideas on physics into a vast range of 
technicaf devices and processes, f need cite onfy some of the most obvious 
ones. Every photoefectric ceff can be considered one of his inteffectuaf 
grandchifdren. Hence, we are in his debt whenever photo emission or 
absorption is used, in the home or on the job, to capture an image by 
means of a tefevision camera, or to project the opticaf soundtrack of a 
motion picture, or to set the page of a book or newspaper by photocom
position, or to make a tefephone caff over a modern fiber cabfe, or (even- 
tuaffy) to repface the oif-fired heater by an array of photovoftaic ceffs. In 
each case, if a faw required a fabef on the appfiance giving its inteffectuaf 
content or pedigree, such a dispfay woufd fist prominentfy: "Einstein, 
Anna/en JerP/iysbk, 17 (1903), pp. 132.-148; 20 (1906), pp. 199-206," 
and so forth.

One woufd find an entry of this sort afso on the faser, whose beam was 
probabfy used to fay out the highway on which one travefs to the office or 
to site the office buifding itseff ("Einstein, PEysiÊ /iscEe ZeitscEri/t, 1# 
(1917), pp. 121-128," etc.). Or again, the same kind of answer comes if 
one fists key ideas that hefped to make possibfe modern efectric machin
ery, such as power generators, or precision cfocks that affow the course of 
pfanes and ships to be charted. Einstein appears afso, if one fooks for the 
ancestry of the ideas in quantum and statisticaf physics by which sofid- 
state devices operate, from cafcufators and computers to the transistor 
radio and the ignition system -  and perhaps even when one takes one's 
vitamin piff or other pharmaceuticaf drug, for it is fikefy that its commer- 
ciaf production invofved diffusion processes, first expfained in Einstein's 
papers on Brownian movement and statisticaf mechanics ("Einstein, An- 
n<den der PEysiE, 17 (1903), pp. 349-360," etc.).
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As Edward M. Purcell remarked in his lecture at the Einstein Cen
tennial Symposium at Princeton in 1979, since the magnetism set up by 
electric currents is a strictly relativistic effect, derivable from Coulomb's 
law of electrostatics and the kinematics of relativity, and nothing more, 
it requires no elaboration to discuss "special relativity in engineering": 
"This is the way the world ;s. And it does not really take gigavolts or 
nanoseconds to demonstrate it; stepping on the starter will do it!" It is 
not too much to say that even in our most common experiences, that un
worldly theoretician's publications help to explain what happens to us all 
day - from the moment we open our eyes on the light of the morning, 
since the act of seeing is initiated by a photochemical reaction ["Einstein, 
A?iK%/en der PEysiE, 37 (1912.), pp. 83Z-838; 38 (1912.), pp. 881-884," 
etc.].

The proverbial man in the street is quite blissfully ignorant of all that, 
and has preferred to remain so, even while expecting fully that, mysteri
ously yet automatically, a stream of practical, benign "spin-offs" con
tinues from the pursuit of pure science. But the philosopher, the writer, 
the artist, and many others outside the scientific laboratories could not 
help but be caught up to some extent by the wave that spread beyond 
science and technology, at first slowly, then with astonishing intensity. As 
the best scientists were coming to understand what Einstein had done, 
the trumpets began to sound. When in London on November 6,1919 the 
result of the British eclipse expedition was revealed to bear out one of the 
predictions of general relativity theory, the discussion of implications rose 
to fever pitch among scholars and laymen, beginning with declarations 
such as that in TEeTiwtesof London (November 8,1919): the theory had 
served "to overthrow the certainty of ages, and to require a new philoso
phy, a philosophy that will sweep away nearly all that has hitherto been 
accepted as the axiomatic basis of physical thought." It became evident 
that, as Newton had "demanded the muse" after the PnMctp/%, now it 
would be Einstein's turn.

In fact, Einstein did his best to defuse the euphoria and excess of at
tention that engulfed and puzzled him from that time on. He saw himself 
essentially as a continuist and attempted to keep the discussion limited to 
work done and yet to be done in science. He did not get much help, how
ever. Thus, the physicist J. J. Thomson reported that the Archbishop of 
Canterbury, Randall Davidson, had been told by Lord Haldane "that 
relativity was going to have a great effect upon theology, and that it was 
his duty as Head of the English Church to make himself acquainted with 
it. . . . The Archbishop, who is the most conscientious of men, has pro
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cured several books on the subject and has been trying to read them, and 
they have driven him to what it is not too much to say is a state of infe/- 
/ec?M%/ Jespem&oM." On Einstein's first visit to England in June 1911, 
the Archbishop of Canterbury therefore sought him out to ask what 
effect relativity would have on religion. Einstein replied briefly and to the 
point: "None. Relativity is a purely scientific matter and has nothing to 
do with religion."  ̂But of course this did not dispose of the question. 
Later that year, even the scientific journal Nature felt it necessary to print 
opposing articles on whether "Einstein's space-time is the death-knell of 
materialism." ̂

Although the crest of the flood and the worst excesses have now 
passed, debates of this sort continue. More constructively, since modern 
philosophy is concerned in good part with the nature of space and time, 
causality, and other conceptions to which relativity and quantum physics 
have contributed, Einstein has had to be dealt with in the pages of phil
osophers, from Henri Bergson and A. N. Whitehead to the latest issues 
of the professional journals. As John Passmore observed correctly, it 
appeared in this century that "physics fell heir to the responsibility of 
metaphysics.'"* Some philosophers and philosopher-scientists have con
fessed that Einstein's work started them off on their speculations in the 
first place, thus giving some direction to their very careers. One example 
is P. W. Bridgman, who disclosed that the effort to clarify in his mind 
the issues in relativistic electrodynamics, when first asked to teach that 
course, drew him to the task of writing the influential book T/?e /og;c o/ 
modern physics (192.7).

Philosophy was no doubt destined to be the most obvious and often 
the earliest and most appropriate field, outside science itself, that the radi
ation from Einstein's work would reach. But soon there were others, even 
though the connections made or asserted were not always valid. From 
Einstein's wide-ranging output, relativity was invoked most frequently. 
Cultural anthropology, in Claude Levi-Strauss's phrase, had evolved the 
doctrine of cultural relativism "out of a deep feeling of respect toward 
other cultures than our own"; but this doctrine often invited confusion 
with physical relativity. Much that has been written on "ethical rela
tivity" and on "relativism" is based on a seductive play with words. And 
painters and art critics have helped to keep alive the rumor of a supposed 
genetic connection of visual arts with Einstein's 1905 publication.

Here again, Einstein protested when he could and, as so often, with
out effect. One art historian submitted to him a draft of an essay entitled



"Cubism and the theory of relativity," which argued for such a connec
tion - for example, that in both fields "attention was paid to relation- 
ships, and allowance was made for the simultaneity of severa] views." ̂  
Politely but firmly, Einstein tried to put him straight, and he explained 
the difference between physicat relativity and vulgar relativism so suc
cinctly as to invite an extensive quotation:

The essence of the theory of relativity has been incorrectly 
understood in it [your paper], granted that this error is sug
gested by the attempts at popularization of the theory. For the 
description of a given state of facts one uses almost always only 
one system of coordinates. The theory says only that the gen
eral laws are such that their form does not depend on the 
choice of the system of coordinates. This logical demand, how
ever, has nothing to do with how the single, specific case is 
represented. A multiplicity of systems of coordinates is not 
needed for its representation. It is completely sufficient to 
describe the whole mathematically in relation to one system of 
coordinates.

This is quite different in the case of Picasso's painting, as I 
do not have to elaborate any further. Whether, in this case, the 
representation is felt as artistic unity depends, of course, upon 
the artistic antecedents of the viewer. This new artistic "lan
guage" has nothing in common with the Theory of Relativity/ 

Einstein might well have added here, as he did elsewhere, that the exis
tence of a multiplicity of frames, each one as good as the next for solving 
some problems in mechanics, went back to the seventeenth century (Gali
lean relativity). As to the superposition of different aspects of an object 
on a canvas, that had been done for a long time; thus Canaletto drew 
various parts of a set of buildings from different places and merged them 
in a combined view in the painting (for example, Cnwipo & 5 . G;of%M7i; 
e Pno/o), the view becoming thereby an impossible fedMtg.

It was therefore doubly wrong to invoke Einstein as authority in sup
port of the widespread misunderstanding that physical relativity meant 
that all frameworks, points of view, narrators, fragments of plot, or the
matic elements are created equal, that each of the polyphonic reports and 
contrasting perceptions is as valid or expedient as any other, and that 
all of these, when piled together or juxtaposed, Ras^owon-like, some
how constitute the real truth. If anything, twentieth-century relativistic 
physics has taught the contrary: that under certain conditions we can ex
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tract from different reports, or even from the report originating in one 
frame property identified, att the taws of physics, each apphcable in any 
framework, each having therefore an invariant meaning, one that does 
not depend on the accident of which frame one inhabits, ft is for this 
reason that, by comparison with classical physics, modern relativity is 
simple, universal, and, one may even say, "absolute." The cliche became, 
erroneously, that "everything is relative," whereas the whole point is that 
out of the vast flux one can distill the very opposite: "some things are 
invariant."

The cost of the terminological confusion has been so great that a brief 
elaboration on this point will be relevant. Partly because he saw himself 
as a continuist rather than as an iconoclast, Einstein was reluctant to 
present this new work as a new theory. The term "relativity theory," 
which made the confusions in the long run more likely, was provided by 
Max Planck. As noted in Chapter 3, in correspondence Einstein seemed 
happier with the term fntwMntent^eone, which is of course much more 
true to its method and aim. How much nonsense we might have been 
spared if Einstein had adopted that term, even with all its shortcomings! 
To a correspondent who suggested just such a change, Einstein replied 
(letter to E. Zschimmer, September 30,192.1): "Now to the name rela
tivity theory, f admit that it is unfortunate, and has given occasion to 
philosophical misunderstandings. . . . The description you proposed 
would perhaps be better; but I believe it would cause confusion to change 
the generally accepted name after all this time."

To come back to Einstein's careful disavowal of a substantive genetic 
link between modern art and relativity: far from abandoning the quest 
for it, his correspondent forged onward enthusiastically and published 
three such essays instead of one. Newton did not always fare better at the 
hands of eighteenth-century divines and literati who thought they were 
following in his footsteps. Poets rush in where scientists fear to tread. 
And why not, if the apparent promises are so great? fn April 192.1, at 
the height of what Einstein on his Erst journey to the United States all 
too easily diagnosed as a pathological mass reaction, William Carlos 
Williams published a poem entitled "St. Francis Einstein of the Daffo
dils," ̂  containing such lines as "April Einstein /  . . .  has come among the 
daffodils /  shouting /  that flowers and men /  were created /  relatively 
equal...." Declaring simply that "relativity applies to everything" ̂  and 
that "Relativity gives us the clue. So, again, mathematics comes to the 
rescue of the arts," Williams felt encouraged to adopt a new variable



measure for his poems -  calling it "a re/ntine/y stable foot, not a rigid 
one" ̂  -  that proved of considerable influence on other poets.

Williams was of course not atone. Robert Frost, Archibald MacLeish, 
E. E. Cummings, Ezra Pound, T. S. Eliot, and some of their disciples 
(and outside the English-speaking world, others such as Thomas Mann 
and Hermann Broch) referred directly to Einstein or to his work. Some 
were repelled by the vision thought to be opened by the new science, but 
there were at least as many who seemed to be in sympathy with Jean- 
Paul Sartre's remark that "the theory of relativity applies in full to the 
universe of fiction."*" Perhaps the most well-known of the attempts to 
harness relativity and literature to common purpose is Lawrence Durrell's 
entertaining set of novels, TBe A/exnnJrin <ynnrtet, of which its author 
says by way of preface: "Modern literature offers us no Unities, so f have 
turned to science and am trying to complete a four-decker novel whose 
form is based on the relativity proposition. Three sides of space and one 
of time constitute the soup-mix recipe of a continuum."'' The intention 
is to use the properties of space and time as determining models for the 
structure of the book. Durrell says "the first three parts . . . are to be 
deployed spatially . . .  and are not linked in a serial form.. . .  The fourth 
part alone will represent time and be a true sequel."

For that alone one would not have had to wait for Einstein. But more 
seems to be hoped for; that, and the level of understanding, is indicated 
by the sayings of Pursewarden recorded in Durrell's novel. Pursewarden 
- meant to be one of the foremost writers in the English language, his 
death mask destined to be placed near those of Keats and Blake -  is 
quoted as saying, "In the Space and Time marriage we have the greatest 
Boy meets Girl story of the age. To our great-grandchildren this will be 
as poetical a union as the ancient Greek marriage of Cupid and Psyche 
seems to us." Moreover, "the Relativity proposition was directly respon
sible for abstract painting, atonal music, and formless . . .  literature."

Throughout the novel it is evident that Durrell has taken the trouble to 
read up on relativity, although chiefly out of impressionistic populariza
tions such as TBe wysterions nninerse by James Jeans. Durrell readily 
confessed that "none of these attempts has been very successful." "  There 
is something touching and, from the point of view of an intellectual his
torian, even a bit tragic about the attempt. In his study A Eey to tnodern 
British poetry, Durrell revealed his valid concern to show that as a result 
of "the far-reaching changes in man's ideas" about the outer and inner 
universe, "language has undergone a change in order to keep in line with
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cosmological inquiry (of which it forms a part).'"'* Yet on page after 
page the author demonstrates that he has been misfed by the simplifica
tions of H. V. Routh and Jeans; he believes that Rutherford and Soddy 
suggested that the "ultimate laws of nature were not simply causal at 
all," that "Einstein's theory joined up subject and object," that "sofar as 
phenomena are concerned . . . the uniformity of nature disappears," and 
so forth.The terrible but clarifying remark of Wolfgang Pauli comes to 
mind, who said about a theory that seemed to him doomed: "ft is not 
even wrong."

ff f have spelled out some of the misunderstandings by which Ein
stein's work, for better or worse, has been thought to have found its way 
into contemporary culture, the examples of incorrect interpretation pre
pare us to appreciate that much more the correct ones. I should confess 
that my own favorite example of the successful transmutation of scien
tifically based conceptions in the writer's imagination is a novel, and a 
controversial one. William Faulkner's TEe soMitJ tEe /ttry is more 
like an earthquake than a book. Immediately on publication in 192.9 it 
caused universal scandal; for example, not until Judge Curtis Bok's deci
sion in 1949 was this, among Faulkner's other novels, allowed to be sold 
in Philadelphia. On the surface it seems unlikely that this book -  even a 
friendly reviewer characterized it as "designedly a silo of compressed sin"
-  has any resonance with the ideas of modern physics, by intent or other
wise. At the time he poured himself into the book, Faulkner was still 
almost unknown, largely self-taught, eking out a meager living as a car
penter, hunter, and coal carrier on the night shift of a power station, his 
desk the upturned wheelbarrow on which he would write while kneeling 
on the floor. Yet, even there, he was not isolated if he read even a small 
part of the flood of articles in newspapers, periodicals, and popular 
books in the 1920s dealing with the heady concepts of relativity theory - 
such as the time dilation experienced by a clock traveling through space, 
the necessity to recognize the meaninglessness of absolute time and space
-  and the recent quantum physics, with its denial of the comforts of 
classical causality. Particularly in America, Einstein was quoted down to 
the level of local evening papers and Popular MecEawTs, resulting in 
wide circulation of such haunting epigrams as his remark, made in exas
peration to Max Born (1926), that "God does not throw dice." Could 
any of this have reached Faulkner?

In the second of the four chapters of TEe soMnd tEe /Try we follow 
Quentin Compson of Jefferson, Mississippi, as he lives through a day in
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June 1910. It is the end of his freshman year at college and the culmina
tion of a short life wrenched by the degeneration and guilt, the fixations 
and tribal racism of his whole haunted family -  from his father Jason, 
drinking himself to death, to his idiot brother Benjamin, whose forty- 
acre pasture has been sold to send Quentin to college. The only resource 
of human affection he has known came from black laborers and servants, 
although they have been kept in the centuries-old state of terror, igno
rance, and obeisance. But the Compsons are doomed. As the day unfolds, 
Quentin moves toward the suicide he knows he wiH commit at midnight.

It is all too easy to discover theological and Freudian motives woven 
into the text, and one must not without provocation drag an author for 
cross-examination into the physics laboratory when he has already suf
fered through interrogations at the altar and on the couch. But Faulkner 
asked for it. Let me select here from a much more extensive body of evi
dence in the novel itself.

Quentin's last day on earth is a struggle against the flow of time. He 
attempts to stem the flow, first by deliberately breaking the cover glass of 
the pocket watch passed down to him from grandfather and father, then 
twisting off the hands of the watch, and then launching on seemingly 
random travel, by streetcar and on foot, across the whole city. His 
odyssey brings him to the shop of an ominous, cyclopean watch repairer. 
Quentin forbids him to tel! him the time but asks if any of the watches in 
the shop window "are right." The answer he gets is "No." But wherever 
he then turns, alt day and into the night, he encounters chimes, betls 
ringing the quarter hours, a factory whistle, a clock in the Unitarian 
steeple, the long, mournful sound of the train tracing its trajectory in 
space and time, "dying away, as though it were running through another 
month." Even his stomach is a kind of space-time metronome. "The 
business of eating inside of you space to space and time confused 
stomach says noon brain says eat o'clock AH right I wonder what time it 
is what of it." Throughout, Quentin carries the blinded watch with him, 
the watch that never knew how to tell real time and cannot even tell rela
tive time. But it is not dead: "I took out my watch and listened to it 
clicking away, not knowing it coutd not even lie." And in the streetcar, 
the clicking away of time is audible to him only while the car has come to 
a stop.

Quentin has taken a physics course that freshman year and uses it to 
calculate how heavy the weights must be that he buys to help drown 
himself. It is, he says wryly to himself, "the only application of Har-
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vard," and as he reflects on it: "The displacement of water is equal to the 
something of something. Reducto absurdum of ah human experience, 
and two six-pound flat-irons weigh more than one tailor's goose. What a 
sinful waste, Dilsey would say. Benjy knew it when Damuddy died. He 
cried."

As midnight approaches, before he is ready to put his "hand on the 
light switch" for the last time,*̂  Quentin is overcome by torment, caused 
by the shamed memory of his incestuous love for his sister Candace, by 
her loss, and by his own sense of loss even of the meaningfulness of that 
double betrayal. In anguish he remembers his father's terrible prediction 
after he had made his confession:

You cannot bear to think that some day it will no longer hurt 
you like this now were getting at it. . . you wont do it under 
these conditions it will be a gamble and the strange thing is 
that man who is conceived by accident and whose every breath 
is a fresh cast with dice already loaded against him will not 
face that final main which he knows beforehand he has 
assuredly to face without essaying expedients. . . . that would 
not deceive a child until some day in very disgust he risks every
thing on a single blind turn of a card no man ever does that 
under the first fury of despair or remorse or bereavement he 
does it only when he has realized that even the despair or 
remorse or bereavement is not particularly important to the 
dark diceman. . . .  it is hard believing to think that a love or a 
sorrow is a bond purchased without design and which matures 
willynilly and is recalled without warning to be replaced by 
whatever issue the gods happen to be floating at the time.

This was not the God Newton had given to his time -  Newton, of 
whom, just two centuries before Faulkner's soaring outcry, the poet 
James Thomson had sung in 172.9 that "the heavens are all his own, from 
the wide role of whirling vortices, and circling spheres, to their great 
simplicity restored." Nor, of course, was it Einstein's God, a God whose 
laws of nature are both the testimony of His presence in the universe 
and the proof of its saving rationality. But this, it seems to me, defines 
the dilemma precisely. If the poet neither settles for the relief of half- 
understood analogies nor can advance to an honest understanding of the 
rational structure of that modern world picture, and if he is sufficiently 
sensitive to this impotency, he must rage against what there is left him: 
time and space are then without meaning; so is the journey through



them; so is grief itself, when the very gods are playing games of chance, 
and all the sound and the fury signify nothing. And this leads to recog
nizing the way out of the dilemma, at least for a few. At best, as in the 
case of Faulkner, this rage itself creates the energy needed for a grand 
fusion of the literary imagination with perhaps only dimly perceived 
scientific ideas. There are writers and artists of such inherent power that 
the ideas of science they may be using are dissolved, like all other exter
nals, and rearranged in their own glowing alchemical cauldron.

It should not, after all, surprise us; it has always happened this way. 
Dante and Milton did not use the cosmological ideas of their time as 
tools to demarcate the allowed outline or content of their imaginative 
constructs. Those college students of ours who, year after year, write us 
dutifully more or less the same essay, explaining the structure of the 
Dnnne comedy or Paradise /ost by means of astronomy, geography, and 
the theory of optical phenomena -  they may get the small points right, 
but they miss the big one, which is that the good poet is a poet surely 
because he can transcend rather than triangulate. In Faulkner, in Eliot's 
TEe Waste /and, in Woolf's TEe tcanes, in Mann's Magie woMntgin it is 
futile to judge whether the traces of modern physics are good physics or 
bad, for these trace elements have been used in the making of a new alloy. 
It is one way of understanding Faulkner's remark on accepting his Nobel 
Prize in 1950: the task was "to make out of the material of the human 
spirit something which was not there before." And insofar as an author 
/ai/s to produce the feat of recrystallization, I suspect this lack would not 
be cured by more lessons on Minkowski's space-time, or Heisenberg's 
indeterminacy principle, or even thermodynamics, although such lessons 
could occasionally have a prophylactic effect that might not be without 
value.

Here we suddenly remember that, of course, the very same thing is 
true for scientists themselves. The most creative ones, almost by defini
tion, do not build their constructs patiently by assembling blocks that 
have been precast by others and certified as sound. On the contrary, they 
too melt down the ready-made materials of science at hand and recast 
them in a way that their contemporaries tend to think is outrageous. 
That is why Einstein's own work took so long to be appreciated even by 
his best fellow physicists, as I noted earlier. His physics looked to them 
like alchemy, not because they did not understand it at all, but because, 
in one sense, they understood it all too well. From their thematic perspec
tive, Einstein's was anathema. Declaring, by simple postulation rather
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than by proof, Gahtean relativity to be extended from mechanics to 
optics and all other branches of physics; dismissing the ether, the play
ground of most nineteenth-century physicists, in a peremptory half
sentence; depriving time intervals of inherent meaning; and other such 
outrages, all delivered in a casual, confident way in the first, short paper 
on relativity -  those were violent and "illegitimate" distortions of science 
to almost every physicist. As for Einstein's new ideas on the quantum 
physics of light emission, Max Planck felt so embarrassed by it when he 
had to write Einstein a letter of recommendation seven years later that he 
asked that this work be overlooked in judging the otherwise promising 
young man.

Moreover, the process of transformation characterizes not only science 
itself and the flow of ideas from high science to high literature. It also 
works across the boundaries in other ways. The most obvious example is 
Einstein's importation into his early physics of an epistemology that he 
himself thought, with some enthusiasm, to be based on Ernst Mach's 
kind of positivism. Mach had begun to find him out on this point even 
while Einstein was still signing his letters to Mach as "Your devoted 
Student."

It seems clear to me that without this process of transformation, will
ing or unwilling, of ideas from science and from philosophy, physics 
would not have come into its twentieth-century form. (A similar state
ment may well be made for the cases of Copernicus, Kepler, Galileo, and 
Newton.) The case of Einstein suggests, therefore, that the accomplish
ments of the major innovator -  and not only in science -  depend on his 
ability to persevere in four ways: by giving his loyalty primarily to his 
own belief system rather than to the current faith; by perceiving and 
exploiting the man-made nature and plasticity of human conceptions; by 
demonstrating eventually that the new unity he has promised does be
come lucid and convincing to lesser mortals active in his field -  that he 
has it all "wrong" in the right way; and, in those rare cases, by even 
issuing ideas that lend themselves, quite apart from misuse and over
simplification, to further adaptation and transformation in the imagina
tion of similarly exalted spirits who live on the other side of disciplinary 
boundaries.

It remains to deal with one more, somewhat different mechanism by 
which Einstein's imprint came to be felt far beyond his own field of 
primary attention: the power of his personal intervention on behalf of
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causes ranging from the establishment of a homeland for a persecuted 
people to his untiring efforts, over four decades, for peace and inter
national security. In retrospect we can see that he had the skill, at strategic 
periods of history, to lend his ideas and prestige to the necessary work of 
a Chaim Weizmann or a Bertrand Russell. Even the most famous of these 
personal interventions, the call on President Roosevelt in 1939 to initiate 
a study of whether the laws of nature allow anyone to produce an atomic 
weapon, was of that sort, although it has perhaps been misunderstood 
more widely than anything else Einstein did. He was, after all, correct in 
his perception that the Germans, who were pushing the world into a 
war, had all the skill and intention needed to start production of such a 
weapon if it was feasible. In fact, they had a head start, and but for some 
remarkable blunders, they might have fulfilled the justified fears, with 
incalculable consequences on the course of civilization.

To highlight these personal interactions, I select one as more or less 
paradigmatic of the considerable effect Einstein had even in some brief or 
seemingly casual discussion with the right person. In this case it was the 
Swiss psychologist Jean Piaget. Piaget's work entered its most important 
phase with the publication in 1946 of TEc cEEd's conception o/dinte. The 
book begins with a plain acknowledgment:

This work was promoted by a number of questions kindly 
suggested by Albert Einstein more than fifteen years ago [192.8, 
at a meeting in Davos]. . . .  Is our intuitive grasp of time 
primitive or derived? Is it identical with our intuitive grasp of 
velocity? What if any bearing do these questions have on the 
genesis and development of the child's conception of time?
Every year since then we have made a point of looking into 
these questions. . . . The results [concerning time] are pre
sented in this volume; those bearing on the child's conception 
of motion and speed are reserved for a later workT 

Throughout his later writings, Piaget remarks on this debt: "It was the 
author of the theory of relativity who suggested to us our work,"^° or 
"Einstein once suggested we study the question from the psychological 
viewpoint and try to discover if there existed an intuition of speed inde
pendent of time." ̂  In addition, Piaget refers explicitly to notions of rela
tivity and other aspects of Einstein's work.^

Looking back at the variety of ways in which Einstein came to impress 
the imagination of his time and ours, we can discern some rough cate
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gories, spread out, as it were, in a spectrum from left to right. At the 
center portion, corresponding to the largest intensity, one finds the wide
spread but unfocused and mostly uninformed fascination, manifested in 
a variety of ways, from enthusiastic mass gatherings to glimpse the man, 
to the outpouring of popularizations with good intentions, to responses 
that betray the vague discomfort aroused by the ideas. A good example 
of the last is an editorial entitled "A mystic universe" in the New YorE 
Times of January 2.8,192.8 (p. 14): "The new physics comes perilously 
close to proving what most of us cannot believe. . . . Not even the old 
and much simpler Newtonian physics was comprehensible to the man 
on the street. To understand the new physics is apparently given only to 
the highest flight of mathematicians. . . . We cannot grasp it by sequen
tial thinking. We can only hope for dim enlightenment." The editorial 
writer then notes that the ever-changing scene in physics does offer some 
"comfort":

Earnest people who have considered it their duty to keep 
abreast of science by readapting their lives to the new physics 
may now safely wait until the results of the new discoveries 
have been fully tested out by time, harmonized and sifted 
down to a formula that will hold for a fair term of years, ft 
would be a pity to develop an electronic marriage morality and 
find that the universe is after all ether, or to develop a wave 
code for fathers and children only to have it turn out that the 
family is determined not by waves but by particles. Arduous 
enough is the task of trying to understand the new physics, but 
there is no harm in trying. Reshaping life in accordance with 
the new physics is no use at all. Much better to wait for the 
new physics to reshape our lives for us as the Newtonian 
science did.

Similarly, in Tom Stoppard's play jMmpers a philosopher is heard to ask: 
"If one can no longer believe that a twelve-inch ruler is always a foot 
long, how can one be sure of relatively less certain propositions?"

Near this position, as we said, are the enthusiastic misapplications, 
usually achieved by an illicit shortcut of meaning from, say, the true 
statement that the operational definition of length is "framework" de
pendent, to the invalid deduction that mental phenomena in a human 
observer have thereby been introduced into the very definitions of physi
cal science. (To be sure, the layman has not always been served by the 
explanation on this point given by the scientists themselves; for example,
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in such pronouncements as "the object of research is no longer nature in 
itself but rather nature exposed to man's questioning, and to this extent 
man here also meets himself."^) The irony here is that the first lessons 
we learned from relativity physics were that short circuits in significa
tion must be avoided, for they were just what burdened down classical 
physics, and that attention must be paid as never before to the meaning of 
the terms we use.

When we now glance further toward the left, or blue, end of the 
spectrum, the expressions of resignation or futility become more explicit. 
Indeed, among some of the most serious intellectuals there seems, on this 
point, a sense of despair. By the very nature of their deep motivation they 
must feel most alienated from a universe whose scientific description they 
can hardly hope to understand except in a superficial way. The much- 
admired humanistic scholar Lionel Trilling spoke for many when he 
stated the dilemma frankly and eloquently:

The operative conceptions [of science] are alien to the mass of 
educated persons. They generate no cosmic speculation, they 
do not engage emotion or challenge imagination. Our poets 
are indifferent to them. . . .

This exclusion of most of us from the mode of thought 
which is habitually said to be the characteristic achievement of 
the modern age is bound to be experienced as a wound given 
to our intellectual self-esteem. About this humiliation we all 
agree to be silent,, but can we doubt that it has its conse
quences, that it introduced into the life of mind a significant 
element of dubiety and alienation which must be taken into 
account in any estimate that is made of the present fortunes of 
mind?^

Einstein, who had intended originally to become a science teacher, 
came to understand this syndrome, and the obligation it put on him. He 
devoted a good deal of time to popularization of his own. His avowed 
aim was to simplify short of distortion. In addition to a large number of 
essays and lectures, he wrote, and repeatedly updated, a short book on 
relativity that he promised in the very title to be geme;?w<?r.sL?Md/;cET 
It is, however, overly condensed for most nonscientific beginners. Later, 
Einstein collaborated with Leopold Infeld in a second attempt to reach 
out to the population at large by means of a book-length treatment of 
modern physics. As the preface acknowledged, the authors no longer at
tempted "a systematic course in elementary facts and theories." Rather,
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they aimed at a historica! account of how the ideas of relativity and 
quanta entered science, "to give some idea of the eternal struggle of the 
inventive human mind for a fuller understanding of the laws governing 
physical phenomena."^ In fact, there is to this day no generally agreed 
source, the reding of which by itself will bring a large fraction of an 
adult nonscientihc audience to a sound enough understanding of these 
ideas, even for those who truly want to attain it and are willing to pay 
close attention. I believe it is a fact of great consequence that it takes a 
much larger effort, and one starting earlier than most people undertake. 
To make matters worse, so little has been found out about how scientific 
literacy is achieved or resisted that little blame can be spun off on the 
would-be students, young or old.

Going now further along the spectrum in the same direction, we en
counter outright hostility and opposition to Einstein's work, either on 
scientific or on ideological grounds. Almost all scientists, even those ini
tially quite reluctant, became eventually at least reconciled, save (to this 
day) for Einstein's famous refusal to regard the statistical interpretation 
as fundamental.

On the other hand, the opposition to Einstein's work on grounds other 
than scientific has had a longer history. Thus, a number of studies now 
exist that show the lengths to which various totalitarian groups, for vari
ous reasons, felt compelled to go in their attacks.

Turning now to the other, more "positive" half of the spectrum, we see 
there the gradual acceptance and elaboration of Einstein's work within 
the corpus of physical science; its penetration into technology (largely 
unmarked) and into the more thoughtful philosophies of science; Ein
stein's effect through his personal intervention, causing some historic 
redirections of research; and its passage into the scientific world picture 
of our time, as it tries to achieve a unification that eluded Einstein. And 
beyond that, at the end of the spectrum, where the number of cases is 
small but the color deep and vibrant, we perceive the examples of creative 
transformation beyond science. Those are the works of the few who 
found that scientific ideas, or rather metaphors embodying such ideas, 
released in them a fruitful response with an authenticity of its own, far 
removed from textbook physics.

This last is the oldest and surely still the most puzzling interplay be
tween science and the rest of culture. Evidently, the mediation occurs 
through a sharing of an analogy or metaphor -  irresistible, despite the 
dangers inherent in the obvious differences or barriers. We know that
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such a process exists, because any major work of science itself, in its 
nascent phase, is connected analogically rather than fully logically, both 
with the historic past in that science and with its supporting data. The 
scientist's proposal may fit the facts of nature as a glove fits a hand, but 
the glove does not uniquely imply the hand, nor the hand the glove.

Einstein spoke insistently over the decades about the need to recognize 
the existence of such a discontinuity, one that in his early scientific papers 
asserted itself first in his audacious method of postulation. In essay after 
essay, he tried to make the same point, even though it had little effect 
on the then reigning positivism. Typical are the phrases in his Herbert 
Spencer Lecture of 1933.^ The rational and empirical components of 
human knowledge stand in "eternal antithesis," for "propositions arrived 
at by purely logical means are completely empty as regards reality." In 
this sense, the "fundamentals of scientific theory," being initially free in
ventions of the human mind, are of "purely fictional character." The 
phenomenic-analytic dichotomy makes it inherently impossible to claim 
that the principles of a theory are "deduced from experience" by "ab
straction," that is, by logically complete claims of argument. As he put it 
soon afterwards, the relation between sense experience and concept "is 
analogous not to that of soup to beef, but rather that of check number to 
overcoat." ̂

If this holds for the creative act in science itself, we should hardly be 
surprised to find the claim to be extended to more humanistic enterprises. 
The test, in both instances, is of course whether the freely invented check 
token produces a suitable overcoat. The existence of both splendid scien
tific theories and splendid products of the humanistic imagination shows 
that despite all their other differences, they share the ability to build on 
fundamentals of a "purely fictional character." And even the respective 
fundamentals, despite all their differences, can share a common origin. 
That is to say, at a given time the cultural pool contains a variety of the- 
mata and metaphors, and some of these have a plasticity and applica
bility far beyond their initial provenance. The innovator, whether a 
scientist or not, necessarily dips into this pool for his fundamental no
tions, and in turn may occasionally deposit into it new or modified 
themata and metaphors of general power.

Examples of such science-shaped metaphors, each of these by no 
means a "fact" of the external world, yet revealing immense explanatory 
energy, are easy to find: Newton's "innate force of matter (Hs ins/T?)" 
and the Newtonian clockwork universe; Faraday's space-filling electric
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and magnetic lines of force; Nieis Bohr's examples of complementarity 
in physics and in daily life; Mendeleev's neat tableau setting for the fami
lies of elements, and Rutherford's long parent-daughter-granddaughter 
chains of decaying atoms; Minkowski's space-time "World," of which 
our perceptible space and time are like shadows playing on the wall of 
Plato's cave; and of course the imaginative scenes Einstein referred to - 
the traveler along the light beam, the calm experimenter in the freely 
falling elevator, the dark, dice-playing God, the closed but unbounded 
cosmos, the Holy Grail of complete unification of all forces of nature. So 
it continues in science.

The allegorical use of such conceptions may, as we have noted, help to 
shape works of authenticity outside the sciences. And the process works 
both ways. Thus Niels Bohr acknowledged that his reading in Kierke
gaard and William James helped him to the imaginative leap embodied 
in his physics, Einstein stressed the influence on his early scientific think
ing of the philosophical tracts of that period, and Heisenberg noted the 
stimulus of Plato's Timenns, read in his school years. No matter if such 
"extraneous" elements are eventually suppressed or forgotten, or even 
have to be overcome; at an early point they can encourage the mind's 
struggle. The philosopher Jose Ortega y Gasset was one of those who 
struggled with such ideas. In 1921-2., evidently caught up by the rise of 
the new physics, he wrote on "The Historical Significance of the Theory 
of Einstein." ̂  There he noted correctly that the most relevant issue was 
not that the triumph of the theory

will influence the spirit of mankind by imposing on it the 
adoption of a definite route. . .. What is really interesting is 
the inverse proposition: the spirit of man has set out, of its own 
accord, upon a definite route, and it has therefore been possible 
for the theory of relativity to be born and to triumph. The 
more subtle and technical ideas are, the more remote they seem 
from the ordinary preoccupations of men, the more authenti
cally they denote the profound variations produced in the 
historical mind of humanity. "̂

I conclude that in pursuing the documentable cases of "impact" of 
one person or held on another, we have been led to a more mysterious 
fact, namely, that there exists a mutual adaptation and resonance of the 
innovative mind with portions of the total set of metaphors current at a 
given time.
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Physics in America, and Einstein's 
decision to immigrate

One might think that when a nation undergoes a revolutionary upheaval 
against its own political system and even against reason itself, the sons 
and daughters of Urania, the muse representing science, would be among 
the last to be touched. For it is generally agreed that research into the 
behavior of nature is as free from local political overtones as intellectual 
work can be, and that the achievements of a nation's major scientists -  
more than those of its poets or statesmen -  are embedded in an inter
national and intercultural system of recognition that is guaranteed by the 
consensual nature of scientific proof itself.

During the rise of some authoritarian regimes, such hopes for leniency 
in the treatment of scientists were indeed fulfilled. But during the ascent 
of fascism in Germany (and later in Austria), the world witnessed the 
enthusiastic persecution of scientists from the very start of the political 
upheaval. For Albert Einstein the clouds began to gather on the horizon 
even earlier.' Largely because of the outpouring of international acclaim 
after the November 1919 announcement of experimental support for 
the predictions of general relativity theory, Einstein came under vicious 
attack by both political and scientific extremists in Germany. The Ger
man ambassador in London even felt constrained in 192.0 to warn his 
Foreign Office privately in a report that "Professor Einstein is just at 
this time for Germany a cultural factor of first rank. . .. We should not 
drive such a man out of Germany with whom we can carry on real cul
ture propaganda (XM/fM?propggRM&:)."̂  In 192.2., following the political 
assassination of the foreign minister, Walter Rathenau, the news spread 
that Einstein also was on the list of intended victims. Einstein felt it wise 
to make a long journey to the Far East and to Palestine, writing from 
Japan on December zo, 192.2., that he had "greatly welcomed" the oppor-
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tunity for a lengthy absence from Germany so he could "escape the 
increasing danger." ̂

Ten years later, the power of the state was placed in the hands of 
Hitler, and the long pent-up floodwaters of hatred finally broke through 
the dam, washing equally over everyone. Almost overnight, Jewish scien
tists were dismissed from their posts at the universities and stricken from 
the rolls of honorific institutions, with virtually no audible protest being 
raised by their colleagues.

Of the lucky ones who escaped, about one hundred physicists found 
refuge and a new productive life in the United States between 1933 and 
1941/ It has often been remarked that their flight turned the persona! 
tragedy, and the tragedy for Germany itself, into an unexpected boon for 
the intellectual and artistic life of their host country. More than that, in 
the physical sciences, so the story goes, the influx of refugees from Ger
many, and later from fascist tyranny in Italy and Austria, provided the 
necessary critical infusion of high talent that helped to turn the United 
States rather suddenly into the world's preeminent country for the pursuit 
of frontier research. Indeed, when it became known in 1933 that Einstein 
was moving to America, rather than to any of the other countries offering 
him a haven, the prominent French physicist Paul Langevin was quoted 
as having announced that the United States would now become "the cen
ter of the natural sciences."  ̂Lord Rutherford, among others, expressed 
himself similarly.

These perceptions were not wholly mistaken. But they hid a more in
teresting and more complex truth that, through the work of a number of 
scholars, has recently become more evident.  ̂It is a truth that I wish to 
illustrate in this chapter and that may be put succinctly in the following 
way. At least with respect to the physicists who escaped Hitler's hench
men and fled to the United States, a remarkable symbiosis occurred. 
While the United States gave European physicists a new life, they in turn 
provided a new source of energy and a new style of research. This sym
biosis would have been impossible without the prior development of a 
high level of scientific accomplishment in the host country. Einstein did 
not come to a scientific backwater. On the contrary, he chose to come to 
the United States chiefly because he was impressed with the achieve
ments already made there (what Robert Oppenheimer later called, with 
simple understatement, "a rather sturdy indigenous effort"''), with the 
quality of the colleagues, with the conditions of work, and with the 
bright promise for the future of science in the country. In short, the

izq
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United States was, in 1933, a country of natural choice for a physicist 
whose first ioyafty was the pursuit of science.

First contact miYF Amentvz

Albert Einstein's search for a country of refuge and his eventuat decision 
to settle in the United States form a good lens with which to study the 
migration of physicists to the United States during the 1930s. When 
Hitler came to power, Einstein was fifty-four years old and intensely 
occupied with his work in general relativity theory and cosmology. As it 
happened, in January 1933 he was away from Berlin on a visit to the 
United States. He vowed that he would not return to his positions at the 
university in Berlin and the Kaiser Wilhelm Gesellschaft as long as the 
Nazis were in charge. Suddenly, he was a man without a home, spending 
the first uncertain months in Belgium and England. His apartment in 
Berlin and his summer cottage had been raided and sealed, and he had 
renounced his German citizenship.

In September 1933 he found himself in England, shortly before having 
to journey back to the United States to spend a few months at the Cali
fornia Institute of Technology (where R. A. Millikan had arranged for 
Einstein's periodic visits). Einstein did not know that these were to be his 
last few weeks in Europe. It was by no means clear where he might settle 
or which of the many options he would choose. One attractive possibility 
was England. In the preamble to his Herbert Spencer lecture at Oxford 
in June, Einstein had clearly expressed the hope that this would be the 
beginning of a closer association.  ̂A bill was then pending in the House 
of Commons to give him the status of a naturalized citizen. Frederick A. 
Lindemann at Oxford was hard at work arranging for an appointment 
there.

But offers came to Einstein from many other directions, and in a cer
tain spirit of absent-mindedness, he seems to have accepted quite a few of 
them. Chairs were waiting for Einstein, or were being arranged for him, 
in Belgium, Spain, and France, at the Hebrew University in Jerusalem 
and the newly formed Princeton Institute for Advanced Study. To Lan- 
gevin, who begged him to consider a post being created for him at the 
College de France, he wrote with characteristic perception, "I find myself 
in an embarrassing situation, exactly the opposite of that of my com
patriots who were chased out of Germany." ̂

In an interview Einstein gave on September 11, 1933, to a reporter
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from the D<2t7y Express, he provided a further glimpse of his unsettled 
state of mind at the time. Einstein told of Millikan's proposal that he 
make his home at the California Institute of Technology in Pasadena, 
then significantly added: "They have there the finest observatory in the 
world. That is a temptation. But although I try to be universal in 
thought, I am European by instinct and inclination. 1  shall want to re
turn here." He never did.

The first indication of the trail that would take him, later in 1933, once 
and for all to the United States can be found in Einstein's correspondence 
20 years earlier. Einstein wrote on October 14, 1913, to George Ellery 
Hale, the astronomer at Mount Wilson Observatory. Working in Zurich 
on his first version of general relativity theory, Einstein was at that time 
by no means a world celebrity. (On the contrary, appended to Einstein's 
inquiry is a plea from one of his colleagues, Julius Maurer, whom Hale 
knew, asking the privilege of "a friendly reply to Mr. Professor Dr. Ein
stein, my honorable colleague at the Polytechnical school.") Einstein was 
asking the American astronomer's advice on whether one might observe 
the bending of light from stars near the rim of the sun, when observed 
against the background of the sun (without an eclipse). Although Ein
stein's project was not realistic, he was right to consult Hale, whose "rich 
experience in these matters" Einstein said he valued. Hale was only one 
of a whole galaxy of American scientists who had demonstrated their 
experimental prowess. The work of Henry Rowland, Albert Michelson, 
Theodore Lyman, and R. A. Millikan (not to mention the research of 
Benjamin Franklin and Joseph Henry) was known to every physicist.

Nor should one overlook the early signs of excellence in theoretical 
contributions of the Americans. Einstein's own work became the focus 
of theoretical studies soon after his seminal 1903 publications - for ex
ample, by G. N. Lewis at MIT, working alone as well as with his student 
R. C. Tolman and in collaboration with Edwin Bidwel! Wilson; and by 
H. A. Bumstead at Yale. As Stanley Goldberg has pointed out in his case 
study of the American response to Einstein's relativity theory, this work 
by Americans showed a serious understanding of relativity long before 
the same could be said of some more prominent European scientists, 
and it exhibited in addition a characteristic "brashness or boldness" of 
spirit.*" For example, the Americans accepted the principles of relativity 
theory as expenmertt<!//y proven (which Einstein himself, aware of the 
postulational content of his theory, did not claim), and most of them 
accepted the need to abandon the ether, which many French and British
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scientists did not do for a tong time. The pragmatism of these American 
theorists, which seems to me part of the antimetaphysicat approach that 
characterized the American style and which tater so upset the social 
scientists arriving from Europe, was an additional early indicator of the 
vigorous growth of science in America during the early decades of this 
century.

Einstein himself had noticed this much during his first visit to the 
United States in the spring of 192.1. He had seen a number of universities 
and was impressed by the promise of the young Americans there, with 
their unselfconscious manners and their uninhibited urge to do research. 
As Philipp Frank reported Einstein to have said about the trip, "much is 
to be expected from American youth: a pipe as yet unsmoked, young 
and fresh."*'

When he returned from that visit, Einstein published an essay, "My 
first impression of the U.S.A.," in which he made six perceptive, rather 
Tocquevillian points:

1. Contrary to the widespread stereotype, there is in the United States, 
not a preoccupation with materialistic things, but an "idealistic out
look"; "knowledge and justice are ranked above wealth and power by a 
large section." (The tumultuous welcome that Einstein was forced to 
suffer made this point obvious to him.)

2. The superiority of the United States "in matters of technology and 
organization" has consequences at the everyday level; objects are more 
solid, houses more practically designed.

3. What "strikes a visitor is the joyous, positive attitude to life." The 
American is "friendly, self-confident, optimistic -  and without envy. 
The European finds intercourse with Americans easy and agreeable." 
The American lives for the future: "life for him is always becoming, 
never being." (Einstein chose not to remark on the occasional evidence of 
xenophobia.)

4. The American is less an individualist than the European is; he lays 
"more emphasis on the tee than the 1 ." Therefore, there is more unifor
mity of outlook on life and in moral and esthetic ideas. But, therefore, 
one can also find more cooperation and division of labor, essential factors 
in America's economic superiority.

3. The well-to-do in America have impressive social consciences, 
shown, for example, in the energy they throw into works of charity.

6. Last but not least, "I have warm admiration for the achievements of 
American institutes of scientific research. We are unjust in attempting to
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ascribe the increasing superiority of American research work exclusively 
to superior wealth; devotion, patience, and the spirit of comradeship, 
and a talent for cooperation play an important part in its success."

The Germany to which Einstein had returned in June 192.1 offered a 
bleak contrast. He found the campaign against him progressing more 
viciously than ever. The very same attitudes that had assured him a good 
reception in the United States seemed to outrage his opponents in Ger
many. They saw him as a pacifist, an internationalist who had visited 
the former "enemy country" less than three years after the end of World 
War f, a "formalistic" theoretician whose work challenged common 
sense, a nonconformist, a stubborn and vocal defender of human rights, 
skeptical of the religious establishment, a Zionist, and a Jew. Einstein 
himself must have seen in which direction history was lurching: Philipp 
Frank recalls Einstein telling him in 1921 that he would not likely remain 
in Germany longer than another ten years.The prediction was close to 
the mark.

Bni/ding tEe scienti/ic potentin/

Another indication of the "rather sturdy indigenous effort" and the rapid 
growth of physics in the United States, even before the refugees arrived in 
force in the 1930s, is the fact that fully thirteen hundred new Ph.D.s in 
physics were awarded in the United States in that difficult decade. As if 
in preparation for this growth, the previous decade had seen a lively 
exchange across the Atlantic, in both directions. More European post
doctoral physicists chose to go to the United States than anywhere else; 
conversely, many young Americans went to European centers for a year 
or two, not as untutored beginners but, as E E Rabi was recently quoted 
by Fritz Stern, "knowing the libretto but learning the tune." '** Rabi re
calls that while traveling through Europe between 1923 and 1927, he 
encountered other young American physicists such as E. C. Kemble, 
E. U. Condon, H. P. Robertson. F. Wheeler Loomis, Robert Oppen- 
heimer, W. V. Houston, Linus Pauling, Julius Stratton, J. C. Slater, 
and W. W. Watson. In her study of the American physics community, 
Katherine Sopka lists thirty-two Americans studying at European centers 
of quantum physics between 1926 and 1929.*̂  Of these visitors, most 
of whom soon achieved major recognition, about 40 percent were sup
ported by the new Guggenheim Fellowship Program, with the next most
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frequent support coming from Rockefeller-financed grants made by the 
Internationa! Education Board and the National Research Council. In 
short, in terms of the quality and number of its young scientists and the 
scale of institutional backing, the United States, without planning it, 
was getting ready, in a way no other country was doing, to become the 
recipient of the "brain drain," when the time for that would come.^

To the evidence given of the transatlantic building of mutual com
patibility, competence, and coHeagueship must also be added the impor
tant role of European physicists who traveled to the United States on 
lecture tours. During the twelve years following Einstein's first visit, 
many of the foremost physicists of Europe came to give seminars and lec
tures, including (in chronological order) Marie Curie, Francis W. Aston, 
Hendrik A. Lorentz, Charles G. Darwin, Arnold Sommerfeld, J. J. 
Thomson, Niels Bohr, Oskar Klein, Ernest Rutherford, Paul Ehrenfest, 
Arthur S. Eddington, Peter Debye, Max Born, Arthur Haas, Abram F. 
Joffe, Erwin Schrodinger, E. A. Milne, W. L. Bragg, Leon BriHouin, 
James Franck, H. A. Kramers, Hermann Wey), Werner Heisenberg, 
P. A. M. Dirac, Enrico Fermi, Max von Laue, Otto Stern, Gregor Went- 
zet, Jakov Frenkel, R. H. Fowler, and Wolfgang Pauli.Some of them 
visited more than once or served as guest professors for a term or a year.

Moreover, there was a relatively small but very significant influx 
of European scientific immigrants who settled in the United States be
fore the upheaval of 1933, thereby further strengthening the founda
tion that was being laid. The list includes such distinguished names as 
W. F. G. Swann (1913), L. Silberstein (192.0), P. Epstein (1921), A. L. 
Hughes (1923), H. Mueller and F. Zwicky (1923), K. F. Herzfeid (1926),
S. A. Goudsmit and G. E. Uhlenbeck (1927), L. H. Thomas (1929), 
G. H. Dieke, Maria Goeppert, J. von Neumann, O. Oldenberg, and 
E. P. Wigner (1930), and R. A. Ladenburg, C. Lanczos, and A. Lande 
(1931).  ̂Afterwards, the storm in Europe brought to these shores within 
the next five years such well-established or younger physicist-immigrants 
as O. Stern, H. Weyl, F. Bloch, G. Gamow, H. A. Bethe, J. Franck, V. 
Weisskopf, and E. Teller. They came to a country that was by no means 
unacquainted with or unprepared for their scientific interests or tastes.

In 1921, Einstein had remarked in passing on the custom of private 
philanthropy in the United States. He could not then have known how 
greatly it would aid the intellectual development of his future country of 
asylum, and its story still merits much detailed research. One example
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was the rote that the grants and poticies of the Rockefeller Foundation 
ptayed in hetping physics in the United States to come of age, particutarty 
with respect to the rise of quantum mechanics in the 192.0s and to the 
emergence and growth of nuctear physics in the 1930s. The Rockefeller- 
financed agencies atso helped greatty in the internationahzation of phys
ics. The foundation's aid to physicists invotved at least seven factors:

1. Supported by Rockefeller funds, National Research Council (NRC) 
Fellowships to study physics had been given to 190 U.S. citizens by 
World War If. The list of young awardees contained a large proportion of 
later world leaders in their profession.

2.. Moreover, they studied at U.S. research centers that, in many cases, 
had been transformed in the late 1920s through the (Rockefeller) General 
Education Board's carefully placed gifts of about twenty million dollars 
for the development of science teaching and research (e.g., at Caltech, 
Princeton, Berkeley, Chicago, Ffarvard).

3. The International Education Board and the Rockefeller Fellowships 
encouraged the circulation of physicists among laboratories and institutes 
throughout the world precisely when the new quantum mechanics and 
nuclear physics were coming into being. The fellowships could not have 
been timed better.

4. Nor was physics the only concern of this philanthropy. After its 
initiation in 1919, the NRC's Fellowships were awarded to over one thou
sand scientists in fields ranging from astronomy and anthropology to 
psychology and zoology, and to over 330 medical scientists, at a total 
cost to the Rockefeller Foundation of about five million dollars. The 
scientists studied in nearly 130 universities and research institutions, with 
some 20 percent going to foreign countries.

3. In contrast to the NRC Fellowships, which were awarded largely to 
U.S. citizens, the Rockefeller Fellowships in the natural sciences, begin
ning in 1924, were usually awarded to persons from outside the United 
States. Of the nearly one thousand fellowships distributed before World 
War II, 187 were in physics; the research was carried out in thirteen dif
ferent countries, with one-third of the recipients doing their work in the 
United States.*̂

6. In addition to the fellowships, monies of the Rockefeller Founda
tion also supported small grants in aid of individual scientific research. 
Between 1929 and 1937, ninety-three such grants were made in physics.

7. One must add the foundation's gifts specifically for the pioneering
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of large-scale scientific instruments, including the particle accelerators 
that opened a new era in both atomic physics and the application of 
physics to biology and medicine and, from 192.8 on, the construction of 
the 2.00-inch telescope on Palomar Mountain, later named after its 
moving spirit, George Ellery Hale.

This brief sketch of some dull figures barely hints at the remarkable 
institutional achievement and the individual perspicacity of a few key 
officers in philanthropic foundations (e.g., Wickliffe Rose and Warren 
Weaver) who, quietly and with efficiency and economy, helped build the 
scientific potential of the nation between the wars.

TEe /nuts o/pr<2gMMhs??i

When those young physicists from Europe came to the United States on a 
visit, perhaps on a Rockefeller Fellowship in the 192.0s, what did they 
find? The testimony of Werner Heisenberg is illuminating. During his 
visit at the University of Chicago, he gave a series of lectures on the prin
ciples of quantum mechanics and also spoke on many other American 
campuses, including Berkeley, MIT, Oberlin, and Ohio State University. 
The young man had just come from his new post at the University of 
Leipzig. There he had, in his first seminar on atomic theory, only a single 
student! His experience in the United States was quite different, as he 
noted in his autobiographical account, Physics beyond/" In words 
that are very reminiscent of Einstein's account of his own first impression 
eight years earlier, Heisenberg wrote: "The new world cast its spell on 
me right from the start. The carefree attitude of the young, their straight
forward warmth and hospitality, their gay optimism -  all this made me 
feel as if a great weight had been lifted from my shoulders. Interest in the 
new atomic theory was keen."

Heisenberg added an account of an exchange with a physicist from 
Chicago, revealing how the American style of research at that time en
abled young scientists here to forge ahead with remarkable speed on new 
territory:

I told him of the strange feeling I had acquired during this 
lecture tour. While Europeans were generally averse and often 
overtly hostile to the abstract, nonrepresentational aspects of 
the new atomic theory, to the wave-corpuscle duality and 
purely statistical character of natural laws, most American
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physicists seemed prepared to accept the novei approach with
out too many reservations. I asked Barton how he explained 
the difference and this is what he said: "You Europeans, and 
particularly you Germans, are inclined to treat such new ideas 
as matters of principle. We take a much simpler view. . . . Per
haps you make the mistake of treating the laws of nature as 
absolutes, and you are therefore surprised when they have to be 
changed. . . .  I believe that once all absolutist claims are 
dropped, the difficulties will disappear by themselves."

"Then you are not at all surprised," I asked, "that an elec
tron should appear as a particle on one occasion and as a wave 
on another? As far as you are concerned, the whole thing is 
merely an extension of the older physics, perhaps in unexpected 

form?"
"Oh, no, I am surprised; but, after all, I can feel that it 

happens in nature, and that's that."
Unlike Heisenberg's friends and opponents in Germany, nobody in 

the United States seemed to be caught up in those quasi-metaphysical 
debates on What he encountered here was a pragmatic
attitude that brought with it a hospitality to new ideas and to those who 
could convincingly present them. (Another aspect of the same antimeta- 
physical approach to the new physics was the essentially American phi
losophy of P. W. Bridgman, as expressed, for example, in his widely 
circulating book, TEc /ogic o / modem pEysics, published about a year 
before.)

Even during his brief visit, Heisenberg may well have discovered that 
in the United States the pragmatic ethos tended also to animate the deci
sions academic institutions have to make when young researchers enter a 
field of science that is as new to them as it is to their supposed mentors. 
Thus Edwin C. Kemble, the first scientist in the United States to write a 
doctoral dissertation on quantum theory (specifically on its applicability 
to the kinematic theory of gases and to infrared absorption spectra), 
readily obtained permission to do so from Bridgman, whose own work 
was of course in a completely different area, in experimental research on 
the properties of materials at high pressures. Those who wished to take 
the risk were allowed to set their own agenda. When the wave of forced 
immigrants began to arrive, just four years after Heisenberg's visit, the 
welcome that awaited them was based in large measure on the same intel
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lectual and institutional factors that had made Heisenberg fee! as if a 
great weight had been hfted from his shouiders.

To Mi//iE%n s E/dor^do

We return now to Einstein. We !eft him in England in September 1933, 
pondering where to go. Ever since his first, stimulating visit to America a 
dozen years earlier, that country must have remained in the back of his 
mind as a possible future residence, if worse came to worst. That feeling 
would have been reinforced soon by the campaign of the far-seeing, ener
getic R. A. Millikan to bring Einstein to America as part of his grand 
strategy to make the new California Institute of Technology into a su
preme research university. This, too, is a very American story. As Milli
kan recalled in his autobiography, he himself was persuaded in late 192.0 
or early 192:1 by his "Pasadena friends," including George Ellery Hale 
and Arthur Fleming, to consider coming from the University of Chicago 
on a full-time basis to the newly organized Caltech. They "laid siege 
to me to persuade me to change my allegiance and accept full-time ap
pointment in Caltech.. . .  Dr. Hale was my most ardent wooer. He did 
not quite tell me that he would shoot himself if I did not yield to his suit, 
but I did actually have some misgivings about his health if I turned him 
down." '̂

By the late summer of 192.1, when Millikan decided to make the trans
fer to Pasadena, there was in place a fine new laboratory of physics with 
an adequate budget, and the beginnings of an excellent staff. The next 
thing to do was to attract the promising young recipients of the newly 
established National Research Fellowships and those who were sup
ported by the Rockefeller International Board. Another aim was to put 
Caltech on the map as a place that could attract distinguished foreign 
scientists.

Some of these ambitions show up in Millikan's own account of his 
first shopping spree, immediately after agreeing to join Caltech:

In September of the year 192.1 I went to Europe in response to 
an invitation to participate in the so-called Solvay Congress.
. . .  I used this visit to Europe to persuade Dr. H. A. Lorentz to 
spend the winters of 1921-192.Z and 192.2.-2.3 at the Norman 
Bridge Laboratory [at Caltech]. I also brought back with me 
from Leiden, as a new member of our physics staff, Dr. P. S.
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Epstein, an altogether outstanding theoretical physicist, and I 
further went to Cambridge and arranged to have Charles 
Darwin join us for the following year. Paul Ehrenfest, Arnold 
Sommerfeld of Munich, and Albert Einstein later came on 
similar temporary appointments, each, for at least two succes
sive winters.^

As the archives of Millikan's and Einstein's papers show, Millikan's 
attempts to bring Einstein at least for winter visits started in the early 
1920s and continued with increasing energy and prospect of success. 
Finally, Einstein agreed to come during the winter of 1930-31, after 
receiving in Berlin a persuasive visit from Arthur Fleming, the chairman 
of the Board of Trustees of Caltech. Fleming met Einstein probably at 
the suggestion of R. C. Tolman, who was working at the Mt. Wilson 
Observatory on just the kind of cosmological problems that interested 
Einstein.

When Einstein set out for his first California journey on December 2, 
1930, he left behind a country that was more and more obviously losing 
its grip on its own destiny. By contrast, southern California must have 
looked like a sunny and strange Eldorado, but even more remarkable 
were the quality of the people and the work they were doing at Caltech, 
the atmosphere of collaboration, and the excellent state of the research 
equipment. The travel diary that Einstein kept on this trip gave a very 
personal glimpse of his reactions:

2, 1931: at Institute [with] Karman, Epstein, and 
colleagues. . . .

JduMcry 3: Work at Institute. Doubt about correctness of 
Tolman's work on cosmological problem, but Tolman turned 
out to be right. . . .

/%MMgry 7: It is very interesting here. Last night with Milli
kan, who plays here the role of God.. . . Today astronomical 
colloquia, rotation of the sun, by St. John. Very sympathetic 
tone. I have found the probable cause of the variability of the 
sun's rotation in the circulatory movement on the [surface]. .. . 
Today I lectured about a thought experiment in the theoretical 
physics colloquium. Yesterday was a physics colloquium on the 
effect of the magnetic field during crystallization of the proper
ties of bismuth crystals.

For January 1$, 1931, Millikan arranged a spectacular dinner at the
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new Athenaeum, with Einstein as the centra] attraction, seated next to 
Millikan and Michetson. The gathering a)so included the physicists and 
astronomers C. E. St. John, W. W. Campbell, W. S. Adams, R. C. Tel
man, G. E. Hale, and E. P. Hubbell, as well as Mrs. Einstein, and two 
hundred members of the California Institute Associates. The latter group 
was from Millikan's point of view the central target, for he had founded 
it in 192.4 as an organization that would pledge large sums of money to 
Caltech for a ten-year period -  "men most able, interested, and active in 
promoting Southern California ...  [who would] put Caltech on their list 
of foremost Southern California assets." ̂

When Einstein's turn came to speak to the assembly, he could express 
his genuine friendship and pleasure at being in that company/'* Address
ing them as "LteEe fretm/e.'" and referring to his own general theory for 
relativity and gravitation, he said, "Without your work, this theory 
would today be scarcely more than an interesting speculation; it was your 
verifications which first set the theory on a real basis." He added an 
acknowledgment of each of the experimental contributions by Camp
bell, St. John, Adams, and Hubbell that had been an essential support 
for the acceptance of his work. While this meeting may not have been on 
quite the level of the brilliant colloquia Einstein was used to at Berlin, 
the company of scientists showed that America had come an immense 
distance scientifically since Ludwig Boltzmann's tongue-in-cheek ac
count of his visit to California, Dze Rezse eznes dcMtscEczz Pro/essors zzzs 
E/Jor%Jo, just 2.5 years earlier.

"A EtrJ o/pRss%ge"

By mid-March 1931, Einstein was back in Berlin. Two months later, he 
left the troubled city again to give the Rhodes lectures at Oxford, where 
Christ Church College made him a senior member ("research student") 
for eight weeks per year for five years.^ Here, too, Einstein found him
self happy and in good company, with Frederick Lindemann playing the 
role of Millikan, although on a much smaller scale. The bonds here went 
back some years as well -  to the first Solvay Conference of 1911, where 
Einstein and Lindemann had met. And, of course, England had had a 
special place in Einstein's heart ever since November 1919, when the 
announcement had been made at the Royal Society in London that ob
servations by a British eclipse expedition under Arthur S. Eddington had
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confirmed Einstein's prediction on the bending of star light near the edge 
of the sun. As Einstein had confessed to Lindemann (in a letter written 
on August 2.8,192.7), he was very aware that in England "my researches 
have found more recognition than anywhere else in the world."

As we now approach the moment of Einstein's decision, his oscilla
tion between the German- and English-speaking countries and the vast 
differences in atmosphere that he found in them takes on a special poi
gnancy. Not long after his Oxford Rhodes lectures, Einstein was invited 
to go to Vienna for the first time in nine years and gave a lecture at the 
Physical Institute of the university on October 14,1931. Providing a view 
of how things stood was a confidential report from the German Embassy 
in Vienna to the Foreign Office in Berlin - one in a constant flow of re
ports by the nervous German Einstein-watchers.^ There is a measure of 
classic irony here, as the German Embassy, still intent on using Einstein 
in its mission of KM/tMfpropcgcMdc, noted how the good Viennese be
haved, even though seven more years were to elapse before they would 
throw themselves officially into the abyss of Nazism: "It is typical of the 
manner in which in Vienna all things are dealt with from a party- 
political point of view that the official Austrian authorities observed 
special reserve with respect to Professor Einstein, because he is a Jew, and 
considered oriented to the political left." Since neither the education 
ministry nor the rector of the universities came to the lecture, and the 
distinguished visitor was not received or even invited by any official state 
authority (no doubt to Einstein's own great delight), the ambassador 
described his frantic efforts to invite some officials at least to have break
fast with him and Einstein. It was a moment for the stage.

Less than two months later, in December, Einstein was again on his 
way westward, for his second visit to Pasadena. At home, the drum beat 
was steadily getting more ominous. The National Socialists had become 
the second largest group in the Reichstag. In July, the banks had col
lapsed, and in October the National Socialists, the German National 
Party, and the Stahlhelm had consolidated as the National Opposition 
for the avowed purpose of forcing Chancellor Heinrich Brtining's resig
nation.

The travel diary in the Einstein Archives shows that, for Einstein, the 
process of crystallizing his decision had begun in earnest:

December 6 f 193 rj: Yesterday we left the Channel. It is be
coming definitely warmer, with rainy weather and considerable 
agitation of the sea.. . .
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I have started to read Fridell's spirited KM/fMrgascEicEte,
Volume HI, and Grtinberg's Fairy Tales. In addition, I also 
read Born's Quantum Mechanics.

Today, I decided in essence to give up my position in Berlin. 
Weil, then, a bird of passage for the rest of life. Seaguiis accom
pany our ship, constancy in ftight. They wiii come with us to 
the Azores. They are my new coiieagues, aithough God knows 
they are happier than 1 . Fdow dependent man is on externa) 
matters, compared with the mere animat .. . !

I am learning English, but it doesn't want to stay in my old 
brain.^

As this sketch has tried to indicate, by the beginning of the 1930s the 
process through which physics in the United States was coming of age 
had reached a satisfactory stage. There was now an adequate balance, 
such as had been achieved in chemistry a decade earlier, between experi
mental and theoretical work, adequate provision for undergraduate and 
graduate training, a strong professional society, a wide range of well-run 
research publications. Despite the worldwide economic depression, the 
intellectual, institutional, and financial base was sound. The laboratory 
facilities in several key places were remarkably good, and the opportu
nities for study and colleagueship on the national and international level 
excellent. Also, the interplay between academic and industrial ("pure" 
and "applied") science research that characterizes the modern United 
States was well launched. Even that uncertain indicator, the proportion 
of Nobel prizes awarded to U.S. nationals in physics, was impressive. 
The country was well on its way to fulfilling the brash prophecy Millikan 
had made in 1919: "In a few years we shall be in a new place as a scien
tific nation and shall see men coming from the ends of the earth to catch 
the inspiration of our leaders and to share in the results [of] our devel
opments." ̂

Thus, even before the major influx of European physicists in the 
1930s, the center of gravity of international activity had been shifting 
westward to the United States, preparing the country to be not only a 
physical refuge but also an intellectual attraction for the emigres. And 
side by side with the professional preparation to receive and put to good 
use the influx of talent, there was, of course, the special, human quality 
of American life and spirit that Einstein had described after his first visit. 
As Victor Weisskopf said of the newly arrived European physicists in the
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1930s, "Within the shortest time, one was in the midst of a society that 
was extremely appealing and interesting and active; and in fact, we felt 
much more as refugees in Europe than here." ̂

Indeed, the new arrivals, fleeing Hitler's world, came just in time to 
complete a transition that, at least for the physical sciences, had begun in 
the mid-i92.os, the period Oppenheimer once called the "heroic time." It 
was therefore both symbolically and historically appropriate that the 
new, enlarged community of scientists soon was put to work on tasks 
that not only shaped modern science but also preserved modern life itself. 
For it is well to remember that these "graduates" of the transformation, 
and their students, were destined shortly to play a major role in the fight 
for survival of the civilized world against the war machine of the totali
tarian Axis nations.̂ "

In contrast to some of the other fields, the interaction of the refugees 
with the growing field of physics in the United States in the 1930s was a 
story of mutual benefit. Physics today in the United States is to a large 
degree the offspring of the happy union of the work of the new and older 
Americans. Einstein's move to the Western Hemisphere was not a cause 
but a symbol of a historic process.



PART II

On the history of 
twentieth-century physical science





"Success sanctifies the means": 
Heisenberg, Oppenheimer, and the 

transition to modern physics

It is likely that no science had a more turbulent and fruitful three decades 
than did physics between the turn of the century and the end of the 
1920s. Notions that were unquestioned at the beginning became barely 
remembered vestiges of a distant "classical" period. The very process 
of approaching scientific problems was dramatically altered. Even the 
names of some of the main actors -  the Curies, Rutherford, Planck, 
Einstein, Minkowski, Schrodinger, Bohr, Born, and their generation - 
commonly stand for "revolutionary" innovations.

And yet an argument can be made that for all their hard-won ad
vances, those physicists were at heart still closer to the classical tradition 
than to the conceptions most physical scientists today carry in their very 
bones. Even Bohr had to wean himself painfully from his correspondence- 
principle approach, with its base in mechanistic explanations; and his 
complementarity point of view did not turn its back on that tradition, 
but tried to incorporate it.

To find those who, in that transition period, dedicated themselves 
without visible ambivalence to the fashioning of a new physics, to find 
the real "radicals," one has to turn to the pupils of that older generation. 
Among these, none is a more appropriate candidate than Werner Heisen
berg. Here was a young person who appeared to have no ties to old ideas 
that might impede or delay him. One probably has to agree with the 
point that "there is simply no ultimate /og;Ar/ connection between clas
sical and quantum mechanics";* it was therefore perhaps unavoidable 
that a crucial intervention in the transition from one to the other came 
from one who seemed to have no psyĉ ofog;c%/ or con
nection with the old physics, either.

Heisenberg's frank letters and interviews  ̂greatly enrich our under
standing of his many scientific and nonscientihc publications, and so are



important sources for identifying the persona! responses of a modern 
scientist as he tried to dea! with contrary demands and !oya!ties. He has 
given us a reveahng picture of the context in which he discovered himself 
as a physicist, just as he was turning twenty, white a third-semester 
student at the University of Munich. Only four weeks after beginning 
Arnold Sommerfeld's seminar on "Theory of Spectral Lines on the Basis 
of the Bohr Atomic Model," the young man is given the honor of being 
allowed to try his hand at a problem. In fact, Sommerfeld himself had 
been defeated by it: the explanation of the experimental values of the 
anomalous Zeeman effect. In those days, before the discovery of electron 
spin and of spin-orbit coupling, it was not possible to associate the 
observed splitting of the doublet and triplet spectra in a weak magnetic 
held with the mechanisms of the otherwise successful Bohr-Sommerfeld 
quantized model of the atom. The separation between the components of 
the split spectral lines could be rendered by rational fractions (e.g., %, %). 
But how could these fractions be related to some atomic model governed 
by the familiar orbital mechanics, where whole quantum numbers char
acterized the initial and final states of the emitting atom?

In an interview in 1963, Heisenberg recalled this first test as a research 
scientist:

Sommerfeld gave me the experimental values of the anomalous 
Zeeman effect. He had just published a minor paper which he 
told me was not important at all. He said, "Since we supposed 
from Bohr's work that every frequency is a difference between 
two energies, one should expect that in these funny numbers"
-  which one had in the anomalous Zeeman effect for the split
ting -  "that the denominator should be the product of two 
denominators belonging to the two states," . . .  and he wanted 
me to find out what the initial and final states were, using the 
selection rules. . . .

So after a very short time, I would say perhaps one or two 
weeks, I came back to Sommerfeld, and 1  had a complete level 
scheme. Then I came up with a statement which I almost 
didn't dare to say, and he was, of course, completely shocked.
I said, "Well, the whole thing works only if one uses 
quantum numbers." Because at that time nobody ever spoke 
about half quantum numbers; the quantum number was an 
entire number, you know, an integer. "Well," he said, "that
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must be wrong. That is absolutely impossible; the only thing 
we know about the quantum theory is that we have integral 
numbers, and not half-numbers; that's impossible." . . . Since I 
was a complete dilettante and amateur, and didn't know any
thing, 1  thought, "Well, why not try half quantum numbers?"  ̂

There is no indication that the week or ten days of work had cost the 
young man any deep anguish or soul searching. On the contrary; when 
Alfred Lande wrote Heisenberg not long afterward, to warn that this 
approach challenged the old quantum theory at its foundation, Heisen
berg responded simply (October 2.6,192.1) that "one must give up much 
of the previous mechanics and physics if one wants to arrive at the Zee- 
man effect." Even the iconoclastic Wolfgang Pauli was worried; but he 
got the reply from Heisenberg (November 19,192.1), which announced 
a leitmotif: Jer Er/o/g Eei/igt Mitte/, success sanctifies the means. 
When Heisenberg's paper -  his first -  appeared early in 1922, the re
action was the same as to many of his papers during the next few years: 
Its brilliance and daring challenged and perplexed his elders.'*

Perhaps the readiness to give up the past came more easily to Heisen
berg because, as he explained in the interview of 1963, his idiosyncratic, 
quite irregular education had brought him to quantum theory even be
fore he had a good grounding in classical mechanics. But there is also 
some irony in the fact that this radical innovator was born in 1901 as the 
son of a scholar of Greek philology of the old German school. If we trace 
his personal trajectory we find that his development was affected by two 
very different forces: the vicissitudes of German political history and the 
breathtaking developments in physics. In both of these, Heisenberg saw 
himself as having to choose between the themes of tradition and innova
tion, or to put it in terms of their nearest thematic equivalents, continuity 
and discontinuity.

On the political side, the choice was predominantly for conservatism; 
he confessed once that he was attracted by the "principles of Prussian life 
-  the subordination of individual ambition to the common cause, mod
esty in private life, honesty and incorruptibility, gallantry and punctu
ality." One of the earliest glimpses Heisenberg has given us of his youth 
in Munich shows him at the age of about 17/ Germany is in the grips of 
the spring 1919 revolution. The streets of Munich are battlefields. Far 
from engaging in youthful rebellion, young Werner and his friends do 
military service on behalf of the new Bavarian government's troops that
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are recapturing the city. Between guard-duty shifts, the youth retires to 
the roof of a nearby building, a theological college. He lies down in the 
wide gutter to soak up the warm sun and to catch up on his neglected 
studies, specifically on his Greek school edition of Plato's dialogues, as 
Kepler himself might well have advised.

And there he encounters, in the Tinmens, Plato's discussion of the 
theory of matter. Each small particle is said to be formed and determined 
by the mathematical properties of four regular solids. Heisenberg is fas
cinated by the ancient idea that matter in its chaotic diversity is explained 
by a few examples of mathematical form, and that thereby an orderliness 
is discerned behind all the seeming infinity of different behaviors of dif
ferent materials. Going further, he finds himself speculating whether 
there can be found some similar sense of order to deal with the turbulent 
events of the day in the streets below. He asks himself, Does one have to 
discard the old order of traditional Europe and the "bourgeois virtues" 
taught by one's parents, or should the new order be built on the old? 
Strangely, more than most others, Heisenberg was to be confronted with 
such questions all his life, in physics as well as in politics.

'Art into/ernfi/e coMtrgJicPoM"

By the time Heisenberg was twenty-one, the quality of his mind was 
unmistakable. In 1922., Niels Bohr had come to give some lectures at 
Gottingen, not long before going to pick up his Nobel Prize. Heisenberg 
was now there for a term. In the discussion period, this young student 
asked questions so trenchant that Bohr invited him to continue their talk 
on a long Spnxiergnng. Their three-hour-long discussion was the first in a 
long series of collaborations.

In essence, the problem that first brought Bohr and Heisenberg to
gether was this. Bohr's classic paper of 1913 had served splendidly to 
show a connection to exist among a number of separate findings. For 
example, the atom, such as that of hydrogen, can be perturbed by high
speed collisions with other atoms, or by chemical processes, or by radia
tion; but it always returns to its original, "normal" or stable state. 
Another curious fact is that the light emitted by a hydrogen source has 
many, very specific frequencies -  but always the same ones, the rest being 
somehow forbidden for that atom.

Bohr had dealt with the puzzle by proposing the well-known model of 
the atom as a nucleus surrounded by electrons. The electrons, Bohr held,
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would normally be in "discrete stationary states" during which there is 
no radiation. But when an orbiting electron descends between stationary 
states, radiation is emitted, and shows up as a line in the characteristic 
spectrum. While in the stationary states, the atom obeys classical laws of 
mechanics, those going back to Newton; while the atom emits such radia
tion, however, it chiefly exhibits quantum behavior, by laws first pro
posed by Planck in 1900. Thus Bohr's atom of 1913 was really a kind of 
mermaid -  the improbable grafting together of disparate parts, rather 
than a new creation incorporating quantum theory at its core.

fn its favor was that the model worked excellently to explain a number 
of phenomena, for example, the known lines of the hydrogen spectrum. 
But almost everyone, including Bohr himself, felt from the beginning 
that this mixed model was only the first step on a long road. Some were 
repelled by the way in which the discrete quantum rules were being 
imposed on the continuous laws of dynamics, in violation of classical 
physics. Otto Stern, after reading Bohr's paper soon after it appeared, 
had turned to a friend and said, "!f that nonsense is correct which Bohr 
has just published, then I will give up being a physicist." Ernest Ruther
ford, writing to his protege Bohr on March 2.0,1913, had gently scolded 
him: "Your ideas as to the mode of origin of spectra in hydrogen are very 
ingenious and seem to work well; but the mixture of Planck's ideas 
[quantization] with the old mechanics makes it very difficult to form a 
physical idea of what is the basis of it."

It also became suspect that a number of ideas basic to Bohr's atom 
could be imagined or visualized, but not measured. Thus one could not, 
of course, actually see or test the presumed orbits of the electrons around 
the nucleus. Nor did the frequency of the assumed orbital motions turn 
up as anything observable, the frequency of the actually emitted light 
being connected only with the dipfetences of energy in the electron's tran
sition between stationary states.

Now during Bohr's Gottingen lecture in 192.2., Heisenberg thought he 
detected that Bohr was inclining to question the suitability of his own 
atomic model. As Heisenberg recalled, it "was felt even by Bohr himself 
to be an intolerable contradiction, which he tried merely to patch over in 
desperation."*' During their long walk, Heisenberg learned for the first 
time how "well-nigh hopeless these problems of atom dynamics then 
appeared."

Bohr knew already that the problem was one involving not only 
physics but also epistemology. Human language is simply inadequate to
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describe processes within the atom, to which our experience is connected 
in only very indirect ways. But since understanding and discussion de
pend on the available language, this deficiency made any solution diffi
cult for the time being. Bohr confessed that originally he had not worked 
out his complex atomic models by classical mechanics; "they had come 
to him intuitively . . .  as pictures," representing events within the atom. 
Thinking and talking about electron paths in the atom were easy, but the 
imagery had really been borrowed from macroscopic phenomena, such 
as watching actual electron tracks in cloud chambers, all on a scale bil
lions of times larger than the atom itself. Similarly the properties of 
light allowed one to talk about it by analogy either with water waves or, 
in other experiments, in terms of energetic bullets (quanta). But how 
could light as such be both? Visualizability and model-based intuitability 
(Ansc/MM/ic^e?;) of physical conceptions had always been a help in the 
past; by 1911 in this new realm it was beginning to appear to be a trap. 
Yet how could one do without it?

fn 1911-11 there began a long journey through the wilderness for 
most of the physicists -  even for Heisenberg, who has given a description 
of that period/ These were several years of

continuous discussion, and we always saw that we got into 
trouble, because we got into contradictions and into difficul
ties. And we just could not resolve these difficulties by rational 
means. . . .  $0 we actually reached a state of despair, even 
when we had the mathematical scheme -  which was to every 
one of us to begin with a kind of miracle. . . . Out of this state 
of despair finally came this change of mind. All of a sudden 
[we said] well, we simply have to remember that our usual 
language does not work any more, that we are in the realm of 
physics where our words don't mean much.

Wolfgang Pauli declared in 191$, "Physics is decidedly confused at the 
moment; in any event it is much too difficult for me and I wish I . . .  had 
never heard of it." But by 1918, the struggle had yielded the matrix form 
of quantum mechanics and the equivalent wave mechanics, and P. A. M. 
Dirac could write confidently: "The general theory of quantum mechan
ics is now almost complete. The underlying physical laws necessary for 
the mathematical theory of a large part of physics, and of all chemistry, 
at last are completely known." Indeed, although at first only the most 
adventurous spirits followed this road (and perhaps the majority of Euro
pean physicists was not converted for several years more), physics had
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reached a new maturity, with quantum mechanics furnishing the tools 
for attacking a whote range of obstinate puzzles, from spectroscopy and 
magnetism to physical chemistry and nuclear physics.

A key event in this transition from despair to euphoria was Heisen
berg's own work done in the spring of 1915.̂  He had asked Max Born, 
for whom he was now acting as assistant, for two weeks of leave. Heisen
berg was having a bad case of hay fever and wanted to recover on the 
barren island of Heligoland.

In this lonely retreat, he worked out a formalistic approach to the 
understanding of atomic spectra, using a mathematics that more experi
enced scientists knew as matrix algebra. Heisenberg had totally elimi
nated the concept of electron orbits, or indeed of any "picture" of the 
atom. (When Born later saw it, he found this at first "disconcerting.") In 
its place, Heisenberg put a mathematical schema based on the laws of 
quantum physics, adjusted by introducing the data (e.g., the frequencies 
and intensities of the spectral lines) that long ago had been established by 
observation. In his revealing article "Quantenmechanik,"^ he declared 
that the customary A?tsc%7gMMMg -  derived from ordinary space-time con
ceptions, which are in principle "continuous" -  has to give way in the 
atomic realm to the apparent Unansc^an/tc^ed of "discontinuous" 
elements. He advised that the grasping of those elements, and of a "kind 
of reality" appropriate to them, was the real problem of atomic physics.

After the initial consternation among physicists about this approach, it 
turned out to give results that fit splendidly with the work of others, 
among them Bohr, Pauli, Dirac, and Schrodinger. Although a small num
ber of physicists reject it to this day as nothing but a halfway house -  and 
although any meaningful version of it has yet to penetrate beyond the 
walls of science faculties -  the goal of a true quantum mechanics had 
been reached. Even the issue of visualizability, so important in German 
circles that it found its way into the very title of basic research papers,*" 
seemed resolvable when a new kind of Ansc^aM/d/r^ed was reached.**

The new quantum mechanics was the product of many hands in direct 
or indirect collaboration, of individuals and groups, of debates formal 
and informal. The week-by-week sequence of events, and the apportion
ment of specific credit, have been the subject of many published and un
published reminiscences by most of the main actors, as well as of detailed 
treatises and occasional disputes among historians of science during the 
last two decades. It does not detract from the usefulness of such research 
into collegial relations and the operation of the "invisible college" if I
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focus instead on the individual and ask here a question prompted by my 
interest in comparing aspects of the work of two briHiant physicists of 
about the same age, both trained by the same patron, active at about the 
same time in quantum mechanics, but with very different careers. The 
question of interest here is: In what consisted the novelty of Heisenberg's 
own contribution during the crucial period of 192.5-27?

Heisenberg's claim to a key position in the transition to modern 
physics is hardly challengeable. Thus Max Jammer states flatly: "The 
development of modern quantum mechanics had its beginning in the 
early summer of 1925, when Werner Heisenberg . . . conceived the idea 
of representing physical quantities by sets of time-dependent complex 
numbers."'^ Such evaluations draw attention to a set of closely related 
methodological elements in Heisenberg's approach during those crucial 
years.

1. The theory for the description of quantum-physical events elimi
nates the immediately pictorial conceptions and interpretations (e.g., 
orbits, and later the electron itself) that had generally been associated 
with basic physical quantities. A typical Heisenberg dictum was "The 
program of quantum mechanics has to free itself first of ai! from these 
intuitive pictures. . . . The new theory ought above alt to give up visu- 
alizability [Ansĉ nM/iĉ êit] totally."'^

2. As signaled by the discrete nature of the observed spectra! tines, the 
physics of the atomic rea!m is intrinsically discontinuous, requiring the 
etimination of notions based on continuous representations characteristic 
of macrophysica! kinematics and mechanics. As Heisenberg wrote to 
Pau!i, on November 23,1926, "That the wor!d is continuous I consider 
more than ever totally unacceptable," and Born and Jordan in 1925 re
ferred to Heisenberg's work as a "true discontinuum theory."

3. The statistica! interpretation as the way to think about nature is to 
be adhered to fu!!y. Probability is a fundamenta! feature of phenomena 
in the submicroscopic regime and need not be imposed on quantum 
mechanics, as Heisenberg thought Born had done when introducing the 
probabilistic interpretation of the wave function in 1926. (Born had con
fessed to be following Einstein in interpreting probability to be a prop
erty of a sort of "phantom held.")

Although other views (e.g., Bohr's complementarity, Einstein's real
ism) persisted as minority opinions, this set of three interpenetrating 
elements, developed in Heisenberg's work, came to define a position that 
was identified with the majority point of view on how to think about



modern physics. The young man had shown the path by which to cross 
the Continental Divide.
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"h is tbe theory mbieb decides . . . "

Heisenberg has given us a number of discussions of Einstein and his 
work; none is more revealing than the account of an occasion in 192.6 
when, having attracted Einstein's attention, he was invited after a lecture 
in Berlin to walk home with him. In the flush of his new successes, 
Heisenberg reported he now believed one must build the atomic model 
only on the direct results of experimental observations. Moreover, he 
confessed that in this he thought of himself as following just the philoso
phy Einstein had used in fashioning the theory of relativity in 190$. But 
to his consternation, Einstein answered, "This may have been my phi
losophy, but it is nonsense all the same. It is never possible to introduce 
only observable quantities in a theory. It is the theory which decides what 
can be observed." ̂  In experiments of any sophistication, we just cannot 
separate the empirical processes of observation from the mathematical 
and other theoretical constructs and concepts.

When Heisenberg told me this story, some years before he published 
it, he added: "Einstein was of course right. Indeed, I myself showed in 
the paper on the uncertainty relation, written soon afterwards, that the 
theory even decides what we cannot observe." It was a fair point. But 
Einstein's objection really touched also on another distinction. Unlike 
Einstein, Heisenberg had never been interested in firsthand, direct ex
perimentation. He trusted that his theory would be safely built on experi
mental results obtained behind the walls of some other building. For the 
frequencies of spectral lines, this was (by the 192.0s) safe enough. But 
with respect to the more sophisticated and ambiguous experiments at the 
frontier of physics and technology, it could be a dubious policy, as we 
shall see later.

In his book Trathhon in science, Heisenberg retells the Einstein story 
and uses it to open the question whether the new physics, in whose 
growth he had played such a crucial role, had really overthrown "the 
traditional method in science." Is quantum mechanics, often referred to 
as a "revolution" in physics, really outside the tradition of work inaugu
rated in the time of Galileo? Is one right in seeing Heisenberg as the 
heroic conqueror of qualitatively new territory? Heisenberg did not think 
so. He said, "The fundamental method has always been the same"; and
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elsewhere; "I think science always has more or less the same structure. 
Science changes considerably in its philosophical aspect, but this 1  would 
not consider a crisis of science. It is not a revolution, it is evolution of 
science.. . .  [Science actually proceeds by] a more gradual change, which 
afterwards could be called a revolution."

The changes Heisenberg himself introduced involved nothing as fun
damentally different from ongoing science as, for example, Goethe had 
demanded when he called for a return to a descriptive science, one based 
not on experiments that draw out new effects "artificially," but on the 
directly visible, natural phenomena themselves. Rather, Heisenberg held, 
the tradition of physics in the twentieth century has been continuous in 
three essential respects: in the types o/problems scientists select, in the 
Methods they employ, and most strongly in the type o/Toncepts they use 
to deal with phenomena.

The tool kit of specific concepts changes in time, of course; thus, 
luminiferous ether had to be given up after 1905, and with it the dream of 
reducing electromagnetism to mechanics. Space and time turned out to 
be more dependent on each other than the Newtonians had thought. The 
absolutely "objective description" of a physical system turned out to be 
impossible. At each of these steps, tradition was eventually perceived to 
have been a hindrance to the progressive development because, as it is 
usually put, it "filled the minds of scientists with prejudices." But, said 
Heisenberg at the end of his career, this is a false view of the role of tradi
tion in science, and "prejudice" is a derogatory label for a profound, 
more positive, and more functional mechanism in the scientific imagina
tion. If we wish to study phenomena, we need a language. At the start of 
a deep investigation, the new words are not yet available, so we must use 
old, traditional (and therefore intuitable) ones, to think about the prob
lem and to ask the initial questions in the first place. But these words are 
tied to the so-called prejudices that form a necessary part of the old 
language. It may be painful to realize that a natural, traditional concep
tion like the orbit or path of an electron has no meaning when applied to 
the atom. But during the very act of coming to this seminal realization, 
the tradition against which the advance pushes is both a hindrance and a 
necessity.

Moreover, there is no escape from tradition in yet another sense: The 
opposite of a currently reigning tradition is another, perhaps equally 
ancient tradition. To illustrate that, we need only look at the topic that 
most preoccupied Heisenberg in his final years: the concept of the ele-



mentary partide in modern physics. He traces the modern theme of 
elementary entities as explanatory devices back 2.500 years, to Democ
ritus. But he notes that our elementary particles, such as the proton, are 
in fact not uncuttable as the Greek atom was thought to be; on the 
contrary, a proton has a finite size, and it can be divided or transformed. 
When energetic protons collide they can give rise to many pieces with 
sizes like those of the proton. Hence the proton is not truly elementary, 
but "consists of any number and kind of particles." Even the current 
candidate for the ultimate unit of matter, the quark, is really no better. In 
some theories it can be divided -  into two quarks plus one antiquark, or 
similar combinations. Thus, in principle every particle needs for its full 
explanation all other particles.

Out of this vicious circle, as Heisenberg saw it at the end, there is only 
one way: to abandon the philosophy of Democritus and the concept of 
fundamental elementary particles. Instead, one should go back to pre
cisely the antithesis of the Greek atomistic materialists, namely, the con
cepts derived from Plato, specifically his ideas of symmetry -  thereby 
exchanging allegiance from one old thema to its old opposite, difficult 
though it now might be to do so: "We have returned to the age-old prob
lem whether the Idea is more real than its material realization." It is 
not the embodiment of physical discontinuity, the material elementary 
particle, that beckons as fundamental explanatory bedrock, but the 
mathematical symmetry properties by which matter on the larger scale 
is construed.

This thought, Heisenberg confessed, is unfortunately very far from 
intuitable, and hardly intelligible to the mathematically untutored reader. 
He might have added that few physicists today are tempted to follow him 
in this direction. But this is where his pilgrimage had taken him, he who 
formerly had been the Democritus of our age, who had helped to build 
the modern atom and describe its essential discontinuities. In his final 
years he returned to Plato, as if pulled back to the Tinmens that had 
captivated him in his youth.
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"We shad he in a new pince as a scientific Mahon "

Let us return now to the crucial period in the 1920s when quantum 
mechanics was fashioned. I leave Heisenberg and Germany to trace a 
parallel view of work in progress on the same grand project, but in North 
America. Indeed, as recounted in Chapter 6, Heisenberg himself, on his
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visit to America in 192.9, found that nobody seemed to be caught up 
in those fierce debates on AfKiAnM/icA&ed that had been raging among 
Heisenberg's colleagues. What he claims to have encountered here was a 
pragmatism that brought with it a hospitality to new ideas and to those 
who could convincingly present them.

Heisenberg may well have noted another, more institutional differ
ence: In the 1920s, when some of the younger scientists in the United 
States pounced on the new quantum physics, they evidently did not have 
to worry too much about the incredulity or displeasure of their older 
mentors with respect to those strange new ideas. Since the older genera
tion in the United States was trained not only in classical physics but in 
addition predominantly in experimental physics, young scientists who 
wanted to do their Ph.D. thesis on theoretical quantum physics were 
pretty much on their own. But emotional and financial support was 
made available to them, in a way that would have been more difficult in a 
more hierarchical system. The tendency was to put one's money on the 
younger people, as R. A. Millikan was fond of expressing it, whereas in 
Europe it was more likely that the young candidate or Dozent worked on 
a problem put to him by the OrJoMnMs.

Something had happened during the decade of the 1920s -  the period 
Robert Oppenheimer later called the "heroic time" -  to which few 
Europeans had paid attention. In convenient shorthand terminology, the 
period of catching up with Europe has been called "the coming of age" 
of physics in the United States. Although the issue of national differences 
is usually overplayed, in this case the existence of an identifiably Ameri
can effort during those years has been documented by the work of many 
scholars.^

It all happened in a remarkably short time. To be sure, in earlier years, 
the work of a few outstanding contributors in the United States, mainly 
experimentalists, had achieved world renown, and that of some others, 
such as the theorist J. W. Gibbs, had been unjustly neglected. On the 
whole, however, America at the beginning of the 1920s seemed, with re
spect to theoretical physics, an "underdeveloped country," far from ready 
to play a major role on the world stage of physics. The atmosphere has 
been caught in a few lines by John H. Van Vleck:

The American Physics Society was a comparatively small 
organization, with only 1,400 members in 1921 . . . and only a 
small number of the communications were theoretical. Very 
few physicists in this country were trying to understand the 
current developments in quantum theory . . .
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The problem I worked on was trying to explain the binding 
energy of the hekum atom by a mode! of crossed orbits which 
[Professor E. C.] Kembic proposed mdependcntly of the great 
Danish physicist, Niels Bohr, who suggested it a little later. In 
those days the calculations of the orbits were made by means 
of classical mechanics, similar to what an astronomer uses in a 
three-body problem. The Physics Department at Harvard did 
not have any computing equipment of any sort, and to get the 
use of a small hand-cranked Monroe desk calculator, I had to 
go to the Business School. I felt very blue when the results of 
my calculation did not agree with experiment.^

But by the mid-i^zos this picture had begun to change rather drama
tically. "Although we did not start the orgy of quantum mechanics, our 
young theorists joined it promptly." It was as if they had been waiting 
in the wings: Carl Eckart, Robert S. Mulliken, Robert Oppenheimer, 
Linus Pauling, John Slater, Van Vleck himself, and a rapidly increasing 
number of others came forward with widely noted contributions, on the 
very stage where Europeans such as Heisenberg and Pauli, working at 
well-established centers, had so recently been near despair.

By the end of the decade there was in the United States in physics -  as 
had begun to be achieved in chemistry a decade earlier -  an adequate 
balance between experimental and theoretical work, adequate provision 
for training at all levels, a much-strengthened professional society, and a 
spectrum of well-run research publications. The interplay between aca
demic and industrial science, between "pure" and "applied" research, 
was well launched. R. A. Millikan had made a brash prophecy in 1919: 
"In a few years we shall be in a new place as a scientific nation, and 
shall see men coming from the ends of the earth to catch the inspiration 
of our leaders and to share in the results [of] our developments."^" It 
would have been quite sufficient to predict that after a long period of 
intellectual and institutional subservience to European contributions and 
styles, American physicists, after absorbing the necessary research atti
tudes, would be joining the Europeans in the front ranks in terms of the 
quantity and quality of their contributions.

"C/fwblng % WOMHtg;?! <2 tMKMe/"

These points, and more, can be illuminated by a sketch of another indi
vidual career, that of Robert Oppenheimer. '̂ Born in New York in 1904, 
thus three years younger than Heisenberg, young Oppenheimer, the son



of a weH-to-do businessman and of a trained artist, received a fine educa
tion in scientific and humanistic studies (he later called himself "a prop
erly educated esthete"). In school, writing stories and poetry, learning 
everything easily, he developed a baroque and exaggerated style that 
shows up in many of his early letters, and which may even have pene
trated his early work in physics. He later confessed that he "probably still 
had a fascination with formalism and complication," before he fully 
realized the need for "simplicity and clarity."

It is significant that by his own account Oppenheimer's aim on enter
ing Harvard College was to study chemistry or mineralogy, "with an idea 
of becoming a mining engineer." He had come to science first of all by 
becoming fascinated, as a child of five or seven, when on a visit to his 
grandfather in Germany he was given a "perfectly conventional tiny col
lection of minerals." In his family one did things in style; so as a high 
school graduation gift the boy was staked to a prospecting trip to Czecho
slovakia - indeed to the mining center in Joachimsthal, famous for its 
pitchblende from which uranium salt had long been extracted for the 
manufacture of glass. It was from here that tons of pitchblende residue 
had been obtained by Pierre and Marie Curie, who then discovered in it 
the mysterious substance they called "radium." The same area was to be 
the main supply of uranium, many years later, for the Nazi attempt to 
make an atomic bomb. Indeed, the German embargo on the export of 
uranium ore from Joachimsthal was one of the telltale signs noted by 
Einstein in his letter of August z, 1939 to Roosevelt, warning that the 
Germans were on their way.

Oppenheimer visited that mine at a time almost precisely halfway be
tween the Curies' labors and Einstein's letter - one of the mysterious 
symmetries in his life trajectory that normally are associated only with 
staged plays. At that excursion, he contracted a nearly fatal case of dysen
tery, which exacerbated a predisposition to bouts of colitis, melancholia, 
and periods of deep depression. Again, a strange irony: Having been 
forced to spend a year at home to recuperate and thereby miss a year 
before entering college, young Robert was sent on a refreshing trip to 
New Mexico and the West, with Herbert W. Smith, his admired teacher 
at the High School of the Ethical Culture Society, who continued to play 
the role of mentor, serving as companion. The boy fell in love with the 
wild Southwest -  and incidentally came upon a beautiful mesa on which 
was located the Los Alamos Ranch School. Indeed, the main events in 
Smith and Weiner's book are balanced between Robert's boyhood visit
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and, twenty years tater, the return trip when Oppenheimer took Genera! 
Groves to that spot one November afternoon, to propose it as the site for 
the secret laboratory.

Although the center of gravity of Oppenheimer's college hfe was 
dearly in chemistry, mathematics, and physics, he also stretched in other 
directions: philosophy, literature, continuing his study of languages. To 
Smith he writes: "I labor, and write innumerable theses, notes, poems, 
stories, and junk. . . .  I make stenches in three different labs, listen to 
Allard gossip about Racine, serve tea and talk learnedly to a few lost 
souls, go off for the weekend to distill the low grade energy into laughter 
and exhaustion, read Greek, commit faux pas, search my desk for letters, 
and wish I were dead." At an age when Heisenberg walked in Gottingen 
with the likes of Niels Bohr, the various fragments of Oppenheimer's 
soul were still waiting for a magnetic field that would line them up.

That magnet came in his encounter with P. W. Bridgman, the ex
perimentalist who later won the Nobel Prize for his researches on high- 
pressure physics and who was then also developing his operationalist 
philosophy of science. Looking back, Oppenheimer recalled that as far as 
science goes, Bridgman's course presented "the great point of my time" 
at college; for Bridgman "didn't articulate a philosophic point of view, 
but he lived it, both in the way he worked in the laboratory which, as you 
know, was very special, and in the way he talked. He was a man to 
whom one wanted to be an apprentice."

There is, however, important asymmetry. While young Heisenberg 
shocked Arnold Sommerfeld with his confident innovations in theoreti
cal physics, Oppenheimer was heading for a terrible disappointment 
with the type of physics he had planned as his life's work. Bridgman later 
reminisced with some amusement that Oppenheimer had come to work 
on an experimental problem in his laboratory and at the beginning 
"didn't know one end of the soldering iron from the other." The delicate 
suspensions of galvanometers had to be replaced constantly when this 
apprentice was using them. But he stuck with it and did a quite respect
able job of measuring the pressure coefficient of the electric conductivity 
of alloys to about 15,000 atmospheres -  a kind of apotheosis of his 
initial interest in mineralogy and crystal physics.

Yet for a would-be physicist in the early 1920s, to be not very good in 
the laboratory, a test Heisenberg never had to face, raised in an American 
university some doubts about his ultimate promise. In Bridgman's letter 
of recommendation, intended to help Oppenheimer to go on to Ernest
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Rutherford's laboratory at Cambridge, he had to confess Oppenheimer's 
"weakness is on the experimental side. His type of mind is analytical, 
rather than physical, and he is not at home in the manipulations of the 
laboratory." He was not accepted for work under Rutherford and had to 
settle for a place with the septuagenarian J. J. Thomson. Oppenheimer 
himself, in a letter of about that time, had discovered that "my genre, 
whatever it is, is not experimental science." That realization may help to 
explain, in some part, the depression and identity confusion that over
took Robert when, after continued poor success in laboratory matters, 
now at the Cavendish, he realized that he still had not made the central 
discovery that every young person must make: to "find and obey the 
demon who holds the fibers of one's very life," to quote the splendid 
words of Max Weber at the end of his essay "Science as a Vocation."

Like many creative persons in their youth, Oppenheimer faced a ter
rible problem: He felt himself to have the ability to look for central ques
tions, but neither saw them yet with clarity nor had the ability to survive 
psychologically, without deep anguish, the disappointment of remaining 
still outside the center. A few years later, in one of his beautiful letters to 
his brother Frank, he hints at the internal resolution that, to a large de
gree, came to him upon passing over that threshold: "I know very well, 
surely, that physics has a beauty which no other science can match, a 
rigor, an austerity and depth." Its study induces, and demands, a kind of 
mental discipline that at its best helps one to "achieve serenity, and a 
certain small but precious measure of freedom from the accidents of in
carnation, and charity, and that detachment which preserved the world 
which it renounces. . . . We come a little to see the world without the 
gross distortion of personal desire."

Smith had warned an American friend in Cambridge that Robert, on 
leaving his earlier, pampered life at college, might find "frigid England 
hellish, socially and climatically," and that if allowed to be overawed, 
"he'd merely cease to think his own life worth living." That evidently 
diagnosed part of the problem, but not the fundamental part. Rather, it 
was first Robert's bad luck, and later his rescue, that this labile, vulner
able, and brilliant young person passed through a personal crisis in the 
mid-ipzos, at the very time when physics itself was passing through a 
period of despair. The difficulty and fast pace of the science at that time 
of great excitement clearly exacerbated what can be called at its best a 
serious problem of temperament; and at the same time, it put to a test
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what one of his friends of that time called Robert's "ability to bring him
self up, to figure out what his trouble was and to deal with it."

Even at the best of times, becoming a competent scientist is a hard test 
- as Oppenheimer himself once counseled, it is "like climbing a moun
tain in a tunnel: you wouldn't know whether you were coming out above 
the valley or whether you were ever coming out at all." But as it hap
pened, for Robert the turbulences of the history of physics and of his 
own psychohistory had come together in a most frustrating way, and it 
culminated during a Christmas holiday trip to Paris in an episode that 
showed the severity of the psychological crisis. The editors of the letters 
say that, apparently without warning,

Robert suddenly leapt upon [Francis] Ferguson [a friend and 
fellow student from Harvard days] with the clear intention of 
strangling him. . . . The uncharacteristic display of violence, 
combined with Robert's despair over his inept performance in 
the laboratory, and confidences about unsatisfactory sexual 
ventures, convinced Francis that his friend was seriously 
troubled.

Subsequently, there were other melodramatic episodes, periodic visits 
to a Cambridge psychiatrist, and evidence of continued depression. That 
spring, Robert told his friend John Edsall that "he had JementH pr<2ccox 
and that his psychiatrist had dismissed him because in a case like this 
further analysis would do more harm than good." To another friend he 
said at the time he was leaving his psychiatrist because the fellow was too 
stupid to follow him, and that he knew more about his own troubles 
than the doctor did.

A word needs to be said about the use in those days of the phrase 
JententH pr^ecox. The same symptoms might now be called borderline 
schizophrenia, a term that lacks the stigma of deterioration, debility, and 
irreversibility. Through the work of Erik Erikson and others on the iden
tity formation of young persons, we are now more ready to deal with 
such episodes. For cases in which, in the past, young people were judged 
to suffer from a "chronic malignant disturbance," we now suspect, in 
Eriksonian terms, a somewhat delayed developmental crisis. The young 
person is engaged in two tasks. One is the working through of a "negative 
identity" -  the sum of the fragments which the individual has to sub
merge in himself as undesirable or irreconcilable; and the other is the 
development of a positive identity to preserve the promise of a tradi-



tionaHy assured wholeness. Erikson speaks specifically about the rage 
that can be aroused by threatened identity loss and can explode in arbi
trary destructiveness, as well as the more traditional explanation of 
dangerous or radical alternation between loving and hateful tendencies 
during transference.

Some day there may exist enough material and skill to attempt a 
psychobiographical study of Oppenheimer. But it is clear already from 
his letters that, once he had made the decision not to go back into a 
laboratory but to throw himself into the grand theoretical problems then 
attracting some of the best European physicists, Oppenheimer had essen
tially embarked on a course of self-therapy. Those of us who, as teachers 
and mentors of young would-be scientists, watch them over a period of a 
few crucial years not infrequently see some version of this process of self- 
identification taking place before our very eyes. For Oppenheimer, join
ing in the great intellectual drama of transforming physics -  "coming 
into physics" - helped resolve his dilemmas, once he achieved some 
success. Some psychological damage remained, however, not least a vul
nerability that ran through his personality like a geological fault, to be 
revealed at the next earthquake. Thus, when Oppenheimer was put on 
secret trial by the AEC Hearing Board in 1954, the supposedly private 
record made public by the AEC shows clearly how ineffective he was 
under fire, how he acquiesced in his own destruction. He later wearily 
explained: "I had very little sense of self."

But the letters of the young Oppenheimer, and reminiscences recorded 
later by both Oppenheimer and his friends of that period, show that the 
years 1916-2:7, spent at the University of Gottingen, produced that inner 
alignment that formed the strong armature of his mature self. He met 
like-minded, challenging young people such as Courant, Heisenberg, 
Wentzel, and Pauli -  a support group with which, as he later said ele
gantly, "I began to have some conversations." The formal and informal 
education proceeded at an incredible pace. Thus, a few months after 
arriving he could write (perhaps with much satisfaction) a letter to his 
former professor, Bridgman, explaining why Bridgman's rather classical 
theory of metallic conduction - on the basis of which Oppenheimer had 
embarked on his ill-fated laboratory work -  had to be changed to take 
the new quantum mechanics into account. At the age of twenty-three, he 
had essentially achieved his goal of "making myself for a career."

Oppenheimer's mentor at Gottingen was, as it happened, Max Born 
-  no easy taskmaster; Enrico Fermi had been so intimidated by him that
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he had toyed with the idea of giving up physics, before being rescued by 
finding sympathetic tutelage under Paut Ehrenfest in HoHand. But Born 
had encountered Robert on a visit to the Cavendish Laboratory, and they 
discovered that they both were interested in the same problem, the light 
spectrum radiated from excited molecules. Within a few months, Oppen- 
heimer had finished his Ph.D. thesis, in an article on the quantum theory 
of continuous spectra, received at the /MrP̂ ystik on Christmas
Eve, 192.6. Before a year was over, he had written four more articles, one 
of which, with Max Born, was a quantum-theoretical treatment of the 
behavior of molecules that remains in use, six decades later ("The Born- 
Oppenheimer Approximation").^

Appropriately enough, having passed through his ordeal, Oppen- 
heimer came back to the United States as a kind of young guru of the new 
physics. He chose for his main appointment a university in which there 
was no one working in the new quantum mechanics, where he could 
begin a career of leadership of a major school of theoretical physics. But 
it is most significant that he also cultivated genuine working relationships 
with experimental physicists, the happy harvest of his earlier struggles in 
laboratories, and also a characteristic of the possibilities in American 
universities, which rarely separated the theoretical and experimental di
visions in the manner that was still rather usual at the time in European 
instruction and research.

HerseM̂ erg, modem physics

Df/̂ erewces in sc/eMd/rc sty/e

The personal trajectories of Heisenberg and Oppenheimer, when set 
forth in more detail than would be appropriate here, show remarkable 
symmetries, intersections, and divergences. Both came to intellectual ma
turity about the same period, anguishing about the same problems of 
physics. They were touched by many of the same people (thus a chance 
meeting with Niels Bohr, while Oppenheimer was still struggling at the 
Cavendish Laboratory, was fateful to Oppenheimer too; he said later: 
"At that point I forgot about beryllium and films and decided to try to 
learn the trade of being a theoretical physicist"). And it is rather uncanny 
that each ended up being in charge of the project that aimed to produce a 
nuclear weapon for his respective country during the 1940s.

Oppenheimer's range of interests was to be of great importance to his 
effectiveness as leader of the Los Alamos project; at that point, the very 
fate of the civilized world may have depended on it. For, precisely as Ein-
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stein and his colleagues had feared in August 1939, the Germans did start 
on a project to build a nuclear weapon; they began considerably before 
the antifascist alliance, and had the advantage of excellent and experi
enced nuclear scientists such as Otto Hahn, in whose laboratory nuclear 
fission had been first discovered.

The outcomes of those projects were, of course, of historic impor
tance, and the subsequent fate of the world would have been very differ
ent if the Americans had failed and the Germans succeeded, or both 
succeeded, or both failed. Consequently, these wartime projects have 
been much analyzed and many reasons have been found for accounting 
for the actual results, from the lack of sufficient support at high political 
levels in Germany, to the Germans' failure to engage in the large indus
trial operation necessary for the actual production. Such factors un
doubtedly played some role. But one element in the eventual outcome of 
these "applied science" projects, not negligible but not much remarked 
on, may be found in the difference of scientific styles characterizing the 
heads of the two projects, and the sociology of the scientific communities 
within which they worked.

In barest outline, the point in question is this. In Heisenberg's project, 
the top responsibility and many of the essential ideas were those of a 
theoretician, who, in the tradition of his country's university system, had 
been able to keep a distance from the experimental side of physics. The 
evidence points strongly to the possibility that the design of the early 
uranium pile on the German side, strongly influenced by Heisenberg's 
own ideas, was quite impractical. Also, at least two crucial experimental 
measurements - of the diffusion of neutrons in the graphite lattice of the 
pile, and the number of neutrons freed during fission -  seem to have been 
botched at an early stage, and not effectively challenged for a long time or 
at all, possibly because the hierarchical system, transferred from the uni
versity to the weapons project, made such challenges more difficult there.

On the other side, one of Oppenheimer's first acts on assuming leader
ship - even a condition he made on accepting the assignment - was that 
an experimental physicist should be provided to assist him. In addition, 
of course, Oppenheimer's access to, and knowledgeable interaction with, 
other experimentalists was not a problem for him at all. The interlacing 
of the theoretical and experimental aspects was complete under Oppen
heimer's influence and natural for all who worked with him. In a letter 
to John H. Manley (the experimental physicist who assisted him, often 
by mail until the actual focusing of the project, in the spring of 1943, at



the Los Alamos site), Oppenheimer writes, "We are up to our ears in 
every kind of work," especially in a careful determination of the fission- 
neutron yields obtained from uranium bombarded with neutrons.^

Before it was all over, Oppenheimer had to dig deep into his own 
reservoir of knowledge, both of theory and of experiment, had to stretch 
and supplement his command of physics ranging from theoretical nu
clear physics to metallurgy and ballistics, and, by assignment and exam
ple, had to do the same for many others. Those who worked with him 
then seem to agree that his taste and skills, across this spectrum, provided 
the essential glue that held the whole enterprise together despite great 
strains. Without implying a theory of causation, one has no great diffi
culties in seeing some of the roots of later skills and interests in the 
documented early period.

In certain other ways, Oppenheimer and Heisenberg were rather simi
lar, not least in their unwillingness to oppose military authority, and in 
not asking too many questions or allowing dissent on weapons-use policy 
in wartime. The final irony was that after the war, Oppenheimer became 
the victim of a group in the military who wanted him to be even more 
subservient to their projects, whereas Heisenberg and his colleagues suc
ceeded in making most people believe they really never seriously tried to 
develop nuclear weapons.

I have sketched the outlines of what a "dense account" would be like 
that focuses on two persons caught up in the outburst of creativity in the 
physics of the mid-twenties. If we had a fully constructed dense account, 
how would it be best used toward the goal of studying the mechanisms 
that propel the creative work in the sciences? In closing, a brief personal 
remark on methodology seems appropriate here. Following the assembly 
of a dense account, the second stage is to select for attention a determi
nate, small portion of it, a portion that on the basis of that account sug
gests itself as a promising keyhole to the laboratory of the mind under 
study.

The third stage is to dive into that segment and, typically, select one or 
more particular documentary artifacts, be it a publication, a laboratory 
notebook page, a letter, a sketch, a photograph, a piece of apparatus, or 
nowadays a computer printout or voice record -  an artifact prepared 
during the nascent moment or phase so chosen. A document of this sort 
might be one of Heisenberg's early letters written while he formulated 
his approach to quantum mechanics/'* or Oppenheimer's first paper of
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tasting scientific quality.^ Depending on one's preference, the more con- 
ventionat dimensions of scholarship tead one to estabhsh (a) the historic 
state of science at the time of the production of the document, (b) the 
time trajectory of the state of pubtic scientific knowledge teading up to 
(and, if possible, beyond) the time chosen, (c) the sociological, (d) the 
cultural developments outside science and the ideological or political 
events that may have influenced the work of the scientist, and (e) the 
epistemological or logical structure of the work.

Recently, we have seen also more serious attempts to deal with the 
personal aspects of the scientific activity, and with the psychobiographi- 
cal development of the scientist under study. The discussion of Oppen- 
heimer's self-therapy of an evident identity disturbance in the mid-i920s, 
through his progressive attainment of mastery in quantum physics, may 
well deserve a place in the full description of the forces at work in the 
production of one of his early papers.^ Similarly, young Heisenberg's 
readiness to make radical departures is made more complex if we also 
hear the ticking of the time bomb of his early Platonic enchantment.

Last but not least, another tool for the analysis of a scientific work is 
what f have termed thematic analysis. Here 1  would point only to the 
previously noted example, in Heisenberg's work, to establish a physics 
that is thematically fully built on discontinuity, thereby freeing physics 
from what he called, in a letter to Pauli (January 192.5), the "swindle" of 
allowing physics to work with a mixture of quantum rules and classical 
physics, as Bohr and Sommerfeld still tolerated.

When these various dimensions of modern analysis, originating from 
different directions, are brought to bear on a specific case in the history of 
science, one can hope to see emerging from the dense account -  akin to 
the ethnographer's "thick description" -  an entity with an orderly struc
ture of its own. At the very least, the striking diversity we have seen in the 
responses of a Heisenberg and an Oppenheimer when both are caught in 
the same system of tensions indicates the riches that still wait to be dis
covered in the continuing study of that turbulent period in the making of 
modern physics.
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Do scientists need a philosophy?

When George Sarton began his work that ied to the founding of the 
modern study of history of science, technotogy, and medicine, he was 
concerned with questions of nineteenth-century mathematics. But search
ing for the predecessors of innovators was like being on quicksand. Soon 
he found himself at the beginning of scientific thought in Greece. From 
there he worked his way systematically forward, reaching the medieval 
period in some of his last works. By contrast, a growing fraction of 
today's scholars in the profession Sarton started has chosen to establish 
its research on the ground of recent and contemporary science, turning 
the historically trained eye on living cases -  the rise of solid-state physics 
or molecular biology, modern industrial research teams, or the elemen
tary particle physics groups at CERN.

There they are struck by two kinds of discrepancy. First -  at least 
among physical scientists, to which group 1 shall largely confine myself -  
the immense forward thrust today is neither enlightened nor diverted by 
epistemological debates of the kind that engaged so much energy and 
attention in the past, through the first half of this century (e.g., on the 
fundamentality of discontinuity, indeterminacy, causality, wave-particle 
duality, the continuity of scale, etc.). Only a very few scientists now write 
on ideas that were once at the center of brilliant debates among the elite. 
It is as if there were now no major puzzles left on the level of the EPR 

paradox or the Bohr-Einstein debates.
The second surprise is the marked differences between the popular 

perception of science, which thinks of it as in a state of periodic revolu
tion, and the contrary opinion of those who supposedly are the revolu
tionaries. Even among scientists one sometimes hears remarks on the 
"revolutionary" nature of past achievements that have become part of 
the corpus, such as relativity theory. But by and large they disavow the
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revolutionary mode) in favor of the evolutionary one when they speak of 
their own work rather than of textbook science. Thus Steven Weinberg 
writes on the history of physics since 1930: "The essentia) element of 
progress has been the realization, again and again, that a revolution is 
unnecessary."' In this self-evaluation, today's scientists only follow in the 
footsteps of their predecessors, from Copernicus down to our century.

These two kinds of discrepancy are in fact related, and can be resolved 
together. For a convenient starting point we can turn again to Einstein's 

remark, now apparently out of tune with current thought even in the 
most active laboratories, that "Epistemology without contact with sci
ence becomes an empty scheme. Science without epistemology is -  in 
so far as it is thinkable at all -  primitive and muddled."^ This notion 
reflected an old tradition among scientists at the forefront; one thinks 
here of the Newton-Leibniz debates, or of the mutual effects of Natur- 
pMosop/yfe and nineteenth-century science (sometimes with grotesque 
results). It was not usual for a great scientist to come to the deep puzzles 
of his field with no interest in or naked ignorance of philosophy. Einstein 
recalled with pleasure the profound impression which Ernst Mach's writ
ings made on him as a young student, and he listed some of the other 
authors he and his young friends studied together for self-education: 
Plato, Spinoza, Hume, J. S. Mill, Ampere, Kirchhoff, Helmholtz, Hertz, 
Poincare, and Karl Pearson (as well as Sophocles and Racine). J. T. 
Merz, writing about this period, commented that the German man of 
science was a philosopher; but it was not much different in other coun
tries. Thus the American physicist-philosopher P. W. Bridgman recalled 
that in his last year of secondary school at the turn of the century, he read 
Mach, Pearson, Clifford, and Stallo. At about the same time, young 
Niels Bohr was taking an important course in philosophy from Hoff- 
ding, and was deeply affected by Kierkegaard.

The historical record is clear: right through the first few decades of 
this century, a good fraction of the young scientists who came to promi
nence later prepared itself (whether consciously or not) for the interac
tion of scientific and philosophical questions, and perhaps for eventual 
candidacy to the charismatic chain of scientist-philosophers and, in Wil- 
helmian Germany's terminology, as KM/tMitniiger -  carrier of responsi
bility for the nation's cultural life that extended far beyond technical 
scientific work. We may call this the "classical" situation. The result 
could be found in the scientific journals of the first few decades of this 
century, for example, in the debates on the theory of scientific knowledge
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between Planck and Mach in 1909 to 1911, published in the PEysi- 
EniiscEe ZeitscEri/t; or in Minkowski's essay on space and time, in his 
explicit use of imagery taken from Plato; or in the difficulties the Curies 
had in bending their positivism enough to consider Rutherford's ideas on 
transmutation; or in the debate surrounding Jean Perrin's insistence on 
molecular reality; or in Heisenberg's struggle with vestiges of Kantian 
demands of AnscEnnnng and AnscEnn/icEEeit in atomic physics (even in 
the titles of some of his scientific papers in the 1920s) not to speak of 
the well-known epistemological discussions between Heisenberg, Bohr, 
Born, Schrodinger, Einstein, and de Broglie.

In different degrees these men saw themselves as both scientists and 
culture carriers, with the duty, or the psychological need, to fashion a 
coherent world picture. The most ambitious expression of that hope was 
the projected thirty-six-volume Encyclopedia of unified science, planned 
in the 1920s by Otto Neurath, Einstein, Philipp Frank, Hans Hahn, and 
Rudolf Carnap. At least in the main Western countries before about 
194$, one would have been surprised if serious, aspiring physicists had 
not been exposed to, and intellectually civilized by, some of the "tribal 
books" by scientist-philosophers of the kind young Einstein read, or 
by others such as those named above, or by Duhem, Schlick, Russell, 
Eddington, and Jeans.

This classical preparation is now dead. The "tribal books" are no longer 
read -  with a very few exceptions the whole genre has disappeared, 
giving way to occasional autobiographies in the style of James Watson's 
DonE/e Ee/ix, or textbook expositions of straight scientific content, or, in 
the Marxist countries, party texts. When Sheldon Glashow was asked 
recently what he and his fellow students had read outside science in their 
formative years, he named science fiction, Immanuel Velikovski, and 
L. Ron Hubbard. It is not an untypical list. Moreover, when it comes to 
more recent and current works in the philosophy of science, the editor's 
summary in Springs of sc/entific cre t̂inity.* Essays on founders of modern 
science seems close to the mark when he reports that working scientists 
on the whole now regard those products "as a debilitating befuddlement, 
and shun the vagueness and generality of much that has been said and 

written.'"*
These uncomfortable facts raise an important paradox. For despite 

the decay of explicit allegiance to the scientific-philosophic tradition, 
science in our day is without doubt as powerful and interesting as it has
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ever been, both as a product and as a process. The intellectual constructs 
are more far-reaching in their control over the phenomena, and the tech
niques more sophisticated than had been thought possible. A relatively 
few fundamental conceptions and metaphors provide the armatures that 
hold up complex structures in widely different specialisms.

One would therefore expect that the commonalities among the sci
ences, their shared philosophical underpinnings, would be more evident 
in scientific activity than ever. But this is precisely what we do not find. 
Therefore, two questions arise: How did this come about? And how can 
science be done so well without the conscious contact with epistemology 
that characterized the classical mode?

The first question can only be touched on here. It would be folly to 
think that the deep questions which explicitly preoccupied scientists for 
centuries are of no further interest because they have been answered. 
Rather, they seem to be temporarily suspended. We are at present in one 
of those periods of historically unusual euphoria about the prospects for 
continued rapid advance in the physical (and biological) sciences. The 
road seems fairly clear and relatively unimpeded. Under such conditions 
it is not surprising that there is no great incentive for most scientists 
to become introspective. But sooner or later science has always run up 
against some severe, apparently insurmountable conceptual obstacles. 
That is when the euphoria turns -  for a time -  to despair. The word 
despair is just what you find in the descriptions Planck, Einstein, Bohr, 
and Heisenberg have given of their own state of mind at crucial times.

This is bound to happen again. I expect that in that valley of despond, 
some of the best scientists will turn again to self-conscious epistemolo- 
gizing, and they will say, as they have in the past, that scientists do need a 
philosophy. For the time being, however, such preoccupations are in a 
state of hibernation. In their place, new extra-scientific sources of stimu
lation and strength have appeared during the past few decades, new 
sociological externalities that are considered more nourishing than a con
tinuation of the self-conscious introspection of the previous decades. 
These new factors include the large increase in the number of scientists, 
of funding sources, of administrative structures that represent long-range 
commitments. These in turn brought the better support of bright stu
dents, the greater strength of professional societies and their journals, the 
greater freedom for scientists in the West to travel and become part of the 
international community.

The ever-closer collaboration of science, technology, and engineering 
has also had a transforming effect. This is obviously the case for the
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experimentalists, whose apparatus design, data reduction skills, compu
terization, and organization in big teams were all markedly shaped by 
what they learned during their engineering-directed service in the labora
tories of the Second World War and its Cold War aftermath, and by the 
ready-made equipment available from industry. A striking example is the 
direct link between military technology and the confirmation in 1959 
of Gell-Mann and Nishijna's prediction of the cascade zero in particle 
physics/ The huge seventy-two-inch liquid-hydrogen bubble chamber 
used for the test was constructed and operated under Louis Alvarez's 
excellent team of structural cryogenic and accelerator engineers, putting 
to use skills developed in military laboratories from the Manhattan Proj
ect to the Eniwetok hydrogen-bomb test (in fact, the compressors used in 
the seventy-two-inch chamber had initially been made and used during 
that test in 1951). But not only the experimentalists were affected by 
those links. Thus Julian Schwinger/ who worked on electromagnetic 
problems of microwave and wave guides in the early 1940s (as, in fact, 
did Sin-itiro Tomonaga on the opposite side), later applied the methodo
logical lessons of this work to the effective-range description of nuclear 
forces, leading to the concept of renormalization. Willis Lamb similarly 
traced his discovery of the "Lamb shift" to his wartime work on mag
netrons.

Such externalities can account only in part for the recent somno- 
lescence of the old philosophizing impulse. Another factor in the flight 
from what is now considered "debilitating befuddlement" may well be 
the perception by the large majority of scientists, right or wrong, that the 
messages of more recent philosophers, who themselves were not active 
scientists, are essentially impotent in use, and therefore may be safely 
neglected. The possibility of this harsh judgment may be illustrated by 
the testimony of two well-placed observers. The first is Hilary Putnam, 
himself a philosopher of science at Harvard University. In his essay 
"Philosophers and human understanding," ̂  he argues that in the end the 
main schools of scientific philosophy, despite their early promise and 
their hold on the imagination of major scientists in what I have called the 
"classical" period, turned out to be failures. The early positivists, build
ing on Frege and Mach, inspired the vain hope that the scientific method, 
including its inductive core, might turn out to be an algorithm, a me
chanical proof procedure that permits "rational reconstruction." Today, 
Putnam reports, it is widely agreed that this is impossible, for there is 
always a need for judgment of "reasonableness." (Ironically, this liberali
zation has allowed anarchism to put in its strident claim here and there.)
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But scientific understanding is human understanding after ail, differing 
only insofar as research scientists may reasonably hope to be able to 
converge on the same conceptions. The implicit model for scientific prog
ress is not solving a puzzle once and for all, but the evolving emergence of 
tolerable solutions from which better problems will become available for 
future work.

The verification principle of the logical positivists, that nothing is 
rationally verifiable unless it is critically verifiable, did indeed serve well 
to free scientific thinking from the fetters of explicit metaphysical doc
trine in the nineteenth century. But Einstein had sensed the limits of this 
service earlier than most. As he wrote to his friend Michele Besso (May 
13, 1917), " 1  do not inveigh against Mach's little horse; but you know 
what 1 think about it. It cannot give birth to anything living, it can only 
exterminate harmful vermin." ̂  Summing up the results within philoso
phy six decades later, Putnam's judgment is more sweeping: that the 
work of the logical positivists and the recent post-positivists has been 
refuted, and is self-refuting to boot. That is of course not to say that 
rational argumentation and justification are impossible. But the attempt 
to consider them certifiable by appeal to public norms is an absolutistic 
delusion. To this, the student of case histories of modern physics adds a 
specific point, that if the claims of falsificationism had merit in earlier 
science, when the chain of hypotheses was shorter, it hardly corresponds 
to successful scientific practice today. On the contrary, it is striking how 
often a theory is delayed or abandoned because of initially credible ex
periments that turn out to have been flawed. In this manner, Schwinger's 
close approach to a successful electro-weak theory was blocked in the 
1930s, and the acceptance of weak currents was long delayed.

In sum, Putnam's judgment amounts to a declaration that by its own 
criteria much of recent philosophy of science has been a degenerating re
search program. Coming from the other direction, the voice of a prac
ticing scientist reinforces that of the practicing philosopher. In his essay 
in the same collection, "Rationality and science," Henry Harris, the 
Regius Professor of Medicine at Oxford, provides an urbane analysis 
that amounts to a withering indictment parallel to Putnam's. He finds, 
for example, that the works of the most senior among current philoso
phers of science "not only undermine the classical picture of scientific 
method . . . [but] also eventually undermine his own position, so that 
nothing in the way of a coherent logical structure for science remains." 
The methodological rule specifying which hypothesis to prefer (i.e., the
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one with greater empirica) content) is, "on the face of it, an attractive 
notion, but is of no use at ah to the practising scientist" -  in part because 
the "empirica! content" can't be known in advance, but unfolds as the 
hypothesis is explored. And the conception that the work of scientists 
replaces one hypothesis by another in unending series, whether commen
surate or not, neglects that they "provide facts," facts that don't have to 
be changed; blood does circulate.

Moreover, a discussion of what induction from oft-repeated observa
tion can tell about the future is also off the point, for a scientist does not 
blindly repeat his own or another's experiments; he deliberately intro
duces changes to get more information. To make the point, Harris says 
simply, "He kicks the problem around," and he adds the initially shock
ing thought that what appears as philosophical naivete (as in the intuitive 
acceptance of rational realism) can in fact be a fruitful mode of operation 
at the bench. Indeed, if scientists in the past listened to philosophers, the 
converse should be true in our day: the claims of a "logic" of scientific 
discovery do not stand up to a "detailed study of what scientists actually 
do." No list a priori makes a hypothesis intrinsically more probable to be 
right than its rivals. The best strategy is, again, an evolutionary one, in 

which the value of hypotheses is found a posteriori.
Professor Harris, a philosophically sophisticated scientist, ends with 

the judgment of laboratory common sense: "Rationality helps, but it 
is not a prescription for making discoveries." The "rational scientist," 
therefore, is a "thorough-going empiricist who never troubles his head 
about the logic of what he is doing." He makes mistakes, but also gets 
things right. He "has no reservations about the ability of scientific pro
cedure to verify and to falsify scientific propositions,"^ and he submits 
his publications in the hope that others will build on what is valuable 
in them.

What emerge from such accounts are some characteristics of the post- 
Second World War styles of the scientific imagination -  styles productive 
of superb results even if unappealing to some of us who were brought up 
in the earlier setting. (In this, as in other ways, there may be more than an 
analogy with the contemporary scene in the pictorial arts, music, and 
literature.) If the older role models were the philosophically introspec
tive Poincares or Bohrs, the newer ones are the apparently philosophy- 
immune successors of the brash young experimentalist Rutherford -  who 
had no hesitation in proposing the near-alchemical conception of trans-
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mutation, typical of his constant stream of hypotheses and simple meta
phorical explanations -  or the totally agnostic Enrico Fermi, of whose 
immensely successful theoretical work Bohr was reported to have said in 
dismay that it was attained in "too elementary" a way, too "cheaply." 
Einstein's constantly repeated epistemological credo was, after all, also 
a plea for liberalization from school philosophies, for the useful role 
of "free invention." And Bridgman's simple dictum that the scientific 
method is "doing one's damnedest, no holds barred," signaled a self- 
confidence, a skepticism of methodology, and an impatience with earlier 
authority that have become earmarks of modern scientific practice.

The success of this style seems to have entered even into the selection 
process by which young collaborators are chosen. Maxine Singer, chief 
of the Laboratory of Biochemistry, National Cancer Institute of the Na
tional Institute of Health in the United States, recently spelled out the 
desired characteristics of young scientists brought into the laboratory. A 
high value is placed on the "degree to which they challenge their senior 
colleagues" in scholarly discourse. She sees the necessity of preserving 
such "troublesome inclinations for their motivating force" as may be 
found in evidence of ambition, aggressiveness, even belligerence. She 
believes it is up to the social organization of science, in the words of 
Jacob Bronowski, to "transmute these brutish energies into disciplined 
inquiry by the community as a whole."

Eric Ashby, fifteen years ago, made a similar point. To prepare a per
son to participate in research, we must first make him familiar with "the 
orthodoxy," but then instill in him the principle of "constructive dissent: 
it is this discipline of dissent that has rescued knowledge . . . from re
maining authoritarian and static." Dissent, shading into unbuttoned ir
reverence: one recognizes the traits of a young Francis Crick or Richard 
Feynman.

Self-propelled by an unepistemological confidence, encouraged by the 
ability of his mentor to suspend disbelief in the face of "disconhrming 
evidence" for long periods, the scientist now has early and continuing 
psychological support for risking hypotheses that, in my view, would 
have had much difficulty in the first half of this century passing through 
the filter of presuppositions. The unkempt style of today shows up in the 
very terminology proposed for new scientific concepts, forcing the PYyst- 

Rer/crc editors on occasion to reject risque neologisms -  a problem 
that, say, Max Planck, as editor of the AMM%/en Jer P/?ys;T could not even 
have imagined. Moreover, the older sine MOM of sound work such as
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the sturdiness of hypotheses connecting the observed events to the under
lying theory, or the quick repeatability of new phenomena, has become 
technically almost impossible in many advances -  in research that in
volves large teams, when complex and expensive apparatus exists in the 
given form only in one place, when the search centers on a very evanescent 
signal in the noise. An exemplar of this syndrome is the exhibition of a 
single (or "gold-plated") event in the bubble chamber, as in the proof 
of the existence of the omega-minus particle or the demonstration of the 

decay process.*" We have come a long way from the reluctance of 
J. C. Street, who in 1937 had only a single cloud-chamber picture of the 
muon, and so hesitated to claim the discovery of the new particles.

But if unepistemological confidence now were all, what prevents the 
process of innovation from degenerating into mere fantasy? ff that were 
the main strategy for scientific research, it would act in most cases as 
a centrifugal tendency, leading soon to a crossing beyond the frontiers 
of good science. What prevents physics from becoming a cousin to as
trology? Why not anarchy? Some sort of sound epistemology must be at 
work after all, even if it is subterranean or not fully conscious. Therefore 
we should look for offsetting, centripetal tendencies. And this is just 
what we shall find. But we have not yet exhausted the characteristics of 
the modern style. The almost improvisational heuristic (in Whewell's 
sense of the word heuristic: serving to discover) sometimes seems like 
pole-vaulting over obstacles. Thus the twenty-nine-year-old Sheldon 
Glashow, in his paper on "Partial symmetries of weak interactions" on 
which his 1979 Nobel Prize would be based, announced simply: "The 
mass of the charged intermediaries must be greater than [zero], but the 
photon mass is zero -  surely this is the principal stumbling block in any 
pursuit of the analogy between hypothetical vector [bosons] and pho
tons. ft A  S t M t n M n g  h/ocT TMMSt O fC?7o o G "  ' '

The new physicist is unimpressed by those among his forebears who, 
having read Mach or Pierre Duhem, had trained themselves assiduously 
to avoid theories containing empirical unmeasurables; he is equally ne
glectful of more recent philosophies of science that earnestly invoke de
marcation criteria and use them to claim that elementary particle physics 
is a "degenerating research program." None of these dampens speculative 
proposals as long as there is felt to be "good reason" -  not in the sense in 
which a "good hypothesis" is one that has already been corroborated, or 
even in Carnap's sense, where "good reason" is equivalent to high proba
bility. Rather, "good reason" is part of an expression of the risk-taking,
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"what-if?" improvisational heuristic that allows proposals to be made 
without regret even when they have highly impiausibte aspects, or when 
tests are not likely to be possible in the foreseeable future. Thus C. N. 
Yang and R. Mills pioneered gauge held theory in a paper of 1934, 
despite the prediction inherent in their theory that there should exist 
charged but massless particles. And Glashow wrote in the PLysic%/ Re- 
rvew Letters:

We present a series of hypotheses and speculations leading 
inescapably to the conclusion that SU($) is the gauge group of 
the world - and that all elementary particle forces (strong, 
weak, and electromagnetic) are different manifestations of the 
same fundamental interaction involving a single coupling 
strength. . . . Ottr LypotLeses f7My Le wrong <rnd onr specn/n- 
tioMS ;<7 /e, f?nt t/?e nnf̂ Meness nnd sfmp/fdty o/ onr scLewe nre 
reasons enongL to tnLen senoMs/y.'̂

"Reason enough" is a simple short-circuit across acrimonious debates 
on warrants for rationality. The closest philosophical predecessors of the 
reason-enough style are David Hume and Charles S. Peirce. Hume dis
tinguished between what is rational and what is reasonable, and allowed 
criteria of "reasonableness" even when the basis of the original judgment 
was ultimately only intuitive. Peirce, the nineteenth-century American 
mathematician-philosopher and originator of pragmatism, thought of 
creative work in terms near to Galileo's : 7  /ttme of reason, and
akin to Kepler's readiness to let his presuppositions interact with the em
pirical material before him. Peirce's is not the logic of discovery from 
books, such as Descartes's or Bacon's, but a logic-in-use. His process of 
abductive inference is powered by the unashamed proposal of forward- 
looking hypotheses that are scrutinized, and made corrigible by experi
ence and disciplined thought -  not only by its originator, but by the 
community of scientists, engaged in the self-correcting process of public 
discourse. The warrant for any scientific innovation lies in the future, in 
the outcome of further inquiry. He wrote: "The best than can be done is 
to supply an hypothesis, not devoid of all likelihood, in the general line 
of growth of scientific ideas and capable of being verified or refuted by 
future observers." To this future-and-community orientation, Peirce adds 
an action orientation. The concepts used in scientific discourse were to be 
what later came to be called operational: "The meaning of a concept...  
lies in the manner in which it could conceivably modify purposive action, 
and in this alone."
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This attitude, verging on the outrageous when first proposed, has since 
become an element of the implicit lore and tool kit of most scientists. 
Few among them would be able to cite a source either for this operational 
credo or for the discussion among philosophers of its highly problemati
cal nature. They are now far more interested in the communal support- 
system in which they speculate and experiment. They see the scientist's 
chief duty to be not the production of a flawlessly carved block, one more 
in the construction of the final Temple of Science. Rather, it is more like 
participating in a building project that has no central planning authority, 
where no proposal is guaranteed to last very long before being modified 
or overtaken, and where one's best contribution may be one that furnishes 
a plausible base and useful material for the next stage of development.

This methodology-in-action-and-for-the-future is well described in a 
metaphor proposed by Putnam. He modifies Otto Neurath's picture of 
science as the enterprise of constructing a boat while the boat floats on 
the open ocean:

My image is not of a single boat but of a /feet of boats. The 
people in each boat are trying to reconstruct their own boat 
without modifying it so much at any one time that the boat 
sinks, as in the Neurath image. In addition, people are passing 
supplies and tools from one boat to another and shouting 
advice and encouragement (or discouragement) to each other. 
Finally, people sometimes decide they do not like the boat they 
are in and move to a different boat altogether. And sometimes 
a boat sinks or is abandoned. It is all a bit chaotic; but since it 
is a fleet, no one is ever totally out of signalling distance from 
all the other boats. We are not trapped in individual solipsistic 
hells (or need not be) but invited to engage in a truly human 
dialogue, one which combines collectivity with individual 
responsibility.'**

This lowering of explicit epistemological barriers has resulted in socio
logical effects peculiar to contemporary science. A larger number of prac
titioners feels invited to participate; more students, even undergraduates, 
can take part in research on frontier problems, and appear as co-authors 
of publications. The size of teams is growing steadily, with the maximum 
now around i$o  and heading to even higher levels. Similarly, the number 
of competing and mutually reinforcing teams is growing, as more daring 
problems are being attempted and the collaborative benefits of problem
solving are proving themselves in practice. The absence of idiosyncratic
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epistemological commitments also has the advantage of easing interna- 
tionai collaboration, as the differences between national styles have been 
disappearing. Correspondingly, persisting differences between schools of 
thought within a given nation are now rare. The walls between disci
plines have also become more permeable. On this last point, the useful 
intrusion of technology and engineering into physics has been mentioned; 
a similar finding extends to the other sciences and to mathematics.

As we noted, the centrifugal tendencies, if left to themselves, should be 
tearing science apart. They cannot do so because they are only one part 
of the total armamentarium. As soon as we also include the unacknowl
edged and often subterranean modes of scientific thought, we find a 
centripetal tendency at work also, and Einstein's dictum on the necessary 
links between science and epistemology turns out to be correct after all. 
In brief, the free leap made during the process of innovation is still 
bounded by an adherence, unselfconscious but strong, to long-established 
and enduring conceptions. The scientist does need, and in fact does use, a 
philosophy of science, whether or not it is held consciously and openly. 
Moreover, controversies between scientists are at bottom still about dif
ferences concerning which of these old conceptions to give one's full alle
giance to. These attachments are what makes contemporary science a 
recognizable offspring of earlier science. We can safely predict that they 
will also connect the future state of the held, despite all apparent changes, 
firmly with the present.

The enduring elements to which f refer are somewhat like the old 
melodies to which each generation writes its new words. They are the 

concepts (such as evolution, devolution, or steady state); nrc- 
t^odo/og;c%/ t/icwntn (e.g., the practice of expressing regularities in 
terms of constancies or of extrema; or forming rules of impotency); and 
t^coMt/c /lypot^eses (such as the postulation of the discreteness of elec
tric charge, or the wrong hypothesis of continuity for light energy, widely 
held for years after contrary evidence was at hand). 1 have discussed at 
some length in case studies^ how such thematic materials can guide 
individual decisions -  whether to success or not -  either during the 
nascent phase of scientific work, or during the controversies between 
rivals. Thus, from the very beginning of modern science, a presupposi- 
tional allegiance to the plenum, or to either atomism or the continuum as 
a ground of explanation of phenomena, has shaped the way scientists 
have used the other main components of their discourse, namely the
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empirically available content and the analytic devices of logic and mathe
matics. Such a presupposition can explain how Max Planck, at an early 
stage, could predict confidently that the assumption, by different schools, 
of finite atoms and of continuous matter respectively would "lead to a 
battle between these hypotheses in which one of them will perish," and 
he added his bet that despite the "great success of the atomic theory [it] 
will ultimately have to be abandoned in favour of the assumption of 
continuous matter."

In this, Planck agreed with Einstein, who put the hypothesis of atoms 
and quanta to superb use but nevertheless thought that the basic explana
tions will ultimately have to come from the continuum. Among the other 
themata which a study of Einstein's theory construction reveals are these 
(as noted in Chapter z): primacy of formal rather than materialistic ex
planation; unity or unification, and cosmological scale (applicability of 
laws throughout the total realm of experience); logical parsimony and 
necessity; symmetry; simplicity; causality; completeness; and invariance. 
His attachment to these themata explains in specific cases why Einstein 
would obstinately continue his work in a given direction even when 
tests against experience were difficult, or unavailable, or apparently dis- 
confirmatory.

Although themata are rarely verbalized and hence cannot be found in 
the index of textbooks, an analysis of contemporary physicists' writings 
will yield most of the thematic concepts that were active in Einstein's 
days, plus a few other well-established ones such as the methodological 
thema of using metaphors, or of establishing conceptual hierarchies. 
There are now also a few differences from Einstein's list, such as the new 
presupposition in favor of fundamental probabilism, the antithema to 
classical causality. The stability of the scientific enterprise despite the 
profound changes during the past three centuries is largely due to the 
longevity of most reigning themata, as well as of the choices given by 
thema-antithema couples; the relatively small number of them; and the 
remarkable rareness of the need to introduce a novel thematic concept 
(complementarity and chirality being the last major new entries in 
physics in this century).

It will suffice here to mention only what may be the most ancient 
and persisting of these thematic conceptions, acting as a motivating and 
organizing presupposition to this day. ft is of course the attempt since 
Thales -  the "Ionian Fallacy" -  to unify the whole scientific world 
picture under one set of laws that will account for the totality of experi-
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ence accessible to the senses. One aspect of this commitment is the hope, 
ever new in detai! but the same in essence, to achieve a unification of a!! 
the forces of nature. Oersted was committed to finding it before doing 
the experiments that revealed the link between electricity and magne
tism; Faraday called it a "dream" he hoped to realize for all forces, 
including gravity; Einstein devoted more time to this dream than to 
anything else; Julian Schwinger called it the "grand illusion"; and in its 
current version it is in full swing today in the attempts to fashion versions 
of a Yang-Mills gauge field theory able to account for every particle, 
every force, through a single principle.

ft was precisely in the pursuit of the unification of electromagnetic 
effects and phenomena associated with weak interactions that Glashow 
in the early 1960s said he would suspend his disbelief in the face of ap
parent paradox, and would "overlook" that stumbling block. It was in 
the service of the conception "that all elementary particle forces . . .  are 
different manifestations of the same fundamental interaction," together 
with the thematic belief in the uniqueness and simplicity of the scheme, 
that Glashow and Georgi wrote in 1974 there was "reason enough" to 
take the scheme seriously, years before any tests became feasible, and de
spite their confession of being forced to build "outrageous ideas" into the 
theory.

That illustrates the chief point made under this heading: the appar
ently unepistemological style today is still in the service of an ancient 
quest, transmitted from generation to generation: the pursuit of a few 
basic themata -  by their very nature unverifiable and unfalsifiable pre
suppositions -  that help to guide the search for order, though always 
disciplined by eventual accountability to sharable experience. The mod
ern philosophers' apparatus of strict demarcation criteria, of the logic of 
justification, of the supposed incommensurability of successive stages of 
science, has not been able to deal with the persistent thematic side of the 
scientific imagination. Yet it is the latter, the old internally directed or 
center-seeking part of the process, which serves as the counterpart to the 
new, externally directed or center-fleeing element in it. Together they 
stabilize each other, while leaving the necessary elbow-room for the 
imaginative act.

We return finally to the issue with which we began, whether science is 
in a state of constant or frequent revolution, as popularly perceived, or is 
not, as reported by the scientists at the frontiers. The eye and ear of the 
outsider tend to miss evidences of the continuity of the scientists's alle-
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giance to a few well-established, persisting themata even through drastic 
changes of analytic or phenomenic detail, a continuity that reminds and 
assures the individual scientist of his connection to his historic forebears. 
Despite all superficial differences, an elementary particle theorist might 
be (and in fact has been) overheard to say: "We might now stand in a 
position analogous to that of Oersted, Ampere, and Faraday"; he can 
locate himself on the trajectory. In just this way, Einstein constantly 
protested'^ that the relativity theory was only a "modification" of the 
existing theory of space and time, "not differing radically" from the 
development initiated by Galileo, Newton, and Maxwell.

To regard one's own work as truly revolutionary would require the 
discovery by the scientist concerned that the whole set of thematic pre
suppositions on which he and his contemporaries have been relying turns 
out to be in need of replacement by the corresponding antithemata. That 
would indeed make the new incommensurable with the old. But such a 
wholesale change is quite unlikely to happen. (The one scientist who 
came close in this century -  as we saw in Chapter 7 -  was the young 
Heisenberg.) The main thrust has been and undoubtedly will continue to 
be the continuation or slow evolution of the few core ideas. That is not to 
say that scientists all hold the same set of thematic beliefs, or are equally 
well served by them, or cannot differ drastically on some deep issues, or 
cannot discover when a thematic choice is not functional and must be 
abandoned. But the individual spectra of thematic commitments active 
at any time in the scientific community show considerable overlap, and 
hence ground for substantial agreement. Therefore even a far-reaching 
change such as that from Maxwell's work to Einstein's requires for the 
individual or the community no conversion, "Gestalt switch," or similar 
dramatic discontinuity of all beliefs, but merely the eventual accommo
dation of a few components out of the otherwise largely invariant set of 
current themata.

This analysis of current dimensions of scientific innovation might prompt 
the question: Where has the energy of explicit philosophizing among 
scientists gone? Perhaps that is a pseudo-problem. But if there exists a 
natural tendency to such conscious introspective activity, it may be that it 
has been merely transposed from concerns of the individual to the prob
lems of the scientific community at large (a shift parallel to that con
cerning the value of hypotheses). Thus the anxious individual inquiry 
into the warrant for rationality has been replaced by discussions among
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some scientists of questions coming from another branch of philosophy, 
namely ethics. (In a sense this returns scientists to the concerns of Socra
tes, and to the idea, in seventeenth-century discussions, of the parallelism 
of scientific and spiritual progress.) The professional societies of scien
tists (the American Physical Society, the American Chemical Society, 
etc.) have become notably involved in questions of ethics and human 
values, such as the access to science of previously disadvantaged groups; 
the rights of scientists to object to unethical practices; the human rights 
of colleagues in totalitarian systems; the desperate need for arms control, 
as well as for a sharing of scientific resources with Third World countries.

To a degree unimaginable a few decades ago, scientists are discovering 
that there is a morality which the enterprise of science demands of itself - 
even if such concerns are as yet expressed by only a small fraction of the 
total community. Indeed, with about one-third of the world's scientists 
and engineers working directly or indirectly on military matters while the 
arms race proceeds unchecked, this transfer of attention from epistemo
logical to ethical problems may be too little and too late. At this ominous 
junction of science and history, as we watch the growing reign of the 
irrational in world affairs, the debates of former times to give precision to 
scientific rationality seem curiously antiquated. Perhaps this redirection 
of philosophical concerns signals a growing awareness that the process of 
scientific innovation is not in danger - but that humanity is.



9

Science, technology, and the 
fourth discontinuity

The title I have chosen borrows, I should confess at once, from an article 
by Bruce Mazlish.' Mazlish reminded his readers that Sigmund Freud, in 
his lectures at the University of Vienna between 1915 and 1917, identi
fied the elimination of three conceptual discontinuities that marked the 
development of modern Western thought and, in each case, caused tur
moil and anguish. The first was Copernicus's view that the earth, and 
therefore man, was not the center of the universe, but only -  as Freud put 
it -  "a tiny speck in a world-system of a magnitude hardly conceivable." 
The next was Darwin's, who "robbed man of his peculiar privilege of 
having been specially created, and relegated him to a descent from the 
animal world." And the third shock, Freud explained, came from his 
own work, which showed each one of us that "he is not even master in 
his own house, but that he must remain content with the various scraps 
of information about what is going on unconsciously in his own mind."

Not everyone will agree with the identification and numbering of these 
major transitions. But it is true that the work of the charismatic scientists, 
from Copernicus to Einstein, has amounted to breaking down barriers 
that had previously been taken for granted: the comfort of fundamental 
differences thought to exist between terrestrial and celestial phenomena, 
between man and other life forms, the conscious and the unconscious, 
the child and the adult, or space and time, energy and matter. In each 
case, a culture shock resulted from the discovery that such barriers did 
not exist, that the discontinuity gave way to a continuum.

The adjustment to these recognitions was painful, and indeed is not 
complete to this day in any of these cases among the general public. It 
is not merely that each of those barrier smashers offended man's innate 
"common sense" and narcissism; even more ominous and frightening
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was the prospect of new freedoms that came with the elimination of the 
discontinuities -  and, for many, the fear of exercising these freedoms.

The fourth discontinuity Maztish considers is that between man and 
machine. It is his thesis that man has begun to realize that he is con
tinuous with the tools and machines he constructs, that he is not only 
teaming how to explain the workings of one in terms of the other, but is 
in fact forming a closer and closer physical, symbiotic relationship with 
the machine. At the same time, however, "man's pride, and his refusal to 
acknowledge this continuity, is the substratum upon which the distrust 
of technology and industrial society has been reared."^

To illustrate his point, Mazlish discusses the nightmare of the servant- 
machine rising against its master -  the myth of Frankenstein, or more 
accurately, the myth of Dr. Frankenstein and his unnamed monster. If 
you have not recently looked into Mary Shelley's novel, you may not 
recall why the monster turned to murder. The living thing Dr. Franken
stein had assembled was in fact human and virtuous, but of such horrible 
appearance that its creator, and others whom it tried to befriend, fled in 
panic. The wrath of the monster, in the first instance, was thus caused by 
the abandonment of his creator's responsibility for his own work.

"I was benevolent and good; misery had made me a fiend. Make me 
happy, and I shall again be virtuous." With this plea the monster per
suades his maker to go back into the laboratory and put together a second 
monster, a helpmeet with whom he would leave the world of men and 
retire happily into the wilderness of the Americas. But when Dr. Frank
enstein is about to breathe life into the female creature he begins to have 
scruples. He reasons that at best this horrible pair will settle down to 
have children, "and a race of devils would be propagated upon the earth 
which might make the very existence of this species of men a condition 
precarious and full of terror. Had I right, for my own benefit, to inflict 
this curse upon everlasting generations?" And with this, even while the 
male monster is secretly watching him, Dr. Frankenstein destroys her. 
Now, of course, vengeance knows no bounds.

To contemporary sensibilities, the story contains some high ironies. 
Today, eager biologists and their corporate sponsors argue before the 
Supreme Court that they should be allowed to patent new life forms that 
are the products of both nature and man, such as genetically engineered 
bacteria. The legal question, fascinating as it is, is only one ramification 
of current, spectacular research in bioengineering. Such research is now 
heavily circumscribed by requirements for ethical and environmental im-



pact statements -  precisely the type of consideration that the unfortunate 
Dr. Frankenstein entered into so belatedly.

fndeed, this brings me to the point where I differ with my friend Bruce 
Mazlish concerning the locations of the fourth discontinuity. 1  think we 
crossed the man-tool boundary he is concerned with at a much earlier 
stage of human development, and the rabbis of medieval legend even 
anticipated the construction of a golem. Instead, the discontinuity being 
eliminated now is the difference between three previously separate, fun
damental imperatives, those that animate progress, respectively, in sci
ence, technology, and society. To translate it into modern terminology, 
the novelty of Dr. Frankenstein was not that he made a recombinant 
man-machine monster, but that he became aware of the necessity for 
timely environmental and ethical impact statements of R D. (Not 
even the good Lord himself, while engineering the transformation of clay 
into Adam, and eventually into the improved model, Mark II, or Eve, 
appears to have thought of doing that.)

No one would maintain, of course, that in the past science, tech
nology, and social advance were completely separate from one another in 
every case. That first great invention of mankind, agriculture, serves as 
the oldest counterexample. But by and large, the barriers between them 
were thought to be reasonably clear. Even in the period leading to the 
industrial age of today, they were considered at most semipermeable, 
with science and technology acting unilaterally on the social process. 
Thus, when Francis Bacon announced that "knowledge and human 
power are synonymous," he had in mind that what we would now call 
research and development could be used together to subdue nature in the 
service of man.

But more and more, since the end of World War II, the realization has 
been spreading that the fates of science, technology, and society are linked 
in a much more complex and multilateral way. As one indicator, it has 
been recently estimated that nearly half the bills before the U.S. Congress 
have a substantial science/technology component. It is now also obvious 
that the establishment of the continuum of interactions between science, 
technology, and society has begun to shape each of these three elements 
at least as much as it does its own dynamics. And it is surely not an 
accident that some of the best early writings on this subject came from 
the father of the electronics-communication revolution, Norbert Wiener 
himself.

Two years after the publication of his great work, Cybernetics (1948),
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Wiener brought out The human ases o/ haman hemgs: Cyhernehcs and 
society (1950, now being reissued), which was designed, he explained, 
to bring out the "ethicai and sociological implications of my previous 
work." The main point of the second work was, Wiener stressed, "a 
protest against the inhuman use of human beings," by which he meant 
above ail the failure to bring the person - the citizen, consumer, worker -  
into a cybernetic relationship with the social organizations on which he 
depends. With this he opposed all unidirectional mechanisms in social 
institutions, arguing that uncontrolled resonances, or even fascistic totali
tarianism, could be avoided only by the conscious design of institutions 
in which feedback is a primary rather than merely a cosmetic or perfunc
tory function.

Chiefly in reaction to the weapons race in the early Cold War years, 
Wiener was perhaps one of the first to grasp fully the malignant possi
bilities to which science and technology can be diverted, ft was, how
ever, not merely the spectacle of war-minded executives, legislators, and 
others that brought him to this realization. In his third book, God and 
Go/ew, Inc.; A comment on certain points rcbere cybernetics impinges 
on religion (1964), he probed below the level of public policy to study 
the root motivations, which he identified as three drives: knowledge, to 
power, and to "worship." The old relationships between these three - or 
for that matter, the historic paucity of interactions - had become com
pletely changed by the advances of science and technology. Deep ethical 
problems were now coming to the fore, such as the meaning of purpose 
in man and machine when we deal with machines that "learn," that 
"reproduce themselves," and that become part of and coordinated with 
living persons. Wiener warned that wise action for dealing with the prob
lems of our time is doomed so long as different factions continue to give 
absolute primacy to only one of the three components - treating knowl
edge "in terms of omniscience," power "in terms of omnipotence," and 
worship "only in terms of one Godhead." Such sharp separation distorts 
reality.

Francis Bacon, often considered the godfather of modern Western in
dustrial society, launched the enterprise precisely with such distortions. 
In his Nero At/aniis the narrator tries to find the secret of the utopia that 
beckoned so seductively. At long last he is received by the ruler of the 
House of Salomon -  the chief, so to speak, of the research and develop
ment laboratory forming the very heart of the New Atlantis -  and, in a 
confidential audience, he is told: "God bless thee, my son; I will give thee
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the greatest jewel I have. For I will impart unto thee, for the love of God 
and men, a relation of the true state of Salomon's house.. . .  The end of 
our foundation is the knowledge of causes, and secret motions of things; 
and the enlarging of the bounds of human empire, to the affecting of all 
things possible."

All things possible! Marlowe's Fnnstns had exclaimed: "Lines, circles, 
signs, letters and characters -  /  Aye, these are those that Faustus most 
desires, O what a world of profit and delight /  Of power, of honor, of 
omnipotence /  Is promised to the studious artisan." To this day, we see 
all around us the Promethean drive to omnipotence through techno/ogy 
and to own;sc;ence throng/? science. The effecting of all things possible 
and the knowledge of all causes are the respective primary imperatives of 
technology and of science. But the motivating imperative of society con
tinues to be the very different one of its physical and spiritual survival. It 
is now far less obvious than it was in Francis Bacon's world how to bring 
the three imperatives into harmony, and how to bring all three together 
to bear on problems where they superpose.

In graphic terms, one can represent the relationship between them, 
and their changes, by drawing three circles, each representing one of the 
elements: science, technology, and society. Initially, the three circles en
croached on each other rather little; the whole point of Galileo's tragic 
flight was to insist on the autonomy of science. In principle, the three 
elements could stand apart, like three clover leaves, and any bargaining 
between could be correspondingly simple. But in time, each of the three 
circles grew in size and also moved to increase the area of overlap with 
the other two. Unlike Galileo's telescope and Faraday's electromagnet, 
the microcomputer is located squarely in the direct overlap of all three 
circles -  just where the inherent contradictions of the three old, incom
mensurable imperatives are most active and just where the new, media
ting institutions are least mature.

To be sure one can argue (and historians love to do just that) to what 
degree either science or technology ever had been or could be "pure." 
There are classic debates between Marxians, idealists, and all the others 
caught in the middle, on that point. But the reality of today is captured 
more appropriately by the remark of Sir Peter Medawar in his new book, 
Advice to <2 yonng scientist: "The direction of scientific endeavor is deter
mined by political decisions as . . . acts of judgment that lie outside 
science itself." And there is no doubt that the most advanced technologies 
of our day, those represented by large-scale integrated circuits and by
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genetic engineering, not only are the products of powerfu] scientific and 
technoiogicat as well as social forces, but are also the focus of deep con
cern as each imperative contends for supremacy over the two others.

As a result, the ancient optimistic view that technological advance 
takes place in the service of the quality of life has been under increasing 
challenge. In the words of Bruce Hannay, vice-president for research and 
patents at Bell Laboratories, speaking to the American Academy of Arts 
and Sciences, there is "a steady decline in the general acceptance of the 
desirability of technological change." Undoubtedly, technological ad
vance has decreased the costs and increased the availability of energy, 
food, information, and basic medicine to large masses of people. There
fore the quality of life should in principle be recognized to have been 
advanced substantially. Yet there has been a parallel development of 
pathologies, which have caused the gifts of high technology, from com
puters to nuclear reactors, to become in many quarters the very symbol of 
technological changes undermining societal objectives, the gift that is a 
Trojan horse. The increasing demands of a high-technology-oriented 
arms buildup is reorienting -  and indeed militarizing -  both scientific 
research and our social priorities.

Under such shadows, what meaning can one assign to the phrase 
"quality of life" ? For an operational definition of the components of the 
phrase, f would be tempted to go back to Franklin D. Roosevelt's defini
tion of the "four freedoms" (in his message to Congress, January 6, 
1941): freedom of speech and expression, freedom of worship, freedom 
from want, and freedom from fear. It was a mark of Roosevelt's insight 
to couple the last two "freedoms from." To the extent that science and 
technology pursue their own imperatives, they may indeed give us -  as 
by-products, so to speak -  freedom from want (in the sense of freedom 
from basic material needs). But except for the removal of superstition 
through greater scientific literacy, science and technology by themselves 
cannot increase the freedom from fear. On the contrary, the very in
stincts for survival and self-preservation, which animate social action, 
will demand assurances that the imperatives of science and technology 
are made, if not subservient to, at least to harmonize with, that of society 
-  and the more urgently precisely as the powers of science and technology 
increase. I do not think that there is a widespread fear of scientists and 
engineers as such - but there is a widely shared perception that they, like 
Dr. Frankenstein, are still apt to make their impact considerations as an 
afterthought, and perhaps too late.
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Ti?e emergence o/ "Com^med-Mode Resented"

Yet at the very same time antithetical forces are at work, too. There are 
some indications of a very hopeful sort that at this very time a new rela
tionship is emerging between science, technology, and society that may 
eventually help to rearrange the forces in an era dominated by the recog
nition of the fourth discontinuity. Although each of the three cloverleaves 
will undoubtedly retain an area of its own relative autonomy -  and, in 
the case of basic research science, can do no less if science is to thrive - 
a model of interaction is emerging in the area of overlap, where the dis
continuities have been disappearing. To this, ! shall now turn, in the 
hope that if I exhibit the general case, you will find it easier to draw 
corresponding consequences for the subject of your specific expertise and 
concerns.

To summarize my point before illustrating it: when, as a historian of 
science, one studies the "center of gravity" of the choice of basic research 
problems on the part of good scientists, one can discern a marked shift in 
emphasis. At the time of Kepler, Galileo, and Newton, the researcher 
seems to have asked himself chiefly what God may have had in mind 
when creating the physical world. By the time of Maxwell the burning 
question had become what Faraday might have had in mind with his 
obscure ponderings about the field and how one might improve on them. 
This is still, and to a degree will remain, the type of puzzle that excites 
the basic researcher. But alongside, an alternative and complementary 
motivation for certain research scientists is making its appearance. The 
stimulus comes now not only from considering one's Creator or one's 
peers but, more and more frequently, /row perceiving nn nren o/ b<2s;c 
sctend/fc ignorance seems to /;c ni t/?e i?enri o/ a socin/ pro/dem.

Work motivated in this manner positions itself squarely in the area of 
overlap between science, technology, and society, without giving up its 
claim to being indeed basic research. Such an investigation might be 
termed "Combined-Mode Research," since it can be considered a com
bination of the discipline-oriented and problem-oriented modes. Note 
that it is not to be confused with such programs as Research Applied to 
National Needs (RANN) and similar ones, which encourage the appli
cation of existing basic knowledge to the meeting of supposed national 
needs; that has its place, and 1 am not arguing here against it. But f 
am, instead, speaking of the opposite of RANN and similar programs, 
namely, of Zwsic research, located intentionally in uncharted areas on the



map of basic science but motivated by a credible perception that the find
ings will have a fair probability -  perhaps in a decade or more -  of being 
brought to bear upon a persistent national or international problem.

With this we have, of course, reached disputed territory. For the better 
part of three centuries the consensus among basic research scientists has 
been that "truth sets its own agenda." Any intrusion of the considera
tion of utility that might eventually accrue from basic research has been 
thought to be incompatible with the agenda of the true scientist. From 
that point of view, omniscience first, omnipotence later. Did not the 
seventeenth-century giants teach us that reductionism is the way to suc
cess in the natural sciences and that applications to the seamless and 
endless complexities of societal problems are best left to serendipity or to 
later generations?

And in any case, have scientists not been remarkably blind when it 
came to occasional attempts to forecast practical applications of their 
work? Thus it is said Kelvin could see no use for the new Hertzian radio 
waves except possibly communication with lightships, and Rutherford 
stoutly refused to the end to see any significant practical applications of 
his exploration to the atom. And last but not least, have we not learned 
from the Lysenko episode, and the constant drumfire of attacks on basic 
science by legislators in the West, that our first job is to fight for the 
preservation of "pure" scientific research? The anguished assessment of 
the chemist Francis W. Clarke in 1891 still largely holds true today: 
"Every true investigator in the domain of pure science is met with mo
notonously recurrent questions as to the practical purport of his studies; 
and rarely can he find an answer expressible in terms of commerce. If 
utility is not immediately in sight, he is pitied as a dreamer, or blamed as 
a spendthrift."

Certainly, the science of plate tectonics did not arise out of an effort to 
predict earthquakes, or genetics out of a desire to create a better harvest 
in the vegetable garden. On the contrary, it happened the other way 
around. Indeed, the history of science and technology is full of case 
studies that could be collected under some heading such as "how basic 
research reaps unexpected rewards.'* ̂  It follows that anyone inclined to 
mix considerations of utility with the choice of basic research problems 
may be risking both the granting agency's money and his career as a 
scientist.

But now there are signs that this has been too simplistic a dogma when
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applied across the board. While it still is, will be, and must be true lor the 
majority of basic research scientists, at least a small fraction of the re
search programs can be and, in fact, are now centered in what f have 
called earlier Combined-Mode Research, in research where the impera
tives of science and of society overlap instead of claiming mutual exclu
sivity. And while, from the viewpoint of social utility, basic research in 
the "pure" mode could be called "Project Serendipity," research in the 
combined mode might be called "Project Foresight" (by asymmetry with 
the ill-fated "Project Hindsight," which attempted to sketch the influ
ence of the past on the present; I am concerned here rather with the in
fluence of the present on the future).

It is appropriate to interject that this recognition is not a norwM&ye 
proposal on my part. I am not speaking as a science planner or mission
ary but as a historian of science who is describing what he sees happening 
in science today. I am also not assessing the long-range future of these 
developments. It might well turn out that Combined-Mode Research, 
which by its very definition is difficult, requires more patience than our 
society now has for waiting for the promised payoff in social benefits.''

But there simply is no doubt that, under our very eyes, a mutation has 
been taking place, and programs are growing up specifically designed to 
seek fundamental new knowledge and scientific principles, in the absence 
of which current national or international needs are difficult to amelio
rate or even to understand properly. It is, after all, not too hard to 
imagine plausible research areas that can hold the key to well-known 
societal dysfunctions. Even the "purest" scientists are likely to agree that 
much remains to be done in the field of cognitive psychology, the bio
physics and biochemistry involved in the process of conception, the 
neurophysiology of the senses such as hearing and sight, or molecular 
transport across cell membranes, to name a few. As a result of such 
basic work we could plausibly expect in time to have a better grasp on 
such complex societal tasks as childhood education, family planning, 
improving the quality of life for the handicapped, and the design of food 
plants that can use inexpensive (brackish) water. Other basic research 
examples that come readily to mind might include the physical chemistry 
of the stratosphere; that part of the theory of solid states that makes the 
efficient working of photovoltaic cells still a puzzle, bacterial nitrogen 
fixation and the search for symbionts that might work with plants other 
than legumes, the mathematics of risk calculation for complex struc-
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tures, the physiological processes governing the aging cell, research on 
learning and on career decisions of young people, the sociology under
lying the anxieties some segments of the population have about mathe
matics and computers, and the anthropology of ancient tribal behavior 
that seems to be at the base of genocide, racism, and war in our time.

Any specific list of examples of this sort is open to challenges. But it is 
not difficult to imagine a consultative mechanism designed to identify 
the research areas that could benefit from such cultivation. There is no 
doubt that institutional innovations in this direction are sorely needed; 
unless the fundamental decision of siting such research is made with the 
full participation of a wide spectrum of experienced and trusted research 
scientists, the effort would degenerate quicklyd The last thing science, or 
society, needs is some political command center for the approval or dis
approval of basic research.

A /irst /At o/ "Coui^med-Mode " p/gns

I turn now to a roundup of specific evidences of the rise of support for 
research in the combined mode, for research driven by (or targeted as the 
result of) perceived national need. In citing examples of the past few 
years I do not wish to imply that this movement has no history whatever 
-  just as the very recent reversals of this policy do not imply it has no 
long-run future. Particularly in the biomedical area there have been clear 
and continuing instances, from Pasteur to the founding and successes of 
the NIH institutes. But Combined-Mode Research in the biomedical 
held has in a sense been "easier" to start and to support (partly because 
of the immediate self-interest of the patrons - an example of the process 
of science and technology affecting the setting of social priorities -  and 
partly because much of what has passed for basic research in that held is 
really closer to mission-oriented applied research on systems whose fun
damental complexities have hardly been charted). The real test is outside 
the biomedical held.

A suitable point of departure for our accounting is provided by an 
address delivered in early 1978 by Frank Press, then director of the Office 
of Science and Technology Policy (OSTP), and the science and tech
nology adviser to the president. Dr. Press described the science-policy 
planning that went into the budget for the federal funding of basic re
search for the fiscal year of 1979. In addition to the Office of Manage
ment and Budget (OMB), the heads of NASA and NSF, leaders in
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science and engineering from universities, industry, and the government, 
the process aiso involved consultation with the members of the Cabinet: 

During the course of our interactions on research with the 
departments and agencies, the President queries the Cabinet 
members on what they thought some of the important re
search questions of national interest were. Here are a few 
examples cited by the Cabinet officers:

Can simple chemical reactions be discovered that will gener
ate visible radiation? How does the material pervading the 
universe collect to form complex organic molecules, stars, 
and galaxies? What are the physical processes that govern 
climate?. . . What are the factors -  social, economic, politi
cal, and cultural -  which govern population growth?. . .
How do cracks originate and propagate in materials? How 
do cells change during growth and development? What are 
the mechanisms responsible for sensory signal processing, 
neural membrane phenomena, and distinct chemical 
operations of nerve junctions?. . . What predisposing factors 
govern cellular differentiation and function in plant and 
animal?^

These are of course questions of basic research for the "purest" Ph.D. 
theses at the best academic departments; and yet they are also precisely 
targeted in the areas of perceived national need.

The same intention surfaced also in the reorganization of the NSF's 
applied research programs in 1978, when, as part of the new Directorate 
for Applied Science and Research Applications, a division of Integrated 
Basic Research (IBR) was formed. Unlike the older, applied-research ac
tivity, which aims to encourage and accelerate the application of existing 
basic scientific knowledge to a wide range of potential users, the division 
of IBR was formed to provide "support for basic research that has a high 
relevance to major problems" in selected topic areas in the basic research 
directorates. The operational meaning of these intentions became clearer 
in the Tenth Annual Report of the National Science Board of the NSF 
entitled B%sic reseurcB /n tBe mission agencies; Agency perspectives on 
tBe conduct %nd support o/ B̂ sic resenrcB, released by the president on 
August 2., 1978. In his covering letter to the Congress, President Carter 
specified that he had "encouraged the agencies to identify current or 
potential problems facing the Federal Government, in which basic or 
long-term research could help these agencies....  [The report also should
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be hetpfut] with setting priorities for future federatty-supported research 
and devetopment, and in making our spending in this area more effec
tive."

In the memorandum to science writers and editors, on the same day, 
the NSF itself started its description of the report with the straightfor
ward and familiar sentence, "Basic research is useful." But this is no 
longer the vague, old promise, as in Vannevar Bush's Science.' The enJ/ess 
/Former of some two dozen years earlier, that disease, ignorance, and 
unemployment would somehow be conquered if basic science were sup
ported on a targe scate - without any conscious attempt to tink the in
put and the output. Rather, the new tinkage is proposed to come about 
in a way which Vannevar Bush never considered in pursuing his main 
purpose, which was to provide what he catted "speciat protection and 
speciatty-assured support" for pure research, so as to avoid what he saw 
to be the perverse taw governing research, namety, that "apptied research 
invariabty drives out pure." The NSF and OSTP initiatives of 1978, 
instead of concentrating on either pure or apptied research in retative 
isotation, start with the novet and rather daring attempt to gather the 
perceptions of the various science-retated mission agencies concerning 
their "priorities and gaps in their research agendas." ̂  A tist was assem- 
bted of the "probtem areas that appear to merit nationat attention and 
that require basic research (if for no other reason than to complete our 
understanding of the probtem)." The authors of the report were evidentty 
aware of the difhcutty of deciding on the retative importance of research 
programs even within a detimited area of science and of the increasing 
difficutty of such priority setting as the time span for ptanning increases. 
But as a pubtic attempt at the identification of priorities and gaps, 
the document is of considerabte interest and undoubtedty wit) be tong 
studied by historians of science and technotogy when they consider the 
devetopment of science poticy in this country.

Atso, as one might expect, the 16 agencies, ranging from the Depart
ment of Agricutture to the NSF, and from Department of Housing and 
Urban Devetopment to the Veteran's Administration, are by no means 
equatty adept in responding to the Nationat Science Board's questions 
such as: "What promising or vita) areas of research, not now supported 
but invotving basic research, warrant increased emphasis and support by 
your agency?" But there emerge entirety ptausibte proposats neverthetess. 
Thus the Department of Agricutture provides a tengthy tist of priorities, 
from agricutturat research (starting with nitrogen fixation, photosynthe-
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sis, and genetic engineering for plants) to sociat science research (ending 
with "impact assessment"), ait of them "areas of science in which a basic 
research approach is required," not only for agricultural and forest tech
nology, but also, thoughtfully, for "the quality of tife in rura! communi
ties and homes." The Department of Commerce's tist includes, typically, 
atomic and molecular science (chemical reaction rates, ozone layer dy
namics, very high temperature plasmas) and ends with a call for "over-all 
resources for the broad spectrum of basic research, free from competition 
from short-term applied projects."

There are enough passages of this sort in the total report to make the 
"purest" basic scientist feel right at home. It is, of course, in the nature of 
the exercise that such a feeling would not be generated on every page. 
Thus the list of priorities of the NIH is unexceptional (genetics, immu
nology, virology, cell biology, neuroscience) and, for the main "gap" area, 
neurobiology ("the ultimate challenge to medical research, representing 
the very pinnacle of our understanding of the human organism"). On the 
other hand, the same understanding of "basic research" does not seem to 
bolster such entries as that of the Army ("improvement of helicopter per
formance") or of the Maritime Administration ("propeller design").^

These initiatives of early 1978 were by no means the last. They were 
strengthened in the discussions, concerned with the preparation of the 
budget for fiscal year 1980.  ̂This tendency (to be further discussed in 
Chapter 11) gathered further momentum with the release by the National 
Science Foundation of the two-volume report, Fmc-yenr ont/ooh; froh- 
/enrs, opportunities, nnJ constraints in science anti technology.'" As the 
news release of the NSF accompanying the publication recorded, the 
report "discusses national issues that we will face during the next five 
years from a scientific and technical perspective. This is the first time 
such a long-range outlook on science and technology has been prepared."

The study was mandated by the National Science and Technology 
Policy, Organization, and Priorities Act of 1976. It represents a major 
effort to identify and describe "in depth problems of national concern 
that are most likely to need special attention through the mid-1980s and 
later, and to which science and technology can contribute in the coming 
years." The heart of the report is a book-length monograph prepared by 
the National Academy of Sciences, to which are added statements from 
twenty-one U.S. agencies, papers by individual specialists, and a synthe
sis presenting selected problems of U.S. society and the opportunities for 
science and technology to solve them. These were prepared by the NSF
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staE, under such headings as energy, materiais, transportation, demog
raphy, space, agriculture, health, electronic revolution, and the hazards 
of toxic substances in the environment.

While the Vannevar Bush report, 35 years earlier, had concentrated on 
the necessity to support basic research regardless of how it eventually 
might fulfill the distant promise of helping to "create a fuller and more 
fruitful employment and a fuller and more fruitful life," the F;Te-year 
OMf/ooF incorporated rather explicitly both the "pure mode" and the 
combined mode of basic research. Thus, in the covering statement of the 
then-director of the National Science Foundation, Richard C. Atkinson 
referred to the many examples in the volumes illustrating "the contribu
tion of long-term research to the solution of national problems," but of 
course also calls for the continuation of support for research where the 
primary goal is "a better understanding of nature" regardless of whether 
any link can be discerned with "specific societal problems." He was 
signaling a preservation of a necessary balance between the old and the 
new expectations from basic research, a signal made the more necessary 
as the Congressional act that required the periodic preparation of a Fme- 
ye%r ortt/ooF, by its very specification of a relatively short period of 
preview, stressed only one of the two modes."

Reading these volumes, one noted that the invisible hand, which has 
long been thought to be sufficient for guiding the process from the basic 
research laboratory to the specific application, was gradually becoming 
more visible. The language is quite frank: "Research should focus on the 
following long-range opportunities" (biological processes that develop 
food plants with less fertilizer and less fresh water, environmentally safe 
methods for controlling animal and plant pests and diseases, better un
derstanding of acid rain); "we must emphasize at once research that will 
provide the scientific knowledge" for the development and commerciali
zation of advanced energy technologies, such as nuclear fusion and direct 
solar conversion; "we must expand" the science on which risk assess
ments are based."

Elsewhere there are long and detailed lists of fundamental research 
that must be encouraged, lists that show considerable overlap with those 
prepared two years earlier for the Tenth Annual Report of the NSB. Two 
"problems" highlighted are "how to use the capabilities of computer 
and communication sciences and technology to serve a wide range of 
commercial, public, and personal needs; [and] how to resolve the social, 
ethical, and regulatory issues that are emerging as a result of the elec
tronic revolution." "
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Volume z indudes two separately commissioned, thoughtful essays on 
the impact of new communication technologies, particularly on privacy. 
Here, too, we encounter the conflicting imperatives of technology and 
society in the area of overlap. One obvious signal comes from measure
ments of the public attitudes in the United States about the overall state 
of privacy and how it is affected by the increasing use of computers by 
governmental and commercial agencies with which the public has to 
deal. The findings gathered by the survey commissioned by Sentry Insur
ance, designed and carried out by Alan Westin and the Louis Harris 
organization in 1978, are certainly sobering. Over 80 percent of those 
surveyed disapproved of the wide access that police (and others) have to 
personal bank account information without a court order, and -  surely 
not unrelated - nearly two-thirds agreed with the statement that "If 
privacy is to be preserved, the use of computers must be sharply restricted 
in the future."

Since 1974, there has been a striking shift in the response of the gen
eral population to the proposition that "Americans begin surrendering 
their personal privacy the day they open their first charge account, take 
out a loan, buy something on the installment plan, or apply for a credit 
card." In 1974 slightly less than half agreed. By 1978, the fraction had 
risen to slightly over three-quarters.'*' If only for reasons of self-interest, 
the computer industry now, as we have entered the era of the fourth dis
continuity, might be expected to concentrate some of its research and 
development talent on this area of abuse and fear. History will judge the 
prophets of the silicone chip by the degree to which they are able to pro
vide intelligent machines that not only make life more interesting and 
fruitful but also enhance personal freedom.

I have concentrated on examples taken from public documents pub
lished in the United States. Analogous and in some ways even more 
telling examples could be drawn from the international literature. For 
example, in Sweden, where such groups as trade unions have begun to 
take an energetic interest in science policy issues, there has been a shift to 
nudge science planning in accordance with social goals defined along 
sectoral lines.

A report rather similar to these discussions for the United States 
was published by the National Council of Science and Technology 
(CONACYT) of Mexico in 1978.'  ̂ In laying out the rationale for 
assigning high priorities to some research areas and not to others, 
CONACYT canvassed scientific representatives from the public, private, 
and academic sectors, including its various ministries. On this basis,
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areas of encouragement for basic research were identified (in addition to 
fields demanding encouragement for applied research and the develop
ment of technology).

The space available has not allowed me to triangulate to the same 
point from yet other directions. The fact that the era of the fourth dis
continuity demands an additional mandate for the pursuit of basic re
search as a contribution to the fulfillment of human needs has produced a 
number of related developments: one is a widening of the purview of the 
professional societies and corporate activities, seen most simply in the 
large increase of discussion of social concerns in the annual reports of the 
presidents of professional scientific societies.*̂  Another is the rise of edu
cational programs on science, technology, and society.These are gen
erally carried on in the spirit of giving young people who will be scientists 
or managers a double competence that was perhaps best indicated in 
Einstein's words when he addressed the students of the California Insti
tute of Technology in 1931:

It is not enough that you should understand about applied 
science in order that your work may increase man's blessings. 
Concern for man himself and his fate must always form the 
chief interest of all technical endeavors . . .  in order that the 
creations of our minds shall be a blessing and not a curse to 
mankind. Never forget this in the midst of your diagrams and 
equations.

AH the evidence seems to me to point to the fact that, in our time, a 
historic transition can occur in the direction of basic research policy. In 
time's own laboratory, a new amalgam has been forming that will chal
lenge the inherited notions of every scientist, engineer, and social planner. 
Undoubtedly, we shall witness battles to preserve those autonomies that 
are and always will be essential. Undoubtedly, there will also be over- 
enthusiastic projects that cannot deliver on their promises. But if the 
movement allows at least a portion of the total research in science to be 
done in the Combined Mode, the spectrum of research may well be 
greatly extended, its links to technology and society become more fruitful 
and certain, and its mandate reinforced. As scientists, engineers, indus
trialists, or educators, we should welcome this possibility; for any pro
fessional activity has a just claim to more authority when, and only 
when, it is widely seen to honor both truth and the public interest.







The two maps

Much of my work has had its origin in the notion that science should 
treasure its history, that historicat scholarship should treasure science, 
and that the full understanding of each is deficient without the other. !f I 
were asked to indicate the chief motivation behind this once unusual, not 
to say perverse, idea, f would have to do so in the form of a stark state
ment that can be supported, on this occasion, only sketchily, ft is this: At 
a time when passionate unreason around the globe challenges the fate of 
Western culture itself, the sciences and the history of their development 
remain perhaps the best testimony to the potential of mankind's effective 
reasoning. Therefore, if we do not trouble ourselves to understand and 
proudly claim our own history, we shall not have done full justice to our 
responsibility as scientists and as teachers.

TTe Oersted

A good way to illustrate this point is to glance at the work of Hans 
Christian Oersted (1777-1851), who is little known even among physi
cists, although an argument can be made that he was a modern kind of 
scientist. He announced his great discovery, that a magnet needle can be 
deflected by what was then called a galvanic current, on July 2.1,1820, in 
a broadside which he had privately printed and distributed to the fore
most scientists of Europe.' The publication led to a veritable explosion 
of scientific work, for example, the great discoveries in electromagnetism 
by Ampere and Faraday. Technical applications followed quickly also, 
starting with an electric telegraph.

Oersted, then 43 years of age, was professor of physics at Copenhagen. 
An autodidact, he had first studied pharmacy and languages and had also
This chapter constitutes the response on receiving the Oersted Medai at the joint American 
Physica! Society-American Association of Physics Teachers meeting, Chicago, 2.2. January 1980.
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contributed to chemistry and other sciences. He was an ear!y evolutionist 
in biology, a man with wide interests in science and outside. Among his 
works are some on the relation of science to poetry and to religion, in 
which he shows himself to be a gentle but persuasive rationalist.

Oersted saw his chief task to be the discovery of the unities in nature. 
Far from having stumbled accidentally on the fact that a magnetic field 
surrounds currents, as the popular myth still has it, he had sought for 
years for the effect which practically everyone else, during the two de
cades of widespread experimentations with voltaic cells from 1800 on, 
had missed. At least eight years before his discovery of i8zo, he had 
declared his faith that light and heat and chemical affinity, as well as 
electricity and magnetism, are all "different forms of one primordial 
power," and he had announced that attempts must be launched "to see if 
electricity has any action on the magnet." Oersted had been deeply im
pressed by the philosophical works of Immanuel Kant in which he found 
the argument that all physical experiences are due to one force (Grnnri- 
^rn/t). He also accepted many views of his friend Friedrich W. J. 
Schelling, a leading exponent of Nntnrp î/osop/rie, who provided an 
enthusiastic program to find the unity of all natural phenomena, and 
specifically the unity of physical forces, in such proposals as: "For a long 
time it has been said that magnetic, electrical, chemical, and finally even 
organic phenomena would be interwoven in one great association. . . . 
This great association, which a scientific physics must set forth, extends 
over the whole of nature."

R. C. Stauffer, in whose paper the quotation from Schelling is given, 
also cites the response of Mme de Stael, on concluding her discussion 
with him on Nntnrp^i/osop^ie, that "systems which aspire to the expla
nation of the universe cannot be analyzed at all clearly by any discourse: 
words are not appropriate to ideas of this kind, and the result is that, 
in order to make them serve, one spreads over all things the darkness 
which preceded creation, but not the light which followed." Be that as 
it may, the lack of Cartesian clarity did not impede the influence of 
Nntnrp^i/osop^ie on Oersted (or for that matter, on Ampere, Faraday, 
Julius Robert Mayer, and others).

The thematic presupposition of the unity of forces led Oersted to 
look for the connection between electricity and magnetism through a 
convincing experiment. His success identifies him as the modern initiator 
of the grand unification program -  that great source of motivating en
ergies of modern physics, with a direct genetic influence on Faraday,
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Maxwell, Einstein, and on to the recent Nobel Prize winners. In con
temporary physics meetings, Oersted, at least in spirit, would surely have 
felt very much at home.

Moreover, Oersted's apparatus for demonstrating the unity of nature's 
phenomena was eminently sensible, at least in terms of his presupposi
tions. He sent progressively larger electric current through high-resistance 
platinum wires. First the wire got hot, then the wire began to give off 
light, and then he saw the effect on the magnet needle. Some day I hope 
to look at Oersted's laboratory books in Denmark to see if he also looked 
for a gravitational effect as Faraday did later; it would have been a likely 
extension in the thinking of a unifier.

In his later years, Oersted dedicated himself to many social causes, 
such as the freedom of the press, and to science education. One of his 
biographers notes that when Oersted died in 1851, the students arranged 
for a torchlight cortege in a huge funeral procession in which 2.0,000 
people are said to have participated.

Now there is no doubt that Oersted's advance in physics changed his
tory in two ways. It opened up physics itself to a succession of unifying 
theories and discoveries without which the modern state of our science 
would be unthinkable. And his key discovery, embodied in every electric 
motor, also triggered the engineering advances that have produced the 
modern technological landscape. One would expect such a person to be 
visible in works of history. Yet, despite his role in the initiation of vast 
changes in science, engineering, and through it our very society, Oersted 
is virtually absent from both science books and history texts, not least 
those which young persons typically encounter in school. If one looks 
into historical encyclopedias for what happened in 182.0, one finds a 
plethora of events of a quite different sort. For example, Karl Ploetz's 
compendium of chief dates of history notes for 182.0 that "Austrian 
troops reestablish order in Italy"; and the big Fncyc/op%ed;% o/ mor/d 
E/story, edited by William Fanger, records for 182.0 that King George III, 
having earlier been declared insane, dies.

Fet me dwell a little on this phenomenon, which we may call the 
Oersted ImdsiEddy, for we are getting to a significant truth about the in
fluences that shape the intellectual formation of young people through
out the world. William Fanger's widely used Errcye/op^edid was not 
meant to be a synthetic work and does not represent the more sophisti
cated work of scholars in history today. But the two main concerns that 
animate the book are still alive in the teaching of history as most young
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people encounter it in their formative years: the chronological presenta
tion of historically important "facts" and the "periodization" of the 
sequence of facts into labeled categories. As to the first, Langer says in his 
introduction that it is his function to provide "a handbook of historical 
fact" -  as it turns out, chiefly political, military, and diplomatic history. 
He explains that for him to have gone also into other achievements such 
as science would have taken him too "far afield." In my copy (second 
edition, 1948) there A a section entitled "Scientific thought and prog
ress," precisely z% pages out of the total 1Z70 -  or less than o.z percent 
(which happens to be better than the proportion of fundamental science 
support in our GNP). As an attempt to put some order into the chaos of 
facts, periodization of history into segments entitled the "Age of ," the 
"House of ," the "Revolutionary period," and so forth, provides a 
seemingly well-bounded shape to the various fragments of time. But it 
encourages only occasionally a comment that parts the dark curtain be
hind which historians are debating. (Was Thucydides right in consider
ing the war of 431-4Z1 B.c. and the war of 414-404 B.c. to be in reality 
one period, that of the Peloponnesian War? How far back do the causes 
of the revolutionary outbreaks of A.D. 1848 go?)

The net effect, at least on most young minds, must be that the purpose 
of history appears to be the provision of a well-labeled place for every 
miscreant if only his factual mischief was on a big enough scale, and to 
give some space to every ruler, whether effective and beneftcient or not. In 
such books, genealogies of the mighty abound, from the Ch'in Dynasty 
and the succession of the Merovingian kings to the sequence of czars and 
presidents. One is reminded of Voltaire's complaint that "for the last 
1400 years the only persons in Gaul apparently have been kings, minis
ters, and generals."

Scientists and their works are virtually taboo. If you look for Newton 
in my copy of Langer, you will find him mentioned once, on page 431, 
under the heading "Third Parliament of William III": "Isaac Newton, 
master of the mint." The four-word description is not what you or I 
might have chosen; but at least he is mentioned, which is more than can 
be said for Galileo or Kepler or even Copernicus. (Others have done 
worse: Arnold Toynbee's list of "creative individuals," from Xenophon 
to Lenin and Hindenburg, included not a single scientist.)

On the other hand, Langer's book does give a detailed survey of, say, 
the vicissitudes and successions of the Ottoman emperors, from Bayazid 
II, remembered by Langer for being "the least significant of the first ten
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sultans," through the exploits of Selim 1  ("The Grim") and Selim H 
("The Sot," described as an "indolent ruler, much given to drink"), and 
so on through the last of them, Mohammed IV, who is described as a boy 
of ten, followed by a period of anarchy. It might almost sound amusing, 
until one asks what the costs were for the unmentioned mass of humanity 
doomed to be born, to live, and to die in the dark back alleys of history.

Every holy war gets its place in Langer's and so many books like it. 
There is a tiny admixture of humane figures, a Marcus Aurelius, a Jeffer
son, or a Ghandi; but they are lost in the succession of genocidal maniacs, 
from Emperor Tiglath III of Babylon, who innovated the idea of con
solidating his conquests by "deporting entire populations," to Josef 
Stalin. As John Locke asked: "What were those conquerors but the great 
butchers of mankind?" Moreover, from one development to the next, 
any rational conclusion or extrapolation is seemingly hopeless. No won
der that even many of today's historians, in the words of J. H. Plumb, 
"have taken refuge in the meaninglessness of history."  ̂Thus the Ploetz 
compendium -  which was the model for Langer, and, as it happened, 
also the book I used in high school in Vienna -  started on a promising 
note, from a rational point of view, with the entry for July 19,42.41 B.c. 
as the precise date the good Dr. Ploetz proposed for the introduction of 
the calendar in Egypt. But it, too, rapidly went downhill through the 
whole sorry list of massacres and delusions, and ended with an entirely 
unprophetic but appropriate entry, for September 27,1934, which ran as 
follows: "Declaration by England, France, and Italy, guaranteeing the 
integrity and independence of Austria." I can well believe the famous 
story about another boy, some 13 years earlier but in a school not far 
from mine. "You are a clever chap," the history teacher said to Viki 
Weisskopf, "but you don't know any dates!" "Oh, I do," he replied. "I 
know all the dates; I just don't remember what happened on them."

T/?<? N/Mrented

I have of course been a little hard on William Langer, a distinguished 
diplomatic historian, who later became a valued colleague of mine, and 
who, perhaps partly because of my teasing, did put a good deal more 
science into the last edition he edited. But the main point I wish to make 
still stands: wherever their schooling may take place, young people en
counter, through the historically oriented set of courses as usually taught, 
a view of the accomplishments and destiny of mankind that almost



celebrates the role of passionate unreason. And if the student is one of the 
relatively few who also takes substantial science courses, he or she will 
encounter from that direction a very different picture of mankind's inter
ests and attainments. Indeed, the opposition between these stories is so 
great that it must seem to many students that there are really two differ
ent species involved.

Let me put it in terms of an image from my own schoolroom in 
Vienna, an image surely not qualitatively different from the one you carry 
in your mind, or which, mntatis mntandis, is being found even today in 
your town's school. The curriculum at our Gymnasium emphasized his
tory, literature, and ancient languages, a triad that merged into one mes
sage. Latin and Caesar's Wars; Greek and the 1 /ind; medieval German 
and the NiTe/nngeniied; the chief tragedies of German theater, the Bible, 
the Edda sagas, and the painstaking probing of the ever-unhnished se
quence of historic battles. It was a powerful and blood-stirring brew - 
but with only occasional traces of the rational processes.

On the other hand, in our science classes we encountered an entirely 
different universe. Here was the finished and apparently unchanging 
product of distant and largely anonymous personages, unchallengeable 
monuments to their inexorable rationality -  but with only occasional 
traces of historic development. Just as the historian neglects science - 
Richard Hofstadter said of the historian "he may not disparage science, 
but he despairs of it" -  the scientist is silent about history -  the record, a 
scientist put it to me once, of the errors of the forgotten dead.

It was a cultural schizophrenia which I could not formulate, but 
which I also could not dismiss. I can capture it best by recalling two very 
different maps that were hanging in front of my class, to stare at and 
wonder about, year after year. You probably saw them, too. On the left 
side was always a geopolitical map of Europe and Asia. (America and 
most of Africa were evidently on some other planet.) In some storage 
closet there must have been a whole set of such maps because the left map 
was regularly changed, a new one for each period, and with each change 
we students could see the violent, spasmodic, unpredictable pulsation of 
shapes and colors in the wake of the thrilling story of conquests. On the 
right side was a very different map -  the Periodic Table of the elements: 
the very embodiment of empirical, testable, reliable, and ordered sets of 
truths. That map was never changed, although there was a rumor in the 
benches that some of the blank spaces were being filled in, and even that 
a previous student of that very Gymnasium, a man named Wolfgang
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Pauli, had shown that the different features of the table were the con
sequence of some underlying great idea, rather than some accident on 
which nature had settled.

To the mind of the child exposed to these two maps, the utter differ
ences between them and thus between the subjects they represented were 
so profound as to seem unbridgeable. On the left side, the forces shaping 
history were the four horsemen of the Apocalypse. On the right side the 
forces shaping science were, to use modern terms, the four forces of 
physics. To the young mind, it seemed like a division that demanded 
some sort of decision. We know from the autobiographical notes of 
scientists that this dichotomy can help to focus a career choice. In Ein
stein's famous remarks, it is the choice, in early youth, between a world 
"dominated by wishes, hopes, and primitive feelings," and on the other 
hand, "this huge world which exists independently of us human beings," 
the contemplation of which "beckoned like a liberation." It is only much 
later in life that it dawns on such a student at what great costs this separa
tion was being nurtured, that these two kinds of destiny are in fact inter
twined, that these two developments stem from two potentials within 
the same person.

In the meantime, however, students in our classes were left to wonder 
what the moral point of this bifurcated education would be. Concerning 
our personal destinies there was in fact a sharp division of opinion be
tween our parents, on one side, and our history books as well as those 
few teachers who had any interest in discussing such matters, on the 
other. The parent's theory was that the purpose of the curriculum was 
chiefly to prepare for the school's final examination, without which one 
could not go on to university. However, our physical education teacher 
spoke explicitly for the view that presented a different scenario for us: We 
would be there to fight one day, to revenge the loss of our territories in 
World War I, and of our honor in the treaties of Versailles, Trianon, and 
St. Germain. We were being readied to change that map on the left 
once more. '

The great historians we studied seemed, from that second point of 
view, useful preparations. For example, the father of historical writing, 
Herodotus of Athens in the Age of Pericles, declares the aim of his great 
book on the history of Greece to preserve, as he puts it, "the great and 
wonderful actions of the Greeks and the barbarians [from] losing their 
due meed of glory." What he means is set forth right at the start. A cer
tain Gyges, upon being made King of Sardis, "made inroads on Miletus
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and Smyrna... .  Afterwards, however, although he reigned for 38 years, 
he did not perform a single [further] noble exploit. I shall therefore make 
no further mention of him, but pass on to his son and successor . . . 
Ardys. This Ardys took Priene, and he made war upon Miletus." Our 
class quickly got the idea that here was an altogether more glorious type. 
Even better was his son Alyattes who, Herodotus says, had inherited 
from his father that war with Miletus, and who "performed other actions 
very worthy of note." Herodotus tells us one of these: In warfare, "he cut 
down and utterly destroyed all the trees and all the corn throughout the 
land and then returned to his own dominion. . . . The reason that he 
did not demolish also the buildings was that the inhabitants might be 
tempted to use them as homesteads from which to go forth to sew and 
till their land; and so each time that Alyattes invaded the country he 
might find something to plunder." Indeed, worthy of note.

Turning to a more recent work, we found that Georg Wilhelm Fried
rich Hegel, in his great PMosop^y o/ history, struggled with the mean
ing of history and concluded that "the final cause of the world at large, 
we allege to be the consciousness of its own freedom on the part of spirit, 
and ipso /acto the reality of that freedom." I must confess that this 
formula, when presented in history class, was not easy to unpuzzle; but it 
had a nice ring to it. History as the evolution of freedom seemed an 
appealing idea. But just at that point in our studies, this train of thought 
was deprived of a good deal of its credibility when one Friday evening in 
March, the portion of the map of Europe showing Austria turned sud
denly brown, and our history teacher, like many teachers in the other 
subjects, turned up in Nazi regalia on the following Monday.

Hegel also had said, quite correctly, that the most profoundly shaping 
experience on the mind of the West was Greece of the Homeric Period. 
The reading of the 1 /iad was meant to be our most permanent memory; I 
must confess I liked it best of all our classes. Just for this reason let me 
use it further to crystallize my point. You recall the early scene on the 
beach before Troy. Agamemnon, leader of the Greeks who are laying 
siege, has lost his own mistress, robs Achilles of his, and thereby launches 
1000 pages of dactylic hexameter. Agamemnon explains himself in a way 
which Homeric Greeks accepted: "Not I was the cause of this act, but 
Zeus." It is the habit and prerogative of the Gods to put ate (temptation, 
infatuation, a clouding of consciousness) into a person's understanding. 
"So what could I do? The Gods will always have their way." Achilles, the
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outraged victim of Agamemnon's action, takes the same view. Without 
Zeus, he agrees, Agamemnon "wouid never have persisted in rousing the 
t̂ Mfnos (passionate, viotent response) in my own chest."

In fact, throughout the I/iaJ, temptations and infatuations, ate, and 
passionate and violent response, t̂ Mwos, are the chief forces motivating 
human action. As E. R. Dodds explains in 7 7 ? c Greeks and t/?e irrationa/, 
ate is, in fact, a partial, temporary insanity, "and, like al! insanity, it is 
ascribed not to physiological or psychological causes, but to the external, 
'daemonic' agency." Only very rarety does one encounter in the /had a 
glimpse of rationality -  dispassionate reason sensitive to long-range con
sequences -  as a motivating force. This role falls to Athena, the goddess 
of good counsel, who occasionally intervenes in the brawl and carnage 
(even at the risk of conflict of interest, since on the side she is also a deity 
of war). There is the famous scene in Book I when Athena, visibieoniy to 
Achilles, catches him by the hair and warns him not to strike Agamem
non. A moment of hesitation overtakes AchiHes -  that hesitation which 
Simone Wei) identifies as the saving margin of civilization. AchiHes puts 
back his sword. For a moment, there is sanity. But on the whole, the 
glorious poem takes place against the background of a dark, archaic 
world dominated by will and force, dreams and oracles, btood lust and 
atonement, portents and magical healing, orgiastic cults, superstitious 
terror, and the obbligato of reckless massacres -  the world governed by 
the irrational seif, the t/iMWOs, the strong force that surfaces today as 
tribalism, racism, and the longing for combat.

After the Homeric Age -  rather precipitously, as history goes -  the 
landscape does change. It is the period identified as the Greek Enlighten
ment, during which there was, in a phrase Dodds quotes approvingly, a 
"progressive replacement of mythological by rational thinking among 
the Greeks." The rise of this first enlightenment, in the sixth century B.c., 

coincides with the first stirrings of Western science as we understand it.
There were bound to be enthusiastic mistakes; for example, Protag

oras, an early Sophist, has gone down in history as perhaps the first 
optimist who thought that virtue could be taught, that history could be 
cured, that intellectual critique alone could rid us of "barbarian silliness" 
and lift us to a new level of human life. But at least his intention was 
right. Science, and rational thought which produced science, are beach
heads in the soul that otherwise would be largely given over to and 
f/?MtKos. The existence of such beachheads allows one to hope for a



change in the balance of potential in the individual and, therefore, in 
the batance of forces that have raged over the geopohtica) map since 
prehistoric times.

f submit that this fact defines, today more than ever, an essentiat part 
of the task of att who ctaim to be teachers. To negtect it is to invite peri). 
The subsequent history of Greece itsetf reinforces this point. Around 
430 B.c., at the end of the reign of Pericles and the beginning of the 
Peloponnesian War which finished with Athens's surrender and Sparta's 
triumph, that first Age of Enlightenment gave way. Teaching astronomy, 
or expressing disbelief in the supernatural, now could have grave conse
quences. There followed some thirty years of trials for heresy, with vic
tims such as Anaxagoras, Socrates, Protagoras, perhaps also Euripides, 
and of course an unknown number of less prominent ones. In the long 
series of conflicts between reason and passion, Athena, the Weak Force, 
had lost.

One of the causes for this turn of events appears to be that, from 
the late period of Plato onward, intellectuals situated themselves not in 
but Reside society. Dodds writes: "As the intellectuals withdrew further 
into a world of their own, the popular mind was left increasingly de
fenseless . . . ; and, left without guidance, a growing number relapsed 
with a sigh of relief into the pleasures and comforts of the primitive." 
Greece saw again a great rise in cults, in magical healing practices, in 
astrology, and other familiar symptoms. It ushered in the long decline or, 
to give its proper name, the "Return of the Irrational." It was as if the 
bicameral mind had become aware of its rational strength -  and been 
frightened by the possibility of freedom from the death dance of history, 
and freedom from the external gods to whom one could spin off the 
responsibility for the excesses of ate and t^rnnos. (I am quite aware that a 
group of philosophers, from Nietzsche to Spengler, from Husserl to our 
day, puts the blame, on the contrary, on science itself, on what they call 
"excesses" of the rational. Their arguments are saved from dismissal as 
utter absurdity by the unhappy fact that science, too, has frequently lent 
itself to be a weapon in the service of our Dionysian and antihuman 
drives.)

The decline of Greece shows parallels with our present predicament. 
We are at the tail end of the second experiment with rationalism, the 
fruit of the scientific revolution of the seventeenth century and the era of 
enlightenment that followed. That schoolroom I described, and all the 
others across the globe, may really have functioned as a trap designed to
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keep us from escaping a destiny that is archaic except for its modern, 
much larger scate. The most persuasive evidence that the human mind 
has the power to progress, individually and cumulatively, from ignorance 
and confusion to sensible, testable, sharable world conceptions -  the 
kind of triumph of man's rational potential of which his science is elo
quent testimony -  was all but sabotaged by the method of presentation, 
itself an institutionalization of our reluctance to honor the imperatives of 
sound reason. Indeed, the very facts of science which we had to memorize 
seemed the work of some deity that plants them in its passive victim, 
even as Zeus planted the in Agamemnon. Never once was the
liberating idea presented to us that the findings and very methods of 
science are the results of an historical process by which mere humans seek 
sense and expose nonsense, and that the potential for this process is in 
each of us.

ZO7

He/ping Athena

All that was long ago. Many have worked hard on improving the effec
tiveness of educators. But the admonition of Max Weber, in his mag
isterial "Science as a vocation," has become no less urgent. Rational 
thought, he reminded his audience, has the moral function of leading to 
self-clarification, of helping the individual "to give himself an account of 
the ultimate meaning of his own conduct," and so to be able better to 
make decisive choices. Without it, life "knows only of an unceasing 
struggle of these various gods with one another . . . , the ultimately 
possible attitudes toward life [remain] irreconcilable, and hence their 
struggle can never be brought to a final conclusion." Today, as we watch 
the reign of the irrational in world affairs, I find it hard to believe that we 
have succeeded in making a qualitative change for the better in the prod
ucts coming from our classrooms. Moreover, in our century the would- 
be conquerors who are writing themselves into the pages of the new 
history books have learned how to hire and use for their bloody work 
students coming from our science classes. It is an ominous conjunction of 
science and history, making it that much more difficult -  and essential - 
to hold on to the vision that the trajectory of history can bring us to a 
time when, at long last, the goddess Athena in our very soul wins out 
consistently over the dark passions.

This ancient aim (which Werner Jaeger, in his great work Paideia.* 
idea/ o/ Gree/t crdfMre, identified as the chief hope of education in



antiquity) should now be a special concern of those who, through their 
own life's work, have learned how one distinguishes between fact and 
delusion, between the demands of eternal law and of internal longing; of 
those who care most to find out how things work and cohere. The im
mense authority of, say, an Oersted came of course from the painstaking 
and repeatable demonstration of a beautiful and useful discovery. The 
history of science can show that might comes from being right, rather 
than, as in the rest of history, more often than not the converse. Bringing 
science and history together in that kind of conjunction -  in scholarly 
research and in the classroom, for scientists and for nonscientists -  is one 
effective way to enlarge the beachhead of reason.

There are others, there have to be others; but it has been my moti
vating (and perhaps now no longer quite so perverse) view that this way 
helps focus a young mind exactly on the point where the confrontation 
should take place, between the habits responsible for the kaleidoscopic 
sequence of follies on one side, and, on the other, the kind of passionate 
yet sane thinking that shaped the development and testing of, say, the 
table of the elements or of elementary particles.

I have no illusion that more chemistry, more physics, more mathe
matics will, by themselves and soon, produce wise leaders and wise 
follower.,. Protagoras tcus too simple. There is no quick cure for the 
barbarian silliness within us which shows up so grotesquely in the acts of 
the present-day Agamemnons, generalissimos, premiers, shahs, and aya
tollahs. We must also not be misunderstood to be defending some inevi
table benignancy, purity, and progressiveness of science. Paradise will 
not come upon invoking the name and deeds of Mendeleyev or Wolfgang 
Pauli. And yet, enough of us must act nevertheless as if something of this 
sort can happen eventually; for otherwise it will not change. As we, and 
the future teachers who pass through our hands, face those young stu
dents, there is the opportunity to assert and demonstrate the rational 
powers of Athena as a complementary and balancing element in the 
productive life of the human spirit.

The risk of failure is high in all educational efforts, and there are 
always other, more immediately rewarding things one might do instead. 
But it is a risk worth taking. For those young students in the schoolroom, 
wondering about the forces that grip the world map and soon caught up 
themselves in its convulsions -  those were you and 1; those are now our 
children; and those should not have to be our children's children, forever.
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From the endless frontier to the 
ideology of limits

The public discussion in the United States about constraints on scientific 
research seems to have come upon us with startling suddenness. Ironi
cally, it surfaced at the very moment when scientists have the right to 
think that the fundamental advances being made are better than ever, and 
when scientists are loudly asked to help solve the vast problems in such 
areas as energy and the environment. Scientists find themselves rather 
bewildered. For decades, they have proudly accepted P. W. Bridgman's 
well-known operational definition, "The scientific method is doing one's 
damndest, no holds barred." Now, they are asked to add the phrase, 
" -  except as laid down in guidelines issued in Washington and by the 
local town fathers." The old image of science as the "endless frontier," on 
which a whole generation has been brought up, seems to be giving way in 
some quarters to the notion of science as the suspected frontier.

Many observers date these changes from the first public expressions of 
concern by biologists about the possible side effects of doing research on 
recombinant-DNA molecules. If the debate is of such recent origin, can 
it last? In a country where even the most sensational and preoccupying 
activities can suddenly disappear in silence, are we really dealing here 
with a serious challenge, rather than merely a highly visible but short
lived excitement?

The answer seems to be a clear "yes." In this chapter I shall sketch 
reasons for believing that we have only begun to struggle with such prob
lems. For whether one likes it or not, the disputes concerning the wisdom 
or danger of placing "limits on scientific inquiry" may have been inevi
table and were perhaps overdue. Depending on the specific cases that 
clamor for attention, the intensity of the discussions may wax or wane; 
but they have a certain preordained character, and in maturing form will 
remain with us for a long time to come.

2.09
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There are more than ha)f a dozen chief factors determining these 
events today, each of which can be expected to continue to exert its force 
in the future. ! shah now take up each one in turn.

Ti?e were yisiMity

The simpiest of the reasons for the expected endurance of the issue has to 
do with the attainment by the scientific establishment of a kind of critical 
size. The increase in the scale of scientific and technological activity in 
the industrialized countries has made for visibility, and with that -  as 
should be the case, at least in a democracy -  has come a reexamination of 
the mechanisms of accountability. The annual cost of basic research in 
the United States [in 1981] was over $10 billion (two-thirds of it supplied 
by the federal government) and a total of about $100 billion is being 
spent on the national research and development effort (including defense 
and space projects, which, for better or worse, the public identifies 
closely with science). Clearly, any enterprise that employs on the order of 
three million scientists and engineers, and commands 2.0 percent of the 
relatively controllable portion of the federal budget, must be subject to 
mechanisms of accountability with respect to its performance and justi
fication, in terms that taxpayers or their representatives can appreciate.

This rising level of activity, and hence of the power of science and 
engineering to change our world, acts in two quite opposite ways on 
public perception. Along with splendid new discoveries and some wel
come gadgetry, there is also a higher level of risk, compared with the level 
of risk in the past, in periods of slower technological change. Patent 
dangers, outright abuses, and significant mistakes may constitute only 
a small proportion of ongoing work; but when the rate of change of 
scientific knowledge and of technological advance is rapid enough, that 
small proportion does add up, in absolute terms, to form a visible set of 
cases. The public alarm system seems to be set at absolute levels, not by 
relative measures.

Moreover, as the rate of change is increased, it has the unsettling effect 
of decreasing the time interval during which the change being imposed 
on society can be monitored, evaluated, or even absorbed intellectually 
by the public -  just when this public has learned to insist more and 
more on having some role in consequential decisions. To illustrate: in 
1976 the lay citizens' group appointed by the City Manager of Cam
bridge, Massachusetts, to advise the City Council on guidelines for the



use of recombinant-DNA molecule technology declared on page one of 
its generally thoughtful report:

The social and ethical implications of genetic research must 
receive the broadest possible dialogue in our society. That dia
logue should address the issue wFetFer a// t̂totn/edge is tnortF 
pMtsMtng. [Emphasis added.] It should examine whether any 
particular route to knowledge threatens to transgress upon our 
precious human liberties. It should raise the issue of technology 
assessment in relation to long-range hazards to our natural and 
social ecology. Finally, a national dialogue is needed to deter
mine how such policy decisions are resolved in the framework 
of participatory democracy.

One may try to dismiss this as a pastiche of cliches. Back in the minds 
of such persons is the fact that the implicit promise of science has been a 
rosy world free of disease, with new industries and new jobs waiting for 
us, a world giving us secure peace, and perhaps even the joy of under
standing what those scientists are discovering in the noble quest. Little of 
that has come to pass. On the contrary, the very solutions proposed, such 
as nuclear reactors to supplement our shrinking energy supplies, now 
loom for many as threats to health and peace. As will be stressed in 
more detail further on, there is a widespread disillusionment with the 
explicit or implicit promises of technological solutions to social prob
lems. And even those who were not attracted to the activist image of 
science and technology, who preferred the older idea of the scientists as 
lonely thinkers and the engineers as inspired tinkers -  occasionally very 
useful people but essentially harmless -  have had to readjust to the much 
greater and confusing variety of the current roles that scientists and 
engineers play, as employees of universities, industries, consulting firms, 
government laboratories and "think-tanks," or as advisors to state gov
ernment, the Congress, or the President. If science ever was a charismatic 
profession dominated by abstract spirits, those days are gone forever.

Short of suffering crippling decreases in financial support, work in 
science and engineering will not be less visible and less watched in the 
future. It is, however, reasonable to hope that the fraction of abuses, mis
takes, surprises, and other alarming problems will drop as the profes
sionals involved become more and more sensitized to the possibility of 
such problems. That may be one good lesson drawn from the list of 
horrors of recent years, including the side effects of pharmaceuticals and 
food additives, the dubious mathematics of risk calculations, and alas,
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the estimate that at teast one-quarter of the world's scientists and engi
neers is engaged fairly directly in exploiting the "pure" advances for 
weapons-related research. The celebration of the basic intellectual tri
umphs of science has had hard competition.

T/ie o/d credo

If the newly visible risks are a part of the public's perception about 
science that is not easily changed, the current self-perception of scientists 
may be only slightly more flexible. While today there is more diversity of 
views in what is lightly called the scientific community than has been the 
case since the 1930s, the largest proportion of scientific professionals is 
watching these debates with considerable apprehension. Many scientists 
believe that the integrity of their activity must be strenuously protected 
against what they perceive to be potentially serious threats from an un
checked, or perhaps ill-informed, limits-to-inquiry movement. Whether 
they originate from fellow scientists or other citizens, calls for any ex
plicit limits go against long-standing traditions of academic and research 
freedoms as still understood by most scientists. They contradict the pre
dominant philosophical base of science as an infinitely open system in 
which it is not to be feared that one will run up against questions that are, 
in principle, unanswerable, not to speak of questions that are unaskable. 
They are also contrary to the psychobiographic drive of most of the 
younger scientists and the reward system that has shaped the older ones. 
They clash violently with the world view of scientists brought up on the 
notion that science and optimism are virtually synonymous, that some
how the findings of science will be for the good of mankind.

One recalls Jacques Monod's remark in Chance and necessity that 
the ethic of knowledge is the commitment to the scientific exploration 
of nature. The limits movement conflicts basically with such commit
ments; moreover, it comes, ironically, just at a time when the results of 
scientific and technological work, both in terms of quantity and in terms 
of quality, contain more examples of ingenuity and beauty by any stan
dard than ever before.

Some of the most successful and visible scientists, when calling for as 
unrestrained an autonomy as is compatible with safety, tend to regard the 
very discussion of proposals for "limits" as dangerous and self-fulfilling. 
The period of accommodation, on either side, therefore, is likely to be a 
long one, the more so when scientists find themselves confronted with
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extreme proposals, or with banners such as the opening to a recent draft 
statement from the World Council of Churches: "However robust, the 
faith of yesterday in the power of science and technology is today mis
placed and therefore misleading. In fact, the reductionist, triumphalist, 
manipulative approach of science and technology has itself been in large 
part responsible for our predicament."

In fact, however, scientists or engineers today are on the whole far 
more ready to take care that the ethos and practice of science include 
protective limits and constraints than is popularly recognized. A number 
of internal and external constraints have been found functional and even 
essential (except that the red tape associated with certain regulations is 
threatening to get out of hand). Thus, to cite some controls internal to 
the practice of science, it is taken for granted that quantitative results, if 
obtainable, are preferred over qualitative ones; that operational defini
tions rather than metaphysical ones be used; that important experiments 
be repeated; that an attempt at relating theory and practice be made; that 
the work be ultimately published; that credit for priority, collaboration, 
and support be given; and so forth. As every modern researcher knows, 
getting a share of scarce resources -  for example, time, funding, and 
manpower to do an experiment involving one of the large machines -  or 
getting the approval of the local committee charged with the regulation 
of hazardous biological agents, can lead to epic fights.

Among external mechanisms for discipline and accountability, scien
tists consider it natural that peer review be undertaken on funding priori
ties and on the soundness of procedure; that the peer review process itself 
be open to inspection and evaluation; that informed consent be obtained 
from experimental subjects; and that research involving toxic or radio
active substances, or human beings used as "animals of necessity," be 
placed under careful regulation; and that environmental and other im
pact statements be provided for large engineering constructions.

One can discern three levels of external restraints or controls on re
search, to which scientists tend to react with increasing alarm. Those 
arising from the hazardous nature of research are long-established and 
respected on all sides. Constraints that arise from decisions to invest in 
one area of research rather than another are more controversial, in good 
part because this has to be ultimately a political decision (made in the 
United States, in effect, more by the Congress and the Ofhce of Man
agement and Budget than by the scientists concerned). Third, controls 
may be imposed by nonscientists because they have qualms about scien-
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tists by themselves being able to estimate property the hazards of a given 
research and/or the ethical probiems involved in the procedure or its pos
sible findings. The last is evidently the area of greatest dispute.

Until recently, most of the limits on inquiry were self-imposed by the 
scientists, and invisible to the public. Even the self-denying ordinances 
on doing harm, on publication of results, or on the actual pursuit of re
search -  from Hippocrates to Leo Szilard to the Asilomar conferees - 
were of a very different kind from those now being discussed or proposed 
in forums far from the laboratory bench. Indeed, even in the laboratory 
most of the constraints listed above are today still largely passive and 
invisible rather than being the subject of conscious examination or having 
an explicit place in the teaching of young scientists. This is only one more 
example of the well-known resistance among scientists to self-conscious
ness in the study of actual scientific practice; but in this instance, it also 
slows the chances for convergence between the interest of scientists and 
their monitors.

Ti?e end/ess frontier revisited

Having pointed out some difficulties which the "old credo" of science 
has in today's world, one must hasten to acknowledge again its immense 
power and usefulness. It has helped nurture a strong science/technology 
community in the United States, and elsewhere. It has helped us to 
fashion two activities of great strength. First, as the meetings and publi
cations of the major scientific societies amply show, the quantity and 
quality of basic research in many fields is higher than at any other time in 
history. The work of these scientists, largely but not exclusively done in 
the universities, is usually motivated and measured by the standards of 
"pure" or "basic" science rather than public need. It is the product of a 
largely autonomous, self-governing system, not directed by the calculus 
of risk and benefits. If there are other affected interests, most of those 
are placed at a distance, and the scientists are insulated from them. The 
hope for social utility as a by-product of one's discipline-oriented re
search may be in the background. But the ruling motto is that "truth 
must set its own agenda."

Moreover, some of us, myself included, continue to insist whenever 
we can that the very business of developing a rational and functional 
model of the universe through basic research is itse// a major social goal 
for any civilized society, and fulfills a public need on that account. We
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point to the triumphs in molecular bioiogy or biophysics, in cosmology 
or elementary particle "zoology," and in many other fields, and we say 
that whatever changes may be made, the quality of the product must 
not be put in danger. Of course, there are costs: severe specialization 
(although it is not an unmitigated evil: at the very least it helps to define 
the peer group and hence the peer review system, and in any case it is 
often the only way to do anything useful at all); reductionism (but it 
helps to select manageable problems); and the vague discomfort that the 
public, which is paying for all of this work, no longer knows what we are 
doing, since the conceptions are increasingly sophisticated and our pa
tience with educating the public is not notably high.

To turn to the second mode of current excellence, there is another 
portion of the scientihc/technologica! community that knows how to 
apply the basic scientific findings to a multitude of "public needs," needs 
that are articulated by a variety of constituencies, from the householder 
to the Joint Chiefs of Staff (and occasionally, merely by advertising 
agencies): the list includes vaccines, nuclear reactors, 10" industrial 
chemicals per year, computers, moonshots, new food plants, photovol
taic cells, insecticides, the cruise missile, not to speak of frozen dinners 
and shaving creme coming out of cans at the push of a button. The accent 
is more on problem-oriented development than on "truth"-oriented re
search, although there is often an interaction between truth and utility, as 
in materials sciences and medical research.

The great problem that has surfaced in this second mode is of course 
that such work, done on behalf of expected customers in a competitive 
market, provides at most only first-order solutions, into which are built 
sometimes awesome, second- and third-order problems. The larger the 
scale of the technology involved, the more likely are these second- and 
third-order problems to surface eventually. The reason for these by
products is partly that the complexity of the situation is almost by defini
tion very great (hence, they are called "unforeseen" new problems), 
partly that the training of even the applied scientists is generally not 
geared to such sober and, on the whole, boring business as technology 
self-assessment; and, above all, that the client -  the state, the industry - 
is usually in a hurry, is reluctant to pay for more than first-order solu
tions, and until recently has made little attempt to get advice on hidden 
flaws until they have become obvious, and therefore less manageable.

This dichotomy of styles of research and development, the separation 
between them, and the unfavorable by-products, are the results of a long



development of science and technology in the Western world. But at least 
as far as the United States is concerned the most formative part of that 
history has been the most recent period -  specifically, the conscious 
choices made by the politically most powerful segments of the scientific 
community when the outlines of the present system of science support 
were set up at the end of World War H. That system was the result of a 
battle between the ultimately victorious forces, led by Vannevar Bush, 
the head of the Office of Scientific Research and Development, on the 
one hand, and the forces identified with the New Deal Senator Harley 
Kilgore on the other.

The issue between them was really an old one: What should be the 
main thrust of science and hence the main justification for its support in 
our democracy? As Daniel Kevles has noted in his book '7 Te physicists, 
since its start in the United States the debate has been polarized along the 
same axis, one that may be quite roughly characterized as knowledge for 
its own sake versus social usefulness.

To be sure, one must not only look at the extremes of these alterna
tives, for the progress of both "pure" and technological application has 
become more and more strongly intertwined. The pre-World War H 
debates between Hogben, Crowther, and Bernal on the one hand, who 
argued for the primacy of the function of science in the promotion of 
human welfare, and, on the other hand, their opponents such as Polanyi, 
who favored the pursuit of science dissociated from any conscious con
nection with practical benefits, created so sharp a dichotomy that the 
arguments had to be ultimately inconclusive. Today, we know well that 
advances in the most recondite and speculative branches, such as cos
mology, can depend on data obtained with space- and computer-age 
technology, while the most mundane electronic gadgets trace their line
age to the early papers on pure quantum physics by Planck, Einstein, 
and Bohr.

Nevertheless, it matters greatly where the center of gravity is placed in 
a large national institution for the support of science, and how large a 
spectrum is encouraged. Kilgore's declared aim was to set up a national 
research and development foundation which would assure that at least a 
major part of federally supported science research be linked to a social 
purpose, and that progress in science be planned to some extent by such 
an agency. Vannevar Bush and his colleagues, however, were opposed to 
this model, and were against such notions of Kilgore as a major revision
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of patent rights flowing from government-sponsored research, or geo
graphical criteria for the distribution of funds, or the inclusion of support 
for the social sciences in a super agency for research. They also had to 
worry about attacks from the other wing. For at that end of the political 
spectrum, the opinions about Bush's own proposals were, as Bush noted 
in his autobiography, Pieces o/f^e %choM, that "we were inviting federal 
control of the colleges and universities, and of industry for that matter, 
that this was an entering wedge for some form of socialistic state, that the 
independence which has made this country vigorous was endangered."* 
Bush himself had similar fears about Kilgore's ideas; as Bush's associate 
Homer W. Smith put it, the scientist needs "the intellectual and physical 
freedom to work on whatever he damn-well pleases."

One can understand why, particularly at that time, the working scien
tists may have felt keenly that way. World War II had just ended, and the 
scientists were concerned that the armed services were going to keep their 
hands on the direction of research. Even the Nerc Yo?T Times, under the 
heading "Science and the Bomb," declared editorially on the day after the 
bomb devastated Hiroshima (in its August 7, 194$, edition) that the 
scientists had better shape up and learn a lesson from the events:

University professors, who are opposed to organizing, plan
ning and directing research after the manner of industrial 
laboratories because in their opinion fundamental research is 
based on "curiosity" and because great scientific minds must 
be left to themselves, have something to think about. A most 
important piece of research was conducted on behalf of the 
Army by precisely the means adopted in industrial labora
tories. And the result? An invention is given to the world in 
three years which it would have taken perhaps half a century to 
develop if we had to rely on prima donna research scientists to 
work alone. The internal logical necessity of atomic physics 
and the war led to the bomb. A problem was stated. It was 
solved by teamwork, by planning, by competent direction, and 
not by a mere desire to satisfy curiosity.

Such omens, and the memory of scientists having to buckle under in 
totalitarian countries, were a source of considerable concern to many 
American scientists. While Kilgore wanted the best science required for 
the national needs of the United States, Bush thought it safest to ask for 
"the best science, period." In a free society, he hoped, it would automati-
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caHy serve the national need. The mode) for that to happen was at hand, 
and Bush confessed freely that he used it to advantage in lobbying for his 
planned agency:

There were some on Capitol Hill who felt that the real need 
of the post-war effort would be support of inventors and 
gadgeteers, and to whom science meant just that. When 
talking matters over with some of these, it was well to avoid 
the word "fundamental" and to use "basic" instead. For it was 
easy to make clear that the work of scientists for two genera
tions, work that had been regarded by many as interesting but 
hardly of real impact on a practical existence, had been basic 
to the production of a bomb that had ended a war/

Other institutions -  industry, the Office of Naval Research, the planned 
Atomic Energy Commission -  could be counted on to support research 
"along the lines of their special interests," but this would not be true 
for "basic research, fundamental research." ̂  This gap was to be filled by 
the National Science Foundation. Without a dedicated agency of this 
kind, Bush held, "a perverse law governing research" would assert itself: 
"Under the pressure for immediate results, and unless deliberate policies 
are set up to guard against this, app/ied dr:Pes out
pMre. This moral is clear: it is pure research which deserves and requires 
special protection and specially assured support." **

Thus, the public credibility of Bush and his fellow scientists in their 
drive to invent institutions and obtain previously undreamt of financial 
support for basic research came at the time not from the persuasiveness of 
their own basic research performance -  that work had been laid aside 
during the war years -  but rather from the superb job that had been done 
in applied science and development during the war. And although the 
irony is clear now, it was then quite natural that the top scientists, turned 
wartime engineers, whose work had started the nuclear reactor wastes 
flowing into the fragile tanks at Hanford, Washington, and elsewhere, 
now wanted to hurry back to "best science." They did not even stay to 
ask what important scientific puzzles would have to be solved before the 
nuclear wastes could be safely disposed of. In fact, a full seventeen years 
had to elapse from the first design, around 1940, of nuclear reactors by 
some of the best scientists of the time (Fermi, Szilard, and their col
leagues) until the publication of the first major study of high-level waste 
management/

Ironically, too, Vannevar Bush obtained his mandate to write what
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became the ground plan for the National Science Foundation from Frank- 
lin D. Roosevelt, who was personally most attracted to the applied side 
of the plan. !n his original letter to Bush, Roosevelt asked for a way to 
put to use "the information, the techniques, and the research experience" 
developed during the war in order to wage a "war of science against 
disease," to "aid research activities by public and private organizations," 
and to devise ways of "discovering and developing scientific talent in 
American youth." *

In his response, the seminal report Science, tde end/ess frontier, Bush 
followed that rhetoric closely. He gave low visibility in print to the pur
suit of pure science for its own sake, relying heavily instead on the tenu
ous promise that somehow science will be of social use. It is, to this day, 
a splendid document. It captures the well-deserved, utopian hopes at the 
end of a terrible war, and in many details was visionary, necessary, and 
right. But it does strike us now forcefully that in the report no mecha
nism was specified or encouraged for the benign spinoff-effects of basic 
science. It was not revealed how the central alchemy would occur that 
would yield the promised long-range benefits. And of course no mention 
was then made of the other, darker side of the coin, the possibility of 
negative consequences, not to speak of the need for impact statements 
and the like. On the contrary, the very first paragraph of Bush's report 
starts with this clarion call:

Scientific progress is essential.
Progress in the war against disease depends upon a flow of 

new scientific knowledge. New products, new industries, and 
more jobs require continuous addition to knowledge of the 
laws of nature, and the application of that knowledge to 
practical purposes. Similarly, our defense against aggression 
demands new knowledge so that we can develop new and 
improved weapons. This essential, new knowledge can be 
obtained only through basic scientific research.

Science can be effective in the national welfare only as a 
member of a team, whether the conditions be peace or war.
But without scientific progress no amount of achievement in 
other directions can insure our health, prosperity, and security 
as a nation in the modern world/

In itself, this program and this promise, and even this language, are 
not all that new. For some centuries, the announcements of great projects 
of science have had a remarkably similar ring. For example, the preamble
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of the Act establishing the American Academy of Arts and Sciences in 
1780 begins with the presupposition of beneficence:

As the Arts and Sciences [effectively, a range of subjects 
from cosmology to medicine and horticulture] are the founda
tion and support of agriculture, manufactures, and commerce; 
as they are necessary to the wealth, peace, independence, and 
happiness of a people; as they essentially promote the honor 
and dignity of the government which patronizes them; and as 
they are most effectively cultivated and diffused through a State 
by the forming and incorporating of men of genius and 
learning into public societies for these beneficial purposes. Be 
it therefore enacted. . . .

Two hundred years later, we find the same belief expressed in the slogans 
of our highest officers, for example: "Basic research is the foundation 
upon which many of our Nation's technological achievements have been 
built," and "Basic research is useful." ̂

The promise of beneficence emerging from such documents has been 
routine, and (at least until lately) almost universally accepted as plausi
ble. In Vannevar Bush's plan, the lack of specificity -  how disease, ig
norance, and unemployment would be conquered if basic science is 
supported on a large scale -  also had a number of good reasons. Not the 
least may be that the very image of science as the "endless frontier" 
avoids the need for operational details of this sort. In his book T^e 
Affier/cgH c/7gr<zcter (1956), D. W. Brogan made the astute observation 
that American and English thought differ in the connotations of the idea 
of the "frontier":

The frontier in English speech is a defined barrier between 
two organized states; in American it is a vague, broad, fluctu
ating region on one side of which is a stable, settled, compara
tively old society, and on the other, empty land, a few savages, 
unknown opportunities, unknown risks. American history has 
been a matter of eliminating that debatable area between the 
empty land and the settled land, between the desert and the 
town. This elimination has now been completed, but it is too 
early, yet, for the centuries-old habits to have changed and 
much too early for the attitude of mind bred by this incessant 
social process to have lost its power.

The implication of the beneficence, unforeseeable in detail but inevi
table, of the effects trickling down from basic science to useful applica-
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tion continues to be he!d before the public to this day. An effect of this 
sort of course exists. But it is ready still little understood, is difficult even 
to reconstruct historically, and is not assured of long-term institutional 
support as industry fitfully increases and decreases its support of basic 
research. In good part for these reasons, few scientists would want the 
agencies that are now committed to nourishing basic research to change 
that commitment in any major way. Yet the public has by no means 
forgotten about the implied IOUs; and as the combined bill for both 
elements of the dichotomy, "pure science" and "useful science," has 
greatly increased over the years, and as the bridge from one to the other 
has not become clearer, people from Senator Proxmire on to the right 
and left have become more critical. In addition, as Don K. Price correctly 
remarked, "The danger of political constraints on science now comes not 
so much because politicians disapprove of the methods of science, but 
because they take seriously what some scientists tell them about the way 
in which scientific discovery leads to practical benefits. Once they believe 
that, it is inevitable that they should try to control practical outcomes 
by anticipating the effects of research, and manipulating it in one way 
or another."  ̂ It may therefore be the final irony that the implied but 
difHcult-to-deliver promises in the Bush report, on the basis of which the 
dichotomy was achieved and the pure-science ideal triumphed, became a 
factor in the current assertion of external constraints on science.

Tbe prgĝ n'oMSMgss o/Y^e neM/

Even as the old institutional arrangements for debate and agreement now 
seem inadequate, so does the old bargain between science and society 
itself. The generally accepted model of the linkage, in typical cases, in
volved a barter of an odd sort. That is, as in the Bush report, society 
could expect in the long run to get certain though not well-defined ma
terial benefits from the work of researchers in science and technology, 
and those individuals in turn expected to benefit by receiving some mod
erate financial support and considerable administrative freedom from 
society. In that barter the two sides were in most instances distant and 
rather unengaged. Each gave up to the other things that it could easily 
afford to yield, or that it did not particularly treasure. Each side had no 
great incentive to understand the other, and could be satisfied with the 
gains it was eventually receiving for itself. The system worked well, and 
was moderately well understood.
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But the mode! of interaction that has been developing lately is rather 
different, and very much in need of study. (As Harvey Brooks writes,'" 
we do not even know how science and development are connected with 
social policy: which drives which?) The new model involves (again in 
barest outline) the giving up by each side of substantial, treasured items, 
and the exchange requires much more mutual involvement and under
standing. Each side now has to barter away some of its autonomy, and 
each side expects to obtain substantial, monitored benefits and assur
ances. Much of the argument on where the limits of scientific inquiry 
should be is a by-product of this encounter.

The mood I see developing in this encounter corresponds to the im
pression 1 gained at the end of a series of meetings of a faculty seminar at 
MIT. If there was a consensus, it was, in the words of one of the par
ticipants, that just as we are wary of the "slippery slope" in biomedical 
ethics, so we must resist slipping inadvertently into increased controls 
over fundamental science, since such controls can easily lead to abuses of 
their own.

The image shared by most scholars there was that we are now dealing 
with tM/o slippery slopes, joined at the top by a razor's edge upon which 
we are precariously balanced. There will thus be hard bargaining on such 
questions as these: W^o will control what, and at what level? (At the 
level of the institution, of the individual researcher, of funding?) How 
can "public participation" be arranged without clashing with the very 
meaning of science as a consensual activity among trained specialists? (In 
the old bargain, the inherent contradiction between science and democ
racy did not have to be faced. Now, it does.) When today's largely un
written code of ethics, maintained by peer pressure, is turned in for a set 
of congressionally developed guidelines, how can enough room be left in 
them for personal choices that will need to be made as conditions and 
knowledge change? (This is analogous to obtaining "variances.") Or 
will such choices be smothered by blanket regulations, formulated by 
bureaucratic entities that have considerable inertia? In that ominous 
event, how can the freedom and momentum be preserved upon which 
any imaginative group must be able to draw to do its best?

Need /or new /nsdtMdon^/ /orws

The fact that the questions posed in the last paragraph have today no 
persuasive answers indicates that there is a real paucity of institutional
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forms for dealing with them. As one reads proceedings of conferences or 
congressiona! hearings in which representatives of the scientific establish
ment and of the public struggle with the new problems of accountability, 
one is impressed by how often these old institutional forms for mutual 
negotiation really have become inadequate for the complex task that is 
required. Instead of the model of an interdisciplinary investigating team 
in which the members assist one another in a common task from which 
all would benefit, one finds all too often the model of unilateral pro
nouncements inherited from the classroom, or of adversary proceedings 
as learned in the courtroom.

Institutional forms are slow to grow, and until enough credible ones 
have been designed and tested, the public may well continue to push for 
ad hoc solutions that may not at all appeal to the scientists. It is a very 
hopeful sign of their new maturity that the scientists, too, are in fact hard 
at work fashioning new institutional devices and experiments. A brief 
list would include the role scientists have played in the Asilomar confer
ence, the various citizens advisory panels, federal funding of scientists to 
work with public interest groups or with projects on the public under
standing of science, the revision of codes of ethics by some professional 
societies (to make such codes something more meaningful than the tradi
tional, rather self-serving documents), the federally funded courses con
cerned with ethical and value impacts of science and technology, the 
sections within professional scientific societies such as the American 
Physical Society (its Panel on Public Affairs, its Forum on Physics and 
Society, its summer srudy groups on nuclear waste management and 
other problems, its congressional fellowships, etc.). A glance at the table 
of contents of the journal Science and of the meetings of its parent 
organization, the American Association for the Advancement of Science, 
will show how profound the changes are which have taken place over the 
past dozen years in the attention of that large group. And of course there 
are many other signs -  the emergence of the Society for the Social Study 
of Science, the increase in modern case studies in the field of the history 
and sociology of science, and academic programs with titles such as 
Science, Technology, and Society.

To illustrate the novelty and, in the face of controversy, daring of such 
activities in which scientists themselves are participating, I will single out 
only one example. It concerns the discussion within research institutions 
on the question of impact statements. In seeking funding or the accep
tance of proper research procedures, scientists and engineers have for



some time now accepted their iiabiiity for submitting impact statements 
deaiing with environmental impact, financial responsibility, manpower 
policy, affirmative action, and the like. Nobody has liked such bureau
cratic impositions, and they can become detrimental to the execution of 
the work when they are too burdensome; but at least they are now 
being routinely attended to. Lately, there have been some discussions that 
sooner or later ethical impact or values impact statements may be added 
in certain areas of inquiry, and that therefore scientists and engineers 
should begin to become familiar with such conceptions before they are 
imposed unilaterally from without.

To a degree, this was the message of the Bauman amendment in 1976 
by which the Congress would have reserved for itself the right to re
examine each grant made by the National Science Foundation after peer 
review. Depending on the effect or impact this research might be thought 
to have, in the opinion of any Congressman, an embargo could have been 
put on a particular grant after it was made. As part of a similarly moti
vated action, in the authorization bill for appropriations for the National 
Science Foundation issued in March 1977 the Congress directed the NSF 
to provide for the protection of students in try-out classes that use pre- 
college educational materials. The aim was to make sure that "interested 
school officials" could make certain that steps had been taken "to insure 
that students will not be placed 'at risk' with respect to their psycho
logical, mental, and emotional well-being" while serving as human sub
jects in these educational developments.

The idea of asking researchers for a statement of the prospective im
pact of their research has been circulating quietly. Thus in March 1974, a 
faculty committee was set up at Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
to see how faculty members could make a more thorough and self- 
conscious study of "the impact of MIT research insofar as that research 
has influence on matters such as the physical environment, the economy, 
national security, and other important social concerns." One function of 
the committee was to develop methods "to assist individual investigators 
in the preparation of impact statements." In making its report to the 
faculty, the committee - one containing such widely respected members 
as Frank Press and John Deutch -  said "An honest effort to estimate the 
plausible consequences of his own research is as properly to be expected 
from a researcher as how he is expected to estimate the cost of carrying 
out his work, and is in the long run perhaps more significant."

When it came to the vote, the MIT faculty felt that the time was not
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ripe for this experiment. However, it was made clear in the discussion 
that the issue should not be dropped, and that a more specific proposal 
should be developed for future action. I expect we shall hear more about 
this and similar ideas, aiming to fashion new institutions for dealing with 
the problems of limits that arise when a scientific pursuit or engineering 
project has the potential of encroaching on other widely held social 
values - and to do so before the problem of setting limits has entirely 
escaped from the hands of the scientists themselves.

P r o w  c n d / c s s  / r o n d c r  t o  i d c o / o g y  o /  / i w i t s  z z ^

idco/ogy o/ /iwits

A conflict of potentially large consequence has begun to be felt in the 
developed countries of the West between the old "ideology of progress" 
and a new "ideology of limits" that goes much beyond limits to scientific 
inquiry. One of the lessons of the sensible decisions not to build the SST 
in the United States and not to go to a plutonium economy is that a 
nation's leadership now MM invoke an almost unprecedented self-denial 
of technology, a turning away from the "can do means must do" impera
tive. To a certain degree, an embargo on some aspect of science can be 
characterized as being a call for a stop to the pursuit of knowledge of 
i?ow to (rather than knowledge of w/iy), and is therefore closely similar 
to the self-denial of these new technologies.

This development fits in with the general new awareness of the exist
ence or necessity for /imits (a word that may yet come to characterize a 
main lesson of the 1970s) -  limits to natural resources, in particular, 
energy supplies; limits to the elasticity of the environment to respond 
beneficently to the encroachment of the man-made world; limits to food 
supplies; limits to population; limits to the exercise of power (including 
presidential power); and, within science itself, limits to growth of its 
manpower and institutions.

The pervasiveness and reality of this new climate of opinion are being 
more widely studied. Thus a major report made for the Joint Economic 
Committee of the Congress, entitled Limits o/ growth, volume 7 of 
U.S. economic groicfL /row 1976 to Prospects, proL/ews,
patterns, specified the existence of a number of popular new "emphases 
and trends" that are expected to influence growth during the next decade. 
These include the continued rise of risk aversion, concern with health and 
environmental protection, and antitechnological and anti-industrial atti
tudes. It is clear that for a small but vocal part of the population of the
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West, the image of this century has been changing from the era of fron
tiers waiting to be exploited, to the era of the globe as a crowded lifeboat.

New conception o/ progress

The last and perhaps most decisive component in the current shaping 
of events has to do with the rise of a new conception of progress in 
science itself. Here too a substantial change in Zeitgeist has been taking 
place, and it surely reinforces the effectiveness of the limits-to-inquiry 
movement.

To be sure, the old notions of the purity and objectivity of science and 
of its claims to truth in some absolute sense have been under attack for a 
long time. But this has been largely a philosophical debate, with little 
effect on most research scientists whom such epistemological -  perhaps 
to some degree even quasi-theological -  developments reach with a long 
time delay and with few credentials. Thus scientists see themselves en
gaged in an enterprise, in which they consider progress and cumulation 
to be perfectly well identifiable, and in which the chief marks of progress 
are still taken to be the classical ones: greater inclusiveness of separate 
subject matter, and greater parsimony or restrictiveness of separate funda
mental terms.

Until not too long ago, the popular conception of science as inexorably 
"progressing" had been a component of thought even in the historiog
raphy of science. George Sarton went so far as to assert in 1936:

Definition: Science is systematized positive knowledge or 
what has been taken as such at different ages and in different 
places.

Theorem: The acquisition and systematization of positive 
knowledge are the only human activities which are truly cumu
lative and progressive.

CorofDry: The history of science is the only history which 
can illustrate the progress of mankind. In fact, progress has no 
definite and unquestionable meaning in fields other than the 
field of science."

But just in the last few years these progressivist assumptions have come 
under a variety of attacks from scholars in the history and philosophy of 
science. Among those, I select two who agree with each other on little, 
except on the rejection of the old notion of progress. Each has a wide 
following (and their published opinions, excerpted below, only indicate



the flavor of the writings by others whose versions lack the acknowledged 
subtleties of the more fully developed arguments).

The first school, headed by the historian of science T. $. Kuhn, regards 
the notion of scientific progress as a self-fulfilling definition, therefore 
essentially a tautology. He asks, "Viewed from within any single com
munity . . .  the result of successful creative work is progress. How could 
it possibly be anything else?" The upshot is, we are told, that we may 
"have to relinquish the notion" that the large changes which science 
occasionally undergoes could carry scientists and those who learn from 
them "closer and closer to the truth." An implicit consequence is not far 
away: when it is widely believed that scientific progress is defined only by 
whatever the scientists are doing anyway, then limiting some specific 
work in the presumed interest of other, more urgent human values will 
seem a far less intolerable intervention.

The other school, headed until his recent death by the philosopher of 
science Imre Lakatos, quite explicitly aims to set up, as Lakatos put it, 
"universal criteria" for distinguishing "progressive" research programs 
from those he regarded as "degenerating." He wrote that he did so partly 
in order to help editors of scientific journals to "refuse to publish" such 
papers, and research foundations to refuse support for such work. (He 
warned, "Contemporary elementary particle physics and environmental
ist theories of intelligence might turn out not to meet these criteria. In 
such cases, philosophy of science attempts to overrule the apologetic 
efforts of degenerating programs." To help the layman to decide what 
scientific project may or may not be pursued or supported, this school 
announces finally that it will "lay down statute law of rational appraisal 
which can direct a lay jury in passing judgment."

This is not to imply that public officials who want to stop scientific re
search or engineering projects within their cities are motivated by reading 
books in the history or philosophy of science. Rather, the theories of 
progress in those books seem to me to be a part of a current of thought in 
which working scientists who still have the earlier, progressivist notions 
now appear, to some, as dangerous meddlers. We have in fact entered a 
period where old and new theories of progress in science are vigorously 
competing - in the mind of the public, among those engaged in the study 
of nature, and among scholars who study science as an activity.

This current, like the other forces I have cited, is not amenable to sudden 
change. The momentum of the debate is large, and the divisions on
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fundamental issues are deep. It is therefore not reasonable to expect 
quick solutions. A better hope - as has been attempted here - is to gather 
a greater variety of interested parties to see what we may learn from one 
another, and thereby improve the chances for wise action and accommo
dation. For the issue is still the same one which Watson Davis, with a 
different aim, identified when he said over forty years ago: "The most 
important problem before the scientific world today is not the cure of 
cancer, the discovery of a new source of energy, or any other specific 
achievement. !t is: How can science maintain its freedom, . . . help 
preserve a peaceful and effective civilization?" Scientists, in larger num
bers than ever before, are wrestling with both parts of the question, 
knowing perhaps that if they wish to answer one of these, they must 
answer both together.

zz8 Science, education, pnd/ic inures;



Metaphors in science and education

AH reflection, thought and criticism began in comparison, 
analogy and metaphor. Faust was wrong: in the beginning was 
not the act. St. John was right: in the beginning was the word.
We are concerned with man, and the world can only exist for 
man as man knows or imagines it. Metaphor is the route of 
reason, science and art.'

Analogy:. . .  a form of reasoning that is particularly liable to 
yield false conclusions from true premises/

fn addressing myself to the metaphors in science and education, I hope 
I may sidestep the battles about the theories of metaphor from Aristotle 
to our day, and also not go again over the ground of fine distinctions 
between metaphor, model, analogy, simile, and all the other tools for 
performing imitative magic. Rather, f wish to center on praxis, and take 
off from illustrative examples of the roles metaphor can have for good or 
ill, first of all in the actual work of scientists. When we know whether 
and how metaphor lives within the laboratory, and diffuses from there 
into the wider world, we might begin to discern what the educator must 
do about it. Even if I limit myself chiefly to physical sciences and slight 
the others, 1 still find myself with a vast topic for which 1 can sketch out 
here only some of the interesting problems.

To the first question then: Does modern science, properly conducted, 
really have anything profound to do with metaphor? It will not be uni
versally granted that it has. Ever since Francis Bacon, the use of metaphor 
has tended to be an embarrassment to some scientists and philosophers. 
Bacon allowed that metaphors might be "anticipations of nature," but on 
the whole he dismissed them as serving the "idols" and our natural pen
chant for fantasy.

12.9
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Today, those who consider themselves to be the last defenders of the 
age of reason and inheritors of the battle flags of the old positivism would 
rather stress scientific discourse in the form of protocol sentences. On 
this view, good scientific concepts are operational, fairly unambiguously 
shared by the worldwide community of scientists. Their meaning is as 
clear as human language can get. Scientists, they will say, differ from 
humanistic scholars by keeping fundamental decisions free from essen
tially psychological (esthetic or intuitive) or external (sociological) in
fluences, and let themselves be guided only by the empirical data and 
logical machinery. On the other hand, metaphors by definition are flexi
ble, subject to a variety of personal interpretations, and often the results 
of an overburdened imagery. At best, they might be used informally in 
the classroom or, with caution, in the textbooks. They are part of the 
natural armamentarium of the artist, poet, or critic, but not of the 
working scientist.

And it is not only those watchdogs of proper rationality in science 
who express alarm. Even Colin Turbayne, in his useful T/?e myt/7 o/ 
metnp/ior, reserved his first and longest case to an exposure of the great 
harm he considers to have been done to Western thought by the false use 
of metaphors in the thinking of great scientists. Mechanism is, he said, 

a case of being victimized by metaphor. I choose Descartes 
and Newton as excellent examples of metaphysicians of 
mechanism wn/gre enx, that is to say, as unconscious victims 
of the metaphor of the great machine. Together they have 
founded a church, more powerful than that founded by Peter 
and Paul, whose dogmas are now so entrenched that anyone 
who tries to reallocate the facts is guilty of more than 
heresy...

But the implied dichotomy between good metaphor and good science, 
while widespread, is a vast oversimplification. Comparative linguists 
have amply demonstrated that our store of metaphors and other imagina
tive devices determines to a large extent what we can think in any field. 
Further evidence comes from the findings of historians of science. Their 
work has shown that fundamentally thematic decisions, even though 
usually made unconsciously, frequently map out the shape of theories 
within which scientists progress.

Indeed, it is not too much to say that modern science began with a 
quarrel over a metaphor. Nicolaus Copernicus, in the first sentence of the
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introduction to Book I of De rgr-o/MtiomfiMS, stated his belief that "The 
strongest affection and utmost zeal" is reserved for the promotion of "the 
studies concerned with the most beautiful objects." Those are the proper 
subjects of astronomy, "the discipline which deals with the universe's 
God-like circular movements, and which explains its whole appearance. 
What indeed is more beautiful than heaven, which of course contains all 
things of beauty?" This vision provided him, Copernicus says, "extraor
dinary intellectual pleasure," even as "the Godly psalmist.. .  rejoiced in 
the works of His hands."

But in this realm of divine Beauty, there had appeared a Beast, and 
Copernicus saw it as his high task to chase it out. As he explains in the 
preface:

Those who devised the eccentrics [for modeling the motion of 
planets] seem thereby in large measure to have solved the 
problem of the apparent motions with appropriate calcu
lations. But meanwhile they introduced a good many ideas 
[such as the equant] which apparently contradict the first 
principles of uniform motion. Nor could they elicit or deduce 
from the eccentrics the principal consideration, that is, the 
structure of the universe and the true symmetry of its parts.
On the contrary, their experience was just like someone taking 
from various places hands, feet, a head, and other pieces, very 
well depicted it may be, but not for the representation of a 
single person; since these fragments would not belong to one 
another at all, a wowster % WMH would be put
together from them/

There is some disagreement among historians about the precise nature 
of the monster, but the main point is clear: The hand of God is not the 
hand of Dr. Frankenstein who, in Mary Shelley's romance, assembles his 
monster also out of incongruous parts. To reassert the reign of beauty, 
Copernicus goes back to what he had called "the first principles of uni
form motion." He rejects non-uniformities and inconstancies of motion 
-  his "mind shudders" at the very consideration of them -  and even at 
the cost of setting the earth into motion, he arrives at a system that has all 
the earmarks of divine handicraft: the equants are gone, the phenomena 
are saved; the whole system has symmetry, parsimony, necessity. Indeed, 
contemplating it as if he himself were viewing it from above, Copernicus 
is moved to exclaim, at the end of chapter 10, in a moment of uncon-
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trolled enthusiasm: "So vast, without any question, is the divine handi
work of the most excellent Almighty." It was one of the few sentences 
which the censor of the Inquisition in 1616 insisted on striking out.

But it was too late. The device of uniform motion in a circle was not 
forced by the data; and as Kepler's ellipses showed later, it was not even 
the most functional device from the mathematical point of view. Yet the 
metaphor of uniform circular motion as the divine key for solving the 
problems posed by the phenomena -  even as in antiquity -  had infected 
the thinking from which the scientific revolution of the seventeenth cen
tury came. At the very least, the case shows that the function of a meta
phor need not be merely, as in Aristotle, a transfer of meaning, but can 
be "a restructuring of the world," in the words of Sir Ernst Gombrich/

!n trying to account for Galileo's irrational refusal to accept Keplerian 
ellipses (and with them, the additional proofs of the heliocentric system 
which Galileo was so passionately defending), Alexandre Koyre coined 
the memorable phrase circM/grite; and Erwin Panofsky^
made the case that this spell of circularity on Galileo was equally at work 
in his physics and in his esthetic judgments in the arts. In what follows 
we shall have to come back to at least a few points that have here only 
been touched on lightly. But the vanquishing of the monster and the 
triumph of the divine circle remind us that metaphors do not have to be 
casual indulgences: they can help to make, and defend, a world view.

Lest it be thought that such examples characterized science only in its 
early stages, let me draw attention to more recent ones. In Thomas 
Young's 1804 "Reply to the animadversions of the Edinburgh reviewers," 
he announced the idea for which he is best known, namely that light is 
fundamentally a wave phenomenon. As he put it, "light is a propagation 
of an impulse communicated to [the] ether by luminous bodies." He 
reminds his reader that "It has already been conjectured by Euler, that 
[contrary to Newton] the colours of light consist in the different fre
quency of the vibrations of the luminous ether." But this had been only a 
speculation: Young says, "It does not appear that he has supported this 
opinion by any argument." And now follows, in a half sentence, the first 
statement of Thomas Young's striking proposal: "but it [the idea 'that 
light is a propagation of an impulse to the ether'] is strongly confirmed, 
by the analogy between the colours of a thin plate and the sounds of a 
series of organ pipes." ̂

Even before we look at the details of this analogy, we feel the almost

2.32.
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breathtaking daring of this transference of meaning between what were 
previously two entirety separate phenomena. Indeed, the courage for such 
a jump seemed so ill-advised to George Peacock, devoted friend and 
editor of Thomas Young's Worlts, when he assembled the volume in 
1855, twenty-six years after the death of Young and long after the firm 
establishment of the wave theory, that he felt he must save the reader 
from some dreadful mistake; and so George Peacock, D.D., "Dean of 
Ely, Lowndean Professor of Astronomy in the University of Cambridge, 
and formerly Fellow and Tutor of Trinity College, FRS, FGS, FRAS," 
adds, as a stern footnote that is perhaps unique in the literature: "This 
analogy is fanciful and altogether unfounded. Note by the Editor."

The good Dean, having been taught in the meanwhile by Arago and 
Fresnel that light waves are transverse rather than longitudinal, perhaps 
saw more clearly the differences than the similarities. But if we return to 
the historical situation, as we can with the aid of the details given by 
Thomas Young, we are struck by the genius that allowed him to make 
the jump. During his early years at Cambridge, Young had done experi
ments toward an understanding of the human voice, and for that purpose 
had studied the way sound is produced in organ pipes. Strangely enough, 
the subject was in a rather confused state, and it was in fact Thomas 
Young who proposed the law of superposition which allows one to un
derstand the action of organ pipes in terms of the interference between 
sound waves traveling in opposite directions within the pipe. He had 
noted that "The same sound" -  for example middle C -  could be ob
tained "from organ pipes which are different multiples of the same 
length." If you stood in front of a series of such pipes, whose lengths are 
as 1 to 2. to 3 to 4, and so on, and if some skilful person blows the 
different pipes in turn and produces the same note, you would know that 
the mechanism by which organ pipes work, no matter what the details 
may be, is very likely to be a wave phenomenon; for it will conjure up in 
your mind the traditional distributions of nodes and anti-nodes on the 
model of interfering waves, whether they be longitudinal or transverse.

Now, to go to the other part of the offensive half-sentence, that is, 
from "the sounds of a series of organ pipes" to "the colours of a thin 
plate." Thomas Young had found in Newton's Opticas the beautiful 
description of the experiments on thin plates and Newton's rings. You 
will recall that if two thin plates of glass are set up at a slight angle from 
each other, so that there is a gradually increasing wedge of air between 
them, and if light of a given color is allowed to fall on the arrangement,
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the eye placed above the plates observes equally spaced bands of color 
return to it from the wedge. The height of the air wedge formed by the 
two glass plates, at the point from which light is returned, is as i to 2. to 3 
to 4, and so on. As Thomas Young puts it, "The same color recurs when
ever the thickness answers to the terms of an arithmetical progression." 
And he immediately tells us the point on which the metaphor depends: 
"Now this is precisely similar to the production of the same sound, by 
means of a uniform blast, from organ pipes which are different multiples 
of the same length." ̂

We can almost see him standing over the thin plates in the optical 
experiment, looking at the light displayed at equal distances in the same 
color, and exclaiming -  as one would have to do now if one had not 
thought of it before -  that regardless of detailed mechanism, this must 
be a wave phenomenon.

Of course he has all the details wrong. Not only is light transverse, 
which would make little difference to his argument, but the colors seen 
in the thin plates, even though an interference phenomenon, are not due 
to a standing wave, as for sound in the organ pipes. Also, there are no 
pipes in the case of light. But all this is quite secondary and irrelevant. 
The main thing was his ability to perceive "the analogy between the 
colours of a thin plate and the sounds of a series of organ pipes." Con
trary to George Peacock, you know that if a student, previously ignorant 
of all these matters, comes to you with the discovery of such analogy, you 
would be delighted and put him at once to work on your lab team.

! regard the case of Thomas Young as an exemplar of the creative func
tion of metaphor in the nascent phase of the scientific imagination. 
Anyone who has known or studied scientists at the highest level of 
achievement knows of this mechanism. Faraday's notebooks are full of 
it, as is Maxwell's work. For Fermi it was part of his scientific credo to 
use and reuse the same ideas in quite different settings; for example, a 
year and a half after a paper dealing with the effect of slow electrons, 
Fermi was in the unique position of thinking about the effect of slow 
neutrons when his team, evidently by accident, came upon the artificial 
radioactivity of silver (produced by scattered neutrons).

But of all such examples my favorite is still an autobiographical pas
sage 1  found some years ago, in Einstein's own hand, in the copy of an 
unpublished manuscript dating from about 1919 or shortly afterwards, 
located at the Einstein Archives in Princeton. The title of the document
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(in translation) is "Fundamental ideas and methods of reiativity theory, 
presented in their development." There, in the middle of a technical 
paper, Einstein writes suddenly in a personal way about what he called 
"the happiest thought of my life," which came to him in 1907 and 
opened the way to go from special to general relativity. He explained in 
1919: "As with the electric held produced by electro-magnetic induction 
[190$], the gravitational held has similarly only a relative existence. For if 
one considers an observer in free fall, e.g., from the roof of a house, there 
exists for him during his fall no gravitational held -  at least in his imme
diate vicinity." ̂  If we analyze this passage (which is quite coherent with 
other reports Einstein gave of his thoughts in the matter), we see a num
ber of parallels with the case of Thomas Young. Now the gulf to be nego
tiated by a metaphoric transference is between the electric and magnetic 
helds on the one hand, and the gravitation held on the other. The "hap
piest thought" in 1907, which led indeed to a restructuring of our world 
picture, was really a simple extension of the analogy from uniform 
motion in a magnetic held to accelerated motion in a gravitational held - 
although from the point of view of the physics of the time the analogy 
might indeed also have been called "fanciful and altogether unfounded."

An earlier passage in the same Einstein manuscript brings us to a point 
that also has to be discussed, namely, the possible motivation for risking 
the metaphor. Such risks (which Einstein took repeatedly in his scientihc 
papers) are not made playfully or by accident. The urges to hnd analo
gies, and thereby to simplify and unify the various branches of a science, 
are actively at work in the background of the research of these explorers. 
In a famous note written to himself on March 19,1849, Faraday enters 
the experimental search for a link between gravity and electric and mag
netic phenomena with the sentence, twice underlined, "AH this is a 
dream." The dream comes first. Or a nightmare: Einstein, recalling once 
more the distaste with which he beheld the physics before 190$, in which 
the current in a conductor induced by a magnet in motion relative to 
it was thought to be the result of quite different effects, depending on 
whether the magnet or the conductor was regarded as "really" at rest, 
exclaims in his 1919 manuscript: "The thought that one is dealing here 
with two fundamentally different cases was for me unbearable [icw wir 
nnertriig/ic^j. The difference between these two cases could not be a real 
difference, but only a difference in the choice of the reference point."

In this mood, the metaphor is a godsent means for bridging an ap
parent but "unbearable" gulf.



!n stressing this active and creative side of metaphoric thinking, I do 
not want to be misunderstood as giving a normative analysis of recom
mended scientific procedure. I would rather look at the record to see 
what did happen. Also, I know well that the cases of brilliant success 
do not imply that there have been no failures -  either a new metaphor 
misused, or an old, seemingly "dead" but still powerful, metaphor falsely 
accepted. A case of that latter sort is surely the inability of a group of 
experimentalists in the 192.0s to come upon parity violation in their own 
data on the asymmetry of the scattering of electrons. The parity and 
isotropy observed throughout physics at that time forced itself also upon 
their imagination in this case, and helped them and all others who looked 
at the data at the time to find an easier way out.

1 shall treat later cases of surprising metaphor excess and its costs. 
But the essentially constructive role metaphor has usually played in the 
making of science is clear. Andrew Pickering of Edinburgh writes: 
"Wherever one looks in the history of particle physics, one sees this magi
cal transmutation, producing new theories from old through a process of 
analogical recycling." He concludes: "I have been trying to suggest that 
it would be useful to replace the idea that scientists are the passive dis
coverers of the unproblematic facts of nature with the alternative view 
that they actively consirMct their world." We see here too a disagree
ment with the opposing traditions that stress the passive role of meta
phor, as expressed for example by Richard Boyd (in the volume Metw 
p^or %nd i^ong^i, edited by Ortony): "Neither do we, in any impor
tant sense, 'construct' the world when we adopt linguistic or theoretical 
frameworks. Instead we accommodate onr language to the structure of a 
theory-independent world." *'

I have asserted that in the work of the active scientist there are not merely 
occasions for using metaphor, but necessities for doing so, as when trying 
to remove an unbearable gap or monstrous fault. I now turn at least 
briefly to these necessities, and first of all the necessity built into the 
process of scientific rationality itself, an epistemological necessity that 
favors the search for and use of metaphors. It is simply the limitation of 
induction. Where logic fails, analogic continues. The bridge is now made 
no longer of steel but of gossamer. It breaks often, but sometimes it 
carries us across the gulf; and in any case there is nothing else that will. 
As I indicated in Chapter z, I have recently been exploring the existence 
of discontinuities that appear in scientific theory construction, forcing
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what Einstein repeatedly called the researcher's "widely speculative" or 
"groping constructive attempt," or even a desperate proposal made when 
one has given up Ending other paths to an overarching axiom system. A 
second discontinuity, Einstein noted, lies in the fact that we often select 
concepts without some logical necessity, really "arbitrarily"; "considered 
logically, the concept is not identical with the totality of sense impression 
referred to; but it is a free creation of the human (or animal) mind." 
Indeed, the whole "system of concepts is a creation of man," achieved in 
a "free play."

For these reasons, Einstein warned strongly against making the mis
take of thinking of concepts as being the result of "abstraction" from ob
servation. Eventually, Einstein developed a theory of levels, or "stratifica
tion of the scientific system," in which the discontinuities between strata 
draw attention to the need for some sort of creative groping across the dis
continuity that is often helped by resort to metaphor. He held that in the 
striving for logical unity, the theorist is progressively led from a "first 
layer" to a "secondary system" and on to higher levels, each characterized 
by more parsimony in concepts and relations, and particularly in the 
concepts directly connected with complexes of sense experience. "So one 
continues until we have arrived at a system of the greatest conceivable 
unity, and of the greatest conceptual paucity of the logical foundations 
that is compatible with the nature of what is given to our senses" -  even 
though there is no guarantee that "this greatest of all aims can really be 
attained to a very high degree."

A further necessity for the resort to metaphor in the nascent phase of 
science-making is precisely what troubled Francis Bacon: the habits and 
irresistible play of our imagination, and often the imagination in its bla
tantly anthropomorphic form. While there are good social covenants for 
removing all traces in the pedagogical recasting of scientific achievement 
after the imaginative act is over, the making of science presupposes life- 
world experience. As Immanuel Kant noted, the imagination does not 
distinguish between life-world experience [/e&MSM/e/t/icEe Er/hhtMMg] 
and scientific experience. This is now not a judgment, but an ethno- 
methodological fact, derived from observing scientists at work. They 
can't help themselves. Thus, Millikan was so convinced of the existence 
of the discrete corpuscle of unitary electric charge that he wrote about it 
in his autobiography as if he had seen it with his own eyes: "He who has 
seen that experiment, and hundreds of investigators have observed it [has]
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in effect SEEN the electron." When the droplet he was observing in the 
electric held was changing speed, an image came quickly to mind, and he 
wrote: "One single electron jumped upon the drop. Indeed, we could 
actually see the exact instant at which it jumped on or off."

In the privacy of the laboratory, and sometimes, less cautiously, even 
in publication, the "idols," and particularly the idol of the theater, play 
their necessary role, with all the dangers and benefits that this may imply. 
In a frank and personal essay, Martin Deutsch, a nuclear physicist at 
MIT, has discussed "the striking degree to which an experimenter's pre
conceived image of the process which he is investigating determines the 
outcome of his observations," and particularly the "symbolic anthropo
morphic representation of the basically inconceivable atomic processes": 

The human imagination, including the creative scientific 
imagination, can ultimately function only by evoking potential 
or imagined sense impressions . . .  I confess I have never met an 
experimental physicist who does not think of the hydrogen 
atom by evoking a visual image of what he would see if the 
particular atomic model with which he is working existed 
literally on a scale accessible to sense impressions -  even while 
realizing that in fact the so-called internal structure of the 
hydrogen atom is ;n principle inaccessible to direct sensory 
perception. This situation has far-reaching consequences for 
the method of experimental investigation.'^

I shall come back to the role of visualization in what follows, but must 
stop to comment at this point. On this, again, I turn to Gombrich. He 
notes that the linear character of language makes it hard to hold in mind 
some concepts that become quite evident when put in diagrammatic 
form. "This may be one of the psychological reasons for our instinctive 
equation between seeing and understanding." And he quotes a passage 
from Cicero on the special appeal of the immediacy of sight:

Every metaphor, provided it is a good one, has a direct appeal 
to the senses, especially the sense of sight, which is the keenest: 
for while the rest of the senses apply such metaphors as . . .
"the softness of a humane spirit," "the roar of the sea" and 
"the sweetness of speech," the metaphors drawn from the sense 
of sight are much more vivid, almost placing before the mind's 
eye what we cannot discern and see.'**

If we had a categorization of scientific metaphors, analogous to Stith 
Thompson's classification of themes in myth and folklore, or something
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like the At/^s MMewosyne of Warburg, we would find that the longest 
sections would go to visualizable metaphors and to anthropomorphic 
and folkloric metaphors. Human life, the life cycle, and human relation
ships pervade, in sometimes only slightly disguised form, the most so
phisticated scientific papers and, more so, our textbooks. "Strange" par
ticles decay and, in the spark chamber photograph or similar view field, 
are shown to give rise to new generations of particles, each with its own 
characteristic lifetime. We speak of families of radioactive isotopes, con
sisting of a parent, daughters, granddaughters, and so on. We constantly 
tell stories of evolution and devolution, of birth, adventure, and death on 
the atomic, molar, or cosmic scale. The chemist's molecules are meta
morphosed to enter the life-history of another chemical species. ! have 
always felt it ironic that particularly the newer sciences such as psy
chology and sociology tend to borrow their metaphors and other termi
nology so heavily from the older and more respectable physical sciences 
when, in fact, those have been deriving them in the first place from the 
most primitive and familiar experiences.

The metaphors based on the human body are undoubtedly the most 
numerous and seductive in the sciences because, as Vico put it, man is 
"buried in the body." Donald MacRae is surely right when he says, "If 
we are to understand the body as metaphor, and as source of metaphors 
derivable directly or by transformation rules from it, we must remember 
that our own experience of our bodies is prescientific." This applies 
both to the metaphors which work for us and to those that eventually do 
not. Although he did not intend it, MacRae made this point too, and in 
a manner that brings our attention with uncanny accuracy back to some
thing I discussed at the beginning: "We make our monsters out of bodily 
parts."

The fourth and last of the reasons why scientists find themselves 
forced to risk metaphoric thought has to do simply with the fast metabo
lism of science, so much faster now than for many other fields of thought 
and action. Scientific vocabulary and imagery are never stabilized. Scien
tists seem to be working at the edge of an ever more active volcano that 
showers them with novelties demanding neologisms at an ever-increasing 
rate. At the same time, of course, old metaphors decay and are lost, or at 
least are apt to be misinterpreted. Thus the proton has betrayed its ety
mology by turning out not to be the first of things -  and now it is even 
flirting with the idea of giving up its immortality, settling for a half-life 
of a mere 1 0 ^ years, which will cause diamonds not to be forever. While
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Homer's Briseis of the fair cheek will remain tender forever in some cir
cumvention or other, the metaphors of science seem to have a shorter 
and shorter half-life of their own. And the conditions under which new 
ones are fashioned seem to verge now occasionally on the frenzy and 
informality of a big beer-drinking party. We are now invited to settle for 
quarks that combine the properties of flavor, charm, and "bareness" with 
either "truth" or "beauty," or, in cruder terminology, with either "top" 
or "bottom." Some of the metaphors are hammered together out of odd 
bits and pieces, without attention to delicacies of taste.

It struck me some time ago that since the turn of the century the termi
nology entering physical science often had a thematic root contrary to the 
older (and persisting) themata of hierarchy, continuity, and order. That 
is, the newer conceptions, perhaps corresponding to the characteristic 
style of our turbulent age, tend to be characterized by the antithetical 
thema of disintegration, violence, derangement. Evident examples are: 
radioactive decay, Principles of Impotency, displacement law, fission, 
spallation, nuclear disintegration, discontinuity (in energy levels), dislo
cation, indeterminacy, uncertainty, probabilistic causality, strangeness, 
quantum number, negative states, forbidden transitions, particle annihi
lation. It is indeed the terminology of a restless, even violent, world.

This brings us inevitably to consider, at least in a first pass, the student 
new to our classroom. One can say that all the necessities forcing scien
tists to use metaphors in their work become handicaps for students, who 
inherit all the troubles and none of the rewards.

Think of what is in the head of your new student, the "metaphor 
background" and "metaphor readiness." Indeed, in the student's head 
there may be a disorderly mixture of new and old metaphoric terms. The 
Big Dipper, the black hole, the big bang, and the big crunch. The har
mony of the spheres, the expanding universe, the clockwork universe, 
attraction and repulsion, inertia, perhaps Schrodinger's cat, left-handed 
neutrinos, parity breakdown, colored and flavored quarks, gluons, 
charm, and God playing (or not playing) dice. Also, the heat death, 
kingdoms of animals and plants, computers that crash or refuse com
mands, broken symmetry, families of elements, daughter and grand
daughter isotopes in radioactive decay, negative feedback, circulation of 
blood, the tangled bank, the selfish gene, degenerate quantum states, and 
"everything is relative." (If students go to Wheaton College near Boston, 
they may encounter a new course in biology being fashioned on radical



feminist lines in which, for example, fertilization will be described as an 
encounter between an aggressive spermatozoon -  an old stereotype - 
and an "equally aggressive egg" that envelopes it, rather than passively 
accepting what comes.)

The main trouble with this bouillabaisse is that metaphors do not 
carry with them clear demarcations of the areas of their legitimacy. They 
may be effective tools for scientists, but pathetic fallacies for students. 
For the latter, the problem stems in good part from the sociology of 
communication. Margaret Mead noted more than twenty years ago 
that scientists at the frontier, where the terminology and imagery are 
developed, speak mostly to other scientists at or near their own level of 
understanding. In this way, scientific language has escaped from the 
realm of "natural language." This is the fate of "any language taught 
only by adults to adults -  or to children as if they were adults. . . .  It 
serves in the end primarily to separate those who know it from those who 
do not." Since then, linguists and anthropologists have been reinforcing 
the point that the cure cannot come from simple "translation" but may 
lie in recognizing that a difference in languages reflects a difference in 
world views. Without making the mutual accommodation of these views 
a prominent part of the agenda, science teaching probably has to remain 
superficial. I refer here to the work of R. Horton on African traditional 
thought and Western science, and of J. Jones in Margaret Mead's own 
New Guinea; both Horton and Jones have studied the ways in which the 
traditional cultures of the new learners differ from the scientific cultures 
of the teachers, and how and to what limited degree these differences can 
be decreased.*''

The most serious charge one might make is that the negligence of 
scientists, in their role of teachers, to deal with this cultural difference 
may not be merely a shirking from an admittedly very difficult task. It 
may even be /TfichofM/, as I shall note later.

Further examples of the powers and pitfalls of metaphors in science 
and education are offered by relativity theory, and specifically the way the 
early researchers conceived of length contraction and time dilation. In 
Lorentz's and Poincare's work, these were, of course, not symmetrical, 
but "real" actions of the ether, that legacy of Greek, Cartesian, and 
Newtonian physics. With Einstein, ether was dismissed as merely "a sub
stratum of nineteenth-century thought" (in the happy phrase of Rene 
Dugas). Possibly with the courage gathered by reading Ernst Mach's 
attack on absolute time and absolute space, Einstein relegated the ether

zqi
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into the dustbin of nonoperational and therefore harmful conceptions (at 
[east in the first decade of his work), and instead drew attention to the 
reality of the transformation equations themselves, including their impli
cation of complete symmetry. But new metaphors rush in to take the 
place of old. Thus Minkowski announced in 1908 that "from this hour 
on," space by itself and time by itself would become mere shadows, and 
only a sort of union of the two will maintain existence. What he called 
with great flamboyance "the World" was now a kind of unchanging, 
crystalline structure in which all past and future processes are represented 
by lines and their intersections.

At about the same time, more metaphors grew around relativity 
theory, for example, at the hand of Langevin, who introduced the "twin 
paradox" in more or less its popular form. Thereby what had slumbered 
in neutral-looking transformation equations became the widely interest
ing matter of relative aging, counting of heartbeats, and the like. Some of 
the literature of the times, both in scientific meetings (e.g., those of the 
Swiss Physics Society) and in the popular press, show how suddenly and 
vigorously interest was aroused by this extension of the metaphor to 
human life.

Another version of the same "metaphor excess" had to do with the dis
cussion given by Einstein in his popular book, and much used elsewhere, 
of length contraction, for example of the famous and easily visualizable 
train dashing through that railway station. The "contraction" which pre
viously had been thought to be real within the world view of ether 
physics was now thought to be directly visible from any other coordinate 
system. Textbooks, popular articles, and even films began to represent 
the contraction. Both laymen and scientists seemed to see the contraction 
in simple and similar ways whenever they wanted to. For about forty-five 
years after Einstein's first publication, a cubical object, for example, 
moving at high speed across your line of sight was thought of as pre
senting itself as a rectangle, its shorter side in the direction of motion 
"shrunk" by virtue of the length's contraction. But then, through the 
work of Terrell, Penrose, and others in 1958-59, it became clear, to 
everyone's surprise, that an observer of a relativistic moving object would 
see not a distortion; rather, the object would appear not distorted but 
only rotated. The rotation, or rather "remapping" upon the observer's 
screen, is itself a metaphor with rather unexplored limits.

A second example of an important metaphor in physical science (al
ready mentioned in passing) is the circular, mandala-like construct as the 
solution for a great variety of problems. It often seems one might say
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in the physical sciences: "The circle, or some modification of it, is the 
answer. What is your question?" This would take us from a common 
starting point into various directions. One is the Platonic-Aristotelian- 
Ptolemaic-Copernican-Tychonic. . .  sequence. Then would follow the 
often painful modifications of the circle as a fundamental explanatory 
metaphor: Kepler's struggle with the ellipse; or Galileo's dismay on dis
covering that Saturn, far from being a round object, has ear-like append
ages (that later were understood to be Saturn's rings, seen at a slowly 
changing angle through a poor telescope).

As it turned out, motion in a ring around Saturn was not unique in 
the solar system. Planetary rings were found to be quite commonplace, 
varying from substantial ones as for the main rings of Saturn or the rings 
of Uranus, to the more ephemeral dusty ring of Jupiter. Even now, a large 
and expensive project is trying to find rings around Neptune, on the 
assumption that the failures to find them previously were simply not 
credible. A self-respecting planet is now SMpposeJ to have rings.

The observation of two-dimensional rings around three-dimensional 
objects reminds us how strangely little resistance was offered to two- 
dimensional projections and indeed to two-dimensional models, for the 
purpose both of representation and of theoretical modeling, even in the 
discussion of the origins of the solar system. The constraints of the two- 
dimensional surface on which to draw or print must, after all, affect our 
thinking constantly. Depictions of Laplace's nebula hypothesis, or of 
T. C. Chamberlin's theory of planet production by the accretion of 
planetesimals in circular orbits, or of the patterns of motion in the solar 
nebula according to Weizsacker's theory, and the like show how much 
at home we are with two-dimensional thinking for three-dimensional 
problems.

The penchant for two-dimensional thinking appears even stronger 
when we turn from the macroscopic mandala of the solar system to its 
microcosmic equivalent. Ringed Saturn shrank to atomic size when 
Nagaoka proposed it as a model of the atom in 1903, after having read 
Maxwell's paper on the stability of motion in Saturn's rings. Rutherford 
referred to it favorably in a letter and publication of 1911, about the time 
when he was being joined at his laboratory by Niels Bohr. The model 
contained a strongly charged central object, with a number of negative 
electrons of equal mass, arranged in a circle at equal angular intervals.

A rival model of the atom, also influential on physicists from 1911 
on, was also frankly two-dimensional and indeed made its way into the 
physics literature through a lecture demonstration of magnet needles
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Boating in a bow) of water p)aced betow a targe cylindrical magnet. De
pending on their number, the magnet needies arrange themselves sooner 
or iater in regular two-dimensional patterns. Now a rather familiar 
demonstration, it was new when published by the American physicist 
Alfred M. Mayer,and the arrangement of the magnets, projected on a 
screen, made a great impression on students and popular audiences. They 
caught the attention of J. J. Thomson. Even the original manuscript 
pages of (largely two-dimensional) calculations and subsequent publica
tions from Bohr through Sommerfeld show the power of the Saturnian 
model, suitably but not essentially metamorphosed.

In retrospect it is rather astonishing how well these models worked, 
from explaining the Zeeman effect and some chemistry to the fine struc
ture of spectral lines - astonishing, because of course it was, from the 
present point of view, completely wrong at the very point where the 
metaphor then used was most convincing: the axially symmetrical, easily 
visualizable playground of equally visualizable events. As noted in Chap
ter 7, between 1913 and 192.7, the old, almost axiomatic Ansc^nn/ic^^eit 
at the base of models, analogies, and other metaphors in the physical 
sciences had to be given up.

Though you cannot tell it from the representations in our introductory 
physics books of today, what Heisenberg achieved over a half a century 
ago was "complete freedom from planetary orbits." The principal prob
lem with the sensual Kantian notion of Anschnnhch^ed in the old quan
tum theory was that the Ansc^nnnngen were memories or abstractions 
from the world of perceptions, and consequently were encumbered with 
pictures that made sense only in terms of classical causality and conserva
tion laws. It implied that matter is infinitely divisible in principle, and 
hence did not do justice in its very essence to the atomic regime with its 
discontinuities.

Other solutions to the puzzle of the atom were of course possible in 
principle. Thus Whitehead suggested that the atom and molecule are to 
be considered analogous to biological entities, organisms rather than clas
sical particles. And it is also worth noting that chemistry made do with 
linear or planar models until the 1870s. Structural theory in chemistry 
did not seriously use three-dimensional space until the "tetra-hedronal 
carbon atom" was introduced by van't Hoff and le Bell.

The last of the three cases that deserves detailed analysis concerns the 
metaphoric descriptions of the tnsit of the sciences and of what it is sup-
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posed to achieve when at! is said and done. Immediately our imagination 
resonates to such images and metaphors as "revoiutions," voyages into 
the unknown, the voyeurist drawing aside of the veil covering Mother 
Nature, the great mystery story view, the jigsaw puzzle view, the endless- 
horizon pursuit, and many others.

But the imagery which seems to be the most powerful and motivating 
one is that of the mountaineer gradually ascending, and thereby gaining 
not merely the conquest of the peak, but the esthetic, largely visual thrill 
of an ofertnerc, encompassing the whole circular area below, from hori
zon to horizon, and, in the unearthly stillness at that high altitude, seeing 
at a glance the way the details of the landscape below fit together in 
one meaningful picture. It matches Bradley's famous definition of meta
physics as "the effort to comprehend the universe not simply piecemeal 
or by fragments, but somehow as a whole."

You will perceive that this image connects in various ways with matters 
I have discussed before: the planar and quasi-circular area of action, the 
importance of visualization, Einstein's "layer theory" of higher, and 
more and more encompassing levels of theory perfection, with the atten
dant lengthening of the distance between the concepts and the "facts" of 
the plane on which there is crowded the "multiplicity of immediate sense 
experiences" -  that plane, above which the system of axioms may be 
found in painful search. Einstein used that metaphor several times, with 
all the visual imagery typical of his writings. As he put it in his 1918 
Moiic des Eorsc/iens, the pursuit of science is motivated first negatively, 
by the

flight from the everyday life with its painful harshness and 
wretchedness, and from the fetters of one's own shifting 
desires. .. the longing that irresistibly pulls a town-dweller 
toward the silent, high mountains, where the eye ranges freely 
through the still, pure air and traces the calm contours that 
seem to be made for eternity.

A second, positive part of the motivation is that "man seeks to form 
for himself, in whatever manner is suitable for him, a simplified and 
comprehensive picture of the world." The achievement of such a We/i- 
Md is in fact "the supreme task of the physicist." "The longing to behold 
that preestablished harmony between the world of experience and the 
theoretical system is the source of the inexhaustible perseverance and 
patience" of the researcher/"

We can trace the majestic metaphor of the WdifnVJ from Goethe,



Schleiermacher, and Alexander von Humboldt. Cassirer '̂ put it suc
cinctly: a characteristic and typical W?/ti?i/J is formed when the chaos of 
sense impression is arranged into a cosmos. During the first two decades 
of the twentieth century, the fight over the "unity" of the physical We/t- 
Fi/J was intense among German scientists. We have become more modest 
(or more pedestrian) in our descriptive language, even though our col
leagues are getting Nobel Prizes for their inexorable climb toward the 
unified theory of all the forces of Nature. Current discussions about the 
ultimate attainment of a complete and coherent world picture in the 
physical sciences do allow us to discern echoes and overtones from those 
earlier debates when the context of a near-sacred mission was never en
tirely hidden. Scientists used to lapse into poetry, as when Boltzmann 
(and after him, Sommerfeld), on contemplating the great synthesizing 
power of Maxwell's equations that produced a panoramic unification of 
the Helds of heat radiation, light, and electric and magnetic fields, turned 
to Goethe's Fnnst and quoted the line "Was it a God who designed this 
hieroglyph ?"[Wtr es ein Got?, Jer cf/ese Ze/cFen scFrieF .. . ?]

Faust's exclamation came as he opened the Book of Nostradamus and 
saw the Sign of the Macrocosmos. A fuller quotation goes somewhat like 
this:

Was it a God designed this hieroglyph to calm
The storm which but now raged inside me
To pour upon my heart such balm
And by some secret urge to guide me
Where all the powers of Nature stand unveiled around me?
Am 1  a God? It grows so light!
. . . [He contemplates the sign.]
Into one whole how all things blend 
Function and live within each other.

Gombrich uses these passages in his discussion of "The paradox and 
the transcendence of language" in Symbolic /wages, and introduces it 
with this telling sentence: "It is this effort to transcend the limitations of 
discursive speech which links the metaphor with the paradox and thus 
paves the way for a mystical interpretation of the enigmatic image." This 
insight is applicable directly to the metaphor describing the task of the 
scientist that I have been developing here. It becomes rather uncanny 
when we read his next sentences:

The relevant doctrine is adumbrated in Pseudo-Dionysius in a 
passage of crucial importance: "The higher we rise, the more
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concise our language becomes, for the Intelligibles present 
themselves in increasingly condensed fashion. Where we shall 
advance into the Darkness beyond the Intelligible it will no 
ionger be a matter of conciseness, for the words and thought 
cease altogether."

fn the Western tradition, and chiefly in Platonic philosophy, the most 
exalted aims are associated with a unification and unity. "Thus Marsilio 
Ficino can describe the ascent of the mind to the apprehension of the 
Divine as a return of the soul to its original unity.. . .  The ascent to unity 
leads to the apprehension of Beauty as an analog of the Divine." The 
realms through which the soul has to rise toward God are arranged in 
a hierarchy -  of Matter, Nature, Opinion, Reason, and Intellect -  a 
"hierarchy of analogies . . . The microcosm as well as the macrocosm 
must be envisaged as a series of concentric circles surrounding the inef
fable unity in ever widening distance."^ In diagrammatic form we may 
imagine a sector, or pyramid-like slice, taken from this homocentric con
struction: at the bottom, at the wide part, are the regions of Matter and 
Nature; at the top there is convergence and unification of all lines in the 
point of transcendence.

It might seem that we have gone far beyond the homely metaphor of 
the scientist as mountaineer, clambering up with a mixture of excitement 
and pain, until he reaches the top, probably in a state of hyperventilation, 
and in the euphoria of self-induced narcosis generated by endomorphines 
in his brain. But the metaphor is much too widespread, through history 
and cultures, to be dismissed that easily. Rather, it is both the embodi
ment and the exemplification of an ambition, one which it is now not 
customary to speak about among scientists, but of which we can con
stantly overhear confessions in terms of fragments of the whole: the 
willingness to go to extraordinary efforts in the hope of reaching the 
elevation from which all puzzles before science will be resolved in one 
simple, coherent Udersicfn. The exaltation that beckons is one to which 
a Kepler or Einstein was courageous enough to give voice openly; but it 
stands at least as a whispered promise before every candidate who takes 
part in this expedition to high ground.

This internal state of emotion of the scientist so imbued is intense. 
Einstein dared to say openly, "The state of feeling which makes one 
capable of such achievements is akin to that of the religious worshipper 
or of one who is in love; his daily strivings arise from no deliberate deci
sion or programme, but out of immediate necessity." ̂  He probably
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embarrassed even his fellow scientists when he said so. Such passion is in 
striking contrast with our generaHy "coot" and commonplace metaphors 
of the purpose of scientific work which we usually present to the public 
and to our beginning students. And this contrast may be significant. For 
a metaphor can have one of at least four purposes: to serve the individual 
privately; to serve the circle of the indoctrinated; to serve both of these 
and the more ignorant public; or to serve chiefly only the more ignorant 
public. Whether by necessity or not, scientists have been reserving one 
version of the metaphor, in this case and in many others, to themselves 
and their fellows, while presenting to the public another, baser version.

ft is a situation familiar to anthropologists in other contexts. We must 
therefore add to Margaret Mead's insight on some chief sources of scien
tific illiteracy of the public the possibility that the wide sharing of the key 
metaphors is not only difficult but also not particularly encouraged. The 
Romantic attacks on established science seem to me motivated in part by 
this perception. The scientists, on the other side, can hardly help re
sponding to the reaction in just the way they do. After all, what are they 
to do with the proposals of a Goethe to reorganize the study of colors 
and optics, when he ends his Fgrf?enM?rg with a section on "Allegorical, 
symbolic, mystic use of colour"; he proposes that the scientists open their 
laboratories to other observers, to "all natures...  women, children"; and 
ends with the exhortation, the same as on the title page of Francis Bacon's 
NofMTTi Mn/h pertMMsifyMMt et angefnlMr scieHt;%. The lonely
trek to the epiphanous experience at the peak threatens to become trans
formed into a family outing/'*

f end with a listing of further problems of interest to me, which I have 
been unable to sketch here even in sufficient outline.

(T) CRtegonxRtioM met^p^ors. Scientific metaphors will surely allow 
some categorization (those of processes versus those of structure; biologi
cal, mechanistic, technological, topological . . .). There would also 
appear more clearly the predominance at certain stages of historical 
development of certain kinds of metaphors compared to others. And 
synchronically, important debates between metaphoric choices will be 
thrown into more prominent relief.

Thus Panofsky^ makes the interesting point that Galileo and Kepler 
differed not only on the primacy of the circle for celestial mechanics. 
Kepler thought that "all muscles operate according to the principle of
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rectilinear movement," the shifting and stretching of straight muscles in 
a straight tine. But Galileo came to the opposite conclusion, by attending 
to the effect rather than the cause, to the positional change rather than 
muscular action; and therefore he finds himself writing that "AH human 
or animal movements are circular," with apparent straight-line motion 
being "only secondary movements depending on the primary ones which 
take place at the joints" and are circular. Panofsky adds the illuminating 
observation that the basic contrast is really between a kinematic and a 
dynamic interpretation of movement, which is precisely what separated 
Galileo's and Kepler's astronomical notions, too.

(T) More /or scientist ns edncntor. Some have been noted
at several points, but I would add the explicit need for self-examination 
by the scientist, to become aware of the metaphoric distance between 
himself and his colleagues on the one hand and his students on the other; 
to be aware of the metaphoric dissonance that reverberates strongly, even 
though unattended, in every classroom. It was again Heisenberg who, in 
a well-known story, interrupted Felix Bloch's discourse on new ideas on 
the geometry of space with a remark: "But space is blue, and birds Hy in 
it." The scientist needs above all watchfully to avoid unintended or mis
leading but appealing metaphors. More often than not I find so-called 
popularizations of science shot through with the attempt to gain atten
tion or understanding by banalized or cheapened metaphors. That is just 
as counterproductive with respect to scientific literacy as failing to explain 
the proper boundaries of the correct metaphors.

For physical scientists and to some degree biological ones, the use of 
dewoM.sri'ndon.s in the classroom -  often an act of heroic effort and good 
intentions -  can be disastrously counterproductive in terms of the trans
mission of the essential meaning of the phenomena. This merits special 
attention. Some years ago^ I became concerned about the question of 
what is conveyed by visual presentations during science lectures, and 
noted the almost built-in divergence between the reality of nature's phe
nomena experienced in the laboratory of the practicing scientists versus 
their carefully repackaged and media-transformed versions put before the 
student.

The matter is complicated by the large separation, whether by neces
sity or design, between experiential reality and didactic reality even when 
the actual phenomenon itself is shown. But it gets much worse, if as now 
happens more and more frequently, even the level of didactic reality is
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abandoned and the presenter descends to lower levels of reality: the 
depiction of the phenomenon by him or television; the further deteriora
tion by presenting a machine-shop made analogon (model, animation); 
or, least expensive of all, a presentation of phenomena in terms of con
densed coding (graph, equation, verbal narration).

In these considerations I became impressed by the function of the 
human presence during such demonstrations. A key observation was that 
many of the more successful demonstrations are actual happenings -  if 
not on the first at least on the second level of reality, in which the /ntntnn 
body is involved, as when the lecturer mounts a rotating platform to 
demonstrate angular momentum. To a discernible degree, such an occa
sion commands much added attention because the lecturer is putting his 
dignity and perhaps his safety at risk. A personal commitment, shown by 
an implicit willingness to take certain risks and evidently go to some 
trouble: this is the element which the participation of a human being 
brings that is completely lacking in the operation of the surrogates, that 
is, in the presentation of a packaged and transformed metaphor, as in a 
film. And at the same time, another service performed by the presence of 
the human body alongside the actual phenomenon is to provide a scnie, 
as for example in the relation of the hand to the apparatus; that, too, is 
usually lacking in the depiction-translation.

The scientist-educator of course negotiates easily the jump between 
the ground metaphor and its debased forms that actually come to the eye 
in the classroom. But the new student may not be able to follow him in 
making this leap, the more so as usually nothing is said about any neces
sity to make one.

Here again Gombrich has pointed to a closely related situation in his 
remark,

To primitive mentality, distinction between representation and 
symbol is no doubt a very difficult one. Warburg described as 

this tendency of the human mind to confuse 
the sign with the thing signified, the name and its bearers, the 
literal and metaphorical, the image and its prototype. . . . Our 
language, in fact, favours this twilight region between the 
literal and the metaphorical. Who can always tell where the 
one begins and the other ends?^

The scientist-educator is more likely to avoid such traps, or at least 
avoid the full toll, if he or she is more conscious of an nctine obligation to 
create lively new models, analogies, and metaphors that do not sacrifice
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the essentia) scientific content in return for easier transmission. Good 
writing is of course scarce in a)) fields; in science education it is both more 
needed and iess frequent. As Richard Feynman and Steven Weinberg^ 
show us, honest meaning can be preserved by writing in an engaging 
way, with wit and vivid sty)e for wide audiences.

(c) Mgt<2pf?or and )n what I have said, I have associated myse)f
with both of two competing views of metaphor: I see metaphor acting 
sometimes as a means for the transfer of meaning across discontinuity, as 
a bridge or a boat is a means for transferring a person across a river; or, in 
other cases, as a more active too) of metamorphosis, of a restructuring of 
a portion of the world view. In either case, the metaphor has explicit or 
implicit boundaries. Since the metaphor is always contingent on the con
text, its boundary will also change as the context shifts (as it becomes 
possible to cut the atom, or as probabilism and indeterminacy enter).

But while the detailed shape and power of a metaphor change, I see a 
constancy that endures, and that I regard as the thematic center of the 
metaphor. I need only indicate here in a word or two the differences I see 
between metaphors and themata. Themata are near-universals of science 
(as they are in other cultural artifacts). They operate at the level of struc
ture and serve to endow the successive versions of a metaphor, or a 
sequence of closely related metaphors, with a meaning that permits the 
retrieval of the inherent intention despite all evident, or even flamboyant, 
changes. Thus the sequence of circles, eccentrics, ellipses, ellipsoids, pre- 
cessing ellipsoids, E/EpseM̂ erem, and so on, are variations on one thema, 
namely the efficacy of geometrical explanation. In fact, as often is the 
case, a particular metaphor may be at the intersection of two or more 
themata -  in this case both the efficacy of geometrical explanation and 
the thema of direct, centralized perception (AwscÊ MMMg).

Science has, and always had, a mythopoeic function. The metaphor is 
one of the tools in that service. That does not mean it is its only function 
or the chief function, least of all that Dionysus is again in the saddle. 
Rather, it is a sign that scientific activity is, and has to be, part of a larger 
cultural metabolism. The scientific imagination is, after all, not the result 
of Special Creation. Prescientific and nonscientihc discourse provides the 
proto-language of the sciences, and is in turn changed by the products of 
these sciences. As W. H. Letherdale has noted: "After the capital of ordi
nary language had been invested by metaphor in science, the words were
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returned to ordinary language with the accrued interest of their scientific 
associations."^ And Turbayne, for aH his skepticism, ends by recom
mending a stance of cautious pragmatism: "[Be] aware there are no 
proper sorts into which the facts must be allocated, but only better pic
tures or better metaphors."

Our scientists continue their flourishing traffic with metaphors. And 
our educators must also sing us new and life-sustaining ones. Their 
respective tasks differ greatly in detail, but they are grounded in the same 
aim, an aim to which the description of Copernicus still applies: the 
promotion of "the studies concerned with the most beautiful objects."
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"A nation at risk" revisited

On April 2.6,1983, after nineteen months of intensive work, the National 
Commission on Excellence in Education reteased its report to the presi
dent and to the pubtic. Cast in the form of an "open tetter," this stim 
booktet, printed in targe type, was emitted A iMPon m and carried 
the self-confident subtitte "The Imperative for Educationat Reform." In 
the weeks and months that fottowed, a targe number of other reports on 
the same subject were issued by a variety of other groups, differentty con
stituted, with other kinds of expertise. At their core, they att agreed re- 
markabty in their findings and recommendations. Even more surprising, 
perhaps, was the unprecedented amount of immediate pubtic attention 
that these documents generated. The ideas in the Nationat Commission's 
report have found their way into the continuing debates and struggtes 
over the direction of secondary education in the country. Activist groups 
with opposing agendas intending very different resutts are using the 
findings, language, and arguments of the commission. Presenting a per
sonal view, and without claiming to speak for other members of the 
commission, it may therefore be useful to summarize what this study 
contributed to the turbulent "year of the reports"; to suggest what the 
report did not attempt to do; to point out main polarizations in the 
responses; and to indicate the presuppositions, as weit as the likely next 
moves of the competing camps.

The National Commission on Excellence in Education was set up in 
August 1981 by the secretary of education, Terrel H. Bell, acting at Presi
dent Reagan's request. Mr. Bel) said at the time that he was acting in 
response to "what many consider to be a long and continuing decline in 
the quality of American education." A main goal was not merely to diag
nose the problems but to initiate reform on a grand scale: "We want to 
seek a vast renewal of the education establishment of this country and a
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turning more and more toward the pursuit of excellence, to the increasing 
of standards." The charter charged the commission with examining the 
nation's educational system, with particular attention to teenage youths, 
and to make practical recommendations for action to public officials, 
educators, parents, and others who set school policies.

1  was initially dubious about accepting the invitation. At any given 
time, dozens of well-intentioned commissions are at work on reports 
having to do with topics that are generally forgotten almost as soon as 
they are published. At that point in history, a few months into the first 
triumphant year of Mr. Reagan's presidency, there seemed to be little 
prospect for a substantial audience for a report on education. Except for 
occasional references to a gap between the achievements registered in 
schools in the United States and USSR, public interest in the subject was 
at a low ebb. The last two high points of public concern with education 
had come some time ago, in 1958, with President Eisenhower's National 
Defense Education Act, and in 1965, with President Johnson's Elemen
tary and Secondary Education Act, which intended to provide equal edu
cational opportunities for the poor and minority groups. The momentum 
in 1981 seemed to be going all the other way. Mr. Reagan had promised 
to abolish the Department of Education; his administration had initiated 
cutbacks that augured a marked decrease in federal funding for educa
tion. Studies from the Carter years, such as Science and engineering edu
cation /or t/?e 1980s and beyond, had all but disappeared from public 
discussion.

An indicator of the new direction was the action taken by the National 
Science Foundation. Its charter directed it not only to support scientific 
research but also "to initiate and support. . .  programs to strengthen . . .  
science education. . .  at all levels"; but from 1970 on, the NSF had given 
an ever smaller part of its support, with only a brief upturn in the Carter 
years, to programs for schools, teacher training, and new curriculum de
velopment. From fiscal year 1981 to fiscal year 1981, the NSF funds for 
education were cut by 67 percent; another 34 percent cut was impending 
for the following year. Except for a program of graduate fellowships, 
the NSF was on the verge of "zeroing out" all its activities in this field; 
the deletion of the Science Education Directorate from the NSF's opera
tional chart was scheduled for a few months later. Not only was ours 
the only advanced nation to strip itself in this manner of central govern
mental support; more significant, perhaps, was that little audible objec
tion was registered from scientists, teachers, business, or Congress. When
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a reporter asked the president's science adviser for the reasons behind the 
phase-out, he was quoted as replying, "We don't know what the best 
thing to do is." For our commission to expect to receive wide attention 
for its recommendations, particularly if they differed from prevailing 
policy, seemed an unlikely prospect, despite Secretary Bell's hope for the 
outcome.

Equally problematic was the composition of the proposed commis
sion. The list of invited members hardly reflected the education establish
ments, new or old -  there was no dean of education, no education trade 
union official, no pundit from the educational press. Instead, there were 
two school principals, a superintendent of schools, and a "teacher of the 
year"; a renowned chemist, an industrialist-statesman, and a publisher 
of pedagogic literature; college presidents from southern, western, Ivy 
League, and community colleges; several members connected with school 
boards and boards of education; a state governor; and a person identified 
simply as "a parent." Of course, in addition, dedicated staff from the 
National Institute of Education was promised. Still, the proposed com
mission seemed to me likely to become eventually a convenient target of 
groups whose representatives had been left out. It was more a typical 
group of consumers of a study on education than the producers of such a 
report. In the end, this turned out to be one of its chief strengths, just as 
the timing of the appointment, at the bottom of a curve of attention that 
could only go up, proved to be fortunate.

None of this could have been foreseen; nor could anyone have imagined 
that on publication of the report, the response would be so intense that in 
short order some six hundred thousand copies of the booklet would be 
distributed (mostly to people who sent for it at $4.50 per copy). The 
report was also reprinted in large-circulation journals, bringing the esti
mate of its total distribution to well over six million copies.

Like some others on the eighteen-member commission, I thus accepted 
the appointment reluctantly, with the explicit understanding that there 
would be few meetings and that a minority report would be allowed if a 
need for it developed. Because the initial meeting in October 1981 set the 
stage for much that followed, it is worth remarking on. When a highly 
placed administration appointee was asked for an explanation of the 
radical downturn in federal support for science education, he said, quite 
simply: "There is no national mandate for such support." The meeting 
was continued at the White House where Mr. Reagan graciously received



the commissioners and shared with them a structured and coherent set of 
themes and presuppositions about education that have since become more 
familiar. The president indicated that the encouragement of excellence in 
education, which should have first priority, might be achieved by making 
visible examples of good educational practice that already existed. How
ever, he suggested it would also be well to remember the story of Farmer 
Jones, who confessed that he had no use for the new agricultural exten
sion station down the road since he already knew how to farm better 
than he cared to. Costly programs, Reagan suggested, are wasted in the 
absence of sufficient motivation.

Reading from his prepared text, the president continued: since the 
country spent more on education in recent years "only to wind up with 
less . . . America [should] get back to stressing fundamentals in our 
schools" -  fundamentals of learning as well as of principles. These prin
ciples encompass the following five: 1. Education is "the right and the 
responsibility of every parent," and institutions serve to "assist families in 
the instruction of their children"; z. as in our economy, "excellence de
mands competition among students and among schools"; 3. diversity and 
pluralism in American education "has always been one of the strengths 
of our society, and we welcome the recent resurgence of independent 
schools"; 4. we cannot "restore educational excellence in schools still 
plagued by drug abuse, crime, and chronic absenteeism"; 3. let us "begin 
. . .  by allowing God back in the classroom."

If the commissioners had been polled at that stage, they would, in my 
view, have been unanimous on perhaps only one point: that their most 
fruitful task would be to look carefully for exemplars of good local edu
cational practice for which there might be hope of successful replication 
elsewhere. Yet, between the first meeting and the final one, a year and 
a half later, a remarkable transformation took place within the group. 
Having started from quite different positions and perceptions, the mem
bers reached total unanimity on the final report. Moreover, Secretary 
Bell accepted it publicly in every detail before transmitting it to the presi
dent. The member who had worried initially about the need for a mi
nority report found himself commissioned to do the major part of the 
penultimate draft of the publication.

The facts had taken over. After dozens of meetings and hearings, to
gether with field visits to schools and colleges, after trying to digest nearly 
forty commissioned reports from scholars and educators as well as a con
stant flow of background studies from members of the staff, the com-
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mission found itself, in the end, pushed by the data to the shared convic
tion that the state of American secondary-school education demanded 
systematic reform. Contrary to the main predisposition initially shared 
by the group, it had become clear that while identification of exemplars 
of good educational practice would be useful (and a working paper was 
subsequently published on it), this was by no means sufficient. The 
Exemplarians had been turned into Systematists, to use rough shorthand 
terms that hint at the current antithetical approaches to major educa
tional change.

The commission, in my view, made five essential points. The first is 
simply the finding that the quantitative and qualitative indicators of the 
state of education, particularly at the high-school level, are on the whole 
unacceptably poor. To be sure, there are splendid exceptions. The top 
few percent of America's students seem to be as good as any in the world. 
Well-functioning schools exist, sometimes even in very depressed areas. 
There are numbers of effective and dedicated teachers and principals, 
some working under very difficult conditions. The school system can be 
proud of its record on access and retention, both of which have improved 
greatly during the last twenty years. The public's avowed commitment to 
good education for all children is so strong that opinion polls give educa
tion a top priority for additional federal funds -  above, for example, 
health care, welfare, and even military defense. The reading scores of 
elementary-school children, many of whom benefited from federally 
financed remedial reading programs, are markedly better than those of 
their counterparts in the 1960s who had no access to such programs. 
For similar reasons, the basic skills of reading, writing, and arithmetic 
of the lowest-quartile pupils in elementary school appear to have risen. 
Graduates of President Johnson's "Project Head Start," now in high 
school, are doing significantly better than those with comparable back
grounds who did not get into that program. The much publicized de
cline in high school seniors' Scholastic Aptitude Test scores was recently 
halted, at least temporarily, even if the average score on 
tests, which peaked in the post-Sputnik years, continues to decline at the 
high-school and college levels.

But apart from the oases of encouraging results, the evidence pointed 
to conditions which, on balance, were arid and parched. The testimony 
of educational researchers, employers, teachers, administrators, and stu
dents portrayed a system riddled with inadequacies. The charter had
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asked the commission to look most intentiy at the high-schooi years; its 
inquiry had revealed massive dissatisfaction. Indeed, partway through 
their work, the commissioners had begun to realize that a politically po
tent reservoir of frustration existed. It spilled over at the time the various 
reports appeared, and accounted in good part for the great national 
interest taken in them.

One need not look far to explain the motivation behind this interest. 
In one way or another, education engages nearly a third of the American 
population at any given time -  as students, teachers, administrators, 
suppliers -  and therefore is a most ecumenical and cross-societal preoccu
pation. To borrow a phrase from another battle, preoccupation with 
education, in most households in the United States, is the pro-family and 
pro-life activity par excellence, involving people of every age, ideological 
persuasion, and class. The stakes are high; anxiety in the United States 
(as in other countries) is energized by the perception that the young may 
not be sufficiently fitted with the skills and intellectual tools and attitudes 
needed to set down safely on their "landing field" a decade or two from 
now.

The provocative data found by the commission are now well known, 
and are not generally in dispute. They must be faced, even if in severely 
abbreviated form. A charitable count of functional illiteracy in this coun
try yields more than twenty million adults; 13 percent of seventeen-year- 
olds, with 40 percent among minority youths, are in that same condi
tion. Although that may begin to change a little, thirty-five states allow 
graduation from high school with little or no attendance in academic 
subjects. Possibly as a result, an ever-smaHer fraction of the student body 
has been selecting courses with academic content. Eighty percent of 
high-school students take no science or mathematics after the tenth grade; 
on the average, graduates emerge with elementary geometry as their peak 
experience in scientific fields. Only one-third are able to solve mathe
matics problems that require two steps or more -  and the news about 
one-step problem-solving capacity is not cheerful either: the National 
Assessment of Mathematics discovered that 50 percent of seventeen- 
year-olds cannot find the area of a square when given the length of one 
side.

The ability to sit down and do homework is being rarely tested in 
practice. The U.S. Department of Defense reported that about a quarter 
of its recent recruits who graduated from high school cannot read at the 
ninth-grade level, the level required for basic safety instruction. At the
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other end, among relatively high achievers, there has been a dramatic 
decline over the past decade in the number of students who score well on 
the verbal and mathematics section of the Scholastic Aptitude Test. With 
the number of test-takers fairly constant, the number scoring 650 or 
higher fell by 13 percent on the mathematics test and by 45 percent on 
the verbal test. Similar results were found for the top quartile in the 
National Assessment of Educational Progress. Fewer have registered to 
take the College Board Achievement Tests in English and history in re
cent years; moreover, their average scores have consistently declined. As 
for the low numbers of students taking foreign languages or calculus, the 
less said the better. And the test results in international comparisons of 
academic achievements are equally dispiriting.

In certain subjects, the overlap in instruction in successive years is 
deadening; tests show that a majority of academic-track students know 
80 percent of the content of their textbooks in social science subjects 
before they have even opened the book. Most of the texts developed by 
national groups of scholars and teachers in the immediate post-Sputnik 
years have now been phased out. As if with a sigh of relief, publishers 
have gone back to the old-style texts that are easier to merchandize, pre
pared by authors who are easier to control, intended for teachers who are 
not expected to be trained to use the texts. The nominal 180 days of 
instruction per year in the United States become on the average only 160 
when one considers student absences, and less still when one corrects for 
poor use of class time and incessant interruptions.

Two other indicators must be mentioned here, though they will figure 
again later. The federal role in shoring up education, which has always 
been relatively small but crucial, has been decreasing markedly in the last 
few years. Equally serious, because the damage is most difficult to repair 
quickly, the effectiveness of the majority of teachers has been severely 
compromised, however competent some of them may be individually. It 
is not too much to say that in most schools in America today, teachers are 
no longer able to act as professionals but are asked to operate on the level 
of service personnel. Correspondingly, the average teacher's annual pay, 
in real terms, has been actually shrinking (by iz percent in the decade 
since 1972.), and by 1982 had become about $17,000 for a teacher with 
twelve years of service in the school system.

The toll produced by a lack of reward is evident in many ways: the 
large teacher dropout rate after the first year or two; the steady inflow of 
more poorly prepared new teachers, with half of the newly employed
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mathematics, science, and English teachers being unqualified by license 
or preparation to teach those subjects. As for updating and retraining, 
which any professional or skilled worker constantly needs: 80 percent of 
the teachers in science and mathematics have not had even one substantial 
(ten-hour) study workshop in ten years. By comparison, for workers in 
industry the national average of the allowance for retraining in the bigger 
companies is seven hundred dollars per year, and double that for those in 
high-technology industrial employ.

The figures cited are only a small sample of the data that so disturbed the 
commissioners. They lead to the second main point of the report. On 
some models of social expectation such data might be considered sad but 
tolerable, an offense to intelligence, dignity, or sense of economy, but not 
to the social order. It might be argued that any system is bound to reveal 
certain horrors when forty or more million young people of every sort are 
kept in school, with authority distributed over sixteen thousand fairly 
autonomous school districts, each run by a school board made up of local 
volunteers. On this view, it is sufficient that there are, as there always 
have been, enough successes in the system to keep the country supplied 
with workers and managers, scholars and scientists, trained in their after
school careers by industry or universities. As long as the system is kept 
open enough, and the exemplars and incentives beckon, the best by any 
measure will rise to the top, as before. To increase resources would be 
uneconomical, because there is no guarantee the system would then work 
better; it could be awkward, even dangerous, if the system were to be
come more efficient, turning out too many overqualified people. More
over, the total bill for educational expenses is already high - on the same 
order as national defense.

Evidently, the commission took a very different view of the data when 
it came to the alarming perception that the nation itself is "at risk." At 
bottom it refused even to consider the concept of triage implied in the 
social-Darwinian view of how educational systems might function. The 
report embraced instead the opposite principle, which postulates that an 
attempt must be made to prepare a safe landing field for every child, no 
matter how much the attempt may be frustrated in individual cases.

An elaboration of the metaphor of the landing field may be useful. In 
a world shaped by ever more sophisticated knowledge and technology, it 
is more than likely that a worker or professional will quickly become 
obsolete if he or she cannot constantly adapt, learn, and renew. This is
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true from the beginning of a career to the very end. A common source for 
the worldwide concern with the effectiveness of education is the accelera
tion of history itself, which is resulting in new ground rules for the via
bility of nations for the pedagogic preparation of its citizens. Economic 
viability is only part of a larger concern. The ultimate aim of education in 
a free society is to help every young person gain intellectual and moral 
effectiveness and autonomy, so as to achieve personal freedom. It is unac
ceptable that by the very design of the system, many should be subjected 
entirely to the play of uncomprehended and uncontrollable events. This 
is the modern interpretation of the old prescription, /;Ten, /ffrer̂ /fter 
edMC%b - free persons, liberally educated -  that sets forth the functional 
link between individual liberty and the institution of a balanced cur
riculum.

To be sure, there is no easy way to demonstrate that this view (or, for 
that matter, its opposite) is correct beyond challenge. Most modern edu
cators, however, particularly those ready to be known as reformers, are 
inspired by this presupposition, which functions for them as a necessary 
thematic hypothesis. There is also no proof that jobs in the future will 
demand more brains and more skills from the average citizen, or that jobs 
in the high-tech sector will exist in sufficient numbers for them. But even 
those who suggest that industry will be satisfied with the most basic skills 
at entry level and will teach the rest on the job for those lucky enough to 
have one, recognize that movement into a career or up the employment 
ladder will demand knowledge, skills, and habits at a level high enough 
for individuals to profit from continuing-education programs. The future 
is not likely to resemble the present. For a large fraction of children in 
school today, their lives as wage earners may well have as little to do with 
today's computers and workplaces as today's desirable jobs have to do 
with yesterday's steam locomotives and printing presses.

Thus, to prepare students for their future landing field means pre
paring them for a lifetime of learning new competences and of exercis
ing critical thought in ever-changing circumstances; for without such 
autonomy, the young person is likely soon to be left behind, bewildered 
by rapid changes in the conditions of work, confused about the issues on 
which citizens must act. On this model, proper schooling will not only 
do its share toward securing a tolerable life for the individual and the 
family, but will also help to avoid a split within our society between the 
small, technically competent elite on one side and the large mass of the 
people on the other. That threat to a functioning democracy has preoccu-
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pied political thinkers since the time of Jefferson; it is now more com
peting than ever. A growing fraction of the decisions made at federal, 
state, or local levels involves technicat judgments, whether they touch 
economic poiicy, environmental issues, arms control, or other major con
cerns. Citizens must be able to participate at the very least by asking per
sistently the right kinds of questions. The franchise is devalued when ma
jor debates among experts are in principle inaccessible to the electorate.

If one reads the report of the commission with these points in mind, it 
becomes evident why the group thought that America "is at risk," why 
"educational reform should focus on the goal of creating a Learning 
Society." The concept of formal education as the preparation for a life
time of continued self-education in a rapidly changing world is a key to 
understanding the report's recommendations, though this is rarely noted 
in the voluminous commentary on the report.

The commission's first specific recommendation, then, was that 
schools seriously aim to prepare every student, tc^et^er co//ege-f?ottnd or 
trot, to enter and participate in the Learning Society through tested com
petence in the "new academic basics," so that he or she would have the 
confidence and motivation to use these tools for further learning. The 
redefined basics, to be taken during the four high-school years, consist of 
four years of English, three years of mathematics, three years of science, 
three years of social studies, half a year of computer science, and, for the 
college-bound, at least two years of a foreign language, building on ear
lier courses taken in elementary school. Complementary studies were 
also recommended in the fine arts, the performing arts, and other sub
jects, provided the basics are accommodated.

While any such list, in the nature of things, can only be a quantitative 
rendering of the intended quality of learning, it is a necessary beginning. 
The disappearance of just such requirements produced the proliferation 
of nonacademic electives that compromised the standards of achieved 
competence. Difficult though it may be, it is the task of the school to 
design the pace and level of instruction to match the student's own best 
abilities; there is no suggestion that all students should be exposed to one 
master curriculum.

The difficulties of carrying out such a mandate are at once evident. It 
cannot be done without a greater number of able school teachers, without 
greater financial resources allocated to the schools, without a better use 
of research now available on learning, or for that matter, without the
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better use of time in the present school day, especiaHy if one wishes to 
avoid lengthening the school day or school year. These obstinate realities, 
like those concerning different rates and levels of learning, define the size 
of the task, but they do not detract from the main purpose. The com
mission's first recommendation coincides with the finding of a National 
Academy of Sciences panel of business and education leaders, released in 
May 1984, that at the school level "virtually the same" basic academic 
skills need to be mastered by students who will start to work after high 
school as by those who are college-bound. The NAS report confirmed 
also that employers regard the major asset of a high-school graduate to 
be not the mastery of a particular set of job skills, but "the ability to learn
and to adapt to changes in the workplace__ Those who enter the work
force after earning a high school diploma need virtually the same com
petences as those going on to college, but have less opportunity or time to 
acquire them. Therefore, the core competences must always come first 
during the high school years."

Essentially the same conclusion concerning the primacy of academic 
basics can be reached from a quite different direction. The commission's 
survey of schools confirmed what had long been noted by educational 
experts: schools can be found in very disadvantaged settings that do pro
vide a good education for a large fraction of their students. What such 
schools have in common is their stress on academic basics. The teaching 
goals are made very clear, and the expectations of student performance 
are kept high. The climate for learning is set by the school's sense of 
mission. From this derives an implicit respect for achievement and con
tinuing evaluation; acceptance of strong administrative leadership espe
cially on the part of the principal, and the involvement of both teachers 
and parents in the operation of the school. Through such procedures, a 
whole range of problems, from keeping discipline to preparing for em
ployment, is made much simpler.

A third basic realization concerns the awful distance between hopes 
and realities. The idea of preparing students for autonomy through an 
academically substantial program could not have come at a worse time, 
given the new burdens such a reform would place on present schools and 
teachers. The system is already staggering from nearly two decades of 
adding important social missions, with greater access being given to high 
schools for special-need students, including the handicapped, a greater 
concern with remediation and nutrition, and the continuing efforts at in
tegration. There is need for all these things to continue; still, they have re-
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defined and made more difficult the role and functioning of both teacher 
and schooh

Also, as these missions have been strengthened, there has been a cor
responding weakening of the commitment to keep up the school's basic 
academic purposes, fn addition to indicators already mentioned, such as 
the winding-down of NSF support, one may cite the flagging interest of 
colleges to provide schoolteachers; the decreasing commitment of many 
of the great universities to their graduate schools of education; and, above 
all, the flight of a big fraction of students from academic courses in high 
school. During the last two decades, the proportion of students enrolled 
in a meaningless "general track" program, one that is neither academic 
nor vocational, has gone up by a factor of three, from 12 percent to 42 
percent of the student body. These ominous figures measure a betrayal of 
the hopes of many for quality education. While the school now retains a 
larger fraction of our young people, they have been drifting in ever-larger 
numbers into a storage area that prepares them only for a life of menial 
work or of consumerism. It is an explicit renunciation of the idea of a 
Learning Society.

Fourth, in common with all other reports on education, it was found 
that life has become by and large unacceptable for the kind of teacher one 
most wishes to have in our public schools. The best prepared are the 
most likely to leave for better jobs outside public school teaching; those 
who stay on are required to be heroes even when their qualifications to 
teach the assigned courses are weak, and they have difficulty identifying 
and challenging the more gifted and talented of their students.

The salary and retraining opportunities teachers have would be quite 
unacceptable in any other group that has a claim to professionalism. 
Most teachers receive no help with the administrative and low-skill 
chores heaped on them. Most have little or no influence in such critical 
professional matters as the preparation of texts or the selection of books, 
the keeping of classes to manageable size, the peer review of performance, 
promotion, and tenure of colleagues. Indeed, few know what subjects 
they will be required to teach a week hence. Recognition for a teacher's 
meritorious performance is rare; it may even be prevented entirely by 
barriers specifically set up for that purpose.

One can understand why a group that through no fault of its own has 
been so battered reacts with alarm to certain of the specific proposals 
made to improve the preparation of teachers, to make teaching both a 
more rewarding and more respected profession. The opposition of some
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teacher groups does not extend, however, to most of the specific recom
mendations of the report that colleges and universities do a far better 
job in pre-service and in-service training of subject matter; that teachers 
be tested on the mastery of their subjects before they are hired; that sala- 
ries be increased; that schoo) boards adopt a twelve-month contract for 
teachers to ensure time for curriculum and professional development; 
that the class day be free of administrative interruptions; that so long 
as the current shortage of science and mathematics teachers continues 
suitable people from industry and academic life be recruited and trained; 
that museums and other centers become involved in education; that loans, 
grants, and other incentives be made available to attract outstanding new 
recruits to the teaching profession.

Nor are teachers averse to other public-school reforms even when they 
require further sacrifice and extra effort. As the recent nationwide poll 
of teachers by Louis Harris and the Metropolitan Life Insurance Com
pany shows, teachers approved by huge majorities a new emphasis in 
their classes on the study of serious academic subjects, more rigorous 
graduation requirements, and more homework. They favored also, over
whelmingly, the career-ladder concept, the principle of periodic evalua
tion, and other changes intended to identify and remove incompetent 
teachers.

If there is criticism by certain teacher groups, it focuses chiefly on the 
recommendation to make "salaries professionally competitive, market 
sensitive, and performance based." The fear is fundamentally one of 
seeing too great a differentiation in pay and status simply on the basis of 
"merit," as defined by others. It is understandable that "merit pay" has 
become something of a red flag. Unless there is a marked upgrading of 
salaries across the board, with the present low level in many cities and 
states corrected, any policy concentrating on differentiation of pay must 
mean, in practice, that most teachers will experience cutbacks when the 
inadequate pool is reapportioned, often by criteria that the teachers them
selves do not trust. Yet the cost of the continuing focus on this one issue, 
to the exclusion of all the others -  especially on one phrase in one of forty 
recommendations covering some ten pages of the report -  may serve only 
to maximize the political problem of bringing about any change, by 
deflecting attention from all the other findings and recommendations.

The report's most politically sensitive recommendation, the most reveal
ing certainly in terms of its underlying presupposition, is the last, which
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was published under the heading "Leadership and fiscal support." It 
begins with the admonition that "citizens across the nation hold edu
cators and elected officials responsible for providing the leadership neces
sary to achieve these reforms, and that citizens provide the fiscal support 
and stability required to bring about the reforms we propose." To be sure, 
it is recognized that state and local officials have "the primary responsi
bility for financing and governing the schools"; but there are three spe
cific, detailed implementing recommendations that involve the federal 
government. First, the federal government should help meet the needs 
of key groups of students, such as the gifted and talented, the disadvan
taged, minorities, and the handicapped. Next, its "role includes several 
functions of national consequence that states and localities alone are un
likely to be able to meet: protecting constitutional and civil rights for 
schools and school personnel; collecting data, statistics, and information 
about education generally; supporting curriculum improvement and re
search on teaching, learning, and the management of schools; supporting 
teacher training in areas of critical shortage or key national needs; and 
providing students financial assistance in research and graduate training." 
And then, to make certain that the reader not be left in any doubt about 
the matter despite the report's parentage, a separate recommendation was 
added:

The Federal Government has the primary respoHszMity to 
identify the national interest in education. It should also help 
fund and support efforts to protect and promote that interest.
It must provide the national leadership to ensure that the 
Nation's public and private resources are marshalled to address 
the issues discussed in this Report, (italics in original)

In my opinion, the eventual fate of educational reform in this country 
depends as much on the will to implement this paragraph as on any other 
act. Our decentralized educational system never has been and never will 
be able to make significant across-the-board changes within a five- to 
ten-year time frame in response to a national challenge if the leverage of 
the relatively small but vital federal contribution is not brought to bear, 
in terms of both planning and financing. Moreover, without strong 
national leadership, the impulse for reform can easily dissipate; in educa
tion, the time required to achieve and make visible striking improvements 
is much longer than the normal attention span that is common in America 
for a public issue.
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It may be useful to note what the commission report did wot attempt 
to do. To begin with, it did not cal! for additional reports. It avoided 
both the language and the mode of presentation common to academic 
communities and bureaucracies; it tried to reach its intended reader in 
unvarnished language. The effort to attain unanimity in the commission 
did not, to my knowledge, involve compromise on any very strongly felt 
point. One exception, perhaps, was the unwillingness to estimate the 
funds that would realistically be needed to put the recommendations in 
place. This omission, however, was essentially anticipated almost from 
the beginning, and was remedied, at least in part, by other reports, 
including that published by the National Science Board, which both set 
forth and explained the necessary price tag at least for the science- and 
engineering-oriented programs.

The report studiously avoided stressing what are commonly seen as the 
"inexpensive solutions" -  the identification of exemplars with assumed 
transplantability, the encouragement of selected teachers and schools by 
the issuing of ceremonial awards, and the pursuit of other such activities. 
There is no objection to any of these so long as they do not displace the 
more essentia! solutions that wiH necessarily cost more.

As a consequence of the decision to make the report relatively brief 
and easy to read, with a separate release of the many commissioned back
ground papers, the final version necessarily was too brief on a number of 
points that deserved more attention. Not enough, for example, was said 
about the educational reform needed in America's colleges, nor about the 
preparation a child ought to receive in the years before high school. 
"Science every day" is a necessity in the early years if anything like scien
tific literacy is to be achieved. Not enough was said about the general 
absence of libraries, or about the run-down and demoralizing physical 
conditions of so many of the schools in which both teachers and students 
are forced to spend a good part of their lives. No attempt was made 
to dwell on the design of stern codes of discipline, as a preliminary to 
attempting a larger reform; it is probable, in any case, that the causal 
chain in this instance runs the other way.

Too little was said about the role and responsibility of the educational 
publishing industry, which functions in this country somewhat as a 
ministry of education does. The publishers' output and policies are 
immensely influential in shaping the curriculum. The final text of the 
report might have said more on the troublesome state adoption system
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for selecting texts; on the iack of teaching aids and faboratory appara
tus in too many schoois; on the fact that the total science curricutum 
throughout the United States, unfike the situation in other advanced 
nations, not onfy suffers from being too httte and too fate, but is upside 
down inteffectuaffy. Whereas the naturaf sequence in science instruction 
is to provide a base in physics for subsequent [earning in chemistry and 
then in biology, with parafief development in mathematics, America's 
high schools almost uniformly go in the opposite order, making each of 
the subjects more difficult to learn, less likely to be mastered properly.

With respect to other tasks not done, 1  will mention only three. The 
report might have made a strong plea that a Learning Society requires a 
more structured system of widely accessible adult education; this might 
include the kind of Open University through television and other elec
tronic means that has been found to work well in other countries. On the 
other hand, it was probably reasonable for the commission to avoid pro
nouncing on such long-standing and unresolved philosophical battles as 
to whether the school ought chiefly to help shape the students to its 
expectations and standards or whether the school ought to be shaped 
largely by the students' own interests. Such differences are not likely to 
be resolved by a statement any commission may choose to make.

For similar reasons, the report did not come to grips with the most 
ominous question of all -  how even an "excellent" school can fulfill its 
multiple functions for a large and growing fraction of our society that 
appears to languish in the darkness, below the security provided by any 
safety net. As one teacher put it recently, who will cure a child's inability 
to learn when the child comes to class hungry, with broken eyeglasses and 
rotting teeth, having been kept awake all night by family fights born of 
desperation, and showing all the psychological scars of an inhumane life 
beyond school? Or as another teacher said, if you have just become a 
member of the majority of children under age eighteen in this country 
that lives in single- or no-parent households, how important is algebra?

The nationwide attention that the report received on its release in April 
1983 was undoubtedly triggered in good part by two circumstances. One 
was the president's willingness to launch the report. As Justice Louis 
Brandeis once wrote: "Our government is the potent, the omnipotent 
teacher. For good or for ill, it teaches the whole people by its example."
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The other was the fact that the report's retease took place during a 
meeting at the White House in the presence of the press. Having received 
the document some days eariier, the president began his own presentation 
by citing some of its findings. But his primary reaction to the report may 
be indicated by his comment:

Your report emphasizes that the federal rote in education 
shoutd be limited to specific areas, and any assistance should 
be provided with a minimum of administrative burdens on our 
schoots, colleges, and teachers. Your call for an end to federal 
intrusion is consistent with our task of redefining the federal 
role in education.. .. So, we'll continue to work in the months 
ahead for passage of tuition tax credits, vouchers, educational 
savings accounts, voluntary school prayer, and abolishing the 
Department of Education. Our agenda is to restore quality to 
education by increasing competition and by strengthening 
parental choice and local control.''*

This list of proposed federal actions, though neither discussed nor 
endorsed in the report, were strikingly consistent with the desiderata set 
forth in the president's initial meeting with the newly appointed com
mission, nineteen months earlier. Most of those views were expressed 
also at other times: in the State of the Union messages of both January 
1983 and January 1984; in presidential radio addresses and news con
ferences, and in the Republican party platform of August 1984.

I believe that some of the initial attention given to the report by the me
dia stems from the perceived dissonance between the recommendations 
and the interpretations of them. Be that as it may, education suddenly 
had become a daily, inescapable feature of newspapers and magazines. 
The other reports that soon followed, with quite congruent recommenda
tions, only added to the momentum. The rapidity with which America is 
able to embrace (and later drop) an issue has always amazed commenta
tors. fn this case, also, the turnaround from the previously low state of 
visibility of education was striking. There was little doubt that now an
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operationa), nationai mandate on behalf of quality education was waiting 
to be exploited, provided the political and educational leadership knew 
how to use the occasion properly.

What has come of all this? What are the chances for an educational 
renewal similar to the one that followed Sputnik? At this writing, after a 
year and a half of debates and planning, the prospects are mixed. As a 
recent, 119-page compendium ("A nation responds") issued by the De
partment of Education indicates, a large number of individual attempts 
at change are being considered by state and local authorities throughout 
America. For example, increases in the required number of academic 
courses for high-school graduation are being discussed in almost all the 
states, and have been approved in thirty-five; upgrading procedures for 
recruitment, certification, professional development, and compensation 
of teachers are being debated in practically every state, and a few states 
have taken action; a growing number of college systems report having 
raised their admissions standards; joint ventures, involving business and 
industry cooperating with schools and colleges, are becoming more com
mon. Much of this was initiated before the publication of the various 
reports; given the slow response characteristic of many educational sys
tems, more work will be needed in the long run to improve the cur
ricula and the texts, to make more money available to recruit more good 
teachers. But, all in all, the products of the "year of the reports" have 
clearly been used to speed some actions by policymakers at both the state 
and local levels. Ironically, the public's confidence in what its schools are 
doing has risen substantially during this same period. One polling firm 
attributes this to the series of well-publicized studies, contributing to the 
belief that "many schools have heeded the criticisms made in the reports 
and have instituted the reforms."

Promising pilot programs already exist that take scientists and engi
neers from industry, including those who wish to start a new career or 
take early retirement from a previous one, and train them for service as 
teachers in areas where there are great staff shortages. Public-awareness 
programs have sprung up to select good teachers and to recognize them 
with citations. Professional and scholarly societies have become more 
active; for example, the American Association for the Advancement of 
Science is forming a consortium to bring together all the interest groups 
involved -  scientists, engineers, business people, government officials,
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and educators -  to assess the progress being made toward quality science 
education and to sustain the common nationa) interest.

But the biggest remaining problem, of course, is that of funding, in 
order to repair past neglect and to achieve higher educational standards. 
Federal spending for aid to elementary and secondary schools is still sig
nificantly lower, in real dollars, than the 4.8 billion dollars appropriated 
in the last year of the Carter administration. Most states and localities do 
not have additional resources to meet their educational hopes. Some pri
vate foundations and corporations are turning their attention to the prob
lem, but their available funds are not even potentially of the right order 
of magnitude. Moreover, even if some of the narrowly targeted federal 
support plans for schools now debated in Congress come to fruition, they 
will require a 50 percent match with nontax monies.

Apart from financing, there are other substantial obstacles to a lasting, 
wide-ranging reform. One of these obstacles is the disunity among those 
who could help in the implementation of common elements in the vari
ous proposals. While the recommendations of the commissions were 
widely welcomed by school boards, professional societies, individual 
teachers, and citizen groups, they received as little initial endorsement 
from some prominent members of the traditional educational establish
ment as they did from the president of the United States -  although 
for diametrically opposite reasons. The basic findings and most of the 
recommendations were not challenged, but there was substantial opposi
tion nevertheless. A former commissioner of education set the tone; on 
the release of the report he expressed doubts about the need for serious 
reform. What ailed the schools, he said, was a case of flu, not of pneu
monia. For many months, the senior education columnist of the paper 
most widely read by educational policymakers devoted his space to re
peated attacks, often on essentially semantic points, ending the year with 
a characterization of this and the other, related reform movements as 
simply wanting to "get tough" on schools and students, rather than 
wanting to "get better schools." The difference, he held, is "between 
clamping down and opening up," between causing "panic" and provid
ing "opportunities." The authors of two of the last reports to reach the 
public devoted much press commentary to doubts about the recommen
dations of the earlier reports even while offering proposals of their own 
that closely paralleled them. One educational expert dismissed all the 
reports as essentially useless: "AH such commissions are ill-equipped for
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the task of policy analysis." Publishers also expressed their unhappiness 
with the findings. So did many teacher-union officials, with the striking 
exception of Albert Shanker. The future student of these discordant 
notes may well be reminded of the Byzantine disputes of the factions 
inside beleaguered Constantinople, while Sultan Mehmed 1 1  and his 
troops were literally battering down the walls of the city. The inability of 
people of allied fates to focus constructive attention on the task at hand 
turned out to be as damaging as the large, new gun of the sultan.

The average reader of the daily newspaper might even now think that 
the most burning problem with education today has chiefly to do with 
whether the tide of mediocrity, in the now-famous metaphor, is still 
rising or whether it crested some time ago; whether it would be better to 
add some days to the school year, or make better use of the time now 
available; what title to bestow on the good teachers who are desperately 
needed now, but whom we do not presently have; and whether we ought 
not all to keep silent until some new philosopher of education, a Pesta- 
lozzi or a John Dewey, arrives to give us our marching orders.

One immediate casualty of this displacement of attention has been the 
lost opportunity to reach the citizenry in a more united and hence credible 
way, to explain how much time, manpower, and money it will really take 
to upgrade education, to what degree those funds are investments rather 
than mere expenses, and what the balance of funding sources should be. 
As John Gardner put it in the new edition of his classic book Exce/fence: 
"Americans care deeply about the schools; but their minds wander. The 
basic requirement for effective functioning of the schools is that the pub
lic be concerned and involved."

There is as much confusion out there as there is good will. Thus, the 
public tells the pollsters it wants more serious subjects in the school cur
riculum -  over half want more academic subjects taught than the com
mission recommended; indeed, more than there is now time in school to 
do. The public is content to leave primary responsibility for improving 
and governing the schools principally in local hands, as is both tradi
tional and appropriate; but these ambitions do not translate into votes 
for sufficient local tax monies (although the pollsters report a substantial 
majority willing to agree to higher federal taxes if these were channeled 
to better education).

An opportunity has been lost to consider carefully the future viability 
of the public-school system if the program of tuition tax credits, 
vouchers, and educational savings accounts is enacted. When enough
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parents are dissatisfied with the quality of public schooling, when these 
proposed devices make an exit from public schoots easy, and when the 
mehing-pot myth has given way to a splintering along both ethnic and 
religious lines, the exodus from a troubled system, with its unmanaged 
obligations, could be catastrophic. The theory that public schools would 
be strengthened by a challenge to compete has to be set off against the 
probability that they would be weakened by such flight, with the atten
dant loss of community support for the long-established, ecumenical 
mediator helping to negotiate local or individual differences. It was this 
last concern that led John Adams to say, "the whole people must take 
upon themselves the education of the whole people, and must be willing 
to bear the expense of it."

The alternative to the notion of the common school, commonly sup
ported -  which is at the heart of the public educational system -  was 
succinctly put by William F. Buckley, Jr., in a column entitled "The way 
to excellence," which appeared shortly after the release of the report. The 
commission "didn't say what is most needed. That, of course, is tuition 
tax credits.. . .  The only obstacle that stands in the way of the substantial 
privatization of the school system is ideology. Private schools, in situa
tions in which the public schools are not doing the job, are doing what 
comes naturally in America."

The move toward a substantial privatization of the school system takes 
yet another form. A number of major corporations are reported to be 
considering the creation of proprietary elementary and high schools, 
which they expect to run at a profit. This, of course, is a long way from 
the useful and well-working partnerships between local businesses and 
school districts that have become somewhat more common in recent 
years. Halfway between these extremes is the kind of involvement of 
the private corporate sector recommended by William Norris of Con
trol Data Corporation in May 1982. at a convocation at the National 
Academy of Sciences. He said:

The missing ingredient is nationwide broad-based partnerships 
in which business addresses improvements in education as 
profitable business opportunities in cooperation with other 
sectors. In order to realize the full advantage of the use of 
advanced technology in the educational process, the 
management of schools themselves, or schools within schools, 
should be contracted out to business, which has the expertise 
to use advanced technology efficiently.
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On the occasion of receiving the report, the president remarked that 
"we spent more on education than any country in the world. But what 
have we bought with ah that spending?" During the past two decades, 
students' scores have dechned -  "decades during which the federa] pres
ence in education grew and grew." This iinkage was made even more 
explicit in the president's radio address four days later: "Bigger budgets 
are not the answer. Federal spending for education increased seventeen
fold during the same twenty years that marked such dramatic decline in 
quality." At a press conference eighteen days later (May 17,1983) a still 
more detailed causal connection was offered: During the last ten years, he 
said, scores declined even as "we went from $760 million federal aid to 
education to about $14.9 billion, and that's a two-thousand percent 
increase."

Clearly, the commission's report had failed to give sufficient promi
nence to facts that lead to a quite different conclusion. By far the largest 
part of the federal funds to education at the elementary and secondary 
level went not to programs designed to increase scores, but to nonaca
demic, mandated, social-agenda programs such as nutrition, or to suc
cessful efforts to reduce the dropout rate through programs in vocational 
and bilingual education and help for handicapped children. The excep
tions were the federal funds targeted for basic skills, which in fact paid 
off handsomely in terms of better test scores (as for the nine-year-olds in 
Title I programs). Even so, the growth of federal funding in the last 
decade was not so large considering the addition of major new nonaca
demic programs. The budget of the U.S. Office of Education in fiscal 
year 1972: was in fact not $760 million but $3.1 billion; allowing for 
inflation during the ensuing decade, the real increase was thus not 2.000 
percent, but more nearly 30 percent.

Moreover, the report could have dwelled on the historical fact that 
from the Morrill Act of 1862 to the GI bill, and in the years that fol
lowed, federal aid to education was a bipartisan matter. Many main pro
grams were launched in the Nixon years, and were supported by Presi
dent Ford. Conservative lawmakers, such as Representative Ashbrook of 
Ohio and Senator Stafford of Vermont, staunchly defended the key sec
tions of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1963.

The figures, even if explained and corrected, however, would not by 
themselves be decisive in shaping educational policy today. What counts 
most is that there appears to be a change from the set of fundamental 
presuppositions shared in varying degrees by Presidents Eisenhower,
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Johnson, Nixon, and Ford, concerning the need to stimuiate quality edu
cation. The newiy operative presuppositions are indicated in the remarks 
of Secretary of Education Bed; in April 1982. he said that the iong-range 
strategy of the federal government should be to enhance the capacity of 
others to carry out the responsibility to education. "Ultimate success," he 
noted, would be "the termination of federal funding." We thus stand on 
wholly new ground in the battle between competing theories of how to 
bring about desired social change.

There have been times when effective educational reforms in the tradi
tional sense became preoccupying issues for the nation. This happened 
in the North and Midwest before the Civil War; in the crusades for 
improved education in Southern states between 1902 and 1910. At other 
times, as in the 1960s and 1970s, the movement for school reform 
attached itself to and merged with other reform movements, important 
and meaningful in themselves, without putting primary emphasis on 
quality education as traditionally understood. We are now, I think, at a 
fork in the road. The potential for strong and long-lasting action exists, 
but which of two quite different directions we will take is not at all clear. 
On one side, the main motivation appears to be the removal of the federal 
presence, the introduction of religious and other private value concerns, 
and an increasing localization and privatization of pre-college education. 
On the other side, in a variety of overlapping visions, there is a set of 
more conventional goals. According to the first view, great hopes are 
placed in exemplars that are expected to challenge and motivate enough 
individuals to succeed in our society, because there is already a sufficient 
degree of opportunity and reason to believe that more growth is coming. 
On the other view, the system is seen as far too imperfect to be left alone 
as we move into an uncertain future; a relatively small but crucial infu
sion of energy, leadership, planning, and funding must come from the 
national government; and there is a greater sense of urgency to accom
plish relatively large improvements.

As things stand today, if one had to bet on the likely outcome of this 
contest, one might well choose to place one's money on the success of 
the Exemplarians rather than the Systematists. The former are probably 
smaller in number, but they are well-placed and more united. The lat
ter are severely divided: incrementalists against revolutionaries; those 
who see schools as the proper, perhaps even primary vehicle for neces
sary social development against those who think schools have never
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subjects.
The Exemplarians do not have to worry very much about the resis

tances in the system. As Chester E. Finn, Jr., exptains in a recent artide 
emitted, significantly, "The excellence backlash," changes of the sort the 
systemic reformers advocate are likely to fall victim to a "full-fledged 
backlash" that has already started among the various segments of the 
"education establishment." Principled and high-minded though it may 
be, the backlash is taking any one of ten forms that Finn develops in 
substantial detail. Even if the "excellence movement" survives for several 
more years, Finn sees three almost unresolvable problems built into the 
system: the sorry state of teacher quality, the politics of enforcing stan
dards by which more children fail to pass and are made to repeat subjects, 
and the lack of institutional mechanisms to maintain public pressure for 
better schools.

One must hope that f shall lose that bet, just as f hope that Finn will be 
proved wrong on many of his somber points. But on his last it is hard to 
be optimistic. As I look back, three years after first becoming involved in 
the commission's work, one lesson stands out above all others. There is 
a basic structural defect in American education that greatly contributes 
to the confusion and fragility of the national mandate. Despite all the 
studies and emotion lavished on education, in one important respect 
it is not too much to say that our young people remain the most ne
glected fraction of the population. Our country's basic federal laws are 
so structured that any attention Congress and the administration gives 
to the needs of the young flows from the temporary triumph of good 
impulses or the sudden excitement of an easily comprehended challenge, 
not from the continuing necessity of law. If the Constitution and the 
Tenth Amendment are interpreted narrowly, as is now the fashion, one 
cannot be surprised by the movement to phase out most or all federal 
responsibility for education. Education is not mentioned in the Federalist 
Papers or in the Constitution. The whole issue was not seen as central to 
the life and destiny of a people, although one ought to remember that 
Thomas Jefferson, in asking Congress for a remedy, said: "An amend
ment of our Constitution must here come in aid of the public education. 
The influence on government must be shared by all the people."

The omission was natural two centuries ago. We may properly be 
thankful that we have not been burdened with a solution that would now
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be outdated. Two hundred years ago, what one learned in the first twelve 
years of life would, for most, provide sufficient orientation for the rest 
of their existence. This was appropriate for a rural America, with a 
relatively small population, surrounded by boundless resources and pro
tecting oceans. But history produces new conditions for personal and 
national survival. We are living elbow to elbow among determined and 
strongly motivated competitors -  competitors not only in seeking eco
nomic or territorial advantage, but in providing models for modern 
society itself. Under this condition, access to quality education for every 
young person cannot be built simply on the transient goodwill of local, 
state, and federal legislators and agencies.

Thus f have come to view that in the long run the health of our schools 
will not depend at any given time chiefly on how many more hours of 
history or mathematics are taught, or whether higher scores are attained 
in literacy tests, or even on the number of excellent teachers recruited. For 
all this could soon collapse again. Without a device that encourages 
cumulative improvement over the long haul, without a built-in mandate 
to identify and promote the national interest in education as well as to 
"help fund and support efforts to protect and promote that interest" - in 
the clumsily phrased but critical section of the commission report -  we 
shall go to sleep again between the challenges of a Sputnik and a Honda. 
If the reform movement does survive, the question to be addressed is how 
to use the present momentum to put into place, during the next few 
years, something like a moral equivalent to a "right-to-education" clause, 
a commitment that will continue to live in the periods between those 
sporadic and exhausting battles that are a necessary condition of political 
life in a democracy.
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"The advancement of science, and its 
burdens": the Jefferson Lecture

As the first of the Jefferson Lecturers to have been brought up in science, 
one of my themes must be the nature of scientific understanding; and as 
the first speaker in the series to have come to this country in search of a 
haven of liberty, my other main theme necessarily concerns the conditions 
that strengthen or threaten democracy -  the more so as the award directs 
that the occasion be "in the service of the genera) public interest," bring
ing to bear the speaker's experiences "upon aspects of contemporary cul
ture and matters of broad public concern."

Thomas Jefferson himself, I believe, would have had no difficulty dis
cerning the connection between the two themes, between the power of 
science and the condition of society. He saw a double purpose for the 
pursuit of science: the advancement both of knowledge and of "the free
dom and happiness of man." From the many examples that would serve 
as practical illustrations of Jefferson's twin goals, let me select his pro
tracted study of the design for the humble plough.

In 1788, while acting as Minister in France but still a farmer at heart, 
he noted the unwieldy plough used there. Little seems to have escaped 
Jefferson, certainly not any inefficiency that might impede the develop
ment of his own young country. His curiosity went to work. He wrote: 
"The awkward figure of their Mould boards leads one to consider what 
should be its form." He sketched how the wedge-shaped mouldboard of 
the plough should raise the soil so that it would topple properly by its 
own weight.

Three years later he described the progress he had made: "I have
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imagined and executed a Mould board which may be mathematically 
demonstrated to be perfect, as far as perfection depends on mathematical 
principles, and one great circumstance in its favour is that it may be made 
by the most bungling carpenter and cannot possibly vary a hair's breadth 
in its form but by gross negligence."

He made a model of it. To improve it further, in 1798, Jefferson, then 
Vice President of the United States, took from his shelf Emerson's Trea
tise or? /?Mxio7 2 .s, his old college book on the calculus, and re-derived the 
shape of the mouldboard and ploughshare that would offer least resis
tance to the soil. In 1805, while President, Jefferson made yet another 
model, writing to a friend "it took half a day . . .  which I could not spare 
till very lately." He submitted the model to the American Philosophical 
Society, and he made plans to have the ploughshare cast in iron for wide 
distribution. He was awarded a gold medal for it by the Society of Agri
culture, and published a scientific paper on the design. By May 1808, 
Jefferson had read in the Memoirs of the French Agricultural Society 
of the Seine District that an improved plough existed in France. He ar
ranged to have one sent to him, despite the embargo his administration 
was enforcing on France. By October of that year he had received a French 
dynamometer and made experiments on the resistance of the plough to 
show that his was better than the best in France. Fast but not least, he 
advocated the horizontal or contour method of ploughing, "instead of 
straight furrows." This ecologically sound method, he wrote, "has really 
saved this hilly country. It was running off into the valleys with every 
rain, but by this process we now scarcely lose an ounce of soil."

Jefferson is indeed an exemplar of the whole linked sequence of re
sponsible research in science and technology: a concern, at the initial 
stage, for a technical solution to a socially significant problem; the inno
vation using, where necessary, the application of mathematics; the experi
mental tests; the disclosure by publication; the further development with 
a view to mass production; and, most significantly, the demand that the 
invention be used to benefit both the people and the land. His was a 
coherent course of thought and action.

Jefferson persuaded Congress to back the Fewis and Clark expedition 
as a venture with commercial potential; but to the Spanish authorities, 
through whose territory they were to pass, he described it as a purely 
scientific mission. That was shrewd, but also right. The mixture of both 
motivations was correct. Jefferson regarded the expedition as a scientific 
survey of the place to which the nation's destiny was likely to lead. This
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dual-purpose styie of research -  basic scientific study which had no cer
tain payoff in the short term but was targeted at an area of nationai 
importance - deserves a name. We wouid do justice to call it the "Jeffer
sonian Research Program."

My intention is not to paint Jefferson as a scientist. On the contrary, my 
main point is that he and others of his period, white unique in history as 
pohticai thinkers, were typicai of their time in that they considered it as 
naturai to share in the current scientific worid picture as in the classics of 
literature, philosophy, and statecraft. If we turn our attention to this cen
tury's intellectuals, we find a situation very different from the comfortable 
incorporation of science into the world view that characterized the most 
prominent of the eighteenth-century models. Somewhere on the way, our 
civilization passed through a discontinuity. I must develop this point now, 
not because of a nostalgic longing for a return to the eighteenth-century 
euphoric hopes (voiced in Voltaire's projection that "reason and industry 
will progress more and more, that the useful arts will be improved, that 
all the evils that have afflicted man ... will gradually disappear"); not be
cause a current mutual incomprehension impairs discourse in the Com
mon Rooms of some English colleges; but for a far more important rea
son - because we are witnessing a disjunction in the political and social 
life of the nation that curtails a main legacy of Jefferson's America, 
namely, our power of self-government.

My first witness is appropriately the writer, literary critic, and histo
rian, Lionel Trilling, who in 1972. gave the first Jefferson Lecture, entitled 
"Mind in the Modern World." He began by reminding his audience of 
the loss of confidence in the power of mind, a confidence that had been 
characteristic of Jefferson's time. The old credo was that "if mind were 
cleared of its inherited illusions and prejudices, . . . what has long been 
accepted as the inevitable rule of harsh necessity, might be overthrown, 
and mankind will achieve a felicity which was its immemorial dream 
and its clear evolutionary destiny." That was once true. But Trilling 
thought the title of the last book by H.G. Wells was a more appropriate 
summary of our present condition: Mind rite cwd o/̂ its Trilling
pointed to two causes for the weakening of what had been a master belief 
for Jefferson and his time. One reason was our diminishing awareness of 
the past, what he called our "disaffection from history." But if the loss of 
history in our time has been, in a sense, a self-inflicted and voluntary
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disability, such was not the case for the second, equally disorienting one. 
For, TriHing continued, "the old humanistic faith conceived science, to
gether with mathematics, to be almost as readily accessible to under
standing and interest as literature and history." Jefferson, of course, could 
take that for granted; but this faith has been lost. Science, in our day, 
Trilling explained, "lies beyond the intellectual grasp of most men. . . . 
Its operative conceptions are alien to the mass of educated persons. They 
generate no cosmic speculations, they do not engage emotion or challenge 
imagination. Our poets are indifferent to them."

Having despaired of the hope Wordsworth expressed in the 1802./ 
1805 Preface to the Lyricn/ Znd/nds, that the remotest discoveries of the 
scientists "will be as proper objects of the Poet's art as any upon which 
can be employed" if these things "shall be familiar to us," Trilling added a 
paragraph that captures the anguish of the modern intellectual, to whom 
nothing is more devastating than the irredeemable remoteness of a whole 
continent of fundamental knowledge:

This exclusion of most of us from the mode of thought which 
is habitually said to be the characteristic achievement of the 
modern age is bound to be experienced as a wound given to 
our intellectual self-esteem. About this humiliation, we all 
agree to be silent; but can we doubt that it has its conse
quences, that it introduces into the life of the mind a signifi
cant element of dubiety and alienation which must be taken 
into account in any estimate that is being made of the present 
fortunes of mind?

Trilling's chillingly accurate assessment has implications far beyond 
the concerns of a few academics, ft would be a great error to dismiss it as 
the parochial anguish of intellectuals, unmindful of the dangers in the 
real world, a world where over half a billion people cower at the edge of 
starvation; where some fifty thousand nuclear warheads stand ready; 
where numerous states subjugate their people under totalitarian rule; and 
where even the majority of citizens in our democracy regularly fails to 
exercise its right to select who will govern. On the contrary, there is 
a direct link between those problems and Trilling's observation. As he 
noted at the end of his lecture, "this falling off [of the confidence of the 
power of mind] must be felt as a diminution of national possibility, as a 
lessening of the social hope. . . . Mind nt t^e present time drnws f?nĉ  
/row its own /reedom nnd power."

Trilling reveals both the intellectual and the political consequences of
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being denied knowledge without which some of our best thinkers cannot 
be sure they have a proper hoid on the worid. This sense of impotence in 
the face of the social and political decisions being made for us in this 
scientific age mirrors a fact that has even been documented in opinion 
polls: It used to be the case that the more educated the individual, the 
more he approved of science. Distrust was greatest among the least edu
cated. Now there has been a complete reversal; the distrust is least among 
the most naive. From among the others we are beginning to hear the 
sentiment with which Bertolt Brecht ended his play TTe /;/e o/ G%/;Veo: 
"In time you may discover all there is to discover -  but your progress will 
only be progress away from mankind. The gulf between you and the 
people will become so great that one fine day you will cry out in jubilation 
over a new achievement -  and be greeted by a cry of universal horror." 
William Faulkner, in his acceptance speech for the Nobel Prize, said 
simply: "There are no longer problems of the spirit. There is only the 
question: When will I be blown up?"

I have been pointing to a polarization that is pitting two groups, once 
allies, against each other; one, chiefly scientists and their followers, in
cluding technology enthusiasts, is cheered by the promise of ever-greater 
scientific advances; the other is depressed and fearful in the wake of these 
very advances. How did this separation come about?

We must look first !Mfo machinery o/sciewh/ic
to see what is causing these antipodal trends. Is there one common 

reason for both the euphoria and the despondency? How can an activity 
be seen as the isolated, esoteric pursuit of a few souls engaged in rap
turous contemplation, and also as the dominant, perhaps uncontrollable 
force directing the very course of society? What is there about modern 
science that makes it so successful in the hands of relatively few, and so 
difficult or ominous for the rest?

A key to the answer will be to see that the progress of science and of 
science-based technology follows a pattern that is built in, and rather dif
ferent from the progress of other activities. This order conflicts with 
the layman's impressions, produced by the daily stream of cheerful an
nouncements of new findings and new products emanating from univer
sity laboratories and technology-based industry. Their sheer quantity and 
lack of coherence must be as disorienting to the average person as the 
cacophony of events that buffeted Tolstoy's Pierre while he stumbled



through Napoleon's battlefield. But despite their appearance of random
ness, scientific and technicai advances reflect a devetopment akin to tree- 
tike growth, a motion with two components, one vertica), toward a 
higher, more abstract state of scientific speciatty, the second horizontal 
branching toward the sides, where apptications and repercussions radiate 
into other fields, from engineering to hterature. This two-dimensionat 
unfotding can be traced over history. Some components of the devetop
ment indicate a tendency toward discernibte goats -  more so for the 
physical sciences, to which I shatt necessarity restrict my specific exam- 
ptes, and tess so for some of the other sciences, atthough in this respect 
they are att quahtativety simitar. We shatt find that the mode) of tree-tike 
growth hetps us understand the two main benefits of the advancement of 
science, and atso the two main burdens.

2.84 5c;gMce, inures?

First, consider the order associated with the upward thrust of science. It 
is motivated by a constant search for unities and simphcities behind na
ture's spectacle of variety, a reaching for ever higher, more genera) con
ceptions that attow one to see common features among the phenomena. I 
must insert here a disctaimer: Like alt who have struggled with this ques
tion, I find it utterly mysterious that this search should be so successful -  
why, for example, the mathematical equation that applies to acoustic 
waves should be applicable again and again in widely different contexts, 
from the spreading of temperature profiles to the motion of elementary 
particles; or how ideas developed in the study of macroscopic phenomena 
such as superconductivity should turn out to be well adapted to deal with 
submicroscopic problems concerning the structure of nuclei. I recall a 
physicist saying, "Why is quantum theory possible at all? Why should a 
theory which you can write down essentially on one page apply correctly 
to untold billions of individual cases?" It is fitting to recall Albert Ein
stein's confession in his letter to Maurice Solovine concerning "the high 
degree of order in the objective world": "One has no justification to 
expect it % priori. Here lies the sense of 'wonder' which increases ever 
more with the development of knowledge."

Leaving aside the incomprehensible roots of its success, we do know 
what stimulates the search for unities and simplicities at ever higher levels 
of abstraction. While it takes seemingly different forms in different sci
ences, the upward thrust has been motivated in the physical sciences by 
the frank desire for cowp/gte mastery o/T^e toor/J o/
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seiM̂ t;ons." With these words, Max Planck, inventor of the early quan
tum ideas and author of the book W^erc is science goingf (1932), an
swered the question posed by his tide. That aim -  namely omniscience 
concerning the world accessible to positive science, and hence the con
struction of a complete scientific world picture -  and the way to attain it, 
might be called the "Newtonian Program," because Newton, while not 
the first or last to embrace it, adhered so explicitly to it.

In the Preface to the PrincipM, Newton described his aim and pro
cedure: The observable phenomena (e.g., the fall of objects to earth; 
some celestial motions) led him to postulate the existence of one general 
force of gravity by which all bodies attract one another, and from this he 
was able to deduce in detail "the motion of the planets, the comets, the 
moon, and the seas." But no sooner had he acknowledged this stupendous 
achievement than he added, with a hint of his deep disappointment: "I 
wish we could derive the rest of the phenomena of Nature by the same 
kind of reasoning from mechanical principles." These would include 
optics, chemistry, the operation of the human senses. There was the Holy 
Grail: the mastery of the whole world of experience, by subsuming it ulti
mately under one unified theoretical structure. Einstein similarly taught 
that "the noblest aim of science" was the attempt to grasp the "totality of 
empirical facts," leaving out not "a single datum of experience." Newton 
hoped even to go beyond that, to an understanding of the Godhead itself, 
as well as to the laws of social behavior. As he wrote in the Opticas: 

And if natural Philosophy in all its Parts, by pursuing this 
Method, shall at length be perfected, the Bounds of Moral 
Philosophy will also be enlarged. For so far as we can know by 
natural Philosophy what is the first Cause, what Power he has 
over us, and what Benefits we receive from him, so far our 
Duty toward him, as well as that toward one another, will 
appear to us by the light of Nature.

Even without this additional aim, and similar ones proposed by the 
physiocrats of the eighteenth century and the technocrats of the twen
tieth, the ambition of the scientists' Newtonian Program is breathtaking. 
To understand better its dynamics, consider the pursuit of the Newtonian 
Program in terms of a simple diagram. Imagine a horizontal plane on 
which each point corresponds to a datum of experience, an observation, 
or a sensation. For example, in the left corner of this plane are points that 
represent observations of regular planetary motions, from Hipparchus to 
Tycho Brahe and onward. Next to it, to the right, are points representing
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the trajectory of projectiles and the failing of an apple; the data of mo
tions of comets; the motions of the moon; the behavior of the tides; the 
shape of our spinning earth; the variation observed in the time kept by 
pendulum clocks at different parts of the globe; the propagation of sound 
and motion in fluids generally. Further toward the right side of this vast 
plane of experience are the data obtained from various phenomena of 
optics, from rainbows to diffraction. Beyond that is the curious behavior 
of charged amber, of currents, magnets, chemical reactions, and so on: 
the whole accumulation of the "facts" of nature that, at first glance, have 
little in common with one another.

One way to understand what I have called the Newtonian Program 
is to see what Newton did with this material. Observation of the phe
nomena at the left side of the plane led him to propose the existence of a 
universal force of gravity that diminishes with the square of the distance 
between bodies. To this postulated force Newton added what he called 
the three "axioms or laws of motion," some definitions (of mass, momen
tum, and the like), and a slew of mathematical propositions which now
adays could be greatly condensed. Together, the postulated force, the laws 
of motion, and the propositions formed Newton's axiom system, sus
pended above the plane of experience. The reason for this construction 
was to make logical deductions that were inherent in the axiom system, 
and to see whether these deductions coincided, or at least were not in
compatible, with the known facts, that is, the "points" on a good portion 
of the plane of experience below.

The Newtonian synthesis was an overwhelming success because it 
allowed a wealth of apparently disparate phenomena to be related in a 
very economical way, by seeing that they coincided with deductions from 
one simple, mechanical axiom system. Moreover, as new phenomena 
came into view, such as the motion of Uranus and Neptune, the rotation 
of the galaxies, and other previously uncharted extensions of the plane of 
experience, they too fell into place under the same "pyramid" formed by 
the initial axiom at the peak and the deductions radiating down from it.

The next major advance of that sort was Hans Christian Oersted's 
achievement in 1820, showing that two other, similar pyramidal struc
tures - one accounting for static and current electricity, and the other for 
the phenomena of magnetism -  could be regarded as subsets within a 
larger and higher pyramid. Oersted found that a magnet needle could be 
deflected by an electric current, that currents surround themselves with 
magnetic lines of force. In this way, magnetism and electricity were fused



into one conception, the first such unification of apparentiy separate 
forces of nature. Oersted's pubiication provoked an explosion of scientific 
work, including the discoveries of Ampere and Faraday. Technical appli
cations followed quickly, starting with an electric telegraph.

Half a century later, the plane of experience had become crowded with 
many more discoveries, but the urge to achieve synthesis had succeeded 
again, and raised further the height of the axiom system embodied in 
the structure of physical theory. Maxwell was able to show that the phe
nomena involved in the propagation of light could be brought under the 
same roof with the unification of electricity and magnetism that Oer
sted had discovered, ft was another achievement on the scale of New
ton's, showing that phenomena that appeared diverse were really closely 
related.

Advances in the physical sciences have continued in this same style. 
The experiential horizontal plane has become more extended, and the 
upward thrust remains powerful. One set of phenomena, such as the 
emission of beta rays in radioactivity, has been interpreted as the action 
of a force called the weak nuclear force that acts among leptons (of which 
the electron is an example). Another large set of nuclear phenomena 
is now understood in terms of the strong nuclear force acting among 
quarks.

Einstein had nourished the lifelong hope that a theory could be found 
to subsume the phenomena involving gravitation and those of electro
magnetism under one greater axiom system, incorporating Newton's and 
Maxwell's pyramids into a yet higher pyramid, a unified field theory, ft 
turned out, however, that this upward movement was achieved in a dif
ferent way, by uniting the Maxwellian and the weak-force structures 
under one axiom system, characterized by the action of the "electro- 
weak" force.

Our attention is now focused on the next candidate for further unifi
cation, at yet a higher level of new axioms. The name "grand unified 
theory" has been coined for it. When the fog lifts, the two peaks sym
bolizing the electro-weak force and the strong force should turn out to 
have been just the lower portions of a still greater mountain range, ff that 
is true, leptons and quarks would be related, and a lepton-quark conver
sion, indicated by the decay of protons, should be observable. This fur
ther widening of the plane of experience involves exacting experiments 
to bring into view phenomena that had not even been thought about 
previously. And beyond that? The attempt will surely be to subsume all
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four forces -  gravity, the electromagnetic, the weak and the strong force 
-  in one theory, a tentative version of which is referred to simpty as 
"supergravity."

In this schema of the Newtonian Program much has been left out, not 
least the intense analytic activity in the tower foothills without which 
these upward synthetic thrusts woutd not be possibte. As in the buitding 
of the Rocky Mountains, a vast amount of energy has to be supptied 
from the base. Here it takes the form of painstaking experiments to test 
the ftexibitity and timits of provisionai theories. Nor have I dwett on a 
curious consequence of this mode of advance, namety that it constantty 
cannibatizes eartier achievements, incorporating the usefut parts within 
the newer setting. The tabors of scientists are not reatty cumulative; rather 
the new growth makes the otd invisible by absorbing it. This is, of course, 
one of the chief differences from the arts and literature, in which each 
work retains in principle its individual claim to respect from later practi
tioners or the public, and perhaps also maintains continued vitality as a 
source of new inspiration.

Despite its limits, the model I have proposed does illustrate that sci
ence, in the words of the philosopher W. V. Quine, is not an assemblage 
of "isolated bits of belief, but an interconnected system which is adjusted 
as a whole to the deliverances of experience." The schema also indicates 
why this audacious method of construction does not result in a Tower of 
Babel: It is at the bottom of the schema that the various languages are 
spoken, whereas at the top they all become one. In addition, it helps to 
understand the historic fact that science seems to follow what Alexandre 
Koyre called "an inherent and autonomous" development. Finally, this 
outline sketch may explain why the success of the enterprise can on occa
sion release high expectations and imperialistic ambitions. The physicist 
Leon Rosenfeld, writing about the 1910s, reported: "It is difficult to 
imagine the enthusiasm, nay the presumptuousness, which filled our 
hearts in those days... .  A friend of mine expressed his view of our future 
prospects: 'In a couple of years,' he said, 'we shall have cleared up elec
trodynamics; another couple of years for the nuclei, and physics will be 
finished. Then we shall turn to biology.' "

A single-minded, optimistic spirit grips the community of scientists 
engaged in today's high-metabolism, high-stakes enterprise. They seem 
to be caught up in the promise that perhaps in our own lifetime we shall 
really know why electrons, protons, and neutrons exist; what the life 
cycle of the universe is, from the initial Big Bang to the final Big Crunch;
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and what the connecting hnks are between the various states of organized 
matter, from atoms to Hving things to societies. Few scientists doubt that 
the Newtonian Program can eventually be completed, and few could 
think of a better way to invest their lives than in that grand project. Mea
sured by its own criteria, scientific research has never been of higher 
quality, nor the prospects greater that the best is just over the horizon.

One answer to the common, plaintive question "Where is science 
going?" is therefore the practical response of most scientists: If you give 
us the means, and a How of spirited young people to assist us at the fron
tiers of inquiry, and if the sciences are allowed to follow their own mani
fest destinies, there is virtually no limit to their continued perfection. 
The haunting promise is that we may achieve a panoramic view of the 
whole physical world, one that will allow the mind's eye to obtain, at 
a single glance, a unified perception of all physical events, causes, and 
effects. In Einstein's words: "The confident belief that this ultimate goal 
. . . may be reached, is the chief source of the passionate devotion of the 
researchers." Even if that great project proves endless, it now provides 
science with a purposeful drive toward a goal, a te/os. Even though there 
are always many more "diversifiers" than "unifiers," the vision of the lat
ter helps organize the smaller local tasks; it tides us over the inevitable 
periods of stagnation and failure; and it will continue to stimulate the 
community long after our current achievements have come to look small 
from the new heights.

In sciences other than the physical ones, the upward thrust toward 
a more encompassing view has been organized on different lines and 
around other key conceptions. Such differences are of immense interest 
to the historian of science, but are not significant here, because what will 
concern us shortly, as one set of consequences of the mode of advance I 
have sketched, are the costs of this method of achieving a scientific world 
picture -  and these costs are much the same for all scientific fields. Yet, 
before we turn to that, I must refer briefly to the second process in the 
unfolding of science, the outward movement to the right and left. Elere 
we shall be concerned not with the building of higher conceptual struc
tures in the pursuit of omniscience, but with the primarily instrumental 
aim of increasing human power through "mission-directed" research.

For the purpose of illustration, it will be useful to refer to a specific case, 
such as the targeted research project in 1946-48 that led to the transistor,
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and for which the 1956 Nobet Prize for Physics was awarded to John 
Bardeen, William Brittain, and Wittiam Shocktey of the Bett Tetephone 
Laboratories. Untike the ctassic "pure" or "basic" research which gener- 
atty starts and ends in the minds of scientists, this devetopment quickty 
triggered a protiferating set of devices, from heart pacemakers to high
speed computers -  devices that have begun to change civitization itsetf, 
inctuding, indeed, how basic research can be done effectivety in the sci
ences and in some areas of the humanities.

At the ceremony presenting the three Nobetists to the King of Sweden, 
E.G. Rudberg of the Royat Academy in Stockholm compared them to 
the "small party of ardent chmbers" who have reached the "summit of 
Everest," even though they had started their assault from a high-altitude 
camp that "more than a generation of mountaineers had toiled to estab
lish." Such an image applies to the Newtonian Program of autonomous, 
basic research, but it is not really appropriate for this case or others of the 
type. A historical study would quickly show that many factors essential 
to the achievement of these scientists were absent from the typical project 
we discussed earlier -  most important, a mission orientation, embodied 
in the institutional policy of the Bell Laboratories, announced in 194$, to 
obtain "new knowledge that can be used in the development of com
pletely new . . .  elements of communication systems." The pressure dur
ing World War II to develop rectifiers acting as crystal detectors for radar 
provided a strong impetus, as did an old hope of making amplifiers that 
avoid the power drain of vacuum tubes, and switching devices without 
the usual problems of corrosion and slow response. The work was "prob
lem focused"; it depended as much on the expectation of relatively short
term payoff as it did on the quantum physics of the 192.0s and 1930s.

When the three scientists were later interviewed, they revealed that 
much of their success depended also on "extraneous factors," for exam
ple, the particular style of work of the laboratory -  a pragmatic experi- 
mentalism nourished by the rather American mix of science, engineering, 
and improvisation -  and on the mobility of young scientists seeking to 
train under skilled teachers. In short, the three who made it to the top 
of Everest were much helped by other mountaineers, by Sherpa porters, 
by supporting organizations near and far, and by a mandate for useful 
results.

The mission-directed style of research usually leads to both intended 
and unintended changes in current technology, engineering, medicine, or 
agriculture, and so affects the social matrix much faster than do the re-



suits of basic research. This penetration may be represented by a diffusion 
of effects from the reaim of scientific concepts into the poiity, a iaterai 
outreach that is not a mere by-product but a chief aim of mission- 
directed research. In essence, the motivation here is instrumentai. This 
styie of work might be termed the "Baconian Program," for it was Fran
cis Bacon who urged the use of science in the service of omnipotence, 
"the eniarging of the bounds of human empire, to the affecting of aii 
things possibie."

Whether the titie is quite appropriate is unimportant. The significant 
fact is that in our time a remarkable symbiosis has established itself be
tween the Newtonian and Baconian Programs. There have always been 
occasional cross influences -  historians of science are still debating 
whether Galileo teamed more from the workers in the Venetian ship
yards or they from him - but now these two approaches have come to 
interpenetrate each other thoroughty, just tike two mechanicat systems 
that exchange energy more rapidty and vigorousty white they resonate 
with each other. The "pure" and the mission-oriented versions of re
search send their respective products back and forth, increasing their own 
rate of advance as they do so -  tightening their coupting further, and atso 
bturring the distinction between them.

The marriage of science and technotogy is undoubtedty permanent and 
beneficial to each. The experimentat side of science has become more 
technotogicat (the seahng-wax-and-string era of taboratory work ended 
when Wortd War II technotogy was declassified), and engineering de
pends increasingly on a scientific base. Indeed, the taboratory experi
ments that confirmed the theory of unification of the etectro-weak force 
depended chiefty on products of modern electronic engineering. Con- 
versety, the design of industriat products of biotechnotogy fottows by 
onty a few years or even months the tatest resutts of basic research in 
genetics and molecular biology.

Tf?c o/ science, nnd its fnrrdens 191

The first main consequence of the advancement of science in our time is 
one which we may be sure Jefferson himself would have been delighted 
to see. The accelerating process of unfolding has brought us to a fairly 
coherent overview of nature and the design and production of powerful 
technical devices, while a cybernetic process of positive feedback allows 
the continued, simultaneous escalation of scientific as well as engineer
ing advance. Another consequence of this process, insufficiently noted,
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would perhaps have appealed to Jefferson even more, it is not merely 
a question of the commonplace observation that our physical burdens 
have lightened, farm life has been transformed, and medicine improved, 
but of the direct and indirect influence that the results and attitudes of 
scientific/technological advance have had in extending the very concep
tions of rights. Since Thomas Hobbes, to whom the essence of
such rights was merely the freedom to eat and be eaten, moral and legal 
rights have increased greatly. Scientific findings in biology, anthropology, 
psychology, and other branches are largely responsible for making us cer
tain, as Jefferson's time was not, of the essential homogeneity of the 
human race - a fact from which springs the entitlement to protection 
against discrimination. Biomedical advances have made it possible to 
respond to the clamor for access to medical care, and to support the right 
of women to assert choice in family planning. Such examples can be 
greatly extended.

D. D. Raphael has observed that the various twentieth-century dec
larations of human rights incorporate as necessities what would, in pre
vious centuries, have been luxuries, and that material advance stimulated 
the continuous expansion of the definition of human needs. J. E. S. Faw
cett, surveying the whole issue of protecting human rights, concluded 
that "fundamental to all effective methods of implementation of human 
rights" is the development of scientific rationality itself -  "independent 
and objective fact-finding" -  as well as the modern technology of rapid 
communication and publicity. One fact the discussions on modern theo
ries of rights agree on is, in the words of C. B. Macpherson, that the 
"theory [of human rights] finds itself in need of development to meet 
changed conditions," and these changed conditions are to a large extent 
due to the influence of science and technology on the operations and 
values of modern society.

Increases in productivity have, for example, quite undermined old as
sumptions of permanent contentiousness and possessive individualism 
that were based on the notion of the inevitability of severe scarcities of 
resources. (One of the early, unexpected results of the spread of railways 
was that local famine became avoidable, and therefore intolerable.) The 
very increase in the number of charters and debates on human rights in 
our time may reflect the recognition that central portions of the Hobbes- 
Lockean "liberal-individualist" tradition, as well as the Rousseau-Marx 
"anti-bourgeois" traditions, are no longer relevant or sufficient, leaving 
us with the task of redefining, in the modern context of a technologically
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driven society, a workable framework for human rights that extends those 
derived from the Declaration of Independence.

I shall now turn to the two main consequences of the advancement and 
symbiosis of science/technology that are of a less happy kind: the new 
burdens. The first and most obvious of these is loss of contact. Despite 
popularization by the mass media, the concepts and methods of science 
have become largely inaccessible to all but its practitioners and a small 
circle of attentive onlookers. On the basis of an extensive anthropologi
cal study, Margaret Mead noted more than two decades ago that both 
school children and adults in our society had, over the previous fifty 
years, "come to feel that science is something deficient and alien, a dis
cipline that they neither can nor care to understand." While Americans 
embrace with delight the products of technological industry, the con
ceptual base of their operations remains opaque to most who use them, 
unlike the earlier tools and devices that were relatively transparent and 
comprehensible.

The intellectual brilliance of our sciences, the ingenuity of our tech
nologies, may be characteristic of our culture, but from the point of view 
of the public and most intellectuals, the thought processes and operations 
of both have moved behind a dark curtain. There they have taken on a 
new form of autonomy -  isolated from the active participation or real 
intellectual contact of all but the highly trained. Contrary to eighteenth- 
century expectations, the scientists are losing what should be their most 
discerning audience, their wisest and most humane critics.

This burden is, ironically, caused by the very success of the method of 
scientific/technical advance. As the building of a unified scientific world 
view proceeded, as the conceptual structure grew more elevated, the 
chains between the axioms at the top and the empirical base at the bot
tom had to extend further. The logical structure reaching down from the 
axioms became more formal and parsimonious; the bridge to ordinary 
intuitions and to the rationality of everyday thinking was first stretched, 
and then was lost or became an actual handicap. While in Jefferson's day 
it was possible for those in his circle to value and comprehend much of 
the science not only of Newton's time but of their own, this ceased to be 
the case for interested onlookers a century or so ago. By now, the instruc
tive metaphor is essentially unavailable, and the barriers of communica
tion are virtually insurmountable even for the interested nonscientist -
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despite Einstein's warning: "I can think of nothing more objectionable 
than the idea of science [only] for scientists. It is almost as bad as art for 
the artists, and religion for the priests."

As the plane of experience expands through the use of specialized 
or high-technology observational devices, the public progressively loses 
access to the phenomena of nature. The connection between phenomena 
and theory, the theory itseif, and the way it is constructed, confirmed, 
and elaborated are, and have to be, fully controlled by the scientific com
munity, and understanding them comes oniy with iong immersion. We 
can see more ciearly one of the chief causes of TriHing's perception. Pre
cisely as science progresses toward its declared goal, and as the rate of its 
new triumphs increases, the larger yawns the unnegotiated intellectual 
separation from those standing on the sidelines - all those who feel the 
shame and sorrow of being excluded "from the mode of thought which 
is habitually said to be the characteristic achievement of the modern age."

I must now turn to the second cost, which is also a by-product of the 
dazzling advancement of the modern science-cMm-technology complex. 
It is a cost not to the intellectual power and integrity of our cultural trus
tees, of which Trilling spoke, but to the political effectiveness of our citi
zenry. The source of this burden lies chiefly in the fact that the metabo
lism of the science/technology complex has progressively increased since 
Jefferson's days. As it continues to do so, it enlarges the scale of tech
nological intervention in our lives at the same time as it inhibits our 
opportunity to evaluate and respond to the ethical and value impacts of 
these interventions. The old (and sometimes blind) faith in the benign 
efficacy of technological progress has been waning, even yielding to its 
very opposite -  the fear of an autonomous technology, and the rise of an 
ideology of imnts.

The relative modernity of this concern can be illustrated by studying 
the outcome of the seemingly humble scientific discovery made over a 
century and a half ago, in October 1831. When Michael Faraday in 
London put his hand on a copper disk and made it rotate between the 
poles of a magnet, a steady electric current was induced in the disk. He 
had discovered (or invented) the electric generator, or dynamo. The sim
ple gadget was a by-product of Faraday's lifelong search for his true and 
quite "Newtonian" goal - to find through the study of diverse scientific 
phenomena the unity of all of nature's forces. Faraday's dynamo took the



energy his hand gave to the disk and made that mechanical energy reap
pear as electrical energy which could be drawn off in the wires connected 
to the disk.

ft might have remained a scientific curiosity and a mirror image of the 
motor effect Faraday had found eleven years earlier when pursuing Oer
sted's findings. But Faraday's new dynamo (and the version Joseph Henry 
invented at almost the same time) was a source of electricity more effec
tive and cheaper than the battery that Volta had discovered in 1800; it 
was soon redesigned to use mechanical energy from any source -  wind, 
water, steam, coal, wood, gas, or oil -  and to issue forth electrical energy 
for immediate transmission to distant points, as far as cables could reach. 
There, motors reversed the process, yielding back mechanical energy to 
do work; or resistors could convert the electrical energy to heat and light.

The physics involved is not sophisticated, but the effect on society was. 
At last, the source of energy did not have to be in the same place as the 
ultimate user, a crucial difference from the steam engine, burdened down 
by its fire box, boiler, and fuel. The dynamo could be anywhere and 
produce its effect with high efficiency at a great distance; its action was 
almost instantaneous, its capacity in principle virtually limitless, the raw 
material used for the prime mover relatively cheap, and the sanctions 
against disposing of the effluents practically absent.

As a result, the total system was immensely potent, indeed irresistible. 
The dynamo, in hundreds of forms and uses, became the keystone that 
completed the industrial revolution and the modernization of day-to-day 
life. The modern city could not have risen without the development of 
the dynamo, for on it depends essential transportation such as elevators 
and subways, and all electrical lighting, signaling, communication, and 
control. Life in the factory, in the workshop, and eventually on the farm 
was transformed by the new generators, as were industrial processes; the 
electrochemical industry, which had initially not been considered a bene
ficiary when the great Niagara Falls power plant was built, by the turn of 
the century was using more electrical power than lighting and motors 
together.

What interests us here is that the introduction of electric power into 
society and the landscape, while not without difficulties, was a remark
able success. One reason was simply that enough time had elapsed to 
allow a degree of intellectual and political accommodation. The design 
of commercially viable generators took nearly fifty years after Faraday's 
first model, and brought together a great variety of interests -  scientific,
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technica], financial, managerial - in many countries. The various prob
lems of "electrification" engaged citizens at every level, from Parliament 
and Congress to individual towns and villages. The system that finally 
evolved was a compromise between divergent interests and alternatives 
that had been widely debated and considered at length.

Such public involvement is just what is becoming less and less possible 
as the rate increases at which science-based technology is injected into the 
life of the nation. Thus, the rapid initial deployment in the United States 
of nuclear reactors for power generation turned out to be a disaster for 
that industry itself. Concern about the long-range consequences has also 
been raised by the rapid computerization of the workplace, by the intro
duction of the robotic factory, and by the vast new weapons systems now 
on the drawing board and in production. These and similar decisions no 
longer grow out of an organic adaptation among ail the relevant interests, 
a process of evolution in which sufficient time can elapse to allow tech
nical details to be learned and open debate to take place among an in
formed citizenry. According to a recent estimate, nearly half the Bills that 
come before the U. S. Congress have a substantial science/technology 
component. Yet few in Congress or on its staff have, or can have, the 
training and background to be really familiar with the problems. We are 
reminded of Lord Snow's well-known prediction that in such a climate 
the decision-making process may be usurped by the "scientific overlords," 
and of Eisenhower's Farewell Address (January 1961), warning not 
only of "the acquisition of unwarranted influence . . .  by the military- 
industrial complex," but also of the "danger that public policy could 
itself become the captive of a scientific-technological elite."

In a recent essay, "Coping with technology through the legal process," 
David L. Bazelon, Chief Judge of the U. S. Court of Appeals for the 
District of Columbia Circuit, wrote that "some two-thirds of the D. C. 
Circuit's caseload now involves review of action by federal administrative 
agencies, and more and more of such cases relate to matters on the fron
tiers of technology." In discussing how "society can come to terms with 
science and learn to cope with technological process," Judge Bazelon 
concentrates on the central issue that virtually every technological inno
vation introduced to solve a societal difficulty will also have unwanted 
consequences -  hence will require that some painful value choices and 
difficult policy decisions be made.

Scientists and engineers do have a role to play, but it is a limited one; 
for as expert witnesses or advisers they are likely to disagree about some
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basic facts in the case, and to disagree alt the more about value-laden 
inferences from these facts. These diverse opinions, together with at) rele- 
vant information, must be put on the table -  not in a courtroom, where 
the judge is uniikefy to have even a "speaking famiharity" with the issues, 
but in a public setting: before the decision makers directfy responsibfe to 
the citizenry; in forums that aHow public input and participation; before 
regulatory agencies; and above aH before elected tegisiatures which, in a 
democracy, are precisefy the bodies intended to make the value choices. 
Judge Bazelon concludes that this may be a far slower and more cumber
some process than the tempting alternative, where the decision is made 
by a very few outside the public arena; but that alternative is exactly what 
must be avoided. He quotes John Stuart Mill:

Even if the received opinion be not only true, but the whole 
truth; unless it is suffered to be, and actually is, vigorously and 
earnestly contested, it will, by most of those who receive it, be 
held in the manner of a prejudice, with little comprehension or 
feeling of its rational grounds.

We come here to Thomas Jefferson's lifelong insistence, and the very ker
nel of his teachings -  that citizens are the only safe guardians of their 
liberty and pursuit of happiness: Not even with the best will in the world 
can the judges and the courts, the legislators in their ill-attended sessions, 
or the scientists, engineers, and other specialists advising decision makers 
play this role for them. All these together are only part of the framework 
within which citizens can make their franchise effective. To do that, how
ever, requires an adequate level of knowledge, which must be achieved 
through a "systematic plan of general education" in schools and colleges 
and later through continued self-study. To James Madison he wrote in 
December 1787, while discussing the proposed Constitution: "Above all 
things I hope the education of the common people will be attended to; 
convinced that on their good we may rely with the most security for the 
preservation of a due degree of liberty."

For those who are able, Jefferson repeatedly proposed -  for the same 
ultimate purpose -  courses of study that were not far from his own at 
William and Mary, and which put to shame much of what now passes 
for a typical curriculum. To one of his correspondents (William Green 
Munford, 1799), who asked about a good reading list for mathematics,
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Jefferson recommended some Euclid, some Archimedes, trigonometry 
("There is scarcely a day in which [every person] will not resort to it for 
some of the purposes of common life"), the science of calculation through 
cube roots, quadratic equations, logarithms, and "fluxions" [calculus] as 
an "added luxury." He continued, "There are other branches of science, 
however, worth the attention of every man" and necessary for "our char
acter as well as comfort": "Astronomy, botany, chemistry, natural phi
losophy, natural history, anatomy, [at least] to possess their general prin
ciples and outlines, so that we may be able to amuse ourselves and inform 
ourselves further in any of them as we proceed through life and have 
occasion for them." His use of the term "science" shows that he had in 
mind the balance of the major branches of knowledge; in addressing 
Joseph Priestley (in January 1800) his list of sciences includes "Politics, 
Commerce, History, Ethics, Law, Arts, Finearts."

Not for Jefferson the image of the mind at the end of its tether! On 
the contrary, he confesses freely to believe, with Condorcet, that man's 
"mind is perfectible to a degree of which we cannot as yet form any 
conception." To think otherwise, to harbor the "cowardly idea" that the 
human mind is "incapable of further advances" was to embrace a doc
trine that fitted well the purposes of the "present despots of the earth, 
and their friends." For in Jefferson's view, the main objective, "the free
dom of the human mind," is secured only if that mind is educated or 
engaged in self-improvement. It is in this sense that (in a letter of 1795 to 
Francois D'lvernois) he identified freedom as "the first-born daughter of 
science"; conversely, as he told Joseph Priestley in 1810, "ignorance puts 
everything into the hands of power and priestcraft."

Thus the primary purpose of improving knowledge and understand
ing was, for Jefferson, not to produce a cadre of scientists and literati; not 
to design better "protection against foreign power"; not even its necessity 
"for our character as well as comfort," important as all these were. The 
foremost purpose, as he put it, lay in the importance of knowledge and 
informed debate "to the preservation of our republican government."

We would do well to remind ourselves today of Jefferson's threefold 
preoccupation: that the highest good is the exercise by individuals of their 
natural rights; that the inevitable excesses of power, if unchecked, lead to 
oppressive regimes; and that the chief safeguard against this course of 
degeneracy is the wide dissemination of liberal education. He stated this 
credo most clearly in his courageous "Bill for the More General Diffusion
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of Knowtedge" (1778). It begins with a manifesto that deserves to be 
inscribed over the doors of our schools:

Experience hath shewn, that even under the best forms [of 
government], those entrusted with power have, in time, and by 
stow operations, perverted it into tyranny; and it is beheved 
that the most effectuat means of preventing this woutd be to 
ittuminate, as far as practicabte, the minds of the peopte at 
targe, and more especiatty to give them knowtedge of those 
facts, which history exhibiteth, that, possessed thereby of the 
experience of other ages and countries, they may be enabted 
to know ambition under at! its shapes, and prompt to exert 
their naturat powers to defeat its purposes... . Whence it 
becomes expedient for promoting the pubtick happiness that 
those persons, whom nature hath endowed with genius and 
virtue, shoutd be rendered by tiberat education worthy to 
receive, and to be abte to guard the sacred deposit of the rights 
and hberties of their fettow citizens. . . .

One may quarret about the detaits of a reatistic education that coutd 
safeguard the mind's freedom and effectiveness, now that the nation has 
grown vastty from the three mittion inhabitants of Jefferson's predomi- 
nantty rurat, isotated America. Even attowing for the sophistication of 
modern knowtedge, the comptexities of modern probtems, and the po- 
tentiaHy more catamitous resutts of bad decisions, one may consider his 
curricutum "worthy of the attention of every man" to be unreasonabty 
demanding. However, nationat poticy does respond to its teaders' expec
tations.

Yet the evidence points to a catastrophic reduction of the norma) ex
pectation and preparation in the education of our future citizens. The 
findings are chitting in every fietd, and those for the sciences merety typi- 
cat. A carefutty assembted study by the Nationat Academy of Sciences 
for the President in 1980 conctuded that the current trend is a taitspin 
"toward virtuat scientific and technotogicat ithteracy." Moreover, as if to 
thumb its nose at Fate, the next administration began in 1981 to phase 
out at) federa) support for science education at the cottege and precottege 
tevets -  the onty industriat country to do so.

The need for an informed and confident citizenry to assure that the 
processes of democracy continue to work has not diminished. The very 
opposite is the case. In addition to adopting the rote of atert watchdog of
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national and local policy, we at) bear the burden of making persona) deci
sions whose soundness depends on our ability at least to ask questions 
about their technical context. Everyone is caught in this vortex: the engi
neer who discovers in midcareer that, while he knows how to design a 
new plant, as he was trained to do, he now has to learn how to evaluate 
the ecological impact; the administrator forced to deal with ambiguous 
scientific data or probabilistic risk-benefit analyses in some economic 
dispute; the board chairman as well as the greenest worker, when the old 
office is turned over to electronic machinery and the shop floor is auto
mated; the parents having to decide what processed food to feed their 
child; the doctor or clergyman when faced with ethical problems raised 
by new technologies that allow us to initiate, prevent, or end a life at will.

If one has no base on which to formulate probing questions, can one 
actually give informed consent to planned surgery? How can jobs be de
signed for people who are not skilled or numerate? How is the issue of 
privacy affected when bank accounts are absorbed into the electronic 
fund transfer system? How does one react in an informed way -  neither 
hysterically nor techno-enthusiastically -  to a plan for siting a power 
plant nearby, whether nuclear or not?

There are a few inspiring examples of collaborations between scien
tists and the public, bringing enlightened solutions to complex technical 
problems that face the nation. One is the cessation in the early 1960s 
of nuclear weapons testing in the atmosphere, chiefly as the result of a 
major educational campaign mounted by scientists and others concerned 
about the health dangers of radioactive fallout. (One Congressman was 
reported to say: "When parents wrote me that Strontium-90 from fallout 
was getting into their children's teeth and bones, 1 knew I had to pay 
attention: they were spelling Strontium correctly.") A second, more recent 
example was the debate about the safety of laboratory experimentation 
with recombinant DNA that was finally resolved in a manner satisfactory 
to practically all involved. Both these and a few other such instances 
had in common patient educational efforts and protracted debate among 
scientists and groups of laymen.

For just that reason, these are the exceptions. As a rule, there is not 
enough time or talent to build up successful communication between 
groups of concerned scientists and voters to help form a national decision 
agreeable to each. Technical details are (or at least seem) so complex to 
the layman, and their initial base of knowledge is so frail, that serious 
effort is discouraged. This is most evident today in the difficulty of con-



ducting a meaningful debate on weapons policy. The arms race is fuii of 
absurdities, not the ieast being that it is a grotesque offspring of a perverse 
coupling, in each country, between internationai, unifying science and 
parochia], aggressive nationalism. The worst of these absurdities is that 
the arms race, with all its costs and dangers, has long since ceased to be 
reasonable on grounds of national security. Larger and more expensive 
systems are being designed and deployed that at best will have only mar
ginal value in terms of security, and are far more likely to divert resources 
and destabilize the fragile geopolitical equilibrium.

The purely technical facts, widely accepted among competent evalua
tors, and accessible with some effort to any seriously interested citizen, 
point to the wisdom of calling a halt, especially to the accumulation of 
nuclear arms. Indeed, beyond one hundred or so weapons on each side, 
deterrence is saturated. What drives the race now, in both superpowers, 
are political and perceptual rather than technical factors, perceptions of 
power rather than physical realities. It would be a triumph if this fact 
could be made clear to the citizens of the nuclear powers. One of the 
main obstacles is surely the widespread inability or unwillingness to han
dle key concepts of a technical kind. Even political leaders with the right 
intentions and good scientific advice have been disabled by the fear of 
backlash. We now learn from those close to President Kennedy that in 
July 1963 he felt unable to follow the recommendation of his scientific- 
technical civilian advisers to sign an agreement on a complete nuclear 
weapons test ban with the Soviets, including an end to tests of significant 
size not only in the air, sea, and outer space, but also underground. Such 
a comprehensive agreement -  which Eisenhower had also considered 
essential -  could have changed world history by containing the nuclear 
weapons race at that point, and incidentally would have preserved the 
technological advantage the United States had then. The Soviets, in a 
notable departure from past positions, were prepared to accept two or 
three annual inspections on their soil for monitoring suspected cheating. 
Technically this was sufficient, for it provided a high probability of being 
able to discover really dangerous new developments (involving a long 
series of tests, rather than one or two that might escape notice). More
over, better seismographic monitoring at a distance without on-site in
spection could be, and soon was, achieved to provide further deterrence 
against breaking the offered agreement.

Yet Kennedy did not dare ask Congress for such a treaty. He felt, 
probably correctly, that despite all its advantages, the proposal would be
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rejected because it was based on concepts of probability - one of the no
torious blanks in modern education. As the ensuing debate showed, a 
majority of citizens, unfamiliar with the rudiments of probability, re
quired a higher (and to the Soviets, unacceptable) number of on-site 
inspections, in order to feel that they knew "for certain" -  even though 
the only certainty was that the lack of a comprehensive ban would assure 
the dangerous and costly continuation of the nuclear menace, the inevi
table increase in the size, variety, and proliferation of those weapons, and 
the introduction of additional systems.

The Academy report I quoted earlier warned that "important national 
decisions involving scientific knowledge will be made increasingly on the 
basis of ignorance and misunderstanding." As the divergence widens be
tween those who make policy and citizens who lack the knowledge to 
assess their proper interests, the threat increases: the nation is in danger 
of being torn in two. The wound already felt by sensitive humanists such 
as Trilling must sooner or later become a traumatic separation -  the most 
ironic cost of the advance of the modern science/engineering complex. 
On one side of the gulf will be a relatively small, technically trained elite, 
consisting chiefly of scientists, engineers, technicians, and other highly 
skilled individuals, amounting to a few percent of the population. As an 
increasing proportion of major decisions have a scientiffc/technical com
ponent, they will supply the new potentials as well as advice on how to 
direct and use them. On the other side will be the huge majority of the 
people, without sufficient language, tools, or methods to reason or to 
argue with the experts, to check on the options they present, or to counter 
either their technical enthusiasms or their doomsday warnings. That ma
jority will effectively place itself in the hands of the elite, perhaps sinking 
quietly into the comforts and amusements which technology has helped 
provide. Some cynics may even welcome such a state of affairs, for the ig
norant tend to be easier to govern and to divert into militant philistinism.

These new illiterates will be slaves with respect to the key issue of self- 
governance, a possibility expressed by Cardinal Newman in the /Jen o/<3 
university: "Not to know the relative disposition of things is the state of 
slaves." For them, in a grotesque reversal of the Enlightenment dream, 
the answer to the question, "Where is the modern advance of knowledge 
and power taking us?" will be, "Into a new slavery."

1  have chosen that word advisedly. The historian John Hope Franklin, 
in his 1976 Jefferson Lecture, reminded his audience of the conditions 
that helped keep slavery intact in early America. One of these was the
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denial in the eighteenth century that slaves could reason. Jefferson himseif 
once expressed the opinion, although "hazarded with great diffidence," 
that among the slaves "one could scarcely be found capable o f. . . com
prehending the investigation of Euclid." That was his touchstone. For 
many eighteenth-century thinkers, slaves would not come under the Law 
of Nature which, as John Locke had said, is Reason, and from which law 
Locke derived the natural rights. In Locke's Second treatise on govern
ment, which Jefferson claimed to know almost by heart as he drafted the 
Declaration "without the help of books," Locke taught that man has not 
the liberty to renounce liberty, to renounce being a naturally free being, 
and to make himself a slave of others. To be a slave, in Locke's words, is 
to be "degraded from the common state of rational creatures," hence a 
species apart.

The slaves of the eighteenth century were not given the choice, were 
not responsible for their shackles. Our new slaves will be different in 
this respect; for drawing one's mind back from one's own freedom and 
powers amounts to a willful self-estrangement, a voluntary renunciation 
of self-government on the hard issues that determine the fate of a people.

I have outlined the long-range consequences of the intellectual and politi
cal costs facing us, largely by-products of the accelerating advancement 
of knowledge against the background of citizens unable to understand 
enough to take command of their own destiny. It is a stark picture, and 
the practical obstacles for the more obvious remedies are formidable. Yet 
I would not have addressed this issue had I thought the present course 
uncorrectable. I have referred to a few of the tools for establishing a new 
equilibrium, ranging from educational programs to the relocation of at 
least some basic research into areas where there is some motivation to 
pursue more Jeffersonian Research Programs, alongside the current New
tonian and Baconian ones. There are others; the nation does not lack 
good ideas. Rather, it is the scale and seriousness of our current efforts 
which are inadequate. An assertion of national will and leadership is 
sorely needed to learn how to live in the modern age while preserving 
one's dignity and self-governance.

The idea of the "Learning Society" has been the mainspring of every 
period of civilization, from Athens and the Renaissance to the founding 
of our republic; it must now be broadened to encompass not only Jeffer
son's person of "genius and virtue," but the whole population. In this
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way, the hope of the Enhghtenment wit] not be dissipated, and the ener
gies characterizing both the peopte and contemporary schotarty and sci
entific advance witt be directed to the benefit of each.

In 1812., Jefferson, then seventy, reptied from Monticetto to his friend 
John Adams. Downcast at that dark point in history, he wrote:

As for France and Engtand, with at) their preeminence in 
science, one is the den of robbers, and the other of pirates.
And if science produces no better fruits than tyranny, murder, 
rapine and destitution of national moratity, I woutd rather 
wish our country to be ignorant, honest and estimabte as our 
neighboring savages are.

But wither is senite garrutity teading me? Into potitics, of 
which I have taken fmat teave. I think tittte of them, and say 
tess. I have given up newspapers in exchange for Tacitus and 
Thucydides, for Newton and Euctid; and I find mysetf much 
the happier.

But Jefferson's native optimism prevails att the same, an optimism we 
can share if we do not negtect the tasks before us. He tetts John Adams: 

[Your tetter] carries me back to the times when, beset with 
difHcutties, we were fettow taborers . . . , struggting for what is 
most vatuabte to man - his right of setf-government. . . . We 
rode through the storm with heart in hand, and made a happy 
port. Stitt we do not expect to be without rubs and difficutties; 
and we have had them. . .. And so we have gone on, and so we 
shat) go on, puzzted and prospering beyond exampte in the 
history of man. And I do betieve we shatt continue to grow, 
to muttipty and prosper, untit we exhibit an association, 
powerfut, wise and happy, beyond what has yet been seen 
by man.
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i Philipp Frank, Einstein; H;s li/e and times (New York: Knopf, 1 9 4 7 ) , p. Z17. 

As his correspondence with Frederick Lindemann (kept at the Einstein Archives) 
shows, Einstein was "parttcularly pleased" to enter into what he hoped would be 
"reguiar contact" with Oxford, and he seems to have considered this tecture as part 
of that process. Indeed, Einstein added to the prefatory sentence cited above: "May 
I say that the invitation makes me feet that the [inks between this University and 
myse)f are becoming professional stronger?" At that time, Einstein had made up 
his mind not to return to Germany. But he had not yet decided, among various 
possibilities, where to setde.

z It is of some importance to note here the publication history of Einstein's Herbert 
Spencer Lecture -  a confusing history, although in that respect by no means dif
ferent from that of many of Einstein's important essays. Einstein read his [ecture in 
Enghsh, apparently the first time he had dared to do so at Oxford. As we know 
from his correspondence and diary of that time, he was studying English, but felt 
that he had a quite incomplete mastery of the language. The original manuscript of 
Einstein's lecture was in German, and has been published in his collection Mem 
We/tfnid (Frankfurt am Main: Ullstein Verlag, 1 9 7 7 ) ,  pp. 1 1 3 - 1 9 ,  under the title 
"Zur Methodik [not Methode] der theoretischen Physik." In the English version, 
as actually delivered, Einstein acknowledged his "thanks to my colleagues at Christ 
Church, Mr. Ryle, Mr. Page, and Dr. Hurst, who helped me -  and perhaps a few 
of you -  by translating into the English the lecture which I wrote in German."

Unfortunately, the English translation, as published as a small booklet by Ox
ford University Press (1 9 3 3 ) ,  left a good deal to be desired. Key portions of the 
original manuscript were rendered quite freely. Perhaps for this reason, a different 
English translation was prepared (by Sonja Bargmann) when Einstein later pub
lished a collection of his essays under the title Ideas and opinions (hereafter re
ferred to as 1.0 .) (New York: Dell, 1 9 3 4 ), pp. Z 7 0 - 6 .  In quoting from Einstein's 
Spencer Lecture, and indeed from his other publications, I have gone back to the 
corresponding original German essays and prepared my own translations where 
necessary.
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10 Max Planck, "Verhattnisder Theorien zueinander," in Die Ru/lur der GegeiiMiurl, 
Paul Hinneberg, ed., Part III, vo). 1 (Leipzig: B. G. Teubner, 1913), p. 737.

11 J. T. Merz, A Bistory o / European tBougBt in tBe nineteentB century (London: 
Blackwood, 1904), I, pp. 131-1.

11 Ludwig Buchner, Kra/t und 5 to/J; EmpiriscB-uuturpBdosopBiscBe .Sludieu, 9th ed. 
(Leipzig: Theodor Thomas, 1867), p. 89.

13 Ernst Mach, Die MecBaniB in iBrer EnticicB/ung, BislorncB-EndscB dargeste/it, 
m d ed. (Leipzig: F. A. Brockhaus, 1889), pp. 437-8.

14 Compare "Aufruf," PBysiBaiiscBe ZeitscBri/t, 13 (1911): 733-6; and Friedrich 
Herneck, "Albert Einstein und der philosophische Materialismus," EorscBungen 
und EortscBritte, 32 (1938): 106. 1 thank Dr. Herneck for kindly making available 
to me a copy of the original typescript of the Mani/esto.

13 Albert Einstein, "Motiv des Forschens"; a rather loose English translation was pub
lished in Einstein, EO., op. cit. (n. 1), pp. 114-7.

16 A. Einstein, "Autobiographical notes." in A/Bert Einstein; PBi/osopBer-scieudst, 
op. cit. (n. 3), pp. 39-61, 81. Emphases in original.

In the Spencer Lecture, Einstein raises this whole problem only gently and at the 
end, by saying: "Meanwhile the great stumbling block for a held theory of this 
kind lies in the conception of the atomic structure of matter and energy. For the 
theory is fundamentally non- atomic insofar as it operates exclusively with con
tinuous functions of space," unlike classical mechanics which, by introducing as its 
most important element the materia] point, does justice to an atomic structure of 
matter. He does see a way out: "For instance, to account for the atomic character of
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electricity the held equations need only lead to the following conclusion: The region 
of three-dimensional space at whose boundary electrical density vanishes every
where always contains a total electrical charge whose size is represented by a whole 
number. In the continuum theory, atomic characteristics would be satisfactorily 
expressed by integral laws without localization of the entities which constitute the 
atomic structure." In referring to the total electric charge whose size is represented 
by a whole number, he points of course to the result of R. A. Millikan's work.

17 Einstein, in I.O., op. cit. (n. z), p. 171.
18 Einstein, "Physik und Realitat" ["Physics and reality," in Einstein, I.O., op. cit. 

(n. z),p. 318.]
2.9 Indeed, Joseph Needham may well be right that the development of the concept of 

a unified natural science depended on the preparation of the ground through mono
theism, so that one can understand more easily the reason that modern science rose 
in seventeenth-century Europe rather than, say, in China.

30 The case is quite general. Thus, Kepler's world was constructed of three overlap
ping thematic structures, two ancient and one new: the universe as theological 
order, the universe as mathematical harmony, and the universe as physical machine. 
Newton's scientific world picture clearly retained animistic and theological ele
ments. Lorentz's predominantly electromagnetic world view was really a mixture 
of Newtonian mechanics, as applied to point masses, determining the motion of 
electrons, and Maxwell's continuous-field physics. Ernest Rutherford, writing to 
his new protege, Niels Bohr, on March 10,1913, gently scolds him: "Your ideas as 
to the mode of origin of spectra in hydrogen are very ingenious and seem to work 
out well: but the mixture of Planck's ideas [quantization] with the old mechanics 
make it very difficult to form a physical idea of what is the basis of it." In fact, of 
course, Bohr's progress toward the new quantum mechanics via the correspondence 
principle was a conscious attempt to find his way stepwise from the classical basis.

31 Einstein, "On the theory of relativity," in 1 .0 ., op. cit. (n. 2), p. 246.

CViapfgr 2. TtTuMtH is ?M0&/ /o r  consirncItMg % screnlt/tc l/i^ory

1 Albert Einstein, "Ernst Mach," Phys/TadscEe XedscErt/i, 27, (1916): 101-4.
2 Albert Einstein, "Reply to criticisms," in Alherl Einstein. PEffosopEer-scfenhst, 

Paul A. Schilpp, ed. (Evanston, IL: The Library of Living Philosophers, 1949), 
pp. 683-4. This book includes (pp. 3-94) Einstein's "Autobiographical notes"; 
a number of essays on Einstein's work by scientists and philosophers; and (pp. 
663-88) a set of supplementary comments by Einstein.

3 Albert Einstein, Ideas and op/tnoiM, new translations and revisions by Sonja Barg- 
mann (New York: Crown, 1954, and, with somewhat different pagination, New 
York: Del), 1934). These essays are based on Mem WeitEild, a collection of Ein
stein's essays, edited by Car) Seelig, and other sources.

Ideas and opinions will hereafter be referred to as 1 .0 . in the text. Among the 
essays cited are the following (all in the Crown edition):

"Remarks on Bertrand Russell's Theory of Knowledge," 1944 (pp. 18-24) 
"A mathematician's mind," 1943 (Letter to J. S. Hadamard) (pp. 23-6) 
"Principles of theoretical physics," 1914 (pp. 220-23)



"Principles of research," 1918 (better: "Motive of research") (pp. 114-7) 
"What is the theory of relativity?," 1919 (pp. 117-31)
"Geometry and experience," 1911 (pp. 131-46)
"On the method of theoretica) physics," 1933 (Herbert Spencer Lecture) (pp.

170-6)
"The probtem of space, ether, and the field in physics," 1930-1934 (pp.

176-83)
"Physics and reafity," 1936 (pp. 190-313)
"The fundaments of theoretica) physics," 1940 (pp. 313-33)
"On the generatized theory of gravitation," 1930 (pp. 341-36)

4 Einstein wrote the essay in 1949 as the opening artide for the book A/Eert Einstein; 
PEf/osopEer-scfenhst, op. cit. (n. 1).! have analyzed the early portion of the "Auto
biographical notes" in G. Holton, "What, precisely, is 'thinking'? Einstein's an
swer," Einstein; A centenary fo/nme, in A. P. French, ed. (London: Heinemann. 
Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1979).

3 Throughout this paper, parentheses within quotations are given as they appear in 
the original, and square brackets identify editorial additions or explanations.

6 Einstein, "Autobiographical notes," in A/Eert Einstein; PE<fosopEer-s<r;ent;st, op. 
cit. (n. 1), pp. 11-11, and often elsewhere.

7 f.O., pp. 307, 309; cf. letter to Besso, August 18,1918, quoted in Gerald Holton, 
TEemntlc origins o/scienti/ic tEongEt; Kep/er to Einstein (Cambridge, MA: Har
vard University Press, 1973), p. 119.

8 Ibid., pp. 134, 186.
9 Einstein, "Autobiographical notes," in AfEert Einstein; PEiiosopEer-scientist, op. 

cit. (n. 1), p. 11.
10 Quoted in Holton, op. cit. (n. 7), p. 377.
11 Einstein, "Autobiographical notes," in A/Eert Einstein; PEi/osopEer-scientist, op. 

cit. (n. 1), p. 13.
11 Ibid., p. 674.
13 Ibid., pp. 13, 7.
14 However, Mach, with W. Ostwald, is scolded by Einstein (ibid., p. 49) for his 

"positivistic philosophical attitude" which misled them into opposing atomic 
theory. They were victims of "philosophical prejudice," chiefly "the faith that facts 
by themselves can and should yield scientific knowledge without free conceptual 
construction."

13 Einstein, "Ernst Mach," op. cit. (n. 1), pp. 101-4.
16 Einstein, "Autobiographical notes," in A/Eert Einstein; PEi/osopEer-scientist, op. 

cit. (n. 1), p. 13.
17 lbid.,pp. 9, 11.
18 For a discussion of the concept of "suspension of disbelief," see Gerald Holton, 

TEe seienti/le imagination; Case studies (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
1978), pp. 71-1. Even the "dean" of logical positivists of his day, Hans Reichen- 
bach, might have agreed, for he said "The physicist who is looking for new dis
coveries must not be too critical; in the initial stages he is dependent on guessing, 
and he will find his way only if he is carried along by a certain faith which serves as 
a directive for his guesses," etc. Hans Reichenbach, "The philosophical significance

309
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of the theory of retativity," in A/Bert Einstein; PBi/osopBer-scientist, op. cit. (n. z), 
p. Z9Z. But he went on to deny that such mechanisms can or should be of interest 
to "the philosopher of science."

r$ Stnd. Hist. PM. Sci. & (1977): 49-60. See also P. Mittlestaedt, "Conventionalism 
in special relativity," FoMnddhofts o/pBysics, 7 (1977): 373-83.

zo W. Heisenberg, PBysics and Beyond (New York: Harper and Row, 1971), p. 63.
z i Einstein, "Autobiographical notes," in AiBert Einstein; PP<(osopPer-sc<ent;st, op. 

cit. (n. z), p. zz.
zz Ibid., pp. zo, zz, z i. Wherever possible I have checked the published English- 

language translation of material Einstein published first in German, and where 
necessary have corrected the translation, as in this case.

Z3 Ibid.,p. Z3.
Z4 Ibid.,pp. z i-3 .
z$ lbid.,pp. Z3-3.
z6 The commonly agreed-upon structure of writing scientific papers for publication, 

which makes it seem that the gathering of data and induction from them formed 
the beginning of scientific work, has prompted P. B. Medawar to call the scientific 
paper a "fraud" and a "travesty of the nature of scientific thought." P. B. Medawar, 
"Is the scientific paper a fraud?," TBe listener (1963): 377-8.

Z7 A. Einstein, "Considerations concerning the fundamentals of theoretical physics," 
Science, 91 (1940): 487, as translated from the original essay, "Das Fundament der 
Physik" (1940), p. 106 of the revised collection of Einstein's essays, Ans meinen 
spaten /aBren (Stuttgart: Deutsche Verlags-Anstalt, 1979). The latter gives the 
original German-language text of this and other essays that had previously been 
available only in an English translation. It should also be noted here that the earlier 
(German) edition of this book is to be used with great caution, since it contained 
German-language retranslations from the English-language publications.

z8 A. Einstein, "Induktion und Deduktion in der Physik," Ber/iner TageB/att, Decem
ber z$, 1919.

Z9 Einstein, "Reply to criticisms," in AiBert Einstein: PBi/osopBer-scientist, op. cit. 
(n. z),pp. 673-4.

30 Forexample, refer to Holton, TBematic origins, op. cit. (n. 7); Holton, TBe scien
tific imagination, op. cit. (n. 18); and Chapter 1 of this book.

31 M. Planck, "Prinzip der Relativitat," discussion at German Physical Society, 
March Z3, 1906.

3z Einstein, "Autobiographical notes," in AiBert Einstein. PB<7 osopBer-sc;ent;st, op. 
cit. (n. z), p. 7.

CEapfgr 3. Ernstem s ^gtgttit/tg program: tEg /ormafttzg years

1 See, for example, the collection Mein WdtBiid, edited by C. Seelig (Frankfurt: Ver- 
lag Ullstein, 1977) and A. Einstein, A ns meinen spaten /aBren (Stuttgart: Deutsche 
Verlags-Anstalt, 1979).

z I shall refer to the first nine papers of Einstein:
a) "Folgerungen aus den Kapillaritatserscheinungen," Annafen derPBysiB, ser. 4,4 
(1901): 313-Z3.
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b) "Uber die thermodynamische Theorie der Potentialdifferenz zwischen Metallen 
und vollstandig dissoziierten Losungen ihrer Salze, und eine eiektrische Methode 
zur Erforschung der Molekularkrafte," Annj/en der PEysiE, ser. 4, 8 (1901): 798- 
814.
c) "Kinetische Theorie des Warmegleichgewichtes und des zweiten Hauptsatzes 
der Thermodynamik," Ann^/en der PEys<E, ser. 4, 9 (1901): 417-33.
d) "Eine Theorie der Grundlagen der Thermodynamik," Annc/en der PEys;E, ser. 
4, 11 (1903): 170-87.
e) "Zur atlgemeinen molekularen Theorie der Warme," Ann^/en der PEysiE, ser. 4, 

14 (1904): 3 5 4 - 6 z.
f) "Eine neue Bestimmung der Molekiildimensionen," (Bern: Wyss, 1903), 2.1 pp.
g) "Uber einen die Erzeugung und Verwandlung des Lichtes betreffenden heuris- 
tischen Gesichtspunkt," Ann^t/en der PEys:E, ser. 4, J7 (1903): 131-48.
h) "Die von der molekularkinetischen Theorie der Warme geforderte Bewegung 
von in ruhenden Flussigkeiten suspendierten Teilchen," Annu/en derPbys<E, ser. 4, 

17 (1903): 5 4 9 - 6 o.
i) "Zur Etektrodynamik bewegter Korper," Annn/en der PEysiE, ser. 4,17 (1903): 
891-911.

3 Quoted by M. Besso in A/Eert Einstein, MicEe/e Besso, correspondenee 1903- 
J933, edited by Pierre Speziali (Paris: Hermann, 1971), p. 330.

4 Not to speak of twenty-two newty discovered abstract reviews of books and papers 
that Einstein pubhshed on these subjects in the BeiB/dtfer of the Anng/en der PEysiE 
between 1903 and 1907. See M. J. Klein and A. Needell, "Some unnoticed publi- 
cations by Einstein," LS/.S 68 (1977): 601-4.

3 Quoted in Car! Seelig, A/Eert Einstein, eine doEnmentariscEe B<ograpE;e (Zurich: 
Europa Verlag, 1934), pp. 61-1.

6 A. Einstein, "Autobiographica) notes," in A/Eert Einstein: PEi/osopEer-scientist, 
Pau! A. Schilpp, ed. (Evanston, IL: Library of Living Phitosophers, 1949), p. 17. 
Where necessary f have provided corrected translations of quotations from Ein
stein's original German essays.

7 Einstein, Besso, correspondenee, op. cit.(n. 3), pp. 3-4.
8 fbid.
9 Seelig, op. cit. (n. 1), p. 74.

10 A. Einstein, "Eine neue elektrostatische Methode zur Messung kleiner Elektrizitats- 
mengen," PEysiEa/iscEeZeitscEri/t, 9 (1908): 116-17. He had laid the theoretical 
base for the method in Annn/en der PEysiE, 11 (1907): 369-71.

11 The sixth paper, using the sequence given in Margaret Shields' bibliography in 
A/Eert Einstein: PEdosopEer-scientist, op. cit. (n. 6). With a brief NacEtrag, this 
paper was published in Anna/en der PEysiE, 19 (1906): 189-306.

i i  In A/Eert Einstein: PEi/osopEer-scientist, op. cit. (n. 6), p. 47. Even in the Anna/en 
der PEysiE, in which Einstein published all his early papers, there had been an 
article by F. M. Exner in 1900 that showed that microscopic particles move with 
greater average speed at higher temperature.

13 Einstein, Besso, correspondence, op. cit. (n. 3), p. 14.
14 A similar attitude underlies Einstein's address at the Salzburg meeting in 1909. See 

"Uber die Entwicklung unserer Anschauungen uber das Wesen und der Konstitu- 
tion der Strahlung," PEysiEa/iscEe ZeitscEri/t, 10 (1909): 817-16.
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i$ In A/Bert Einstein; P^I/o^op^er-^c/euM, op. cit. (n. 6), p. 47.
16 It was, however, perhaps just for that reason, bound to seem "very revolutionary," 

as Einstein put it in his high-spirited ietter to Conrad Habicht in the spring of 
1905; see Seelig, op. cit. (n. 5), pp. 88-9.

17 Quoted in M. Klein, "Einstein, specific heats and the early quantum theory," Sci
ence, 148 (1963): 177.

18 "Uber die vom Retativitatsprinzip geforderte Tragheit der Energie," Anna/en der 
PBysiE, 24 (1907): 371-2.

19 "Zur Theorie der Brownschen Bewegung," Anna/en der i'Eystk, 19 (1906): 372.
20 E.g., in "Entwurf einer veratlgemeinerten Retativitatstheorie und einer Theorie der 

Gravitation. 1 . Physikalischer Teil," ZeitscEri/t /iir MatEematiE und PEysiE, 62 
(1913): 223, and similarly in Anna/en der PEysiE, 38 (1912): 1039. In his first 
review article, written in good part for didactic purposes in 1907 (see n. 30), he 
presented his work on relativity as "the unification of the Lorentzian theory and the 
relativity principle" (italics supplied). His reference at the Salzburg 1909 meeting 
was simitar (see op. cit. in n. 14). In the tides of his papers untit 1911, Einstein used 
the term "Retativitatsprinzip" rather than "Retativitatstheorie."

IncidentaHy, in the tides of Einstein's first papers on genera) retativity he re
peatedly used "verattgemeinerte Retativitatstheorie," rather than the tater phrase 
"attgemeine Retativitatstheorie." In his correspondence, Einstein continued to use 
the eartier phrase; cf. his tetter to M. von Laue, January 17, 1932 (in the Einstein 
Archive at Hebrew University in Jerusatem).

21 He used the term informatty, e.g., in correspondence with Besso [Einstein, Besso, 
correspondence, op. cit. (n. 3), p. 326]. He showed his wittingness to adhere to the 
basic invariant space-time etement ds even when it became dear that it threw in 
doubt the "physicat meaning (measurabitity-in-principte)" of the individuat coor
dinates; see "Entwurf" op. cit. (n. 20), p. 230, and Anna/en der PEysiE, 33 (1911): 
930 ff. And he confessed that, att things considered, the term woutd have been 
preferabte; in a tetter of September 30, 1921, to E. Zschimmer of Jena in the 
Archive at Hebrew University, Jerusatem, he writes: "Now to the name retativity 
theory, I admit that it is unfortunate, and has given occasion to phitosophica) mis
understandings. The name 'Invarianz-Theorie' woutd describe the research metEod 
of the theory but unfortunatety not its materia] content (constancy of tight-vetocity, 
essentia) equivatence of inertia and gravity). Neverthetess, the description you pro
posed woutd perhaps be better; but I betieve it woutd cause confusion to change the 
generatty accepted name after att this time."

J. L. Synge expressed himsetf simitarty: "Much as I distike the name [retativity 
theory] (I woutd much prefer to fottow Minkowski, but it is now too tate)." [In 
A/Bert Einstein's theory o/genera/ re/atitnty, G. E. Tauber, ed. (New York: Crown, 
1 9 7 9 )' P- I 9 9 -] Synge attudes to H. Minkowski's remark in his 1908 tatk "Space 
and Time": "that the word 'retativity-postutate' for the requirement of an invari
ance . . . seems to me very feebte [seBr matt]." Others wrote in the same vein; 
e.g. Arnotd Sommerfetd, "Phitosophie und Physik" [1948], in A. Sommerfetd, 
Gesamme/teSeErf/ten, Vot. 4 (Braunschweig: Vieweg, 1968), pp. 640-1.

22 I have discussed this method in detait, based on Einstein's writings, in Chapter 2 
"Einstein's mode) for constructing a scientific theory." Needtess to say, Einstein's 
pubtished papers in their architecturat detaits do not necessarity correspond point



for point with the sequence of his actuat thought processes in arriving at his con- 
ciusions.

13 As his work proceeded, Einstein became more aware of this feature of his method, 
and more daring still. See, for example, his "Autobiographical notes": "! have 
learned something else from the theory of gravitation. No ever so inclusive collec
tion of empirical facts can ever lead to the setting up of complicated equations. A 
theory can be tested by experience, but there is no way from the experience to the 
setting up of a theory...  . Once one has those sufficiently strong formal conditions, 
one requires only tittle knowledge of facts for the setting up of a theory." [Albert 
Einstein; PEi/osopEer-seieniisi, op. cit. (n. 6), p. 89.]

Of course, this does not mean that Einstein had no interest in experimental facts 
as such; indeed he respected greatly some of the "artists" in the field of experi
mental physics or astrophysics, and often enjoyed puzzling over new experimental 
results or apparatus. Moreover, he insisted that the ultimate goal of theory con
struction must be the detailed and complete coordination of theory and experience 
-  e.g., in the remark, "A theoretical system can claim completeness only when the 
relations of concepts and experienced facts are laid down firmly and unequivocally. 
. . .  If one neglects this point of view, one can only attain unrealistic systems." 
[Quoted in F. Herneck, forscEMMgen ttndEortschrltte, 40 (1966): 133.]

Z4 Planck was listed as special editorial consultant on the masthead of the Annnlcn. 
Einstein's relativity paper was received at the Annnlen on June 30,1903. The editor, 
Paul Drude, famous for his writings on light and ether, had just moved from Gies
sen University to Berlin. Until just two and one-half months earlier, the Annulcn 
requested that all manuscripts be sent to Drude in Giessen. One can only speculate 
what the fate of the manuscript might have been there.

2.3 Walter Kaufmann, "Uber die Konstitution des Elektrons," Annnlen JerPhysih, r9 
(1906): 487-333. Emphasis in original. A preview was given in W. Kaufmann, 
"Uber die Konstitution des Elektrons," .SlrzMngsder/chtc clcv hon<ghchcn Acadcnnc 
der WisseMscftc/feH, 43 (1903): 949-36.

26 As discussed in G. Holton, Thcmntlc origins o/scienfi/rc thought (Cambridge, 
MA: Harvard University Press, 1973), pp. 189-90, and in detail in A. 1 . Miller's 
"On the history of the special relativity theory," in Aider? Einstein, ins in/Znence on 
physics, philosophy nnd politics, P. C. Aichelburg and R. Sexl, eds. (Wiesbaden: 
Vieweg, 1979), pp. 89-108.

17 Max Planck, "Die Kaufmannschen Messungen," Physiknhsche Xehsrhr;/?, 7 
(1906): 7 5 3 - 6 i.

18 W. Wien, UherE/ektronen, znd ed. (Leipzig: B. G. Teubner, 1909), p. 31. Lorentz, 
who never fully accepted Einstein's relativity, was most generous in acknowledging 
its power and originality. But he also put his finger on a widely felt dismay with 
Einstein's method when he remarked: "Einstein simply postulates what we have 
deduced. . ." [H. A. Lorentz, The theory o/electrons (1909), p. 130].

19 PhysihnlischeZeitschri/t, 9 (1908): 761. In the preface of his first edition (i9 tr) of 
the first textbook on the relativity theory, Dns Relntiritiitsprinzip (Braunschweig: 
Vieweg, 1911), p- i. Max von Laue still could not point to incontrovertible ex
perimental evidence in favor of Einsteinian relativity, but stressed the lack of per
suasive falsifications, and the argument from congeniality -  the two favorable cri
teria of a theory that Einstein also approved of. Max von Laue wrote:

Nolaslopp. 69-71 313
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In the five and a half years since Einstein's founding of relativity theory 
this theory has gathered attention in growing measure. To be sure, this 
attention is not always equal to adherence. Many researchers, including 
some with well-known names, consider the empirical grounds not suffi
ciently firm. Worries of this kind can of course be helped only through 
further experiments; in any case this book strengthens the proof that not 
a single empirical ground exists against the theory.

More extensive is the number of those who cannot find the intellec
tual content congenial, and to whom particularly the relativity of time, 
with those consequences that sometimes really appear to be quite para
doxical, seem unacceptable.

30 A. Einstein, "Uber das Retativitatsprinzip und die aus demsetben gezogenen Fot- 
gerungen," /gbrbucb der RddiogEtiuitiit und EiebtroniE, 4, 411-61 (dated 1907, 
but appeared in 1908). I discussed this response of Einstein to Kaufmann first in 
Holton, op. cit. (n. z6),pp. 134-6; but I include here this paragraph and the next 
in response to queries about Einstein's reaction, made in the question period fol
lowing the public delivery of a briefer version of this paper.

31 Einstein continued to assign probabilities, e.g., in the last sentence of Tbe meaning 
o/re/gtifity: "Although such an assumption is logically possible, it is less probable 
than the assumption that there is a finite density of matter in the universe" [Prince
ton, NJ: Princeton University Press, (1911, 1945), p. 108].

31 A. Einstein, Les Prix Nobe/ en 1911-1911 (Stockholm, 1913), and Nobe/ Lec
tures, 1901-1911 (Amsterdam: Elsevier, 1967), pp. 481-90.

33 The point is put in a persona) way in one of Einstein's manuscripts in the Archive, 
emitted "Fundamenta! ideas and methods of retativity theory, presented in their 
devetopment," dating from about 1919 or shortty afterward. Speaking about the 
fact that prior to retativity theory the theoreticat interpretation of induction was 
quite different depending on whether the magnet or the conductor is considered in 
motion, he confessed that this produced in him, as perhaps in no one etse, a discom
fort that had to be removed: "The thought that one is deating here with two fun
dam en ta l different cases was for me unbearabte [uw  ntir unertrggbcb]. . . .  The 
phenomenon of etectromagnetic induction forced me to postutate the specia) reta
tivity principte." In this way, "a kind of objective reatity coutd be granted onty to 
the etectric and magnetic ftetd together."

34 For exampte, "Physik und Reatitat,"/ourngfo/tbe ErgnEhn institute, 111, (1936): 
317. Cf. atso "Uber die vom Retativitatsprinzip geforderte Tragheit der Energie," 
op. cit. (n. 18).

33 Albert Einstein: PbiVosopber-scienhst, op. cit. (n. 6), p. 81.
36 "Physik und Reahtat," op. cit. (n. 34), p. 317.
37 As tisted in the section "The rote of thematic presuppositions," Chapter 1 in this 

book.
38 In A/bert Einstein. Pb<7 osopber-sc<ent<st, op. cit. (n. 6), p. 13.
39 At the Jerusatem Einstein Centenniat Symposium, P. A. M. Dirac gave on March 

10, 1979, a paper on "Unification: Aims and principtes," in which he said:
It seems dear that the present quantum mechanics is not in its fma) 
form. Some further changes witt be needed, just about as drastic as the 
changes which one made in passing from Bohr's orbits to a quantum
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mechanics. Some day a new retativistic quantum mechanics wit) be 
discovered in which we don't have these infinities occurring at att. !t 
might very wet] be that the new quantum mechanics wit! have deter
minism in the way that Einstein wanted. This determinism wit) be 
introduced onty at the expense of abandoning some other preconceptions 
which physicists now hotd, and which it is not sensibte to try to get at 
now.

So, under these conditions ! think it is very tikety, or at any rate quite 
possibte, that in the tong run Einstein wit) turn out to be correct, even 
though for the time being physicists have to accept the Bohr probabitity 
interpretation -  especiatty if they have examinations in front of them.

40 "Physik und Reahtat," op. cit. (n. 34), p. 313.
41 Einstein, tetter to M. Sotovine, March 30, 1931, copy in the Einstein Archive at 

Hebrew University in Jerusatem.

Copter 4. Eorstetn 3 settrĉ  /or We/fMJ

1 A. Einstein, "Physik und Reahtat," Jonma/ o/tEefranE/in fnstitnte, zzr, (1936): 
316-317 (in transition), tn this paper, I am retying primarity on Einstein's own 
statements rather than on those of his commentators. Atso, t am providing cor
rected transitions of them wherever the otherwise avaitabte transitions make this 
necessary.

a A. Einstein, Mem We/tfn/d, Cart Seetig, ed., (Amsterdam: Querido Vertag, 1934). 
The tetters in the Einstein Archive in Jerusatem show that the pubtisher used the 
tide at the suggestion of Einstein's biographer and son-in-taw, Rudotph Kayser. 
Einstein himsetf was understandabty dispteased with the choice of the tide. He 
considered it "tastetess and misteading." This book was, after at), a cohection of 
separate essays, not the presentation of a coherent proposat that woutd deserve 
what Einstein had catted etsewhere "the proud term 'We/tfn/d'."

3 C. Geertz, TEe interpretation o/en/tMres (New York: Basic Books, 1973), p. 141.
4 For exampte, see the section, "What, precisety, is 'thinking'," in A. Einstein, 

"Autobiographicat notes," A/Eert Einstein: PEi/osopEer-scientist, P. A. Schitpp, 
ed. (Evanston, tL: Library of Living Phitosophers, 1949), p. 7, and Einstein's essay 
"The taws of ethics and the taws of science," serving as preface to Phitipp Frank, 
Re/atiyity, A richer trntE (Boston: Beacon Press, 1930), atso in Atts meinen spaten 
JaEren (Stuttgart: Deutsche Vertags-Anstatt, 1979), pp. 33-3.

3 A. Einstein, "tn memoriam Marie Curie" (1933) in Atts meinen spaten JaEren (n. 
4), p. 107 (in transition), tn a tribute in memory of Marie Curie, he expressed 
what muttitudes appeared to feet about him, too: "it is the ethicat quatities of its 
teading personatities that are perhaps of even greater significance for a generation 
and for the course of history than the purety inteHectuat accomptishments. Even 
these tatter are, to a far greater degree than is commonty credited, dependent on the 
stature of character." Severat of the essays cited in this paper may be found, usuatty 
in somewhat freer transition, in [A. Einstein], ideas and opinions (New York: 
Crown, 1934).

6 Erwin Panofsky, Meaning in ti?e yistta/ arts (New York: Doubteday, 1933), p. 14.
7 Einstein's "Autobiographicat notes," op. cit. (n. 4), p. 93.
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8 The events surrounding Einstein's arriva) are detaiied in Phitipp Frank, Efustef?!, 
sefn LeBen and seine Zed (Munich: Paul List Veriag, 1949; reissued by Friedrich 
Vieweg, 1979). Also, between April 3 and May 30, 192.1, the New YorL Times 
carried a number of detailed accounts of Einstein's visit. Passages quoted below are 
from the New YorE Times's accounts of April 3, 4, and 3.

9 Report o/ fBe Seyeufy-murB Meeting o/ tEe British Assoewtion /or tBe Adaartce- 
ment o/Science, Winnipeg, 1909 (London: John Murray, 1910), pp. 3-2.9.

10 Einstein's explicit interest in methodology asserted itself quite early, was repeated 
almost insistently, and continued to the end. He introduced the distinction between 
"mdnEtife PBysiE" and "dednEtwe PBysiE" in 1914, in his Inaugural Address in 
Berlin ("Prinzipien der theoretischen Physik," in Mein We/tBdd (n. 2.), pp. n o -  
13). The closely related formulation of "EonstwEtwe TBeorie" vs. "PrinziptBeo- 
rie" appeared in print first in his London Times essay of 1919, "What is the theory 
of relativity?" (original given in n. 2., pp. 127-31).

11 H. A. Lorentz, "Electromagnetic phenomena in a system moving with any velocity 
less than that of light," Proceedings o/ rBe Academy o/ Sciences o / Amsterdam, 
6 (1904), as reprinted (incompletely) in TBe principle o / re/atwity (New York: 
Dover, n.d.), pp. 11-34.

12 Among those examining it from the perspective of the history of science are Stephen 
Brush, Philipp Frank, Charles Gillispie, Stanley Goldberg, Werner Heisenberg,
Tetsu Hiroshige, Max Jammer, Martin Klein, Russell McCormmach, Arthur 1 . Mil
ler, Stephen Toulmin, and others.

13 W. Kaufmann, "Entwicklung des Elektronenbegriffs," VerLand/nngcn der Gese/i- 
scBa/t dcntscBer Natnr/orscLcr and Arzfe [held Sept. 1901] (Leipzig: F. C. W. 
Vogel, 1902), pp. 123-6. Two years later he concluded from his experiments that 
both /1-rays and cathode rays "consist of electrons whose mass is purely electro
magnetic in nature"; W. Kaufmann, "Uber die 'Elektromagnetische Masse' der 
Elektronen," Gdtdnger NacLncNen (1903), p. 103.

14 A. Einstein, AelBer and Re/arwdalstBeorie (Berlin: Julius Springer, 1920).
13 "Autobiographical notes" (n. 4), pp. 21-3.
16 A. Einstein, "Uber einen die Erzeugung und Verwandlung des Lichtes bctrcffcndcn 

heuristischen Gesichtspunkt," Awtc/cM der PLys;L, ser. 4, 17 (1903): 132-48. 
There, Einstein had also other reasons for objecting to current theory, e.g., that it 
led to the problem later termed by Paul Ehrenfest the "ultraviolet catastrophe."

17 A. Einstein, "Uber die vom Relativitatsprinzip geforderte Tragheit der Energie," 
Anna/fn derPBys/E, 23 (1907): 372.

18 Quoted in Carl Seelig, A/Berf Einstein, eine doEamentariscBe BiograpBie (Zurich: 
Europa Veriag, 1934), pp. 61-62.

19 "Kinetische Theorie des Warmegleichgewichtes und des zweiten Hauptsatzes der 
Thermodynamik," Anna/en der PBys<L, ser. 4, 9 (1902): 417-33.

20 Einstein, "Uber die vom Relativitatsprinzip," op. cit. (n. 17), p. 372.
21 A. Einstein, "Zur Elektrodynamik bewegter Korper," Anna/en der PBysiE, ser. 4, 

17 (1903): 891-921, given in (approximate) translation in TBe princip/e o / re/a- 
iwily (n. 11), pp. 37-63.

22 "Autobiographical notes" (n. 4), p. 33.
23 Compare A. Einstein's letter to Carl Seelig (February 19,1933, in Einstein Archive 

at Hebrew University, Jerusalem), in which he recalls his first paper on relativity in
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1903: "What was new in it was the recognition that the significance of the Lorentz 
transformations went beyond the connection with the MaxweH equations and con
cerned the nature of space and time in genera). Aiso new was the insight that the 
'Lorentz invariance' is a genera) condition for every physica) theory. This was for 
me of specia) importance because ! had recognized eartier that Maxwell's theory 
did not describe the microstructure of radiation and therefore was not generally 
va)id."

The )ast sentence refers to Einstein's paper eartier in 190s, concerning a 
quantum-physica) approach to tight (n. 16).

14 As quoted in Ernst Cassirer, Substance end ptnedon, end Einstein s theory o/ re/e- 
fifity (New York: Dover, 1953), p. 371.

23 Note that untike others such as Poincare, Einstein regarded the principle of rela- 
tivity neither as a more or )ess exact empirica) truth nor as a statement to be derived 
from a future theory. It was tru)y a postdated axiom, and moreover one that 
extended not on)y to one branch of physics but to a)).

16 )t is worth noting that in setting up )ater the principte of genera) relativity, Einstein 
apptied the same postulationa) method he had used in 1903, proceeding by the 
generahzation of the top-most principles.

Z7 Cf. T. Hiroshige, "The ether probiem, the mechanistic worid view, and the origin of 
the theory of relativity," H/stor/ca/ .Studies m tLe PLysicn/.Sciences, 7 (1976): 3-82.

2.8 A. Einstein, "Physik und Realitat," op. cit. (n. 1), pp. 316-17.
29 A. Einstein, "Considerations concerning the fundamental of theoretica) physics," 

Science, 92 (1940): 487, as transited from theorigina) essay, "Das Fundament der 
Physik" (1940), p. 106 of the recent)y revised coHection of Einstein's essays, Ans 
meinen spillen JiiEren (n. 4). The )atter gives the originat German-)anguage text of 
this and other essays that had previousty been avai)ab)e onty in an English transla
tion. It should also be noted here that the earlier (German) edition of this book is to 
be used with great caution, since it contained German-language retranslations from 
the English-language publications.

30 A. Einstein, "MotivdesForschens," in Mein We/t/n/d, (n. 2), pp. 108-9 (in trans
lation). Similar passages occur repeatedly later, e.g., in the essay of 1930, "Das 
Raum-, Aether- und Feld-Problem der Physik" (ibid., p. 144): "The theory of rela
tivity is a fine example for the fundamental character of the modern development of 
theory. For the initial hypotheses are becoming ever more abstract, remote from 
experience. In return, however, one is brought closer to the noblest aim of science 
which is to cover with a minimum of hypotheses or axioms the maximum number 
of empirica] facts through logical deduction."

31 A. Einstein, Les Prix NoLc/ ex 2922-2922 (Stockholm, 2923), and No&e/ Lec
tures, 2902-2922 (Amsterdam: Elsevier, 2967), pp. 482-90.

32 In one of his last essays, "Relativity and the problem of space" (Appendix V in the 
revised edition of A. Einstein, Re/ntiyity, iLe specid/ und tEe genera/ theory, New 
York: Crown, 2932, p. 230), Einstein comes back to this point: "It appears there
fore more natural to think of physical reality as a four-dimensional existence, in
stead of, as hitherto, the eno/ndon of a three-dimensional existence." (Emphasis in 
original.)

33 Ibid.
34 "Autobiographical notes" (n. 4), pp. 39-62.
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33 "Autobiographical notes" (n. 4), p. 81 (Emphases in original).
36 "Das Raum-, Ather- und Feld-Problem der Physik" (n. 30), p. 147.
37 "On the generalized theory of gravitation" (1930), in ideas and opinions (n. 3),p. 

331. See also "Das Fundament der Physik" (1940), in Ans nreinen spaten/a^ren 
(n. 4), pp. m - 1 3 .  "To construct a theory . . .  one must also have a point of view 
that sufficiently restricts the unlimited variety of possibilities."

38 Op. cit. (n. 14), p. 14.
39 A. Einstein, "Maxwells Einduss auf die Entwicklung der Auffassung des Physi- 

kalisch-Realen," reprinted in Mein Wdtfn/d, pp. 139-61.
40 A. Einstein, "Das Fundament der Physik" (n. 19), pp. 106-2.1.
41 Einstein to von Laue, January 17,1932., copy of letter in the Einstein Archive at 

Hebrew University, Jerusalem.
41 A. Einstein, "Reply to criticisms," in A/hert Einstein; PEi/osopEer-seientisf, op. cit. 

(n. 4),p. 667.
43 "Relativity and the problem of space" (n. 32), p. 137. (Emphasis supplied.)
44 A. Einstein, "Physik und Realitat," in A as tneinen spaten JaEren (n. 4), p. 96.
43 A. Einstein, "Uber die Entwicklung unserer Anschauungen uber das Wesen und die 

Konstitution der Strahlung," PEysiEa/iseEe ZeifscEri/t, ro (1909): 817-18.
46 A. Einstein, "Zur Quantentheorie der Strahlung," MiMei/igangen der pEys;Eahs- 

cEen Gesei/scEa/t ZiiricE (1916): 47-61; also in fEys<Ea/;scEe ZeiiscEri/i, r8 
(1917): 111-8. A good discussion is given by Martin J. Klein, "Einstein and the 
wave-particle duality," TEe Natural PEdosopEer, 3 (1964): 1-49.

47 A. Einstein, "Das Fundament der Physik" (n. 19), p. 111.
48 This has been pointed out most recently by Eugene Wigner, "The basic conflict 

between the concepts of general relativity and of quantum mechanics," address 
given at the meeting of the American Physical Society, April 13, 1979. Professor 
Wigner added "It is not unreasonable to say that the general relativists' attention 
is focussed on macroscopic objects, the quantum uncertainties of the position of 
which are negligible, whereas the quantum theorists' attention is concentrated on 
microscopic objects, atoms and particles, the gravitational interaction of which he 
can neglect when compared with the other interactions."

To this, Einstein might have responded [with a passage in "Physik und Realitat," 
in Aus meineM sp<2ten /gEren (n. 4), p. 101]: "The introduction of a spacetime 
continuum may be considered as contrary to nature, in view of the molecular struc
ture of everything which happens on a small scale. Perhaps the success of Heisen
berg's method points to a purely algebraic method of nature-description, to the 
elimination of continuous functions from physics. But then one must in principle 
give up the use of the spacetime continuum. It is not unthinkable that human inge
nuity will find someday methods which make possible proceeding along this path. 
For the time being, however, this project appears like an attempt to breathe in 
empty space."

From 1903 on, when the introduction of discontinuity, in the form of the light 
quantum, forced itself on him as a "heuristic," hence not fundamental, point of 
view, Einstein clung to the continuum as a fundamental, thematic conception. It 
appeared in what he called his Maxwellian program to fashion a unified field 
theory; and in almost passionate tones it is defended in his letters. Atomistic dis
creteness and all it entails was a problem, not a solution.
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49 P. A. M. Dirac, "Unification: Aims and principies," address given on March 21, 
1979 at the Jerusafem Einstein Centenniai Symposium, pubhshed as "The earty 
years of relativity," in A/bcrt Einstein, bistorica/ cud ctdtttra/ perspectifes, Geratd 
Hofton and Yehuda Eikana, eds. (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 
1982.), p. 85.

30 Cf. G. Hofton, Thematic origins o/scienfipc thonght; Kepier to Einstein (Cam
bridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1973), pp. 243-6.

51 Op. cit. (n. 39),p. 1S9.
52 "Autobiographicaf notes" (n. 4), p. 5.
53 "Das Fundament der Physik" (n. 29), p. 120.
54 Max Pfanck, quoted in Ernest Lecher, Physika/ische We/tbi/der (Leipzig: Theodore 

Thomas Verfag, 1912), p. 84.
55 Op. cit. (n. 18), p. 89.
36 A. Einstein, Uber die spezief/e end die a/igemeine Re/atifitatstbeorie (Braunsch

weig: Friedr. Vieweg, 1917), p. 32.
57 "Physik und Reafitat," in Ans nteinen speten /abren (n. 4), pp. 67-9.

58 Op. cit. (n. 39),p. is9-
59 Major scientists have often found themsefves besieged with requests to confess to 

being scientific "revofutionaries," but most of them have disefaimed the tabef. Even 
Heisenberg, who came perhaps cfoser than any other twentieth-century scientist to 
deserve the tabef -  and who certainty was at feast a true scientific radica) (see Chap
ter 8) -  persistentfy and efoquentfy opposed the facife notion of science as a succes
sion of revofutionary acts. See for exampfe the record of the fengthy "Discussion 
with Professor Heisenberg," pp. 556-73, in Owen Gingerich, ed., The natare 
o/Tcienti/icdiscofery (Washington, DC: Smithsonian Distribution Press, 1973). 
Heisenberg was there surrounded by peopfe who were practicaffy begging him to 
accept the accofade, or at feast to agree with a popufar opinion regarding the scien
tific growth through revofutions. He steadfastfy refused to do so, and afso expficitfy 
opposed this attitude.

60 New York Times, Aprif 4, 1921.
61 fbid., Aprif 16, 1921.
62 A. Einstein, "Uber Refativitatstheorie," in Mein We/tbi/d (n. 2), p. 131; simifarfy 

in his essay for the London Times of November 28, 1919, "Was ist Refativitats
theorie?" (ibid., p. 131).

63 A. Einstein, Uber die spezie/ie, op. cit. (n. 36), p. 52.
64 H. A. Lorentz, The Einstein theory o/ re/atinity (New York: Brentano's, 1920), 

pp. 23-4. Einstein himseff did not hesitate to introduce the term beaaty o/ 4 
theory into his scientific papers; e.g., Sitzangsbericbte der preMssiscben Akademie 
der Wissenscba/ten, (1919): 349-56.

C h ap te r y. T tnsfetn a n d  the  t a p i n g  o /o t t r  ttnag inaP on

1 Danief N. Lapedes, ed., McGraw-Hid dictionary o/scienti/tc and tecbnica/ terms, 
2d ed. (New York: McGraw-Hiff, 1978), pp. 312-13. As another measure in the 
continuing, afbeit sometimes onty rituafistic, reference made in the ongoing re
search fiterature to Einstein's pubfications, Eugene Garfiefd has found that during 
the period 1961-73 the serious scientific journafs in toto carried no fess than 40 
miffion citations to previousfy pubfished artiefes. Of these, 58 cited artiefes stand
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out by virtue of having been published before 1930 andcited over 100 times each; 
and among these 38 enduring classics, ranging from astronomy and physics to bio
medicine and psychology, 4 are Einstein's. See E. Garfield, CMrreHt Contents, i t  
(1976): 3-9.

z Quoted from J. J. Thomson, Rejections and recollections (London: G. Bell and 
Sons, Ltd., 1936), p. 431 [italics in original]. See also Philipp Frank, Einstein; His 
li/e and times (New York: Knopf, 1947), p. 190. Frank's book is one of the good 
sources for documentation on the reception and rejection of Einstein's theories by 
various religions and philosophic and political systems, ranging from Cardinal 
O'Connell's assessment that "those theories [Einstein's as well as Darwin's] became 
outmoded because they were mainly materialistic and therefore unable to stand the 
test of time" (p. 261), to the attempt of a Nazi scientist to overcome his aversion 
sufficiently to "recommend Einstein's theory of relativity to National Socialists" as 
a weapon in the fight against "materialistic philosophy" (p. 331).

3 These articles, and excerpts from some other publications dealing with the in
fluence of Einstein's work, have been gathered in L. Pearce Williams, ed., Relativity 
tBeory; Its ongms and impact on modern tEougEt (New York: Wiley, 1968). It is 
a useful compendium, and 1 am indebted to it for a number of illustrations to be 
referred to below.

4 John Passmore, A Eundred years o/pEilosopEy, rev. ed. (New York: Basic Books, 
1966), p. 332..

3 As reported by Paul M. LaPorte, "Cubism and relativity, with a letter of Albert 
Einstein," Art Journal, 23, no. 3 (1966): 246.

6 Ibid. See also C. H. Waddington, Behind appearances; A study o/ tEe relations 
Between painting and tEe natural sciences in tins century (Edinburgh: Edinburgh 
University Press, 1969; Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1970), pp. 9-39. At the 
Jerusalem Einstein Symposium, (1979), Professor Meyer Schapiro presented an 
extensive and devastating critique of the frequently proposed relation between 
modern physics and modern art.

7 Contact, 4 (1923): 3. 1 am indebted to Carol Donley's draft paper, "Einstein, too, 
demands the muse" for this lead and others in the following paragraphs.

8 Selected essays o/ William Carlos Williams (New York: Random House, 1934), p. 
283.

9 Ibid., p. 340.
10 J. P. Sartre, "Francois Mauriac and freedom," in Literary and pBiiosopBica! essays 

(New York: Criterion Books, 1933), p. 23.
n  Lawrence Durrell, BaltEazar (New York: E. P. Dutton, 1938), Author's Note, p. 9.
12 Ibid., p.142.
13 For a good review of details, to which I am indebted, see Alfred M. Bork, "Durrell 

and relativity," Centennial Review, 7 (1963): 191-203.
14 L. Durrell, A Bey to modern BritisB poetry (Norman: University of Oklahoma 

Press, 1932), p. 48.
13 Ibid., pp. 23, 26, 29.
16 AH quotations are from William Faulkner, TBe sound and tBe /dry (London: 

Chatto and Windus, 1961), pp. 81-177. I thank Dr. J. M. Johnson for a draft 
copy of her interesting essay, "Albert Einstein and William Faulkner," and have 
profited from some passages even while differing with others.
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17 The chapter is shot through with references to tight, tight rays, even to travet "down 
the tong and tonety tight rays."

18 In Les Pr/x Nohe/ en 2930, Stockhotm, Imprimierie Royate, 1931, p. 71.
19 Jean Piaget, The child's conception o / dme (New York: Battantine, 1971), p. vii.
10 Jean Piaget, Genetic ep/ste?wo/ogy (New York: Cotumbia University Press, 1970),

p. 69; see atso p. 7.
2.1 Jean Piaget, Psychology and epistemo/ogy (New York: Grossman, 1971), p. 82; 

see atso pp. 10, 110. A simitar statement is to be found in Piaget's Six psychologic#/ 
studies (New York: Vintage Books, 1968), p. 85.

22 For exampte, Jean Piaget, with Barbet Inhetder, The chi/d's conception o / sp#ce 
(New York: W. W. Norton, 1967), pp. 232-3; The chi/d's conception o/ time 
(London: Routtedge and Kegan Paut, 1969), pp. 303-6; Biology #nd hnoto/edge 
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1971), pp. 308, 337, 341-2. I wish to 
express my thanks to Dr. Katherine Sopka for hetp in tracing these references.

23 Werner Heisenberg, "The representation of nature in contemporary physics," Due- 
d#Ius (Summer 1938): 103-3.

24 Lionet Tritting, Mind in the modern too rid.- The 2972 Jet/erson Lecture in the 
E!um#u!t!es (New York: Viking Press, 1972), pp. 13-14.

23 Atbert Einstein, Uher diespezlet/e unddie u/igememe Re/#t:o<t#tstheorte, gemeln- 
oerstund/ich (Braunschweig: Vieweg, 1917). It was often transited and to this day 
is perhaps his most widety known work.

26 Atbert Einstein and Leopotd Infetd, The euo/utlon o/physics (New York, Simon 
and Schuster, 1938).

27 Atbert Einstein, On the method oj theoretic#/ physics (Oxford, Ctarendon Press, 
1933); see atso Chapter 1.

28 Atbert Einstein, "Physics and reatity," /ourn#/ o/̂  the fr#n/t/!n Institute, 222 
(1936): 349-82.

29 First pubtished in Engtish in 1933, in his The modern theme (New York, W. W. 
Norton).

30 Ibid., pp. 133-6.

Copier 6. Physics ttt Awertca, etwd PiMsteiH s decistott to irutMigrute

1 See, for example, Phitipp Frank, Einstein, his /i/e #nd times (New York, 1947), 
and Atan Beyerchen, Scientists under Hit/er; Politics #nd the physics community in 
the Third Reich (New Haven, 1977).

2 Letter of Sept. 9, 1920, quoted in Siegfried Grundmann, "Die Austandsreisen 
Atbert Einsteins," NTM, Schri/tenreihe /ur Geschichte der N#turudssensch#/ten, 
7 echnih und Medizin 2, no. 6 (19631:4.

3 Letter of Einstein to the German Embassy in Tokyo; quoted in report of the em
bassy to its Ministry of Exterior, Bertin, Jan. 3,1923; quoted in Grundmann, "Die 
Austandsreisen Einsteins" (n. 2), p. 9.

4 Chartes Weiner, "A new site for the seminar: The refugees and American physics in 
the 1930s," in Donatd H. Fteming and Bernard Baityn, eds., The Intel/ectu#/ mlgr#- 
tlon; Europe undAmerlc#, 2930-2960 (Cambridge, MA, 2969), pp. 190-1.
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3 Daniel J. Kevles, The physwists; The history o/ a sc<ent;/ic community in modern 
America (New York, 1978), p. i n .

6 For example, the scholars listed in nn. 1,4, and 3 above; and also Armin Hermann, 
The new physics; The route into tire atomic age (Munich, 1979), chap. 11, "The 
mass migration from under"; Laura Fermi, Illustrious immigrants, id  ed. (Chi
cago, 1971); J- H. Van Vteck, "American physics comes of age," Physics Today, 17 
(June 1964): 11-6; Katherine Sopka, Quantum physics in America, 7920-1933 
(New York, 1981); Staniey Coben, "Scientific establishment and the transmission 
of quantum mechanics to the United States, 1919-1931," American Historical 
Review, 76 (1971): 441-66; Staniey Coben, "Foundation officials and feHow- 
ships: Innovation in the patronage of science," Minerva 74 (Summer 7976): 113- 
40; Spencer R. Weart, "The physics business in America, 1919-1940: A statistical 
reconnaissance," in Nathan Reingotd, ed., The sciences in tire United States; A 
bicentennial perspective (Princeton, 7979). In Kevles's book, see particularly chap
ters 14-16 and his bibliographical essay on Resources, pp. 430-7, for further pri
mary sources. See also Pau) K. Hoch, "The reception of central European refugee 
physicists of the 1930s: USSR, U.K., U.S.A.," Annals o^ Science, 40 (1983): 117- 
46; and Roger H. Stuewer, "Nuclear physicists in a new world: The emigres of the 
1930s to America," Berichteznr Wissenscba/tsgescbicbte, 7 (1984): 13-40.

7 J. Robert Oppenheimer, in a filmed interview conducted Nov. 1,1966, by Charles 
Weiner for Harvard Project Physics; transcript at American Institute of Physics, 
Center for the History of Physics, New York; see n. 4, p. 191.

8 "May I say that the invitation [to give the lecture] makes me feel that the links 
between this University and myself are becoming professionally stronger?" Trans, 
from Albert Einstein manuscript; cf. Mem Welthild (Frankfurt am Main, 1977), 
pp. 173-79.

9 Luce Langevin, "Paul Langevin et Albert Einstein d'apr& une Correspondance et 
des Documents inedits," La fensee, No. 767 (Feb. 7971): 19.

70 Stanley Goldberg, "The early response to Einstein's special theory of relativity, 
7903-7977: A case study in national differences" (Ph.D. diss., Harvard University, 
7968).

77 Frank, Einstein, op cit. (n. 7), p. 786.
71 Albert Einstein, "My first impressions of the U.S.A.," in Ideas and opinions (New 

York, 7934), pp. 76-79.
73 Frank, Einstein, op. cit. (n. t), p. 778.
74 Fritz Stern, "Einstein's Germany," in Gerald Holton and Yehuda Elkana, eds., 

Albert Einstein. Historical and cultural perspectives (Princeton, 7981).
73 Sopka, Quantum physics, op. cit. (n. 6), pp. 3.40-3.41.
76 See Weiner, "A new site," op. cit. (n. 4), p. 116.
77 Sopka, Quantum physics, op. cit. (n. 6), pp. A.77-A.16.
78 Ibid.,p. A.19.
79 Figures derived from the Rocke/ei/er Foundation directory o/Ye!/otvsbip awards, 

7977-7930 (New York, 7937); Myron Rand, "The national research council fel
lowships," The Scienti/ic Monthly, 38, no. 1 (Aug. 7917); and NRC check list o/ 
grants-in-aid/orMay 7929-Decemher 7937. 1 thank Charles Weiner for making 
many of these data available to me.
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10 Werner Heisenberg, Physics uud heyoud (New York, 1971), chap. 8, p. 94.
2.1 R. A. Millikan, The jutohiogruphy o/Robert A. Milhhuu (New York, 1950), pp.

2.15. 2.17-
22 Ibid., p. 221.
23 Ibid., p. 239.
24 See Gerald Holton, Themufic origins o / scleutipc thought.- Kepler to Einstein 

(Cambridge, MA, 1973), p. 320.
23 Letter of Oct. 23, 1931, from the Dean of Christ Church, announcing Einstein's 

election to a "Research Studentship" in the College. Einstein Archive at Hebrew 
University, Jerusalem. I thank Professor John Stachel for having drawn my atten
tion to the letter.

26 Reprinted as Document 160 in C. Kirsten and H.-J. Treder, eds., Albert Einstein 
in Berlin 1923-2933 [Berlin, 2979], 1:239-40.

27 Travel Diary no. 3, Dec. 1931-Feb. 1932. In Einstein Archive, Jerusalem.
28 R. A. Millikan, "The new opportunities in science," Science, 30 (1929): 297, 

quoted in Kevles, The physicists, op. cit. (n. 3), p. 269.
29 Victor Weisskopf, quoted in Fleming and Bailyn, The mtellectuul migration, op. 

cit. (n. 4), p. 222. It is also significant that Einstein's own scientific publications, 
from 2933 on, refer more frequently than before to work going on in America and 
to articles published in American scientific journals.

30 Ironically, Einstein was barred (without his knowledge) at the highest level from 
participating in sensitive U.S. war research -  again for fear of his internationalist 
tendencies. See Bernard T. Feld, "Einstein and the politics of nuclear weapons," in 
Holton and Elkana, Albert Einstein, op. cit. (n. 24).

Chapter 7. ".Success saMcfi/tes the tMectns Heisenberg, OppenbeifTter, 
ttttJ the IrttMsfhoH to ntoJern physics

2 Max Jammer, The conceptual development o / quantum mechanics (New York: 
McGraw-Hill, 2966), p. 229.

2 For example, in the Archives o/ the sources /or the history o/ quantum physics, 
twelve sessions, November 30, 2962-July 22, 2963.

3 Archives, op. cit. (n. 2), pp. 3-6.
4 Heisenberg's paper, "Zur Quantentheorie der Linienstruktur und der anomalen 

Zeemaneffektc," appeared in Zeitschn/t /urPhyslE, 8 (2922): 273-97. For further 
details, including a good discussion of Heisenberg's "unique style" and the reaction 
to it, see David C. Cassidy, "Heisenberg's first paper," Physics "today, 32 (2978): 
23-8, and David C. Cassidy, "Heisenberg's first core model of the atom: The for
mation of a professional style," Historical Studies in the Physical Sciences, to  
(2979): 287-224. As Cassidy points out, half-integral quantum numbers had been 
used by A. Lande and others, but other of Heisenberg's conscious deviations from 
accepted principles such as half-integral momenta and a magnetic core had not. 
"Not only had Heisenberg introduced real non-integral momenta, but he had also 
violated [mostly without explicitly drawing attention to it] the Sommerfeld quan
tum conditions, the angular-momentum selection rules, space quantization, classi-
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ca] radiation theory, the Larmor precession theorem, and the semi-dassica) crite
rion of perceptual clarity (ArtscBdMBcBBcft) in mode) interpretation" (ibid., pp. 
190-1).

Among other usefu) artides touching on these points, see Paul Forman, "The 
doublet riddle and atomic physics circa 192.4," /sis, 59 (1968): 156-74; Edward 
MacKinnon, "Heisenberg, models, and the rise of matrix mechanics," Historic?/ 
StMt/ies in ;Be PBysictd .Sciences, 8 (1977): 137-88; Daniel Serwer, "Unnrec/tani- 
scBer Ztccng. Pauli, Heisenberg, and the rejection of the mechanical atom, 192.3- 
1925," Hisiorica/ SfMt/ies in tBc PBysica/ Sciences, 8 (1977): 189-256; David 
Bohm, "Heisenberg's contribution to physics," in W. C. Price and S. S. Chissick, 
eds., TBe nncertainty princip/e and /onndaiions of ^nantam mechanics (New 
York: Wiley, 1977), pp. 559-63 (on Heisenberg's "radically new mathematical 
and physical account of the facts as a whole"); and A. Hermann, K. V. Meyenn, 
and V. F. Weisskopf, eds., Wo/fg<iHg Paa/i; Wissensc/?a/f/ic/?erBrie/n'ecZ'se/ nrii 
BoBr, Einstein, HeisenBerg, a.a., vol. f, 1919-29 (New York: Springer-Verlag, 

1 9 7 9 )-
3 W. Heisenberg, PBysics and Beyond (New York: Harper & Row, 1971), ch. 1; see 

also ch. 20.
6 W. Heisenberg, Tradition in science (New York: Seabury Press, 1978), p. 40; a col

lection of the essays of the late period. See also his articles, "Development of con
cepts in the history of quantum theory," AmericanJoMrfM/ of PBysics, 43 (1975): 
389-94, and "The nature of elementary particles," PBysics Today, 29 (1976):

3 2 .-9 -

7 "Discussion with Professor Heisenberg," in O. Gingerich, ed., /Be natare ofscien
tific discoaery (Washington, D.C.: Smithsonian Institution Press, 1975), 556-73, 
esp. pp. 560 and 363.

8 W. Heisenberg, "Uber quantentheoretische Umdeutung kinematischer und mecha- 
nischer Bcziehungen," ZeitscBrift far PBystB, 33 (1925): 879-93.

9 W. Heisenberg, "Quantenmechanik," DieNcfMrtoissenscBdfteM, 24 (1926): 989- 

9 4 -
10 W. Heisenberg, "Uber den anschaulichen Inhalt der quantentheoretischen Kinema- 

tik und Mechanik," ZeitscBrift /arPBysiB, 43 (1927): 172-98.
11 See A. 1 . Miller, "Vizualization lost and regained: The genesis of the quantum 

theory in the period 1913-1927," in Judith Wechsler, ed., On aestBetics in science 
(Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1978), pp. 73-102. Also, A. 1 . Miller, "Redefining 
Anschaulichkeit," in PBysics as natara/ pBi/osopBy: essays in Bonor of Edsz/o Tisza 
on Bis Seyenty-fiftB BirtBday, Abner Shimony and Herman Feshbach, eds., (Cam
bridge, MA: MIT Press, 1982), which carefully treats the complex of meanings 
and transitions associated with the conception of AnscBaaang and AnscBnnBcBEctt 
in German physics research in the 1920s.

12 Max Jammer, TBe pBt/osopBy of ̂ aantam mecBanics (New York: Wiley, 1974), 
p. 21. Jammer assigns Max Born a relatively secondary role in the further develop
ment: "As Max Born soon recognized, the 'sets' in terms of which Heisenberg had 
solved the problem of the anharmonic oscillator" were entities known from the 
theory of matrices. "Within a few months Heisenberg's new approach was e/<?Bo- 
ruted by Born, Jordan, and Heisenberg himself." A similar estimate is given in 
Jammer, QMtmtMm mecBcmcs, op. cit. (n. 1), p. 197.
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13 Heisenberg, "Quantenmechanik," op. cit. (n. 9).
14 See M. Born, ZeitscBri/t /tir PBysiB, 37 (1916): 863 and 38 (192.6): 803; also 

Born's tetter to Einstein, Nov. 11,192.6.
Heisenberg was upset that Born imposed the notion of probability on the quan

tum mechanics that Heisenberg thought of as a dosed theory; moreover, Born was 
using wave functions taken from Schrodinger's wave mechanics that purported to 
be based on a continuum interpretation of the atomic regime, reptete with pictures, 
i.e., Ansd?<2MMngen. Heisenberg immediately submitted a paper in which Born's 
probabilistic interpretation of the wave function is not mentioned and Schrodinger 
is roundly criticized [W. Heisenberg, "Schwankungserscheinungen und Quanten
mechanik," ZeitscBri/t /nr PBysrk, 30 (1926): 301-6]. There Heisenberg demon
strated that a probability interpretation emerges naturally from quantum mechanics 
and is properly understood in terms of essential discontinuity (quantum jumps).

Later, Heisenberg, distancing himself further from Born, went so far as to de
clare Born's statistical interpretation of the wave function to be the result of "de
veloping and elaborating an idea previously [1924] expressed by Born, Kramers, 
and Slater." Heisenberg, in M. Fierz and V. F. Weisskopf, eds., TBeoreticafphysics 
in tire ttoentietB centnry (New York: Interscience, i960), pp. 40-7. Moreover, 
Born's original probabilistic interpretation of 1926, "Zur Quantenmechanik der 
Stossvorgange," ZeitscBri/t /fir PBysiB, 37 (1926): 863-7, with all its successes, 
failed when applied to electron diffraction. Again, it was Heisenberg's rote here to 
make a crucial step, by changing the interpretation of the tp waves, "not to regard 
them as merely a mathematical fiction but to ascribe to them some kind of physical 
reality." Jammer, PBdosopBy o/ Qnantnm Mechanics, op. cit. (n. 12), p. 44.

13 Heisenberg, PBysics and Beyond, op. cit. (n. 3).
16 "Discussion with Professor Heisenberg," op. cit. (n. 7). See also the last section of 

Chapter 4.
17 See, for example: Stanley Coben, "Scientific establishment and the transmission of 

quantum mechanics to the United States, 1919-1932," American piystoryca/ Re- 
vietv, 76 (1971); Laura Fermi, lllnstrioMS immigranls, 2d ed. (Chicago: University 
of Chicago Press, 1971); Daniel J. Kevles, Tire pBysicysts; TBeBistory o/asciend/ic 
commttniry in modern America (New York: Knopf, 1978) (see esp. chap. 14-16 
and his bibliographical essay on Resources, pp. 430-7 for further primary sources); 
Katherine R. Sopka, QManfnm pBysics in America, 1920-1933 (New York: Arno 
Press, 1980); J. H. Van Vleck, "American physics comes of age," P/yys;cs Today, 17 
(1964); Spencer R. Weart, "The physics business in America, 1919-1940: A sta
tistical reconnaissance," in Nathan Reingold, ed., /Be sciences in fire United States. 
A Bicentennial perspective (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1979); and 
Charles Weiner, "A new site for the seminar: the refugees and American physics 
in the 1930s," in Donald H. Fleming and Bernard Bailyn, eds., Tire yntedectMa/ 
migration; Enrope and America, 1930-1960 (Cambridge, MA: Harvard Univer
sity Press, 1969).

18 J. H. Van Vleck, "American physics" op. cit. (n. 17), p. 23.
19 Ibid., p. 24.
20 Quoted in Kevles, TBe pBysycisrs, op. cit. (n. 17), p. 169.
21 Of excellent use for the following passages are the newly published letters, in Alice 

Kimball Smith and Charles Weiner (eds.), RoBert OppenBeimer, letters and recol-
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/ecttons (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1980). The quotations that 
fottow are from the tetters in that book.

la  M. Bom and R. Oppenheimer, "Zur Quantentheorie der Moteketn," Anna/en der 
Physih, 84 (1917): 457-84. The first footnote reference in the paper is to a cot- 
taborative paper by Born and Heisenberg, pubtished three years earher.

13 Smith and Weiner, eds., Robert Oppenheimer, op. cit. (n. 11), p. 117.
14 E.g., in A. Hermann et a)., eds., Wo//g<tng Patdi, op. cit. (n. 4).
15 Born and Oppenheimer, "Zur Quantentheorie der Moteketn," op. cit. (n. 11).
16 Smith and Weiner (eds.), Robert Oppettbetmer, op. cit. (n. 11).

Chapter & Do scientists need a phi/osophyf

r Steven Weinberg, "The search for unity: Notes for a history of quantum fietd 
theory," Daeda/as (Fatt, 1977): 17-18. A simitar point is made about the devetop- 
ment of particte physics, inctuding Yukawa's contribution, in Tbe birtb o/ partic/e 
physics, L. M. Brown and L. Hoddeson, eds. (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 1983), pp. 186-191, 194-303.

1 A. Einstein, "Repty to criticisms," in A/bert Einstein; Pbi/osopber-scientist, Paut 
A. Schitpp, ed. (Evanston, tL: The Library of Living Phitosophers, 1949), pp. 
683-4.

3 Atso refer to Chapter 7, "Success sanctifies the means."
4 Editor's summary in Springs oj scienti/ic creativity; Essays on /oanders o/ modern 

science (Minneapotis, MN: University of Minnesota Press, 1983), p. vi.
3 Peter Gatison, "Bubbte chambers and the experimentat workptace," in Obsert/a- 

tion, experiments, and hypothesis in modern physical science, Peter Achinstein 
and Owen Hannaway, eds. (Cambridge, MA: MfT Press, 1985), pp. 309-71.

6 Jutian Schwinger, "Two shakers of physics: Memoriat tecture for Sin-itiro To- 
monago," in Tbe birtb o/partic/e physics, op. cit. (n. 1), pp. 364-5.

7 Hitary Putnam, "Phitosophers and human understanding," in A. F. Heath, ed., 
Scienti/ic exp/anation (Oxford: Ctarendon Press, 1981), pp. 99-110.

8 In Pierre Speziati, ed., A/bert Einstein, Micbe/eBesso, correspondence 1903-1933 
(Paris: Hermann, 1971), pp. 114-13.

9 Henry Harris, "Rationatity and science," in A. F. Heath, ed., Scienti/ic exp/ana- 
tion, op. cit. (n. 7), pp. 36-51.

10 Peter Gatison, "How the first neutrat current experiments ended," Reviews o/ 
Modern Physics, 33 (1983): 487-91, 305-6.

t i  Shetdon L. Gtashow, "Particte symmetries of weak interactions," Nac/ear Physics, 
11 (1961): 579-88.

11 Howard Georgi and Shetdon L. Gtashow, "Unity of att etementary-particte 
forces," Physica/ Revere Letters, 31 (January 1974): 438-41.

13 Carotyn Eisete, "Peirce, Chartes Sanders," in The dictionary o/scienti/ic biography, 
C. C. Gittispie, ed., Vot. 10 (New York: Scribner, 1973), pp. 484-5; see atso 
Christine Ladd-Franktin, "Chartes S. Peirce at the Johns Hopkins," in The/oMrna/ 
o^Phi/osophy, Psycho/ogy, and Scienti/ic Method, 13, no. 16 (1916): 718.

14 Putnam, op. cit. (n. 7), p. 118. The work of the phitosopher Stephen Toutmin 
(e.g., /daman understanding) atso shows great sensitivity to the facts of scientific 
practice.
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13 E.g., Chapters 1 and z of this book, and in G. Holton, TEemndc origins of scien-
ii/ie titoMgitt.' Kepler to Einstein (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 
1973) and TBe scientific imugmntion.' Case studies (Cambridge: Cambridge Uni
versity Press, 1978).

16 Aiso refer to Chapter 4, "Einstein's search for the We/tMd."

C/Mpter 9. .Sciunce, tec r̂to/ogy, ttttJ ffie /ottrf^ disconfiMMidy

1 Mazlish, Bruce. "The fourth discontinuity." Tecfmo/ogy und Ctt/tnre, 8 (1967): 

I-IS-
z Ibid., p. 4.
3 "How basic research reaps unexpected rewards" is, in fact, the title of a pamphlet 

released by NSF, February 1980.
4 For some reasons why, in the past, "we have not found good ways of encouraging 

much-needed inquiry, especially in the areas of the environment, the control of 
population growth, and the conversion of energy," see R. S. Morison, "Introduc
tion" to the book Eimits of scientific inquiry, R. S. Morison and G. Holton, eds. 
(New York: W. W. Norton, 1979), p. xviii.

3 As Bruce L. R. Smith and Joseph J. Karlesky [TBe state of academic science.' The 
universities in tBe nation's research effort (New York: Change Magazine Press, 
1977)] have noted, institutional deficiencies, inctuding short cycles of funding by 
government and industrial sponsors, have also adversely affected the pursuit of 
"pure" research and resulted in a certain lack of venturesomeness. They identified 
in academic institutions a "notable shift away from basic research to applied and 
mission-oriented research" -  precisely in the opposite direction from the combined 
mode -  "and from risk-taking to reiatively safe and predictable lines of inquiry." 
In industry, the same problem has appeared, as documented in the biennia) Science 
/ndrcgfors, with a decade-tong decrease in basic research expenditure and a change 
to short-term goa!s, often to "defensive research" that aims chiefly at the protection 
of o!d products against regutations.

6 Press, Frank. "Science and technotogy: the road ahead." Science, zoo (1978): 
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7 Tenth Annua) Report of the Nationa! Science Board, Basic research in tEe mission 

agencies: Agency perspectives on tBe conduct and support of fiasic research, z 
August J978 (Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1978). p. 303.

8 Etsewhere in the NSF report (p. z86) there is a frank discussion about the practical 
differences of drawing the tine between basic and apphed science in the mission 
agencies: "Every agency science administrator is ptagued by the mission relevance 
question, especiatty in retation to basic research. For exampte, the Office of Nava) 
Research (ONR) identifies support of pure mathematics as highly relevant to the 
Navy's mission, but perhaps this would not be so regarded in other sectors." Simi
larly, "NSF has been plagued since its inception by persons who ask how many of 
the supported projects can be justified and to what extent they relate to any con
ceivable national purpose. Scientists within the agencies feel that skepticism is due 
to a lack of understanding of what basic science is about and how it relates to the 
national purpose. The science administrator is caught between the scientist, who 
believes any scientific enquiry is justified, and skeptical citizens or Congressmen,

32.7
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who wonder how esoteric enquiries can warrant public fund support. As the pres
sure mounts, the research administrator finds applied research easier to justify than 
basic" (ibid.).

A more thorough analysis would demand that one face a number of other prac
tical problems: for example, how to deal with differences existing between basic 
and applied science in different fields, such as mathematics and cultural anthro
pology, or even physics and biology; how to prevent such political problems as 
either seeming to promise too much or incurring backlash when a problem turns 
out to be even more long-range and complex than originally foreseen on the most 
cautious model; or, for that matter, how to institutionalize the support of research 
in the combined mode in order to immunize it, at least during the early, vulnerable 
phase, from the axe of practical-minded budget cutters during a period of general 
retrenchment. As a top official of the OMB recently said, "Frankly, basic research 
is necessary in the long run, vulnerable in the short run." A good test case of this 
sort is the tortuous progress toward the fusion reactor, an effort in which a large 
component of fundamental research has been involved over a period of two decades 
without clearly reaching the promised goal of a limitless supply of energy with 
relatively low risk. The frustration that has been building up was captured in a 
recent comment by a Congressional aide: "There is a feeling that if you leave it to 
the scientists all the time, you won't get any energy out of it. It's becoming unac
ceptable to have an energy problem that costs half a billion dollars a year and 
doesn't produce anything."

9 See, for example, Science and Government Report, 9 (z) for February 1,1979, and 
Hearings f?e/ore tlte Stiftconttnittee on Science, Technology, and Space, on Over
sight on the 0 /?ice o^Science and Technology Policy, March 7 and 11, 1979.

10 Two volumes; Government Printing OfHce, Superintendent of Documents, Wash
ington, DC Z 0 4 0 Z , Stock Numbers 0 3 8 - 0 0 0 - 0 0 4 4 1 - 3  and 0 3 8 - 0 0 0 - 0 0 4 4 1 - 7 .

11 The legislative language requiring the NSF to prepare such volumes specifies that it 
"identify and describe situations and conditions which warrant special attention 
within the next five years, involving, (i) current and emerging problems of national 
significance that are identified through scientific research, or in which scientific or 
technical considerations are of major significance, and (1) opportunities for, and 
constraints on, the use of new and existing scientific and technological capabilities 
which can make a significant contribution to the resolution of problems identified 
. . .  or to the achievement or furthering of program objectives or national goals. ..."

11 Op. cit. (n. io),vol. i,p p . 1-4.
13 Op. cit. (n. 10), vol. i, p. 31.
14 Op. cit. (n. 10), vol. z, p. 330.
13 See Elzinga, Aant. "The Swedish science discussion 1963-1973." Social Indicators 

Research, 7 (1980): 379-99. The article is very interesting and, to many U.S. 
readers, will be disturbing. It also warns that "as pressure of sectorization increases, 
so does polarization of the scientific community into those who are receptive and 
those who resist this development." The opposition in fact contains not only the 
group "arguing from the idea of a free autonomous science based on liberal values," 
but also other groups, "often with a radical leftish social inclination, who oppose 
sectorization in its concrete form because the overall goals are determined by 
monopoly capitalist class interests" (p. 391).
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16 The National Program for Science and technology, 1978-1981." (CONACYT, 
Mexico, D.F., 1978) and Edmundo Flores, "Mexico's program for science and 
technology, 1978-81." Science, 204 (1979): 1179-81.

17 For example, reports by George A. Pake and by Lewis M. Branscomb in Physics 
Today, April 1978 and April 1980, respectively.

r 8 For representative brief descriptions, see the growth and development of STS edu
cation -  three examples. Science, TecEno/ogy, and /Taman Va/aes, 3 (Spring 1980): 
31-3$. The programs described are those at Lehigh University, Stanford Univer
sity, and MIT.

CFnp/^r 10. T/?e /M̂O MMpS

1 Shortly thereafter, he also added that the action between magnet needle and cur
rent loop is reciprocal, a discovery usually associated with Ampere, who indepen
dently published it later. For good accounts of Oersted's work and motivation, see 
L. Pearce Williams' account in the Dictionary of scientific /nogmpEy; Kristine 
Meyer, "The scientific life and works of H. C. 0 rsted," in FT. C. 0 rsted, Natnr- 
fidens/ta/re/ige Striper, edited by K. Meyer (Copenhagen: FTost, 1910), Vol. 1, pp. 
XHI-CLXVI; Robert C. Stauffer, "Speculation and experiment in the background 
of Oersted's discovery of electromagnetism," /sis, 48 (1937): 33-50; Bern Dibner, 
Oersted and t/?e discovery of e/ecfronMgnedsm (Norwalk: Burndy, 1961); and 
Barry Gower, "Speculation in physics: The history and practice of Naturphiloso- 
phie," Stndies in instory and ppi/osoppy of science (New York: Pergamon, 1973), 
Vol. 3, pp. 301-56.

1 For a brilliant analysis of the changing tasks of historians, see Judith N. Shklar, 
"Learning without knowing," Daeda/tts, 109 (1) (1980): 53-71, from which the 
last two quotations are taken.

3 For a faithful description of the system of education in a Gymnasium of Vienna by 
an exact contemporary, see Egon Schwarz, Keine Zeit ftir EicPendor/f; CProniE 
ttnfreitcd/iger Wander/aEre (Konigstein: Athenaum Verlag, 1979), pp. 11-18.

CF̂ p/<?r 11. Front /Fe end/ass frott/ter /o /P<? tdeo/ogy of /tntt/8

1 Vannevar Bush, Pieces of t/?e action (New York: Morrow, 1970), p. 64.
1 ibid., p. 63.
3 Ibid.
4 Vannevar Bush, Science, iPe end/ess frontier (Washington, DC: National Science 

Foundation, 1945), p. xxvi.
5 Arthur Kubo, MfT Ph.D. thesis. "Technology assessment of high-level nuclear 

waste management," p. r8 i. He refers to the National Academy of Sciences study 
"Disposal of radioactive wastes on land," 1957, requested by the Atomic Energy 
Commission.

6 Bush, Science, op. cit. (n. 4), pp. 3-4.
7 Ibid., p. 1. One more irony is that when the National Science Foundation was 

set up as the direct result of Bush's campaign, its mandate exc/nded the "war 
against disease," the support of medicine and its related sciences that may have been
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of greatest persona) interest to Roosevelt, as wet) as to alt civitian research on 
weapons.

8 President Carter's covering tetter of August 2,1978, for the Tenth Annua) Report 
of the Nationa) Science Board, and accompanying NSF News Retease. Tenth 
Annua) Report of the Nationa) Science Board, Basic research in mission agencies. 
Agency perspectives on tBe conduct and support o/ Basic research, August 2,1978 
(Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1978).

9 Don K. Price, "Endtess frontier or bureaucratic morass?," in TBe /imits o/scieutipc 
in^airy, Gera)d Hoiton and Robert S. Morison, eds. (New York: Norton, 1979), 
p. 85.

10 Harvey Brooks, "The probtem of research priorities," in TBe /imits, op. cit. (n. 9), 
pp. 171-90.

11 George Sarton, TBe study o/ tBe Bistory o/science (1936; rpt. New York: Dover, 

1 9 3 7 ). P- S-
12 fmre Lakatos, "Understanding Toutmin," Minerva, 14 (1976): 128.

Copter 12. MefapBors ttt sctertce arte/ eJttcaftott

1 Donald G. MacRae, "The body and socia) metaphor," in TBe Body as a medium 
o^ expression, J. BenthaH and T. Pothemus, eds. (London: AHen Lane, 1975), p. 

S9 -
2 A)an Buttock and Otiver Stattybrass, eds., TBe Fontana dictionary o / modern 

tBougBt (London: Co))ins, 1977), p. 20. (TBe Harper dictionary o^ modern 
tBongBt, New York: Harper and Row.)

3 Cohn Turbayne, TBe mytB o / metapBor (New Haven, CT: Ya)e University Press, 
1962), p. 5.

4 Nicotaus Copernicus (c. 1330, trans. E. Rosen), De Revo/utioniBus OrBinm 
Coe/estium (Ba)timore, MD: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1978), pp. 4-7; my 
itatics.

3 Ernst Gombrich, SymBoBc images. Studies in tBe art o/ tBe renaissance (London: 
Phaidon, 1972), p. 166.

6 Erwin Panofsky, "Ga)i)eo as a critic of the arts: Aesthetic attitude and scientific 
thought," Jsis, 47 (1936): 3-13.

7 Thomas Young, "Outhnes of experiments and inquiries respecting sound and 
tight," in Misce//aneous rcorBs o / TBomas Young, Vo). ], George Peacock, ed. 
(London: Murray, 1833), pp. 80-81.

8 Ibid., p. 82.
9 Geratd Hotton, TBematic origins o/scientipc tBougBt (Cambridge, MA: Harvard 

University Press, 1973), pp. 363-4.
10 Andrew Pickering, "Exemptars and anatogies," Socia/ Studies o / Science, 10 

(1980), pp. 497-302.
11 Richard Boyd, "Metaphor and theory change," in MetapBor and tBougBt, A. Or- 

tony, ed. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1979), p. 408.
12 Geratd Hotton, TBe setenh/ic imagination. Case studies (Cambridge: Cambridge 

University Press, 1978), pp. 37-8.
13 Martin Deutsch, "Evidence and inference in nuctear research," Daeda/us, 87 (Fatt 

1938): 88-9.
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14 Gombrich, op. cit. (n. 5), p. 167.
1$ MacRae, op. cit. (n. 1), p. 67.
16 Margaret Mead, "Ctosing the gap between the scientists and the others," Daeda/as,

## (1959): 139-46.
17 P. Logan, "Language and physics," PPysics EdKcadoH, r6 (1981): 174-77.
18 Alfred M. Mayer, Sd/iman's American /otrrna/, April 1878; reprinted in Pddo- 

sopdiea/ Magazine, 3 (1878), 397-8.
19 Alfred N. Whitehead, Science and ;de modern rcorid (New York: New American 
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